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ABSTRACT
M I

The thesis ’’The Arabic Translations of Theodosius’s Sphaerica" is an 

edition of the Istanbul manuscript Topks,pi Seray Ahmet III 3464*2. In

cluded is a comparative apparatus of the Greek and Arabic texts showing 

possible correspondence between the posited Greek exemplar of the trans

lator and the various Greek manuscript traditions reported by J.L. Heiberg

in his critical edition of the text. Further differences are pointed

out in the English Translation.. There is also a glossary of terminology

giving listings from Greek to Arabic and Arabic to Greek. An appendix 

discussing the execution of the drawings in the Arabic manuscript and 

their relation to the Greek drawings as reported by Heiberg is also given. 

Other appendices include a chart representing the convention seemingly 

adopted by the translator for lettering the drawings, a listing of 

inconsistent grammatics,1 usage found in the manuscript, parallel passages

from the Greek, text, the text of the present edition, the versions of
*
al-Maghribt and al-TUsi:, and a privately owned manuscript, and finally 

a list of interlinear sigla found on the first few folios of the

manuscript the purpose of which is unclear.
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INTRODUCTION

I* Provenance of the translation.

A. The name of the translator.

The Arabic translation of Theodosius’s Sphaerica was known to

mediaeval Arabic readers as I L5 and is preserved in

a manuscript held at Topkapi Seray, manuscript Ahmet III 3464.2.1

None of the early Arabic bibliographers supply the name of the

translator of Sphaerica. Ibn al-Nadlm lists t .1- < along with

the other two works of Theodosius known to mediaeval Arabic mathema

ticians as and J.Ill t ; hut no further informa

tion is given. Al-Qifti, although he gives more detail, also fails
3

to mention the translator.

The earliest, and to date fullest, description of the Arabic 

translation of Sphaerica is given by the 17th century cataloguer 

IJajji Khalifah. He writes:

1. Fuat Sezgin, Geschichte des arabischen Schrifttums, Band v (Leiden, 
1974), P» 1559 lists an additional three complete mss. One of these,
the ms. in a private colie ctio^nas “"been made available. As can be 
seen in Appendix Six, its text does not coincide with the ms. of the 
present edition. There has been no response to attempts made for 
obtaining copies of the other mss. mentioned by Sezgin.

2. Ibn al-NadTm; Kitab al-Fihrist; ed. Flttgel (KhayySt reprint, Beirut 
1964)? P. 269, 11. 5-7.

3. Ibn al-Qiftt; Ta3rikh al-HukamS?; ed. Mtlller (Leipzig, 1903)5 p. 108, 

11. 1-5, 11-14.
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■ I I j.J I 4_U V» I <Lu^JR_l I ^y3 I Am Li^-aJ I ^4 <jJ-S_A^ ^4 I iXSj Jj>" ^jPcv

»UJ1 jJSLtiJ I I (j^>LJLs|uJ 1 Gsu*«j <uliL> I <2h

I PtT*" &"* Aj+S' l3^"' O^P * **■*-“' pj vL>- ^y> Am U I

.... uA*J»w ’ L^1 2 iJ-*'*'T 1 V V Amm I ^yw^U 1 «X*J*te dJ 1

1 .
A 5 r d»A-A.v 1 iX+S? IjJ 5 '•—^J£^_M«4

More recently, the 19th century cataloguer, Ahlwardt, while describing

a manuscript in Berlin, presents the incipit of the manuscript which 
2closely follows the information given by Hajjl Khaltfah.

The only extant manuscript which names a translator is Leiden

manuscript 1031.2 which reads: "the translation of 3Abu Zaid Ilunain 
3

b. Ishaq, the translator." The ascription of translations to

^unain was a common practice of scribes seeking to lend authority

1. IJajji Khalifah; Kashf al-SunUn; ed. Flttgel (Leipzig, 1835); vol. i,
P. 389-90. -

2. W. Ahlwardt 5 Die Handschriften-verzeichnisse der KSniglichen 
Bibliothek zu Berlin (Berlin, 1893); vol. v, p. 316-7- He gives:

I ^y3_X_A CUA-WUA U-'X|J lx. lA»ij U U—'lu—5”

dJLt La I «X4J>* 1 l.j.,% J I I 1 ^y) I Am La^J dJJLu/ ^4 ‘ U-J-J t ^y# ^JSPa

-----1‘ ^yl^A 4.J VJ I dj ll..l I lj>j I I 1 l dJjLrf

^yA 1^J>d 1 *5^ C^”1 La Al^

It" is unfortunate that Ahlwardt stopped after Thsbit, as the text of 
the incipit is so close to the information given by Hajjl Khallfah 
that one might suppose this ms. to be a copy of the tahrl'r of al-TUsl. 
The discrepancy between the stopping place of Qusta mentioned here 
and by ^ajjl Khallfah is discussed infra, p. xvii. In response to
a query made of the K^niglichejft Bibliothek, it has been learned that 

this ms. is now missing.

3. P. Voorhdve; Handlist of Arabic Manuscripts,..Leiden (Leiden, 1957);
p. 385- This information is written on folio 22v, line 2. The ep

C&a•’fik. &\<f- if" op <?iP i»
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io their work , so the argument of this sole manuscript ascription 

against the manuscript evidence presented by HajjS Khallfah and

Ahlwardt is less than compelling. Prom the evidence of the latter 

two, then, we may tentatively conclude that the translation was made 

in the year 864/25O, partly hy Qusta and then revised hy Thabit.

B. Sphaerica and ’the smaller astronomy*.

One of the early "bibliographers, al-Qiftt, notes that is

’the most honoured of the intermediary "books [ <—•between
2the book of Euclid and al-Majistl' . This same phrase, ’intermediary

books’ 5JI ], is found in Hajjt Khalifah^ and Ahlwardt

and is also discernible on the remnants of a paper affixed to the ■
5

binding of Topkapi Seray 3464.2.

1. For the commonest example, see al-Qifti, Ta3rikh 177.8ff, where he 
points out the frequent alteration of ’Hubaish’ to ’^unain’; for an 
example of a work purposely attributed to Hunain for the benefit of 
his name, see G. BergstrSsser, Pseudogalen in Hippocrates de 
Septimajis Commentarium ab Hunaino q> f, arabice verso (Leipzig, 1914)

’who proved that it was neither written by Hippocrates, nor commented 
on by Galen, nor translated by Hunain’ [M. Meyerhof, ’New light on 
§unain ibn Ishaq and his period’, ISIS 8(l926)p. 708, n. 373. Of.
also Strohmaier in El2 iii, p. 579 (Hunain): "The reason for this [others 
using Hunain’s name as the translator! is not clear. Perhaps it is 
due to the modesty of the pupils themselves, or else they wanted to 
conceal the circumstances of the double translation [Hunain to Syriac, 
others from this into Arabic], as Muslim intellectuals had been well 
aware of its shortcomings.’

2. Ta3rikh, p. 108.4.

3. Kashf, i, p. 389.7.

4. Die Hdss. ...Berlin, v, p. 316.

5. cf. infra, p. x.



IV •

It is known that during the third century A.D. a collection of

treatises was compiled in Alexandria which would he read as an intro

duction to Ptolemy. The exact contents of this collection are not

known, hut it is known that Theodosius’s Sphaerica was included in
y

it. The inclusion of so many of the same works in the earliest 
2reference to this collection , in the earliest extant Greek manu- 

3
script containing the works and in the present manuscript makes it

1, The first mention of this collection, 6 jxCxpoC &OTpovopotfp,evoC 
(totcoC) occurs in Collectionis Pappi, Bk. vi [ed. Hultsch, ii, p. 475J 
when Pappus comments on the following: sphaerica, de diehus et nocti- 
hus Theodosii, de sphaera quae movetur Autolyci, de magnitudinihus et 
distantiis lunae et soils Aristarchi, optica et phaenomena Euclidis. 
jFor comments hy later writers see Thomas Heath, A History of Greek 
Mathematics (Oxford, 1921), vol. ii, pp. 245-53; idem, Aristarchos of 
Samos (Oxford, 1913), pp. 317-21; and J.L. Heiherg, Litterargeschicht- 
liche Studien tther Euklid (Leipzig, l882),'p. 152; and M. Cantor,
Geschicte der Mathematik (Leipzig, l88l), vol. i, p. 380; finally,

1 ’ A ’ ’
Hans Weinhold, Die Astronomie in der Antiken Schule (Munich diss.,
1912), p. 63, notes: ’In scientific education, sphaerics played a
leading role. It was the entry way to proper scientific astronomy.
We see this in the compilation of the yXxpoC &crupovo|io'6p.evo£.
It contains (according to Pahricus, Bihlio. Gr«, ii, p. 88):

Theodosii Tripolitae sphaericorum lihri iii, Euclidis data, 
optica, catoptrica ac phaenomena, Theodosii Tripolitae de hahi- 
tationihus et noctihus ac diehus lihri ii, Autolyci Pitanei 
de sphaera mota, et lihri duo de ortu atque occasu stellarum 
inerrantium, Aristarchi Sami de magnitudinihus ac distantiis 
solis ac lunae, Hypsiclis Alexandrini &va,cpopgive de 
ascensionihus, Menelai sphaericorum lihri iii.’

2. i.e., Pappus’s Collectiones Bk. vi; cf. note above.

3* Ms. Vat. Gr. 204 (10th cent.): l) sphaericorum, Theodosii; 2) de 
sphaera quae movetur, Autolyci; 3) opticorum (recension Theonis), 
Euclidis; 4) de hahitationihus, Theodosii; 5) de noctihus et diehus, 
Theodosii; 6) de magnitudinihus et distantiis solis et lunae, 
Aristarchi; 7) de ortihus et occasihus, Autolyci; 8) anaphoricus,



probable that a similar collection was known in both Hellenistic

mediaeval Islamic times.The collection alluded to by Pappus, then, 
2

6 pZxpoC (loTpovop-oupevoC (t<5tcoC) » appears to have been trans

lated into Arabic and was commonly called

It is likely that the translation of the present text was made as 

part of this collection. Assuming the validity of Hajji Khalifah’s 

evidence, the entire collection may have been translated for 

al-Mustacin around the year 864/250• There are, nonetheless, some 

difficulties with the information of Hajji KhalTfah.

C. The date of the final revision by Thabit.

We know that Thabit b. Qurrah attained his high position in court 

through the sponsorship of Muhammad b. MUsa and that al~Mustacin was 

disliked by the Banu Musa. It is remarkable, then, for Thabit to. 

have corrected a manuscript for al-Mustacin during his life, unless 

there was an unrecorded emnity between the Banu Musa and Thabit. 

Lacking any evidence of this, it is probable that the correction 

was made after the death of al-Mustactn, i.e., after 866/252.

Hypsiclis.; 9) catoptrica, Euclidis; 10) commentaria in Apollonii 
conica, Eutocii; ll) data, Euclidis; 12) commentarius in Euclidis 
data, Marini philosophi; 13) scholia in Euclidis elementa.

1. Cf. Weinhold, Astronomie, p. 63: ’Although we must also grant 
that these writings were at no time together at a lecture, but that 
now one, now another was added or dropped out.’

2. cf. supra, p. iv, n. 1.

3. Ruska in El iii, p. 742 (MUsa, Banu); we know they disliked 
al-Kindl for his having been selected over them as tutor to 
&1-Mustacin, and we may infer that al-Kindl made no pains to instil 
in his charge esteem for the Banu MUsS and their protegds.

V



VI

D. Summary.

Prom the available evidence, then, al~Mustacl:n commissioned QustS 

b. LTXqa to translate Tehodosius’s Sphaerica in the year 864/250, 

possibly as it formed part of the collection & |i£%poC <&GTpovop,o'6{xevoC 

Qusta only partially completed the translation, his work probably 

having halted by the death of al-Mustacin in 866/252. This partial 

translation was later completed by an unknown scholar and revised 

by Th&bit b. Qurrah. '
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II. Subsequent history of the text.

A. The early Latin translation.

The Arabic translation of Sphaerica was turned into Latin during

the 12th century. Two translations appear to have been made, which 
1

are ascribed to Plato of Tivoli and Gerard of Cremona. Each Latin

1. There is no full agreement over the authorship of these two versions. 
Boncompangi in ’’Bella vita e delle opere de Gherardo cremonese” [Atti 
dell1 Accademia Pontificia de ’ Nuovi Lincei, vol. 4(l85l), pp. 387
493, here p. 3893 uses lists of Gerard’s works compiled by his students 
to attribute Sphaerica to him. He also notes that there is evidence 
that Plato of Tivoli translated the work [’’Belle versioni fatte da 
Platone Tiburtino...", same journal and issue as above, pp. 249-863. 
Steinschneider [m. Steinschneider; Bie hebrSisb^en Uebersetzungen des 
Mittelalters (Berlin, 1893), p. 5413 also notes that ”nach dem Verfasser 
eines Buches ’de Speculis ustoriis’ ware Plato von Tivoli der Uebersetzer. 
Diese Notiz hat wenig wert.” Again, in ”Bie europ&ischen Uebersetzungen 
aus dem Arabischen bis Mitte des 17 Jahrhunderts” [Sitzungberichte der 
Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften in Wien, phil.-hist. Klasse,
Bdd. cxlix/iv(l9O4) cli/i(l9O5) (Graz reprint, p. 62)3 Steinschneider 
notes: "...so ist seine (Plato of Tivoli’s) angebliche Autorschaft hier 
umsoweniger glaubhaft, als auch der im ms. vorangehende Theodosius 
wahrscheinlich von Gerard von Cremona tlbersetzt ist." Although Stein
schneider would not want to accept Plato, BjSrnbo would seem to accept 
him in "Alkindi, Tideus und Pseudo-Euklid", Abhandlungen zur Geschichte 
der mathematischen Wissenschaften, xxiv/3(l91l)> p. 130. Lastly,
Charles Haskins [studies in the History of Mediaeval Science (Cambridge 
Mass., 1924)> p. 5l3 points out that Hermann of Carinthia and Robert 
of Chester both alluded to Sphaerica, although "if either of them 
produced a Latin version, it has not yet been identified". Heiberg 
notes that there are two Latin versions, .s-ome- ascribed to Gerard and 
other^ to Plato (p. VIIl). He also gives extracts from each (pp. 

VIII-XIl).
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version displays similarities and dissimilarities with the Arabic 

text of the present edition. It appears that.these Latin versions

* were the only circulated source for the text in the West until the 

Greek editio princeps by Pena in 1558. •

B. Later Arabic versions.

It is certain that about a half century after the Latin trans

lation the Arabic translation was revised. We know from IJajjt

Khalifah that Muhammad b. Muhammad Nasir al-DTn al-TUsi produced 
2a version. We also know from manuscript evidence that a contemporary 

of his, Yahya b. Muhammad b. °abt al-Shukr al-Maghribi also produced
3

a version. Again, from Khalifah we know that Taqi al-Bin

Muhammad b. MacrTlf al-Rasid produced another version some three 

centuries after al-THsi.^ In appendix six of the present edition 

are presented parallel passages from the Greek text of Heiberg, 

the Arabic translation presented herein, the version of al-TUsi, 

the version of al-Maghribi, and the version found in the privately

_*„*».*>.*-*-.*—*_*—*-*_

1. cf. bibliography herein for full list of printed editions.

2. cf. supra, p. ii ; and Heinrich Suter, ’’Die Mathematiker und 
Astronomen der Araber und Ihre Werke”, Abhandlungen zur Geschichte 
der mat he mat i s ohe n Wi s s e ns chaft e n, Heft x(l900), art. 368, pp. 146
153j and Sezgin, GAS v, p. 1555 published in Majmuc al-RasS°il li 
Nagir al-Bin al-TUsi (Hayderabad, 1939)*

3. cf. Carra de Vaux, "Notice sur deux manuscrits arabes: Remaniement 
des sphdriques de Th6odose par Yahia ibn Muhammad...", Journal 
Asiatique 17(l89l)pp. 287-95, where portions of this version are 
given; also, Suter, "Math, und Astron. Araber", art. 376, pp. 155-6; 

and Sezgin, GAS v, p. 155*

. 4- cf. supra, p. 

art. 471, PP- 191-2

ii; also, Suter, "Math, und Astron. AraJber",



owned, ms,1 By noting "both the compressed, style of these later 

versions and. the survival of a far greater numberymss. of them than 

of the translation version presented herein, we may conclude that 

hy the time of al-TUsi and al-Maghribi the prolixity of the trans

lation combined with lexical development within Arabic of terse

mathematical expression to demand a new version of the text. This

would seem to result from the texts being used to pursue a mathe

matical education rather than as repositories for archaic and obscure

language•

C. The Hebrew translation.

Nearly contemporary with al-^Ust and al-Ma^gribt, Moses ben

Tibbon translated the Arabic version into Hebrew. Steinschneider 
2dates this translation to 1271 A.D. from ms. evidence.

IX

D. Printed editions. ’

Printed editions began to appear in the sixteenth century. Two

Latin editions were printed before the Greek editio princeps, and

they would appear to incorporat-e the Latin versions of the Arabic. 

A full list of printed editions can be found in the bibliography.

The most recent and author it at iv»3 edition was made by Heiberg and

is used as the basis for comparison in the present edition. 1 2

1. cf. Sezgin, GAS v, p. 155; and supra, p. i , note 1.

2. Heb. Uebersetz., p. 542
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III. The present edition.

A. Description of the manuscript.

i. The codex Ahmet III 3464. '

a. Its appearance. •

The codex Ahmet III 3464 contains 17 treatises, of which 15 have 

been identified hy Max Krause.1 It measures 27cm. x l6.5cm. It is 

hound in a leather cover which has been decorated with tooled lines

forming a simple border .5cm. from the edges. On the spine has been 

pasted a paper with a title written in black ink. Only portions of

this paper remain on the cover and on them can be read Ip

£■** ? JI l-A-SLH LcJ j olhu-yuJ!. Again, on the recto of the

added title folio there is written For conveni

ence, this is identified as being written by TF. On the verso is a 

list of contents in a different hand. At the bottom of this list, 

in a hand resembling TF, there is added C V i 3“ <

jy jl At some point during its history, then,

this codex was considered to be a collection of the minor Greek 

works known in Arabic as c ~ <11 .

b. Its contents.

In the list on the next page, the actual contents of the ms. are 

compared to the contents given on the title folio and in the list of

contents. 1

1. Max Krause, "Stambuler Handschriften islamischer Mathematiker", 
Quellen und Studien zur Geschichte der Mathematik, Astronomie und
Physik, Abt. B, Studien Bd. 3(Berlin, 1936), pp. 435-532; cf. also 

section III.A.b of the present introduction.
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title-folio fihrist folios actual contents

same same (lr-19v) nj* »x*ls Sf o- LJstJud 11—i.

same same (20v-52v) kJ 2.

same same (54v-58v) ;/ji c_,u5'3.

same same (59v~74r) o* *5 j-lp V*<J 1 1—-bS” 4.

same same (74v-103r) ;/)t jtsLiSn

same same (lO3v~115v) oljjbttJI J jJJI ^6.

same same (ll6v-123v) 1 ^y ijj L bS” 7 •

same same (I24v-151v) j L^-J 1 b u_- bS* 8.

wanting same (I51v-154r) I 1 ^y Jj Lu,^J 1 9.

same same (l54v-170r) upjj 1 f io

same same (l70v-l88r) 1 4. j K—r Vu 1 1

want ing wanting (l88v-l89r) o* o*12

same same (189v-198v) Llx&J I 1 ^y dy Czi b bu<^ 18

same same (199v-222v) jILaJI JLsJI uxbS' 14

want ing wanting (223v-242v) unidentified lexicon of plants

£-5 1 ^y t

t luS*

wanting
title-folio

and wanting
fihrist

wanting

wanting wanting (243v-263v) u-L«o»JI <y <y’KJI <_^b5T 16

wanting want ing (264v-267r) u_Luu*- <y 17

A provable conclusion from the above comparison is that at some time

the codex was broken and various tracts were lost while others were

added. But first-hand inspection has not proven beneficial in

reinforcing this conclusion. There is no difference in paper

1. Titles are given as found in the fihrist, excepting 12, 16 and 17

which are taken from the works themselves.
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immediately apparent, and it is possible that only a widely experi

enced paleographer could resolve the question.

c. Possible name of copyist and date of copying. .

Seven of these treatises are in a distinctive hand (for conveni

ence referred to as A) —1, 2, 3, 4, 6 (dated 625 A.H., not signed), 

10 (signed, dated 625 A.H.), and 11 (signed, dated 625 A.H.). In 

addition, although all but one folio of number 8 (f. 151r-v) appears 

to be written in a different hand, hand A appears to finish the 

treatise and, although not signing it, dating the completion to 

630 A.H. Number 13 is dated 615 A.H. and signed Ibn al-Najasht 

Muhammad. Treatises ten and eleven are signed as follows:

10 (l70r) »A*J*** (ji 1 Ch

11 (l88r) J -f'°* J

This may be Muhammad b. 3abi Bakr al~Parist (d. 1278/677)If we 

accept the suggestion of a broken codex from the previous section

and the suggestion that the original codex was written wholly or 

mainly by the aforementioned, then the unsigned, undated copy of 

Sphaerica was made by this Muhammad b. 3abt Bakr al-Parisi in or 

around the year 1227/625*

1. Suter (“Math, und Astron. Araber”, art. 349, P* 139) following 
$ajjl Khaltfah (Kashf vi, p. 176) gives 1231/629 as the mortu-i-t. 

Brockelmann [O. Brockelmann, Geschichte der arabischen Litteratur, 
SI (Leiden, 1937), P* 866] following al-Khazrajl [’’El-Khazrejf ’ s 
History of the Resdll Dynasty of Yemen”, ed. Muhammad ’Asal, E.J.W. 
Gibb Memorial Series, iii4 (London, 1913) p* 204] gives 1278/677. 
Either date would seem to fit the date of copying, 1227/625•

A
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ii. The tract of Sphaerica.

a. Its appearance.

The paper used, for Sphaerica is heavy, of a slightly yellow 

colour, with a smooth surface. The page size is 25cm.x 16 cm. 

Indentations on the surface provide borders and lines for writing.

•The copyist, referred to herein as A, has written the text in small, 

neat neskhi with 23 lines per page covering 17.5cm. x 11cm. of the 

surface. The ink used by A is dark brown in tint, excepting the 

following written in red ink: l) the title on folio 20v — .J " cP 

j (in jjb ike letter has been added in black

ink); 2) the beginning of the second and third maqalahs - 27v UUJ1

J , and 41v u-bJ-JUUJ1 iJUJI

<y I 3) the words cJJj on P,A ;TY (f. 28r); 4) random ligatures,

once written, have been emphasized by adding red ink, e.g., f. 20v21

Jk»-, 21rl0 of 1__kyiS 5) finally, certain three-dot devices. In

all the above examples, the ink has been applied heavily and has 

not been allowed to dry before closing the page. This has resulted 

in not only smears on the opposite pages, but also in pages becoming 

stuck together as if by glue. The devices mentioned in five above 

appear throughout the text taking the shape of a pyramid of three 

heavy dots, sometimes with small tails pointing up from the left of 

the top dot. Their purpose is unclear, for as punctuation they are

1. On the title folio, the j before the final is omitted, while 
in the fihrist the name is spelled Hajjl Khalifah
gives jjb (cf. supra, p. i ); al-Qifti (Ta°rtkh, p. 108) gives

u/u^>_jjb(l. l)and Il); Ibn al-Nadlm (Fihrist, p.
269) gives (cf. als0 Anm* on page 123). The
spelling ^^.^Jjbhas been adopted in the text of the present edition.
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as often placed, in the middle as at the end of clauses, vihile as 

decoration the resulting smears on opposite pages has not enhanced • 

the appearance of the tract. For a discussion of the drawings, see 

appendix four.

b. Correcting hands.

In addition to A, the copyist, three distinct hands appear to 

have corrected or added to the text. The first two maqalahs are

the most heavily corrected, while maqalah three is rarely corrected. 

The first correcting hand, B, used an ink similar to that of A, but 

his corrections are distinct for the faintness of ink, thinness of 

line, and elongated and shaky forms of letters. The second corrector, 

C, may be more recent, as the ink suggests a modern pen. The third 

hand, D, has used a red ink very similar to that of interlinear 

markings appearing frequently on folios 20v through 23r. The rele

vance of these markings to the text is unclear, but a full list of 

them along with the words above and below each marking is given in 

appendix seven. This red ink is darker than that found in the 

drawings or mentioned in the previous section. It is found in the 

margins only once, 21v middle of the right margin (cf. p. o, note© ). 

The words written here are a scholion rather than a correction or

addition of omitted text.

The most frequently corrected portion is in the second maqslah 

(prop. II-xxi, pp. Yi. — 1° ) in which-there appears to have been 

confusion over the lettering convention used for the diagram. 

Corrector C made extensive changes of signs, mostly by rubbing or

scraping off the original and adding his correction in the same 

space. Such treatment of the writing surface left his corrections

indistinct..
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Frequently, the Arabic abbreviation is added by a corrector 

to his marginal correction. This is most often found with correc

tions in a hand very similar to A, yet not distinct enough to be 

identified as a fourth correcting hand. All occurrences of this 

abbreviation and its position relative to the note (after or above) 

are indicated-in the apparatus of the text. Finally, corrections 

which appear to be by hands other than A are so indicated in the

apparatus of the text. Instances in which distinction between A 

and other hands is doubtful are indicated with ft. (fortasse).

d* Orthography and Grammar,

As for orthography, diacritical points are randomly used, and 

often they are misleading, especially when used to indicate the 

gender of an imperfect verb. Hamza with kesrah, as in or 5^51 j

is written as a connected • Perhaps less commonly, the alif tawll 

of La I d->-1 is sometimes also written as a connected . The second 

lam of the dual form of the relative pronoun, i.e., aL,

is frequently omitted (occurrences are listed in appendix five) and

all I is several times written <11. Rarely, final alif maqsurah

is written as alif tawll as in (1 :A- )• Also, once the oblique

feminine dual form of is used (I i'll ) but given in the form

rather than the form ,JL

Grammatical usage does not consistently follow the norms set out 

by grammar books. Because no second ms. could be obtained for 

collation, and because such grammar as is displayed in the text may 

be typical of either the translator, the copyist of the present ms., 

or any copyist between them, the inconsistencies have been retained 

in the edition. A list of these with examples is given in appendix

five
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B. Notes on the presentation of the text.

In presenting the text of the ms., it has been considered primary 

to alter the readings of the ms. as little as possible. Therefore, as 

noted in the previous section, grammar is not altered. In instances 

where a reading is either obscure or definitely wrong, the suggested 

reading has been incorporated and what appears in the ms. given in 

the apparatus. In making changes to the letters used to designate 

points on the drawings, the first concern has been conformity with 

the accompanying drawing, and secondarily the Greek text has been

used.

The drawings are reproduced as found in the ms., excepting those 

portions of them which are unnecessary and not referred to in the 

text, e.g., prop. I-xvi (p. H) foi* which an unnecessary line occurs 

in the ms. (cf. appendix four, FIGURE I-xvi), and prop. II-xiv (p. tA) 

for which the ms. has given an uncalled for circle.(cf. appendix four, 

FIGURE II-xiv). Likewise, they are oriented as in the ms., 

but it has been attempted to execute the drawings with a greater

precision than found in the ms.

The marginal numbering of the text includes, in the right margin, 

lines on each page and references to the page and lines of Heiberg’s 

Greek text, and in the left margin, folio numbers of the ms. (the 

exact starting point being marked in the corresponding line by a 

heavy vertical stroke).
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C. Indications of a second translator. „

As noted above (p. i-i^ and p. ii, note 2) the only two sources

to date which present any information about the translator are Hajjl 

Khalifah and Ahlwardt. The former says that QustH only translated 

as far as proposition five of book two, while the latter says that 

he reached as far as proposition five of book three. While collecting 

data for the glossary, the following emerged as possible evidence of

more than one translator: .

S.vtooC translated by until prop. III-vii
and by after that •

translated by until prop. III-x
and by after that

&X&CJTT] translated by until prop. Ill-vi
and by after that

Although other words are treated differently in various portions of 

the text, these three stand out as striking examples. To these may

be added the use of the feminine broken plural forms of the adjective 

( t , prop. Ill-vi; and 1 , prop. III-viii).

Nevertheless, in themselves, these indications do not provide 

sufficient proof of a different translator after proposition III-v, 

and it is not possible to say definitely where Qusta may have actual

ly stopped translating. This lack of evidence may result from the 

review of the work made by Th&bit b. Qurrah and a smoothing out of

differences in expression.

D. The added proposition.

Following the final proposition of the book, there is a proposition

for whioh several proofs are given. The proposition is the same as 

scholion III-128 given by Heiberg on p. 195f» which is perhaps a 

lemma explaining the statement found at p. 158.2-5. Unfortunately,
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the Arabic text here has omitted several large portions (cf. p. U* , 

notes C, o, 1 ) and possibly with these omissions a reference to this 

“proposition, which we mentioned, at the end of the book”. In the 

Paris ms., this proposition is wanting, while in the printed version 

of al-^usi it follows proposition III~xi introduced by “in some of 

the mss. there may be found a proposition by Thabit for the proof 

of the previous premise. It is stipulated thuss"(p. iA ). Al-^Usl 

gives two versions of it, which, although similar to the versions 

in the present edition, do not exactly correspond. It is possible 

that Thabit is responsible for at least the method of proof, but the 

existence of the Greek s^olion makes it likely that there was a 

basis from which he worked. Likewise, no one proof of the present 

edition follows that of the Greek scholion. Previous to Heiberg, 

Hultsch edited scholia of Sphaerica, and for this scholion he notes: 

"andere, mehr Oder weniger abweichende Passungen desselben Httlfssatzes 

b^ten Zenodoros bei Theon zu Ptolem. Syntaxis I p. 34f. ed. Halma, 

der Anonymous de figuris isoperimetris, von mir herausgegeben bei 

Pappos Vol. Ill p. 1142f, endlich der Scholiast zu Pappos V, 2, vol. 

Ill p. 1167...“^ In comparing these differing versions we find that 

the Arabic proofs do not follow them either.

The language of the Arabic is itself in some cases different from 

that employed in the rest of the text. As—el-sewl 

foa?—bot-h^"ratdoil-and—iLpro-por-t-ionlL^—but- find

ing” a circle. Also, the term uJj “to assemble, construct" is 

used three times : HY ? Y an& o :1V ) , but once ( Y ) it

would seem to carry the meaning of JuL ”to exchange".

1. P. Hultsch; “Scholien zur Sphaerik des Theodosios"; Abhandlungen 
der kBniglich s£chsischen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften, phil.-hist,
Classe, Bd. x(l888)pp. 383-446; here p. 440? note 11.

j/used for “describ-
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The source of this proposition, or lemma, is therefore unclear. 

That it is given in more than one form may he .indicative of the 

translator having used several Greek mss., yet the difference in 

terminology would seem to indicate a different translator or perhaps 

later addition of the proposition.

IV. Notes on the other portions of the thesis.

A. The English translation.

i. The terminology of the English translation.

The primary purpose of the English translation is to recreate as

accurately as possible the consistency of the Arabic terminology in

addition to its ability to express the mathematical content correctly

The English translation of Euclid's Elements by Thomas Heath and the 
2Loeb edition of Greek Mathematical Works by Ivor Thomas have been

used as the basis for the English terminology. The goal has been a

delicate balance between fidelity to the Arabic text and to the

standards set by Heath and Thomas. As a result of the demands of 

this balance, it would not seem out of place to explain some of the

terms.

a) .13 - Kottuil , £0Tri|J.i - "set up". The difficulty here is

that in English the active of the Arabic becomes passive.

b) jls- - 7tOLew, Y^YVOgcct, - "make". Here, an intransitive 

verb in Arabic is used transitively in English. In order to 

treat the word consistently in English, it has been rendered

1. Heath, Thomas; The Thirteen Books of Euclid's Elements (Dover 
Edition, New York, 1956 - an unaltered republication of the second 
Cambridge Edition); three volumes.

2. Thomas, Ivor; Greek Mathematical Works (Loeb Classical Library,

London, 1967); two volumes
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as ’’make”, and in those instances where ’’produced" seems 

called for, "so made" has been adopted..

c) oyJidJ as-lj jf - exccT^pa &%a,Tepa, - "respectively". Cf. Heath i, 

p. 248, note 2, where he notes that "each to each" can he mis

leading.

<3.) kc, - p.£YlC5To£ - "great". The Arabic, as the Greek,

names circles through the centre of a sphere "greatest", hut 

"great" has come to he the common English term.

In addition, the Arabic often makes a substantive definite where 

in Greek and English the indefinite is used. In such instances, the 

substantive has been translated as indefinite, e.g., p. 1.3 of the 

translation where the Arabic uses the lam al-jins.

Finally, the letters used in Arabic to number the propositions 

are transliterations of the Greek letters so used, but these have

been rendered as lower case roman numerals in the English translation.

ii. Convention to indicate differences between Arabic and Greek.

While compiling the Greek-Arabic apparatus, it became apparent

that the Arabic often included text not found im the Greek. These

inclusions fall into two basic catagories. Firstly, the compactness 

of expression in the Greek is often expanded in the Arabic as in

"a line drawn from the pole of a circle" to which the Arabic consis

tently adds "to its circumference".. Secondly, entire clauses or 

sentences often appear and by their nature can be seen to be expla

nations of the immediately preceding statement. This sort of addition 

to the text is probably the result of incorporation of marginal 

scholia, but neither is the source of these comments nor the reason 

for their inclusion always clear.

Likewise, the Arabic often omits parts of the Greek text. In some
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cases, these omissions can he seen to result from haplography, and. 

throughout the first two maqHlahs there are numerous marginal addi

tions supplying the missing text (cf. supra, pp. xiv~xv). However, 

there are frequent ommissions which seem to stem neither from 

haplography nor from any of the Greek mss. used hy Heiherg.

For hoth these additions and omissions a convention has heen

adopted. To this convention other indications are added which

designate words supplied in English (hy reference to the Greek), 

words which may he omitted as otiose or confusing and words which 

do not seem to exactly follow the Greek. The purpose of this con

vention is to make as readily apparent as possible the relationship

of the Ara/bic text to the Greek text. The convention is:

/words not found in the Greek text/

[ot iose words]

(words added in English)

numbers enclosing word(s) indicate a passage in Arabic differing 

from the Greek text as translated in the corresponding footnote1 

a single number before or after a word indicates that the Greek 

adds here what is found in the corresponding footnote

Finally, the sigla referring to Greek mss. follow those used by 

Heiberg. •

B. The Greek-Arabic Apparatuses

There are two apparatuses. In the first are given those instances 

in which the Arabic text would seem to corroborate a reading of one 

or more of the Greek mss. divergent from the text presented by Heiberg, 

and by assumption the reading may represent the posited Greek text 

of the translator. Working on this assumption, it would appear that 

the posited Greek text is a composite of the several traditions'
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recorded, by Heiberg. Especially of interest is the fact that the 

correcting hand of A (designated A by Heiberg) often makes changes 

which the posited text would seem to corroborate. It must be noted, 

however, that some of the variant readings can be seen to stem from 

a conception of the mathematical content. Thus, for 32.6 of the
2apparatus and throughout this and the following proposition both A

and P would find a line equal to the diameter of a given sphere,

possibly because the proof is given by that method. It is very 
2likely that A in this case is changing the reading without separate

ms. reference, and it is also possible that the same reading in the

Arabic text is as equally due to Qusta or a later Arabic annotator

as it is to the posited Greek text. Therefore, any conclusions to be 

drawn from the apparatus must rest on probability and not on certitude.

In the second apparatus are given

those instances in which letters referring, to the points on the 

drawings differ from all the Greek mss. These differences may be 

as much due to lack of scribal fidelity as it is to the translator

or his Greek text.

C. The Glossary.

The glossary is given from Greek to.Arabic and from Arabic to 

Greek. When occurences of one word translating another exceed five, 

the plus sign has been added. For each glossary, the words are given

in their lexical form. It should be noted that in the Arabic

glossary the sequence is line followed by page.

D. Appendices V, VI, VII.

For explanations of these appendices see: a) for V, p. xv;

for VI, p. viii ; for VII, p.xiv
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V. Comments on the text of Sphaerica presented, herein.

It would, not "be out of place, in closing, to make a few observa

tions on the Arabic version of Sphaerica presented, in this thesis.

If it can be assumed that the growth of technical terminology within 

a language follows a course leading from prolixity to compression, 

it might be said that the version of Sphaerica herein is much closer 

to, if not a copy of, the actual translation of the text than are 

the other versions presented in appendix six. This means that the

version herein can be seen as more useful for the reconstruction of

Theodosius’s text than the later versions. Certainly, the

translation is based on older mss. than are extant today, as it

dates from the ninth century and the oldest extant Greek ms., A,

dates from the tenth century (cf. supra, p. iv, n. 3).

We see that there are some alterations to the text as handed down

through the Greek tradition. To the definitions preceding Book I 

has been added new material. The proof of proposition I—i has been 

altered. A new proposition, I-ix, has been added, but it is in fact 

a corollary to the previous proposition. The final two propositions 

of Book I in the Greek text are wanting in the Arabic. Heiberg 

notes (40.3n) that they are interpolations, and their omission from 

the Arabic text may reflect a similar omission in the posited 

exemplar of the translator, or' it may be that Qusta omitted them 

himself. For some reason, the propositions of Book II are out of 

order. This is further complicated by the Arabic combining Greek 

propositions Il-xi and II-xii into one. Then Greek proposition II-xiv 

becomes Arabic II-xii, so that the resulting order is:

Greek x xi xii xiii xiv xv xvi xvii xviii xix xx xxi xxii
\/ 

xi xiii xii xiv xv xvi xvii xviii xix xx xxi xxiiArabic x

xxiii
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It might he explained that since the diagrams for II-xi-xii are the 

same, and since the Arabic term for a proposition basically means 

diagram, the translator decided to combine the two similar diagrams. 

However, accepting this suggestion does not explain why the next 

Arabic proposition (il-xii) corresponds to Greek proposition xiv.

It may be that in some mss. the combined propositions are separate, 

•thus giving one more in number and accounting for the comment by 

§ajjl: Khallfah (cf. supra, p. i) that in some mss. one proposition 

is wanting. However, it is equally likely that in some mss. the 

extra proposition as found at the end of Ahmet III 3464 accounts for 

this, since we find that in the printed version of al-TUsS this 

final proposition is incorporated into the text.

It is also clear from the Glossary that the Arabic text does not 

convey the same nuances as the Greek. This is especially true of

^3- . Curiously, the Arabic often uses . for and Heath

(Euclid i, p. 169) notes that previous to Euclid Q'K.C'KG&ov and

I<p<xveio, were used indifferently for any kind of surface. A further

example of this indifference in terminology may be seen in used

for tooC (Heiberg 62.5? herein n :€• )• Taken with the indiscriminate 

use of , all this would seem to indicate for the Arabic of the

present edition a lack of linguistic specialization similar to pre— 

Euclidean Greek. Therefore, although it is outside the scope of this 

thesis, a careful comparison of the terminology of the present ms. 

with that of al-^Usl may reveal a development of mathematical termi

nology within Arabic similar to the development within Greek.

However, weighing the similarities against the dissimilarities 

and lack of nuance, it can be faily said that the version herein 

presents a close rendering of the Greek text.
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There are two French translations:

I), Henrion; Les trois livres des Elements sphaeriques de Theodose 
Tripolitain (Paris', 1~615).

P. ver Ecke; Les Spheriques de Thdodose de Tripoli (Bruges, 1927).

There is one German translation:
A. Czwalina; Theodosius von Tripolis Sphaerik (Leipzig, 1931).

1. Paulys Real-encyclopadie der Altertumswissenschaft; ed. G. Wissowa 

Stuttgart, 1894 onwards.

2. British Museum Catalogue of Printed Books to 1955? London, 1965-

3. Catalogue g£ndral des livres imprimds de la Bihliothfeque Rationale

Paris, 1924.



20v

1 *Jj t2 l~^ V^ I t&*J 1

■■ ■ «< cS^ <*<>**A^uijJ 1 1 JO- 1^ ^cJ^Vcy 4L^ wI^Uu^lj ^m-.^tk ^J$Lv* {^y^ 1

^jgxt*r>^*4^*^w^ jj Iii4i>*» I cl1«J hj aJL^** I cS^ I *IxxjJ I ^*y> 4 *i>- 1^ aLxx*

ZUxjJ I dJJb 51J-4/* J

.......la.«» JI tjj"CL^w>d t <5’^" O* O'f*"’’'*^ .? -Z*^ pkXjl»vfci l» J^u>- ^Jb 4jSJ I j^*** _j

4LaJLc> 4j^0 I <X^j fc) ^ixpj 1 ^**k 11 f I J I 4j^0 I

I Lf^Jp 4j$L) I LJLu j

^■“■“»»—b*^.^** 1 (jylfr <ukxx* I u—Jx, 4^01 0® aJ J lx >xS I * 0*«J I

0OJiuJ L^«nux^ Luta 4j^> I jJ l> J-'XU’taJ I «ixj»J I I (jj'J I <U^jCLs,-.v»J 1 Js^LxpJ I

^—px/ tJ5'*^ I I £j IS” I j I Lmv> kXj®w> &» yi 1^ fcXJ I <Xa^ 0,1 <fj^O 1 0^ lx

f Y*
1 *w* ’ ^_S~^ 1 4I hXJ t Vr€«4f4 J'S fcXJ I 4^^ll I "jt*

fcJjA^ L^hlf’ 0%J I

4—«Ja$J |^v>tlx^uJL} cJ^XaXcJ I ^J^aX J I 0^ jJLaJ I JI J~*~1 t^y^S' (J5 I* ^tixwJ I I J lx

^^LmwcJ I ^J^axJ I (jtc’ pA.*X««j «^X>- ^^j<^>Jsu**J1 «X>*lj |J^* 0, L^X* JJ

vS'J I I ^A vl^-J I 4 *J V>' Xj I/-; (^) l-^j-^’vsJ I lix>J I -t> t>”ls 4*515 V IjjJ

>■ I ^tLxvv (3i>** 0*** ^3x«*J I I ^J«** (J, I {J lx J 1*^XSLmw* J I 0j li-^xJ I <JlU I J

0 .. ,..,«lfi £-^ix*«U 2$^n<*u*JI 0^*axJl ^j>x5 I 4«nA*X*w>*JI J?^.lx>tJI OtJb ljl^>-l

ro
o

2.10

V

I JxUJl: lUxJl sor.

V <Jl: sup. Sljt: ohs.

qJx«- corr. ©x ^L-«,



U V t^j

(jr'J VmJl. L/ tjjj^ l**f'*' «ksj ^_k*«J 1 *x>~ 1^ ^jS" 4a5 L? C IjjJ 2.15

t kX" aj L> J I ^ulrxsj I L, V) «-^-*. «a.j t ij t

r » __ „ \ «
t^ fi*" • *^X>" t) Lx$ djOl I J^oA^UW tX?XAJ t» ^zlzX^Afarf ^kv>l>

V „ , I , •». —— » . «/
4jZ I JO ~k_>wi Jsu>- j£> I Jk>- j2j t

3^..»„—*1 JO -k>J>*4 JsV>- £yj I JLx>» q! t J*£ £-k» I £tkwJ 1 fef Q l>
mm* W *7<

lj£i ■■ .iX. J l_fw«£UM^ y Lub4 gjl Jx>- ^.Jt c0^ <t*_uiXuv»J I Jojk>J I QitfJJ

A-La-A-* i JO>~t^ v5' «xJ 1 ^5j»w til* tjJJ «j^" t O^” O

y^.»..»^fc*J y *J 4f J^A> <1^01 j—r^ji^ ^.A^aOj 4^0 I J*“i 1 t

^~—j>^J j « <kxJ ^jIa ^JxuJ1 (J-t*J j 4> J Jj^J& ^t Jx>m JJI ^Jx-mJI ^11 &JU

i^j lk>- j ^a u-Jb Lk>-

L II I ij"^ t-4*4 ^—' *J |JjjO <J^jO I j5^4 h) tfJflArf ^2> J

ii ii —■«/^A ilJ Vtih. U-o 0 O^ t^J I ttS ^7 fc) wliXP-J

►qtur |p flt T-.n-- W
4 o wi «1*3^** ^2^ ^•*** t^J I ^*j Va^^O 1 o t0 t

J !■ cJi'J ’ 1/J O^ ii-«J ^—' *J «k->* ^2^* o^ 1 Li I**'** i~«Jb

£7 *J II >* ^4 tO I ^s^OJ Vj Lm»4 ^fb <J J^J4 liS tO t Vm^jO I 4*5 t? La&

,-..la,>> £ti5101 ^*%/01 j «uJ 15 4 J Qx»- L^ t tjJ I q! tfJJ j

2.20

4* 1

1 •

4.10

t ©

4.15

1 add. in marg.t u ^yuJt ^k^Jt U JyLu.hO1 1 ia J ^U- 

V £~k : SUP« rSplju •••JyU: in marg. a. m.

i ijOt: sup. 6 ^Lu* ->eJ=tiJ: in marg. *1

Y oorr. ex trJb

sup.



r

".di. I 1 A <J j 4 ti C/i"*^ ’ cZ2rn^/*^J O ’-C? K**»s <~—u& A *A

Ja___>t) y t«m» t «J I OU Ax>v> A«z J^V*- j^S KJ 1 $ Lmv« gA .L\P“ ^J« KJ I £~£/A ’ O!'l^

•AL>*

21r I Jb^»- J I A dAxfiJ ^_j*J ’ <V*«1 1 JojAxpxJ I Cfi^ Kiiz1 (jJJ JkS”

ijj I jJ I J—A aJsuLI j AjJ t Jb J^>m Jx>- I j U*j

a^ KJ I ’ Q* o’ ’ a^KJ ’ j ^j* O* GZ^*"^ ’ »J a^ ctkJ «j Cri?t**

L# dJJ *J a^5I *x) I j urf^ »j^*p

a«^JLa« <>j5” 3~^z’ <XpJ ULK 

La^_K^« *x>w ^2) t Aa^JL^ut 4^ ^A^2LAj

- j 1 tA ti* tAj>b« {Jpj K*xJ I £ I'P.A 1 V» ^xl^AtlbZ

.... i.i.i..K^4 ’ *A«J ’ A^jKJ 1 C/lr^ A^jSj I J- J*£ ’ ^xi^A*J I K V# <—«■1

j 11. .—....K^AK ^Js>IaJI I o’ a^JLa<* tjjj*a ^j....^jjt »x>w <o>K L^Ap «X9 j I

t—x 1 4j 1 ».*I «J ^Ax*» (_j^p 1# Jtx>~ <uL%Xz O* aAxs>< t—• J J -Kp4 ^^SCAL?

^y-*—^*A iAA^aJ 4A-P” A^-P-* Azs-z V^ K

*A £) ■■mii'fl'KXw A U Axp- ^JiVtA jj A «J ^jAxsdU A^3I Jsla-m'-j

AjSJIj-5,4 j <lk$j q1 Jyls j IUaj ^Ip

H—1 A-liXAp Va^^jP a«1^s»z 1 (jj f dJA wK" 1 I b

j~4z* O* CZ**"^ ’ 31 j «lAb L IjjJ ^Jp £ 2LU5j {JIp 2j5\ jJI C^4* ^x*' £

©

4.20

4,25

6.1

6.5

1 post o^** *n ras« ^^^^~ Cf* otj’-** vr*JSs *J



> I fc)„tx>- I ^j> J* I O* d^jU) I

^l—J^XU«cU5j Laj—5^ U^t £ lkdL;c.jtf jl5 5^51 jJ 1 J—-£> iiaXii 4jS\ jJI 6,10 

^..-J aJ^a^ <X*»- 1j ^efev*. c^'c' •’k’""!J C. 4-^a-*“' o^"

^w—— ■ I ••!—•»)jft dJ^X/^AMhl^ j'zP a*5 15 L IjjJ (jA^ O ^*X‘*^**‘Wb< j2;Ux3~

lfi\ &

j 4...l~at.At j dJ^ULs c£<J''>'^ dJiVU d^CJ 1 0^*3? d.J? V«£wt C^J Jj"

^■■..-mii.rf.V* <Mi4 J'x>> d^»> ’ LS^ '“■'** 1 «J I du^ <jJJ J Olr**

L—• cU j j ^fUJI J^pJIcJJj (jjlp <jj^C SjOl qU J-© I *)}*& 6»l->

CMr^ c3 *

JkjU 4 4»MT V<v« VX-VW Lt t v) I

(jp—l© dx» IaZJL? 4 fcL»»l^ dJaxJ y^Ls< dJ«JbtsC ^2,t O* L>tt^*» d^j^w Li.*l1> o

£py j> *,r*T‘ C? o^*" j £ dKxJ 4jS31 J—5^ ‘t' I tdaiU Ua j ^yC-ivJ

L——4j5 I *A> 4^S 1 t» t Oj^ V*-b$ ti* «X>U £ ««-U** ^1 _/*£ U$ ’ £xbl.<aj 1

6.20

} ©

21v r..»
^■w.^ 1 «J d^51 <J dJ^J I «l^i>.<>i_> I <£*> JL>£ (>5'"J 1 djjl *xj I |^CJ l/V«.S.*.**.< Vlx>»5 ^1%-UbJ I ^jl

V& »Js»>” ^x1^Xa*J I cL* JU^v kXJ 1 priAu^-u<*J 1 JapJ 1 j

1 • litt ♦ ins,

V post JtLkJI in ras. 

t UXiJjlitt.J ins.



iliC* d5 dV? d 4jj1d jGGt> Jsvi- dj5CJ 1 £ukx, *9 ^xJcVmJ I (2>^L*

d T. . . . ................................. . .«

J Jj>"1 d £-V t_x 2kSj J T SkxJ u)-*^ ^dJIJsuiJU - I 

<jJJ d V>" dx J Ct* ’ ’ d

d-^*^ <kx^ <jtp' L^^kJax, L>»1a»w 1«j

... dJ I pA&A^WbJ 1 ku>J I G L^K.y.lnX/ O* G k*tkx. CLv*. l« I dl

V44J I £tfcv«J 1 ^ylfi d^A^v kJ I

-$J L^.*Ja5> j<fr T dk_sj j 2 Jd*-1j JxsJ k t>vk+. 4j5G>* kJ>

^uJI JJd (jlp d^nf- t-J J=U»- £ 1 Jyu u-x 1

pAA^»MV$J 1 jLa Jsu>-

k^** tX^bJ k^. I L*x*

&' ’ Jx>- qUumJ I J XI i/U 1 «Xxd^Mw

nJ 1~-»r^f f Ia <^ySL) ^cXxx*»J 1

f MR— — - |y AmMMwMot & W£ O ***** QP
£>J“> JU» j I Jjj £d1 4^31 d f^u k^ f***'^ ***<b<i^’ d <3x^“ ?£d I d) k* I*”*

6.25

8.1

8.5

1 ’

8.10

8.15

1 a

1 : sup.

V kk-U: scr. et q in ras. *

r L»J=u. : ^L>3x~ scr. et in ras.

i Jx>-: sup.

0 post £dT add. a. m. in marg.: yL^t J ip kJj o! ^jJL L^xJai ot
a _

—.. I . |J k# I** ( d d3 djSlU k*-k U 1 £*k«J 1 d^JjX_>* £ d-5*^ Cj*

mu- id*



.......h j j Ia jJx- I '—'I -kt>* 5^51 tjJ 1 _J~—<j$^ 1 dJkutJ j2>*

<aJ I t-* <i^> 4^51 aItaa^ ’

1........ ».t> JLx^* ~Lx^>' 1j JLx?~ crJrf^* ttM «j^* 4j^J 1 ^~S^<

I ... i. i .i*»fr <—•- I »kx?“ £3^ (jr^5** 1 I (3^ ^J5_vm*aJ I

<» l.n.«J «J j} 4^CU 1&. ^i...fi> t»£ *xJ ’ £-iix*«J I J l-S ’ ^tisUwJ I <jA^

OlrP ti3 L’Jjt L>

8.20

8.25

22r

Jtxs*- I O* <Ufc» LfcftJ I J*^ 4j$" '*~rt“i“ I *J t

fiUJI Jsv>JI cAJ 5 05^ J“4/* C>k <*5lS Lty aJLp filS

.....A& T aJcxA^ J L^wJulsJU f J^' d~^“' l^xJsVfcW L^* ^*'*'^

C—^*1 1 o 01 j} Cr**^****J ’

U- Jk>- J £ ikSj 2j£JI J~^z* C^A* *cA0^-9' cA*^ fj

*■!.—. ,»y jj J Cj* l«*ti^*» I ddtx&«i (jglfr <Xh*w le »Ai
9

I «jU- 3x>" i*- Jst>- <u«« t««J t ’ 2^$D1 y~~.5*^.

^L^mJLaJ C/**" **^9 t*^4jJlp 1 j^*£’ C Jx>* t5” *a5 ^Jx<«J 1 qIa

*■—*1 lAx>- V»jh 4«ilS C Ljj (j^ j2)1«jxSXmk ^Uiu»~ jL>-l^ ^Jxa« ^1& 5 jo-1^

*■' >*»»* l*a#t dJ J JS” j 2^£)I J—5^» £ aJaaJ CL^h. J J ^uXm <j «x>* 1} d-f*-"^ <_>9

0-^* O^ ^"* J Ja>“ ^J(lp O-V**wJ d-klAy ^a_»S^*J I ^^jSL O^ C^*1^

8.30

I •
10.1

10.5

10.10

1 o

O^L; l^l^sjOij^ |JU2^1 Joyc V •
10.15

post J-^z* in ras. 2ji IjJI



■J*'*"' f 4 fck-fl-y O t***4 L**w» I U-*wZ I ^JA 4 tX*»z 4-t? VaJ I ^z jJ I

jlku 4^01 j—4^ to ’J-^- 4^51 «J O^*^ 3*^ <v,l «z^l? *0^

^*j tj iXz*“ ^5vXj 1 4 >JL& I I, Vm-v. I t»Vx_z I C>^ -z^*^ H-* ’ ^y^** ’

. (Jj Vjj I'***"** 3^ ^T* ’ cxLZ^

—— . T — • • *♦ .
<lxsJ ^2>* *^“ 1 *■* 1 erf’* £_ I J—^ja UUUJj

__ _
^jym nl^"* ^*y»iwwA Z^JwZ 1 ^~y«—j?*xl^A<y VaXiImaJ CtJwS*1* 1 V—* t ^z^-* I fcj t_S^

^** tiJ 3s> JLsxz ^..■<■5^4 tiJ »-C tz.1^.^*^ cJ «2^

^>- Q-jf JE” f"2& j A<aA1*«4 lisj^ixs- JJh JL>- uJ jjdj «4w aKa^JI J^K>- <jJI

J>- Uxi-

4 ■4«l",<w4.) t 1 £4 <Jt» *x>u <—’1 4^51 U ^Jkvw J-t 1 JjJ*£ «Eu>* JsV»" q^J

^J.—.—Jo X - *• 4J»P=> ^j>- Jl5 J <tsjt? L tjJ U-zl 5j^1 U 4JjJp (Tj-^ <J>^

^~iih i ■ l*ilo ^jy» {£ jJ 1

©
10.20

10.25

12.1

Iji u^l Sj^lu

*to’ o~ J La->t

V ^2ljj:ft. corr. ex 2y1j

V Jz^Ij: corr. ex S^5tj

T £••• in marg,$ post

i post elE in ras. J' c 

6 e^/ijJcorr. ex 5Jlj

*1 3E: sup. X
V corr. ex yljj



A

pj- Xu>>XT Jx>- 0. Xt>J ^*~ J^- U=tP- 5jSJI ^Jpua. Ji LfJU qJ- j5 j 12.10

J ——$T~-» O* £0>- d> d^° ~K>J J^Sj/^kJ I JapJ I J I ,x>- €r’ j _jo_^p 0» £/">*

i^rS"**' l+c>^ cXJ tiS* <0a *? i2^* ^-i^ud •■I*"*- V^««/ J^la^kJ I •Ia.P'xJ I I Lm'I J

4^0 I (_5 «J 1 j*Jj »aJ J 04 *!.>• 4^51 *x> ^A I «J 04 pKftt L^-jt ft

^L^LaJU ja eJ ixP^u o’ Ia3 Jy’tj 12.15

cl ■■ »«—jd «tvxJ l> La«4 «X>- .J^P— U> Va0 LuuM 1 0. l«Jh iX»1U4 0 K U <dt dJ *j

O»- --.? KJ 1 O'"*" Kha# d**" j K3 aj5u) 1 j~~%j* q <lLJU LtstA t <x<J K UJ j

^X XJ (jX1** O* O3t*^ ’ O’Ir*Mt/*^ I d^~l? O5*" ~^v*’ O* O* ’*d ’ ^-^dJ J ’"*'** d>" Xu*- 0.

O K**4 du (jX^* o* O ’■*** ’ O ^*^/*J d^" *-K>~ o* ” O^ •

& I...... ..........1. —aw.. 1. ». ^X Xj 0* o ’■*'' ’ O ^,Jt-0*J O** Xv>* o* o5 ’ £O5”’”’

O KJ I ^A^dJ J Lu<4 ^X> «lx>- ^*5. 0«i KJ I ^_Ayd I j dj** ^yLx^*- 0I» Om"** ’ Oi’^'i/*’’’’ 

dt.—.. ,..»*> q5 Jsu>“ &* KJ I ^jdJ j Lau» jJX XX- 04 0$ KJ I £»(/*J J d~>- JK>- 0.

1a ll»» w|«»* I 1 I J^L-5^* l»AAV<

’ _ W W aaa .—, w
<^~*e ~b->d U J^u>t aJ I Jx>J , J1 jjb 4^1 •J j> ""^/* O* Ci?**" **^ Xv>i> J ft

22v

12.20

12.25
{jy*J I ^)". .i?0* O* Ci?*" ’ “Kp'JJ V*h4 V^A Jaa->«4-J J 1 I C«A I 1 iJ ^_K^4

^A Kh4 t—a I I «a$ t—JK*^*»*J J ~Ki*tJ I

Jj_JU AJ. yA 4^51 □ *X-*>a 04 ^*—I _J__K^4 0® Ua-I 4^51«J «Xj*aA 0^X1^

1 5^1 j : SUpe

o^*- * * * in marg.

t 5/t di: his et pr. in ras.

■s



viz* i—'I I <j (jd

jim .J^t djX5 f ^<9 U_^S 6j^ 1 J JL*^ b^»J btb 1a Vli«u& 1 ^Lx^/t d*-3*-^ jj 12*30

jb-...- <»* d>" 3xp~ Jj5^ iiE>- dx>~ ^a t^~ Jct>- &^a JJ& 6j5\U J-^

„ ___ w W V - - - - w «, V „
0... Cz*" *^J>‘ Cz* d'bd £^iZ*d bjbua* d3” du»~ q* ^(/d cd”b CZ'*' dx>J

*a»4***a4ha* Qjf 4*4>av *Ma*^ta**a* ^9
£) 1—*^d I j d3" -cv*» ^^4 q> blS t £</dJ Q bj t*«<e d" dx»- q* dZJr*^ bJ 1 ^J-y*«^d I ®

^—'. ''■"»■-^~ d>...J 1~. O'3" dv>* ^a CZ4 bl) I b^ but* lil-J*” ^^Lv>* ^Jj* ^2) b-S bll 1

d) ■  ■ «* ^t/d S ^Z4 fbxrf du»* jj^a ^5t\JI £-£/d I db»’ ^jb^but* 14*1

•bdtJ *1x2* &? db »bx^* dz4 lb) S I ijya d* <bd »bx^** dz4 dz4 bd I ^u^*3 S db^** 

b*~^*-^ I I 1 I tZ4 *Z —i^^ii iw* ^y4 utZ T^dlo 3x^>- «bx3** dX4 f

jfKr^ u«* I tZ4 *X9 b^t^ *bx*»^xa3 S wbu^tJ I d S & J"* J ■■<^^4 dz4 r^Z^**" tAZ

Ja 2jSlj

ji tlJ I la't j bjxdxf-t «/*”"^?d b Sj la I J* dJ S dz* d* b O^ dZiZ4 »XS3

dZ"* d' ■ dZ b* b } buut* ^_j-|~^ b_j bwuua 1 «JL*^ d~—*^/d I jjy* b^w’a JL*-u dZ b^ ’

driZ* dZ^ b *Jjt la dbl U j ^*^c>t .Z4*^ d~*^d I

J
., w w tr

^_C »xJ S »bj>xJ I !♦ «bx>^rf tz4 ’ *d -Z_-"~^Z* H 1 j d^J 3 L5^ tz4 dLw b* 1 *J I

4#j^5 I tXJ 1 jdxu> d^ ’ iX^aP b-^-Lw d*^

1 *
14.5

to

14.10

1 djjlj ...ZZT: in marg.; post ✓

X ^but.: oorr# ex bj but*

V* b^bu«4 . • • J=U>Jl in marg.

t post at*^ ins a 1a a.m.



• iv

1 •

23r

<J dixLz A~^S I »A-5*tz I d^u> I J <J^^J I I *3 ’

jl>wI 5^1 j ^yU j^a J_a JxS- <jl JJ& 3x>- 3*^:3 J J aJ^’ 2^51 jJI 14*15

» V ____  „__ w
I—ix>“ _J ’ »-3J Ij-ttS taJ5b j I Ux>- 5^51 jd 1 0z» £^>uJ J ,

tXA c«<jfe

-  aw *tr W W n - — r W W#
.........L*x4b< 1 LLx>* OjJ^ <$J J^v>- u)j JtxiJ Vjj L*u.< u-J *^-^r~

4 mi «ij V-H* <Lz A hX&L? d^vlxtl ».Xr>-l^ Aj J J c5^*^

^yls- j <_» bhtL* j 5jCJ1j—5^. a ahZj JJl eJJ J j <j a ju>UJ lf4*2CP

JxJ- fl5 1 jl^ tfj J Sj-jljJ leXAtett ^ob <^ySJ I •J^jA>ui_t

• < 5* •»
3..—,1. l^^**.XJ t*.fc 1 J->-1 fL/^ Lux. 4Laj»*J>- ’ O"«^LJ 1i3 ’ w“* 3x5*" ^yll* p*S»u*w. .

w w
L«I *aJ 1 3x>«J I (j^" 1 dJ 3 VsJ ’ 3x>d I j 1$ Vu4»»j*J I b O'* *^-J>’ b *

1 Hi. kx< 1 dJ »j$* iXtf Jtxs1- 3x^v> aa5 lJ a<j *0-7 cs^.5 b O* •J-3*- b 3^^ d^Afr

cJb-----xxJI 3”*a*'M vl~J pxA_*~c*vfcJ 1 3x>" ^2)5^ 1*S^ «JxP“ jjy^ fc^ykA dbt Cjfci''

^.... .»«.i.»> U 1 £sJxmJ 1 uA^ t*-5l5 C)^i 1 u_>4 ^JxSj/ «jX), ju ^1 ^ylx>tJ

14*25

kJ^MW.. I **P* 3x5*k^ iA^XbZ^* *AmZ fcXj 1 jz3xw<j l kXw* ^3 ^ylx^vZ

qLj of L-jJ UdJ v) 1 ^3x*» (jf^ '

16.1

I ^yJS* uaj! j a^3 13~—~b* j t,s^ ci^j t$" 1 □ I

*yt jJI (^3x5 ^jlc- ^jb djl>

1 O* • sup.

v olA5: scr. deinde I ins.5^ scripsi.

V 4UaaX>* J aX*x>* scr.



11

*3 (^''*"5? } aJa^» 1 .Z”~Lz* O^sf^ P» 1 ’ L?* *tz^ 1 ’ ^/C^ly 16.5

4/1 fc) a i_UU a 2-LvU /p 4/1 *jJ 1 ■■^X*.5«W J 4 «3 |J^*P ^y? 1 4^/ 1 <J ^J^LaU 1

Jj~9 U q J ./p i/J 1 <J>y j Crh-’i-3 * *’"^ 1 1 a -b-’- j £?• 1 16 ♦ 10

^?i 1 ’ •J V>~-^ j ^yJaArf 1

Xt>- ~Uj j* g>- £-1 jl Jp/ap- ^/p/J y Jsu^ 1 U^j>-Ja^ijjJLj 0

<C—«4jJL<»***J I 1 ^»4 ti< iX>^ ^yj I jjlp *3^*P f» 1' fc-mw* J 1 4j J^J>" ^5^

£r&J t^J ^Lt> Cz* a *^>,^j <J^ Cl5^ 2*515 LIjJ £yJ 5/1j ^Jsu# aJ/? £/>1-' cS^’ 16.15 

* " ~‘*^**^ Ji Va*»s 41 Vttfl* t y &?%-> L? Jaa^ X—<A^

J Q>—^—2 2*5li tIjJ ^jlc-j <*J/^i* JA Jp_>- j ^A

O^ ^2>... .*"<' 1-*^? cJJ »j5" 4 jipIaJ Lah* 1 4 *x&li 1 •

**_/1 *3J Uj-Jsty aJ^a>aZ^j^ur^J V*** ^jrf 1 ^*^5 I ^2z* u5^ 1 •Js’^lxs’sJ 1 16 . 20

&1

i»J 1 *XA<L^jaJ-P «3^*P 4^0 1 3 ^JT1 1 *3 1 A^t *AX$

5/1 aJl (jyt^ Jp ^Jb 4jU <jdi"

1 ©

23v (J > ^aXaao* -ixPxrf 5^*J I j *X>-1 ^Ziri J C5* *5^ ’ ’ dcj 15" 1 JI

1 5/1 j: bis et pr. in ras.

add., in roarg; 4 .i.blAj^ ^*l*J1 ^J^uJl 4^«p ^JX. ajIa^^ £u**l*J1 ^J^iJI 5j^*?

* e
4jy& ‘•^



1 T

1 *x) 1 1

juw.n Vp*J I I <£»La$ tX) I I ’ «»A«& Vfb^£

djaumf 1 *«xl I (JJI^ 1 V^tJ I dLl^nJ I A-*^ V*t4'<x>o 1—J~S wLJ I

f A
^*t*^ ’ u^p *-kt>“ L^Jt L^wa^J^3 jl>*I O*^"’ «? o’ S/1 151

1 *" <1^^51 0^“ ^^jr***^ 1 ^z*?*" U1 ^J1 **^ ’ j

0

16.25

ajZ jJ1

*J 4 ii. i...JoXz ^A 1. ^.ik.z/'X? *X^t ^2>* £f^s*^J J pz 1 4/1 hJ Aj5J I ’ ’L^ ’ *«J J O’^'*^"’ l6 * 3^

4^. 5f..11 Jo.v»«i»> t 5“L*5 4 *J JxS"” 4 4>loX>> i-J/* 4/1 jJ 1 ^Jo»w ^j^JL*J j 4 fc) w)^aP L^*zJ 1 1 *

> t? 5y’JX” - JJafcJ' Jyk j iksj /a 1 4_^>J1 ,y <j5J1 

^T 4/1 J ^jJcJ ^4 1 4-J=UsJ 1

^J_—c_«A La Usu>- 4 dJaJL» l8.1

u_xj j 1 t—z kJ J I Js^jJo^>”

^>C /J1 S^^JcUaJ I Jo/u>J I £^*-^ dz JLs^ *J Is JT 5/1j jjIp J^aP a J Jx>-

<~*a 41 /su*- q. «aj>*1^ / aj/p ^2>« JL^*" J 4aSI> L 1jjJ ^1 4/1 j o’ ^5/^ O'*

i -n..^* ^^Slj a>-< 15 u_*a «j La kJ ^fvwj l^j (O* 4 *J-^~ l^j ij^” 03^^ ?*£» 1 L*~&

k—>* fc) «J%m>m>^* t£j I V>^ VttMft 1 J^V>* ^-** *J *tx>xJ VtMtft w) J

<■*><■»••’* *^taa 4tr tV *UM^> ft^ 1^
l2>^ 1^5 I £-(/*■•} ’ klA 4 J ^jJaj>* CZlr'-' 1^1 ’ O"lrj Lm« □ 1 Jo_>” O« </ &51 1J

1 O

18.5

1 O* •• • J in marg. a. m.; post



W r-T n.r ~ur~ii^ir W tr ------- -- ~ 1

cJ* V*5 VCJ1 Lau^«J Vs v—<-& d kJ O* cSrJr*^ V**w» u—»«J Jcv*-

» . V w -__ —
^in» i. ft J1 f «xa Aj q^Jsv>" O** oLj Lvt JLfc dl l8<10

< ■ < iiimii ii .ft 1/4^ L*m>4 d I i^>* 0*^1 £t/*^ ijp-t?} a Ja»-

ji; <jJaaj q.« Gr*"~* cS'J 1 Jts»px>J I Cnr^* UfelJ £} i~Jb Ja.pJ Luw» d I

1 I u j. c d_Lxt-Is Liu« I Jki^“

_jt«kS 41 Jxp-q}L$ JT 3j5l j <jJa5 ^p-^/I L-JaSJI o~ft J d-LuU qI Vjvt 

j I 2 «v .pti I *1A a*5 V V IjjJ o^ y*-X« <j Jsu»- j t < k

J’ j dJsjJ ^J4 jr^P"V US'J^ IUjaAx-w**] 1 Jo^lxPxJ I £^i4-P- q1 Lkjj^tdJ j5” } U-*j d kifrtsj d>jVuk«

£?-—>1 d^lj 1 uJiuUI ^yk J d-kuLls L^»n.w^ j t«4 I Jct>-

dlxA> y £Zj 1 J”' I J t d dJ^\A><>S 1 & dl^Jtu (^J (^T'—•*'

• O^J^* O^ vfJJ «? Qt ’ 4^51 ^yd^S O* ’ u—JaxJ I (jr^5

24r

18.15

18.20

.i.fe V ^kxl/* kJ^aA^_fe V-^kA»d^A^ J*"* *"^ t fl! ^JUkkA.) I JcXPxJ I Is d^ I kJ C*»W, 15* 1 kJ I l8.25

S <^53 ^"■ ■5

•ix^J I j 6 Ia ^|$LJ J-p%z 1 6jt 1 u) d^$-J 1 *"^

<X^W> i jA t u|^ jA ^A V f *w*"* I

dj5j I VaJ—^jA^ 18.30 !

I*1 JL>-: om. a. in. in marg.

\ j : 3I scr. 

r er^JJjcorr. ex c«r->

( da^UJ: *aaUJ scr.

0 d: sup.

1 Ijl: sup.

f



1 i

___  _ » - _ _ __ V ____  _ I * .
pi Ux>- q dJxsJ ^j.0 j p dJxsJ (jjle- JUj-»>1 djXl J plxw y^*Xs

j Jlp~ u-a^ Lku*- p dXxxJ ^2>* Lf-x -? p3" 1 pi J

tij tXA d-/ «X>^lxs>“ ^JaAC^xJ uX?*” Aa 1a*-«« I t ijJaC'

Vuw* yjfi C~t Uxp~ liJ^j-vJL. jA Ja>“ j «XA -lx>sJ j Lam. u-«A Jx?~ jji }

&
20.1

^i>«? Oj^ *Xx »XpIaJ d->^ V**. d «JipIs d^vlxJ JL^" 1^ ,J~& Cxir^*^*^

- * *4 Ja->- U^t j »J Ipl ^^5 V***.

J pA d^ Ux>- dJy^LJL. pA Jst»~ j d J Ja.^’J

x*J jl>-!j ^_p pA d iJ (,2x11

<»*««■ w.JI *♦ 2 p»J »apIxJ <u^ Vum p# d jlc-Is p^$JLs pA tJ IjJ Vwt. p^*> !j -J 20.5

5^—-*pS^ 1 1a^^j-i (>jj'-J 1 liz^ ’ LuJ aj^ X**. L X^-1 1 X** 03^^ 3 p«xA ct^XufcJ Lj Lm. p^—, I •

|V W tV 1------- ~- 1— -rui.r

J*Z?& -lx:*" q^Ip ^j*A-*»wfc. Jx>“ Is 1 u) 1 j <t_s*vs AjI^J d"1.} X**^ dL>" «J ^4^ Aj^ V*Jk--*J 1

d ■!■-. ■».* Is V<A^*-flJ 1 yriryj* Ix’J ’ O'* »X^* 1^ i3*^ O”Jr^^ I-*-'*-** i2xi^ X>J 1 O^" Cxir*^ 1 CJ’v’*’,_J 1

fc)^. -..«.p X^x1 Jx>* jjJl Cxi^* tiXJ vjS' aa^ Is 1> X^j ^jIp <*~z Cir^1 «^xs»is

— - - - - - - V? & . m— Hr
^7^ fcl...-...«rf *jJ 1 pLxuJ 1 (jlx' p X? XuX> 1 d^-5 lx X< Ijj^j ^Xp pi Jx^ ^Xf- p Is

5^5 Is LljJ ^lp JL»sJ Aji\j (jjp pis Jj»"JJs JxPnS iLXls L XjJ ^U «X>sJ dpi J j^yLP-l

V* W M • F
5/1 wjJ 1 l*X* ’ u)^

1 m i |.jJ 1 d dXxU L^j-waXxS JLS»"t j2>* d/lj 20.15

J, »ft7 djl (J^X^ jXl kJ dXxtld dJxlj (Ja L^->Jxaw (j/XL ^zA J^U>

20.10

I *

) : ofcs.

T sup.

V post djJlaJI in ras.



1 *

I, i■ I-? *«> ‘■^ >x^~>I Cj^ tiXJ >-) 1.^<jji^J1

4^_J0, _/*& y^sA J^v>- {jIp 4^01 y~£j*$ y>tA Ja>- ^jh u^aJ* 4^51*aJI

<iU kJ * 1 ,J*~ yA * ¥*& y^*A Jxs*iA

C^' c3 kjjt

20.2

^XhSJL L«2la«j L^m2j-m-^ ^UjC 4j5lH i «L^JS. w.11 j5 Ij jd 1

^.1-,.1-n.riaX) »x>* CLT i *j i*jb i V **^ oj* o i'**^-'*'®'' (^j i^*j 20•

1 i a ^wx. kXj>*1^ ^*3ctS^ kJ-^** ' 1 CXLJ'' ’ 0J J & ^jj<J^A># ..

aIaajJ 1 4 kXA j dJbuC J laJ&J—-£^a |JLx_Jj 1 •

Jp- £* Uxfl* lr4<i^ t 1 ^yib

J

^y fo ^—**• I 4^«z ^xJ^XpkV 4 J)

y £•. 4 I J^x&j k^*" *L/^ V+csj* I

»^?aJ I la |«*^*«* I ^^■x'kAj I _J j*'" 4 JL^AJtA La^u.*^*' JL^“ U-» I

£~ mJ^iX/ p*A.".*«wa *Jj>uft> Jx>xA ^AZLkua »ix>- ^A ^^JS" cJyuLaJ I i &

24v

22.1

22.5
—y^^ y czi^3^*" o* *^*"^5 yy $ v^*j i^-tu y>~A j^v>- u.,i 4^si □

kJ^“1^ V|«J j^zA «iv>' kA-^” 4^51 kJ t 4>lxAu V*J^ 4^51 kJ

4^51 kJ CJ^J kJ-& j^A ^jLxs*-

L.” kJjt 1. dJJ *J j^~'^ I la^kla JL>-^ jJS' ^JkuC *—-I V»«AA

1 ^IjdJI: J^ljJI scr. 

\ 4 JLa : Jut scr.



22.10

y ^5 L^«aa^ ^bvv <>^$J t I ^5 1^ *x) I O I*

4 ^jvLxSrf O^ I l«w-|*»<<. d uJ^ ^JLxSj fc^*'T" «J Aj^ jjjS

«X>- u-l ^1

*’^~ *7',l OCZ^ 1 y^ 3x>»# y^>- l*_^J liJjrvJLsJ I ^J^JtJ 1

22.15

o

•i i• »>• ‘‘t'I ^y\ i«j, iLixi# o^ o^A*5^ y^ 3x>* ^bxj j

• tUrf/Jlj^ IfJl Jyl j

o^ j 2E3>- Jso- ^a 1*3Is L Vjj jjjIa jj>- 4^51 *j ^Jx«, q* aJaaj y& ^1*1*

4*-< Is L Ijj^j O^- ~b^>- V-<»1 ^2^”** bsi^ a1^UL*J I A JLA

VIjj o^ 3xp~ SjJl aJ I ^=t** uA*6 b&j—5^. Cz* a5 j o’ *^" }

3Z^ Jx>- ayy i j—5^« 3^- J~u>- $ <u3t5

J----- <il>- JkS- 4jt U^t CMrt“ UftJ cJ J jf

J^x*J I el>- 3=u^ <Jj^SkJ I J^sjJ 1 (jU ajSJ1

(ji......... ft> 5jXJ I J—»j** o^ 1 y 1j *aJ 1 j 5j^J 1 dJtuLls ftbuC jA U_^J dJ^yLXfci I

^jT^rf^ ^5*"bb ^3*3 a i‘) V*4»>Jbs’ ^**^~ *"■•''’ *"^"’ Au^y^iS’ £

22.20

24.1

V» 1^ j O^ ’ o’ U5'"^ ’ 1? •jJ O* &y ’ A*j*ilC' &y ’ J CS»^uJLxS 1 <J 1

t^kL X Qy^«J 4L*M* V?
y

O^ } J*^ ’ o’ C5^ I y 1? fc^ ’ O* vJ*/***^ ^y I JL>u I ^y I «J 4j5l) o’ ^-bx-*JLs

tf~**UL jC L^xJxC Lfjl jy»t* a*5U tljjj jj-a ij-5l j

24.5

1 laltsup. \ ^jlotios.



I Y

24.1025r

£ dAtfcJ 1 I J j—j JL Au>- ySt j (jJjr'-cL»J t I lJ^6»^sul>

1 cjtJS' (J Jl'LLJ j -Xu>- JL Jst>- jjjJ 1 dixsj <Jj53 1 J

£ 1 (JvLmJ ^jIp 4jSj I (J-LJ J I

4^51 J ^J?Uw« ^j\pt rt.a.51® L LX^* .Z'"*""'^ ^j-v^J^-ud I j2>® ^J$"

^Ip l£Z Jsu>* JL Jsv>- l*-^J tfJyLAaJ I ^£4.<J I pf-* t *Z> j JjuJb syl J ^Xvj

1*5V> £)£•£ 4^5 I J ^kx**r ^v,>AuuuJ, JL»-t j Aa5 15 VIjjJ

(jg*J ~£t?" fcJ^aP L^J I 4j^J I Ci/”"*”^ 4^5* -/*.4'^' 4^5 I *J 'Y 1? V

j i ». ■—?T^a J£" <tlx!Ls aJ^jL (jj^'^’

Aj^ I J <-X»sL *J^z o**^^ O* J-'*' j) >Jfi 5jj1 J

{2j"Jt^**'‘‘'id? 4?^ j^

l«i%/1 V^a^J^xj L^-j 1 Jy$ L,

Act 3sl>- JjjaP V-^A I 4j5CJ I j ^2>» CZ^~^ 5/lj JteJJ j_,

f----- 1 5> o< S^lac^tf I Jl^ £T ^yAxx» cs^ $

V. n . ■ I ll ■ ■■■ J|lp I kAAaitt J^^P V^w3 I 4^50 1 L^

Vi... j.^.xf'iUL *> O^**^*** *^ZZ^ *LZ^ CZ^*^" JL^ut ;yl jJ aji I jJ 1 Ua5 £ T llkU 

|^jt L Jjt la cJJ J j

4^^J 1 ’ -Z^ 1? jO ’ O* <t*>AiP la 4jj3 JLwmAu> y Ao-^XP CJ^ *>—'^ K” I JI

1 scr.

T ^Jxw : in marg. ft. a. m.; ^post

t ^JaC : corr. in marg. ex ^jAulin text. ft. a. m.

24.15

I •
24.20

24.25

I o
24.30

26.1



1 A

. G|*^_a1x5U j/v y G G G^j ^/p G^-.m. k/L» G^-» G

I jj G jJ 1 O* G ^JxjgJ tJL>^j I *G“' ’ dji) 1 ^j9 ^j«J ’ <t*.Jx.*J I ’ *"^ I *5'

riliiM II |.,IH,»<|< III-* ^9 G G^H*.A< JxX** G^-n.* ^*9 ^.yAwft^CwW t Y^ drftr»3x!* i £ |g9

• *r
G^/ks.j )

^Jx3> ’ ;yi j ^Su Jb Jx>- ^Jb j G-^J cJ^yLJLeJ 1 I ft

^.... .kiJU LfJ jXv ju Jx»J t^l *J <_ i*x» *Gk O'* •'^’"G vJ^" o3*^ Oi^*^** 26*10

I </ ’ J ■"‘"O* 0^3 2 ^■'-■^0* 33 d-kx*9 33 dJxsJ *^“i 3x>*

0... —GJ J 1 t_5'”^ (jj* »X<JjjJ J 3su>- Jx»“ j Vkiijt d^Jl^—5^« ^jjA dJxsJ

£ I t^-k.O Jp 5j£Jl Jxu^ 26*15

1 m»«$»i. 3x3- 3x.^l> d/01 ■ »^^* i^fS^ J U5^ *"G"«' d^-r ’ *

^-x."J I ^JxmJ I j »Gk-ft> I j/p I *^5«Jfr 333-" JxA- 

1 1*—/ ]jl_j (J^ Jj-fto d/l J jjjlf" A*5G 3x3-" Jx>x^ j 6/‘>:''

Jl>^ I 2j51 J c„& 3x3- Jx>-^ ja2 ^Jfd, £-pX~J I JL!>-t J 5*5 G 

Aa5 G G Gj LX^ ‘“G"*’"^ <^/ 1 ^*-G.iL,

iv w
’ I Ixv ^*-> ’ G^-jl jJj^j G 

3x3- *3^>*p G^->«J I d/Q I 6^» o* r^/****^ ‘■^ ^G** G" GJ d31 cJJ j

^jilaJ £ 1 GJxaJ q/C £ T (JLUaJ Jp dj$Jl Jxa-^ ^yJ OlA-f-^Jl <5^* Jl 3ijt26*25 

G----- -;1jJ qG- G/L*JxS Ctjfcf JJj U/-fe 4jS\j

G.«.» t G oU Vwk.^ ^*_> AjtiG G G^ t-yip ^<3x9l» *^"-; d^5G

26.21

1 ft25v

1 ft. post j-^u.l hapl.; e Graec.: G JJ-A 5/1J Jp ZJG ju>--I 5_/1jJ

»V '"^31 ^Jr' ’ *^* &*5 G G Gj



1 *1

28.1

* . I 
O'

jj d/Ll I 4_JT^ Jp* vZJ ’ O'® ^® *LZ^ ’ UJ^ 4*jJajC> 6y ’ »Z d-t-JtJa.9 1 J 1

4*5Is L tjp (jA^- 5 Oi^**^*^ t-^sJsuC <_xf~*

$ 2j$J1 jjJI ylj jJ I l« 5j51 J 5/31 ,jd1 4*j,J=v«JI J_>ijl 2yl J ^Kills o

4*5 b b Fp <jr^ _} O^^^? ^-f—V«^J I ^Jj^S b L-j^-*Ia4u «Z*^ 5 *J/A 4/1 «j 28.5

4j-i t kJ O^* l*A 1 ^vlsUL* ^2/i^ O* 3 C- UaS-z kJj-kA V/xs

£ 3a^>- j 5/1 u • • • JL>w

Ja—_—3- ^a j L^/xsu yt* pxAZLw*. Ja3* 5/0 I ^3-t «a5 j 5y 5/1 Ju 28.10

» . » • \ y
_^A (.jb *J^*^ t-^x*0aA^ (S *0 ’ J1 JLxpxJ I t^j b ^y> iy> Gy* ’ d-3 b* I jb 1 *

4y- .51 kJ (/^ «Zj*—p" £• 0x3tS Cyi^ t } IaJ-//j y

’ 5y_51 »J j/p" 4*515 ^F Jst>w yj jjyvJ i £-/a*0 1 £^*>sS J/A

^1 Ja. i »>w y (_$01 ^/a*«JI JL»-t j 5*5 Is L tp ^yJk 28.15

..j b^w-^ulax-i q^.^3 4*., 1-9 V> Ijp (^ylp <p—* ’ ^JaA-* I <p»/1 *X9 kJLa^s I ^Lz-' ‘

4..<i, in ,1.5Is b Ijp (/^ ba^ t t_.^x-M~la-S d-w b *AS O’l^*^“*'« <Z^~*A 4y I kJ ^JaJL, *Xsj«,j , *^_/

^yvx* t b kJ^f b OO »J y 4*5Is b Vp (/Le1 jj ^j-vS*X*^ «J^*A 4p51 kJ ^Ja.S»< kX^u'l 4p51 kXS

Jtf 28.20

0x>0 I 1 b^o-OxS f^Z~>*^ k£ *zJ p*Xxx«*J 1 0a3x) I jp b 4*^» lap ^y^ d-w t$* 1 kJ 1

) ft. post ju>-J hapl.5 sup. lin. not. sed emend, om.; e

Graec.: y£ *x»--J 5/Id

X 5jf... IJU : in marg. et 13 b* ohs. 5 in text. &b* 5/ / j/a 5^51 jJ in ras<



I t <-? ‘’’^ 1 U*>< «UjA-?tkJ I

(jg «i m.31 pA&Xu*«JI J1 q! Jy L> jL>x^t 4^1 «j 5^531 ^5> jj-\J 1 4^JxjJ 1

4^51 jJ 1 o» 3LS1 1 ^UJ ^Vm*» U^> mLv^mJ 1 J^>J 1 (^yH U^^U? 28 <25

JSu kXa ^1 tlx** Ujs> 4a5 U U IjjJ (^5^ o l***k5 tai'* I ajc> ’ *xl o l^Ut?

o2j ' ■♦ p-'U-l if aIsaJ ^SLJ 1 jl>-1jj 4j$J 1*x>s-»l 4^-51 <j g

4^| „, i^i) I wl^t^r<Aw ^J^U3 «aU-2>" l I w^aJ*' I 1 0^ 4 4uUx^

.  J «—-I Jx>J V_xl Ij Ux>- j JL><u T 4^1 j uJLv j aKajJ j aKX; oU 30.1

4k W |k
f *aJ L 1 wb^>d t I <.,^<1^ ^11 1a JS^>i£ «aj^x^ I <^-5 *aJ ’

r-i ri W Ik Ik £
V-t<fe4 1^ I ^-9 V?

J->o, aji I J Jjip 4j J=t>- I jjt <*JJ j $ 1 •

J-*SJ I 4^5 1 «J ^y> 4J^jp jjjij A*jaAX*W^J I I ^0 e

3 y . ------ JLto U-C& 4I J^Jru>- JU»,J JS’ I J^*P 4j JL>- ^jJCJ <UJl5 L tj)J

.ffa Vft Li^>x? c^3^vvk« U& Jdj>“ JLx^kJ Vrj Lm. c»5i.& 1 4 4J3JL/

y& 1 4j*^ IjJ *L^ but. <u5W I l-f**? 3 *x>-1^ yj& Uh ^yU>«J U^ U««

I I 5jJ51 j u-JaS {^rS* l£ jJ 1 jA Ij j J1 * JxlsJ <Uj U*u» L 4 jj&t”J <L*i UJl 1 c

26ir

30.10

...... .^*-11 £-UaJ j U~* U^-A Jsu^>mJ 1 JaJx) 1 ^jl 1 JLs^ 1 4jJ 1 J u_JsJ AJ1 Ja_>J 1 j

O' ^“* *"U^ tilj la) AtaAaUa^-l 1 4^> 1 «x) 1 I^IWZ^A lalj I

& 30.15

aiU III. »a«i ■■a.ai^lul 1 yl 1 U^arfUft 5aHl*U<J 1 aJiX^tJ 1 IS^ 1^ 1 J 1

1 g»: in marg.

X JliJ: bis et pr. in ras.



T 1

30.20

*3 I t I I ^JL<3 VvMr. 1—3sLa.>mJ 1

A*^» h& Vs£^ t

«^n mu.......... i>*vl I I V^-aIx^ ^2^* c? ‘■^ ’ ^7 «J «kx^" ^frSLJ pA I C^5

I ^Jj^—«> t> aJ$S I ^9 <_$3 d4j.«-feu/tJ 1 Aj5 1 uJ I (^y? *3 L<as<* -^U»>icJ I

Aaa-I^A T d/U

11 JLxaaa^a ^9 Ci5^ L*j^s CL- U->fci Aj\^ I JtU Jct>lA ^3x««

' LpdyLtJl J^3, j£J^ 4->” vU A/ ’ (_y^ ita-JilA Ajilj

v_- U Jaj>* j Jx>- pJ Ayi I jJ j

\ **
3ru->3 Lub. u-' J Ja_>- O 2 Xz^ 3aj>J L**« <—' *) Jkt>x9

W -..-- w ■> «MMM. & --.-
^-—wj«J 1 3x>- ^/31 ^3^ 3x>- j) £7 j 1

JZ <2^5 ’ «J <P ’ *^"* oxx2^ O* *^-5*"

«X) I ^2^* ^**’***>' »A-9 4i<U‘ ^..*»l 1 pA.fo <J <2/^ ’ «J

pA I L^wrfJ^Aj 1a£vA f ( L^»jA^ix$»/ d^4 p.j I *2^3 ’ 1 ^jj9 ^jjJil

T* *
U«——•& L*5J«*«a ^JaA3 |jvJ I ji Ij «xJ I j ^jiA^JLa ta-^A* JL^Ij ^JS* ^JaSS

(2?^ V» Jjt l< <iU j <u3a£> ££aI 2^51 JU <UkJsiC’ jJj-jJUSIa 4^31

5/ J <u^JLa« 5/1 J ^Icu3 VLut« LIxu*“ JL>bJ '-AjS' 

Va^IaaJ t.iu.4 Vku*~ JLl>w t tX/^/ p? t *2_/^ w.i«J I *2^3 ’ *xJ

30.25

32.1

32.5

o

1 IP ;in marg.5 in text. l^U 

V ... ^jj : dittog. et pr. in ras. 

T jilj jJI: litt.j sup.



XT

26v

5^ - I <5^*' 1 1* 1 cA^ |JLiCi? 32 • 10

T 4.h V« tlMri U^*^» 4“^ 1 JLrv>JJ L^j Cu** 4 .4 wLx?»- ,J"& I Mfut «Jc>/Lij>-

j £; d.Uaj j 1 <?J^1j 3*^4 v£«XH Jx>JJ LjLuwt J j ~tv>“ Ct^4 J 4" ^-^»' j

u^u»” ^1 Js/sls»- qI dJkuU jj t—» dJtvtJ (3*^ *-£ ’ Ja^JJ L^j Vwo« jJi> Ja>-

t.■-» to £ A*> 15 L IjjJ qIp- j O^** (J^ J Cf^^' CZ® J L< o

{H J Q j Jx>- £ 1 Jy U Q J JLL>- J £~&> Ltxi-

£Z TJ^ XT 2_/1 jJI jiu pA/JJ 32.15

2 JL—x^U J 4j<JsiiJ L_fU« »XP-1^ JS* J.A 4 J c?lx>d oV^^** £? 4"^ o^*~ O-^**

4—J>^1/ <U^ Lufe. ^y/1 1j 4^ ^Z^ 4j^J VtA*. I 4j^j1^ .J *AJ«1aJ 4jJ^ Lub.

4—L«-la5 a «lS’“1^ 4-*Jaj le^jl cJJ j j gU 1 •

£ 4jj^j 1/ V<aa4 ^-fi> 4j^j 1^ 4^/1 tXl 1 ^1 32.20

^>..——w 1 2/1 J j^Z j 4 U Jasj 1 L'JJ J J

q u) 4....... ., i. 1j j'** *4.5 lz^ 4^ 1***v* F

3^^~1 ^yls* 1 1j VJL*. *Z «ix37"1 «z 4a5 IaJ 1 3a^“1 1/ Vutr» <v&5 IaJ 1

-.—■■—■■< pj’l y V-^^y<lxAj 4 iXl*“ 1^ C^® *Z <^$4^ IP tO I"*** 1*-®J *X9*"^

e>AP ^-J***^ 1 ^zP*^ »zJ 1 j «J ^JL<<aJ Lxu. 4»>^ 1«Mt«k4-J 1 L 1jj/ ’ kXs**^

»kt,. »»».^* C/ •iu’J ^Uut. <Js>1 3^t>xy 4j^vl%J «? 1 1»mJ V*>*. 1 Lu,

i^FJrZ' O^ *"L>^ t. ii)J J ^jl 4/1 J ^JaxJ ^Luwt £w) 3^>*> ^1 4/I «J ^JLv 3»1

T • • •

\ post

: in marg. a. m. 

Jtu*- m pas.

V jja j : sup. 1 jLm*. jlitt • j sub.

1



TV

34.1

27r

VlcL5** U^bPx> V«JU^* ^.&^uUul^

r -1*1 f - * .4j i» .....^11 JLxa^wu ^E*uJ j Lfh^JLxJ Hx3" JL>u I du^u (jj'*J 1 4j^J,

..-»^su 4j^> 1 <Z ' 1 d-*uu T Jix^ ijjlfr •Jcv^su t_* 1 VJ^lsJ l*_fo V*u’i-£^ i. t--%^ Vukvu

4 I. I ul*JBT* J -E>- J 4^5 Id ^1x5 JU lix=>-Ep%2 ^jf LuEu* dA>

__J I u_ J»&J 1 L>^?- qu dJj I ^L^Lsm« L^»l« ^Lsl jjjJ I <v*»JCL<.«k*J I JsjjJsvd 1Or""

cr ix>- d->-|^ <-£-JbU j-A d if dJI ^lasJU ^Lut. Ju>-1^Jt j 4^51 J J1

JfcX>- jjE j £ju J 4^u1 du E J>vj 1 Jst>J 1 1 1 C/5^" O’ *"^ 1 -kv»JJ if Lw. 4j

<L*5l5 EjjJ cE O^^5*' 3*^ o^*"" O’’ C. J O* G^*^E J „EX'3J

■ <Sj£JI jIsaJ ^Lu*« EE JaJ>” j2)1 JyU «EE iE^E j jE>- Joj Llx>- U-fe J

a lag- 5^51 d qj^u L*-E <±- jl>v £ebuw cJ 1 E>o $ ti) I Jx>- 4^531 jJ=J ^syuJU 

JbA -----"'- <>—’■—-_ ■ - ■ ‘ - ■
-u L_ul J dul 4^51 d u& y

dd di

34.5

34.10

34.15

jjt» uE^ oVj^*** ou hr1 Ltv>-

4.. ....L.w<. du 1 40 |^ C<15^ dptxl 40 tuuA di 4 d&t? 4^<-£3uJ 1a_^—c d^>"|j & d 16

j^E-EE 4u^ IE 40 ^*** I 40 5 d$^1 |E ^"-5 !**• du 1 40 |j 40 |E

4—_ukutxJ1 -E>db 4uj |E 40 Lm*. 4*5 IS tfJ di 40 |j y £wE& 40 |E 40 Vu*. j£\ 40 |j->

4-,>E ^JEE j2ri-*i_j|E 1<a ju>A tfd eJ di Lwjlj * *^EE <37 llhJ

34.20

r

1 d^v : in marg. a. m.

1 IE-: litt. 1 ins. t j.a j: otios.

••• *'^l’“** • in marg. a. m. ; supra

o XEE: m. sec. in marg. sed corr. falso ra. tert, sup.: ^EE



I —j bjjJ I ju>4 l£ I j L*a jl»*1 *3T ^JL*? j L^JJ^vfeuJ 2 jl>-L) jJS* I

£>L-«£>*^ 1 jiL**J j Vut* £^}V«S/1 ^5L<«j dj-ubiJ ^a Jl) 1 ) (j^* 5L^z*. V**JmJ I

J -MJ jVm*. XlA Jxp-J 4j£) I jJ=J cJT Jxs>~ $ Xijb JsU-d jLuw» dJ 1 JkA# 4yjJ=jJ ^JLs>

Lj Jjt L« <i)J fci AojJLaaJ I 4j5u) I

34.25

36.1

4j^J) ) J^—ukh— jjj® ^jxXlaJUi— J*"1 4ztu*lj3X' I l—5^

>! JLj^J 1 jjjvIaxJ 4^01 &VwL)) £IXa^X^Mb)) ^01$ 36.5

j^-> 4a-<Xx£- 4^.5 I ti

L«— I -1 . ".laA.I (<-jLc< ^“J*"** aSI «JlJL> 4j$L) I j^S £ LzXvLaJ I L> L/b CL-sz b> Ls

4—A LaX» _jrjJ' 4t«-JsiP Ij J 1 •

... .. i»l j Vwb. JLj^z— j I L—*lsJ (jLr* ^-m^aJLs 4^SJ I t|jtlc' i_x I LaJaA— Cj

■l*3...)iJ>J I LtLJ j *^5 I *JJ JL>iA AfcJ^lC’ 4^51 <J l£ *0 I ’ 36.10

1 ». - .1 !■■—I J^l^x) I ’ L^-J^ i^y. *jJ I I

L>£3^ J Afl—J^C’ 4^51 <J «x) I £—^4 J I "JImis*

/j 4j — .......* 1 «J *xJI I kA.*«a., <—ij^’

Jd—^J 4jXJ kJ j Ak^-Lv' 4^—1 JL> ^*^-A 4^1 vJ Aa—-LiC- 36.15

1.. . ■■ «^i 3-Ljk^mJ I I £ j^) I Lp^awJ^9 I

r—,.
1 —...*la.m* j 4 aJaaJ j a*^-Lxp I u jl) I I ^JL^J L-u*.

1 J%»J1 ... ^JLUkkJI : in marg. a. m, 

t CZ®1 <p,jJ: in marg. a. m. 

t post 5-I scr. LU>-



To

27v

Lft> tXL>- Uufe vmAXwu*

■ Iq. i , x*xZ <l<i> ’ *J j****./- *”^ * ^JLtrtJ y Lam<« L_<Jb 4 1 JLj*' JiS" 5

1 »■,■✓?*t t &Lx!lX^ <~4&> U-*^.? A u-da$ i_>X-' f'**_Z^ l5 '"" ” J*’ »xJ 'J) *»-*A »kt>sJ Vuk. Cft>

4 H Wlk.^* t 4^wJ kJ-J l kJ C —k.& 1 4*k. I—k^X^* i^l*"** ^

£—3jd1 ^UoJ j Lw^» L^_> Jxj^>i«*J 1 Jru>d I <^J 1 L^-Jsj £* «d ’ pJCLiwaJ 1 Jsu>J I Q t dJ j j 

^—** T lJ ,i fxt.*.# GL-^. <L.ditAJ 1 .JsiSl ^■"•-*»4-<'^ <Jlsj* Afc^JbiC’ 4^5 *J (J* ^’wjri

j^J Ij kJj) t !♦ d J J 6'^rt 1 »ixA-k4k^ **t*^ ’

V-^kUtal^Z kX^M* *^cz** j? c? *y^u 2> J Jd1 I 2/1jJij£xij

L~fkX» iJ^ovJ $ f aI^aJ j_fb j Ca^J*j t« dx&j 4^t tjJ L 1 Jx>J I ^jjlo

4.IxX« (jX^ C*Z IaJ I 4j kJ U*«^ ^-kkkAXJ j 41 kJ I V«*^? 1*J6 CZlr~^^ Vk»kX»

dJ uS* £}£"* O^ X«1 jj Aad^A ^jj^T L» I 4^51 kJA

J=udl Jx- □rplll Cz^ -< V

kE^FJ* ^jr1 l~x£ Jo

V__u}L«k« J jl (^z*^ C?*^" 4j UZ*JJ^ J** J J t-Z<P J CZ*J* J-** t LZ*^

^.i i»f3 *oJ 1 ^J^-aJU I I J ^jllxArf <Jtlfir -VV^_»J 4a*ds%P J^' ^2Z^*«X>

36.20

36.25

1 •

38.1

38.5

4 H■ i.mi i ».i»lz V ^j>Xp L^wA-L^X/ Qp^kZ Q^vV»4k>w kJ I 4^51 kJ ^JaS-» Ji>Vj 4^51 kJA ^_ft> I LZ*lJ^ ^Q 10

1 iktjyfc jl his.

T "J : gup. a. m. 

ji*: sup. a. m.

i : litt. 1 ins. a. m.

o 4j:iitt. 4 ins. a. m.



OjSl J u-Jct? £ aJasJ lAi> (J^JUaJL L=~J (_Z*.A ^-*«AxU L^JUa, j gg

ft>3 Leu. j ti I (_^u^S Cf*"?' t-LJ e^S" j AidziP’ & I *tA ’ L V? LtA/ t j,

4j......... ......... ........i»5I U ^t' ^jw^9 U->-Ij ^J$* j aJaxJ (_yL> J J1 UZ'A p*w>ikJ j

■ ii...-1» lx* *F <lLxs«j ''J I aJaXm La> t J l_Ja2 tA^" ^A ,^J usA ’ *L? * ’ ’"^ ’

{£ tli - .... .J 1 »ix>J I ClU fci A/VaJ^C* 3oVj ’ *“^ eE5 <3*** J <tixS«(

- < w w t
rt... ii i.«r>^> ’ Cr^*J ^«L»qJ Lw. L^~s I Ja>J I I L^jJaj *“

mn/^ L^ej*.»J^^^*™Z 5 ~E^ ^Lz*puI 4/’ ’’^ *,E>V^ 4^5’ i—elay p dJ^x^ 38.2S

“E’j O^ 5 4^S I ^y (_jA ’ Jf^ **^ ’ CZ* U^y*" **^ C^””5"^""' 5 & J* O^ A<^»fei-*J I

uA^" 4».^ t$ , ^_A ’ *X# 4a5 lx L Lj^ (A^ L-|~*~Lis_i L-^juaIajui

4j i ■ H i.^ 1 »x> x<3 V# t Lj^ cA^ <^*-^ L> LtA? t 4^5 I 4a.< 15 L 1 •

1^4 t5/*4j^1 J £-kuC 4j^ <y A^JcunJl jJol 38.30 

L. 11 11. k.iP^.a.1) <x<515 L Ljj lA^” 5 4^S I ^y

pfrJ I ^ZJ p>LvU/ I &J** I 5 ^JjtvX^Aa.1 2^0 1

^»-.... .... .»I 4£ J *j v—«Lv 4-Ltx*? aLxrj (jA^ uz\Z ’ ^*»xlI> Lf^uA^xj «z*^

38.20

&

«J^ L C^-L^ tA^ L*VeJ 1 CL^<J

I ’ cs*



XY

1 LZ*^**^ <bJ Vl) I iJ tl«J I 42.1

28r

L.—kx«»»J 1 ^J^saJ I fcT 1 j I I L^uffioXw^ j^w t»-> 1^ «xJ 1 J ^4?

- !»*»*♦->■ ^2zy,_2^ «xU Vw !«>•

1

LiX’Vj <J JL»* Ij *0"^ ’ 4j»J ^jX»J I ^5 1^ fciJ 1

utP I I c)^ O ^“*£’j I *J I 1 k) ^-4^“*’

V^jVa£-L' 5 »xp-1^

_ __ Y" .. •< Y
•t ij. 11 > ?~3A> 1 61 J t^ixs , *tz^ ’ «X>w L • ■ tiiJ «J j2)

3cu>- Jkx>-

c3------- i d/ljd/' iZ-nu/ IS* I J I I jTy> I I J***

w 0 0 w ip
<^i iSlI I J^i V I J^oJ I

...■■■^»* 1 *J-J £?J ’ *"^ O^* «J^*P 3iU»" »)%J>»

JjJtj O^k* jjb j 5^51 j ^jLe. 1 XlZ- Jx^-

«j^>*p yj 1 **5^ ’ j'"o>* ‘■^

^....‘CJI ^JLx^v c5'*^ u3 »-Wjf Jbu>“

^7 ■■ -»I LaIxS L«£uf lu&> jjt> «J 1 «J 2C jr^ IaJx&J —C ^sJktA/

©
42.5

1 •
42.10

42.15

1 6

42.21

' post otojlyuJI in ras.; QlxjlyiJI Jjs> J <x/’J C^ Jy^*

X eJJJ • ■’•n a^ramen^. ruf,

Y post £j>l in ras.; ^jsu O* ^|S* <3^^^ } 3-> IaJxxJ

k^d^^is^iaji y^ Ua

i pj^.*>i<«».JI • sup.

0 jjft j ... in marg., ft. a. m.



TA

1.....■■■» L tZU a ’ 4^51 aJ I Vxix, 5?’ O^O"^’ O"** «X^~^ LAsa^

*. . t Olr.w O'

T „ , , 1 <*Sj ’>** O^Cf'-*** Osf-A*-9 iA a? Cj^ aJ 1 42.25

28v

a ^2*t us^/^la 1 5”^ C?’ b^5’**^* d c*^ o’ O^*^

okj’y**

j£j»- Jk>- ^L^JJ

* «Jk^*“ j^-LS*** L^wSmaAx^^ £>- Q-'i-t a? j HJ) ^y 5j5la

a^ <ul Lsu f (/JJ aS* I 4ji I a <_yk I a^p

I ii i ■■ |»ii»J p* t,5^ ’ £*^.Lxa«J I jj) a I a Liv

c«iii—H■ tai Iu^aJLa I a^r- 4UhA»A<u a^~^ Js^”

^.R, a ^jr" ’ *Scz ’_z* ’ *Lz^ ’ 5? ’ txz^ ’ L>ttv*w ^z**”^ a Li ^^JL,

. O^* o’ **Lz^ _J

L^-y ^yJ f aJ I L 4^51 a>^ LAxy*M LAx>~ L*~kss 4£ ^y ^_y ’ LJ" tai

L» L-*. 1 aJ I o *Lz^ ’ ’ *iHj Llx? 1 <z>w IS" y L^xa-a^ 4 a->4^ aIxjc, ^jyL&

4■....,.Jk^j J.C- I 4->- T 4>yl a-Jk^-^M-JIJLv»JI jjj>a bjJtaS^f^y ^.Ulxli

’ oty’ *} O ’ *-Iz*L# ’ 4^J’ <a^* 1 J5 4-kxJ t_; ■'■' 1 i a-?~k

1 ^5ljaJli i^SlaJIscr. et ins. sup, 

T : litt. ohs.

r Oir?^ • o*--^* ®* P* sor.

44.1

1 *

44.5

1 e

44.10

t ^LTUu: scr. et L^x. corr. ad Lx. sup,



gj VcXe gA 3

cJjuJ I I A-a* •JLils*’ 4 ^Xp“ I AS*™! I ti^^<**sJ I vV**^*^ I

jZ*~ Jaj»- 4 «X>- 4^51 <xJ 1 4^J51 <aJ j^l Jaa- <—«4>-1 <J^* 1 txJ aX*I 6I

U?'’^ ’ J"1 ’.J *xJ I O* ^JoX> 6^3 I l5'”^ 1? *xJ ’ O* 4st.jJiv.wJ I Aj>-I I JLS

4^»o»/1 J ^JaS ^1 Jx>tS 4a^ Is V Ijjj V^sJaA^ J1^ I

(J i 5* <uJls 4->-l 4^51 j qS^s 4 «X>- 4^j1 j^Jas a_>- Jsu>- g,f Crtri* La^tdJJ j6 j £-J

4 «J-*" I I J 4 •X."*”^ j_JS” CJJ^z 4a5 Is C1^ j ^jIp 4 *x>- & t O* <x>-l^

ekJ J A_>-1 ;ylu (Jjlp I U^P t*£L/ t L*_^J ljJ^y>5_xlw»J I I J I 4^5 I *'* O^" ^*5 

I — ■ ■ -i^ij t«_^J i/J^v^maJ I I gj Is <Um Is V/ Ij^j qjjIa vJ—*” 1^ ^xla«w jjIa gj la%Ja.«> Is I »J I aJ t 

(A J^iAP 1**^^ A****-*'-' ^Ja»<*J I (Jj J tJ I <J^bP Ci?*^

^2.. .k)<» 4S^Ja ^>* ^Tz^' (J'5’^ ’ A^sJLtw^ 11 Ja^JaaJ I ^^>-

t3“—S 4S^Ja C^”** 5 4aS Is L lj£j jjIp A-S*- I 4^51 «J

^).imiii $ ^1p J=u>S 4-p“ I 4^51 Jl ^Jx** LjA <aX) I 4L>* ^yl ^Jas»- «X>> I

t.. "J bt? OT^ (J Jx»- 4^1 J ^JaSvSjJa O^"* (•) O* •^>"lj

W **** I * *f •* . . “ I -~». w «t>
(_/* 1*®^ Jx>- gj I tJJ <Jj £7 4JasJ (jIa j*r* I 4^51 iX) Lv» Lm Jx>- 4^5 Is

-A 4^31 ViAJk^^* lx> L^«xa>j J <J^ ’ 1? J J C. 4“^sj 0(Ia 1^^ 4 U->- 4^/1 J

•* W -
I^a*^ I <xJ ^u !«<• Jas»- L*^&j>- L^J L«, 1*4 L^u>-^LxmJ cJ^axL^J I ^J^osJ I I

I <-*>-1 S/laJj : add. in lin. sect ex marg. sup., ft. a. m. 

X Js»...j: in marg., ft. a. m.

V 4j>-I ...q^! in marg. a. m. 

i <j£/l J : tx/b^ J ? a. m. in marg.

o 4u?zla:oorr. ex rj: 4j falso scr.

44.15

44.20

44.25

I o 
46.1



I kA I *Xi>’l k^ l*A/t <j JLp- I k^51 aIcla^ (jA^- 46.5

♦ W & W W
kx^ » ja~> k_^«^ Lks L (_j^ ’ <t>.‘ !'xjJ 1 Cjj I O *Lz^ O k I J1

k.^- ». kj

ill niJa&rf ^J^J aJzz&j (ajJ^* kA I Jl>4 4 ki^ I k^JI J cz* kJ-?

j •« ■* ’ ^jjJ I ’ O ’ wX-s*" kk? 4J25A-* 1 ’ »J kk?

29r

0
46,10

! -4-kx^y VtiXv£ dJXkv UXj » jAj J

lawk > uA^ 3*** c^** o J j*s^ cj^*^

4 y—' 1 «J 4^ j I i^o 4 ui-^“ I «k^3 ^J*‘ ’%>’>* • v>,UJ tr,u c 46.15

I J ^)Sk k®"k Vkz I uA^" Vm^aa^* Lowjw^ li-VJ 0 -k$S” i •

V hi ui^ I tkx*-^LO tAx^" k^JxX/ ku~& J-6k pj^.l

«dL—k U^UJi j ux ikk* <jU Jx>-j ikJx&

I I |^C<> i^kkAaX? J V>M liU *J k-fjp VLi «X> J l^k* kXt 3s^Z <J*3 k^S I «J djJ I fcj I 46 • 20

U-tk? k _^*-' jjjJ I 4<j kt «J I 4^51 klJ k £ 4J2USJL £ J ^jJsUU ysZ jjjJ I ^U^UkJ I 4^51 jJ I 

. OrJrf*' O^ 2 k-^JL*, ko ^cy^.> kx>t jaZ 4 J->* ^1 I

^■—»w4i<j»< I *3 I *X>* I ^jJxSu j*** („j3 I ^>-k.*J I *“^ O O ^»"i«»<* k^ I J I 46.25

uJ/-'*’’^ I ’ *J (^jJsiXrf kx<1 j/^j ^jf»t kJ I

1 ^1 • • • HaiL*:in marg., ft. a. m. 

V ^bJaS;: litt. q sub.



ri

J ^*7 dJbuLr 1 lt-St> 1 «JL>“I 4 «X>" ’ L//1 «J tfe-*J-^

M yJI ^ixj-d I 4j$\ jJI ^1 J/U £ 2KaJ 4 JL>- 2/1 J U-JaS J J dKL* gj 4\jS\ J

£* ^Jaa^u Va* t ^7 y 1*3 XL>

~5 1 J ^7/~>lt*> cV4'* 4^<£' liAJ *L& C-U »J O

V»a<t 4-kiXJU jtZ ^2. 3 cS^k-1^ J** <f^-^®'

4 i ■ ■.. . »<ih> kifr 3sv*^ pta»j cJtZ"1 ’ CZ Ij (J^” 3

4»iP* Jj |J$* J ’ ^**bS5 l*~fwlt 4 JU>“ tj jf C-J l*P

46.30

48.1

48.5

Ja^\X

4\b

—cs<

O----

J

bl? ,, ...i...i.»iP^* X^"'-) C?1Z* 4»> 4^/3 I ^7j «ix>xS 1 uJX<X» ?^S uy**>^ O'*

~?Cit <i)J J j / 1 1 4/1 J t—ixs Q~>~ 4jSU j 1

V* bJ^t ItJJj j L«i^t £- 4J^sJL XL J yjtJxSJL 1 jjt-kwfJI 4/tjJls 1 *

48.10

I. .a.,. t L? 4/O 1 c?*-^ 1 j"' ’j bjJ ’ CZ* *5z4 1 Z <l»-JaS’ 1 Z c^<w«» It 1 JI

1/ <Ly l^t 4/1 »x) I llJJLkJ <U^ Lwht (j7^j>-t 6j5 I b)

.-.^fe 1 1 1^ *aJ 1 yz* *Lz^’ *“) 1 £?♦ ^J~“1 4/" ^j> ^jfvt»«1.9

_ < IV flMMM tr 0* *M • n ~

4n-...... 11 —7^ 1^* djj^ Lwbt 4/1 b) ^-v to 1 4^/1 b) |^/ cJ,Z ^7 4JblA»( {_T^ '‘^'"T" 4^/1 «J 1 6
48.15

bX*” I bO

5 * XL c5'^aA*i «Z*^ 4/1 J ^•bU^J J 4 4j^A«< (/x»J bX>” d/ U-bt^Z ^jL^wbbJL*

4. «... k>.$ yr^ Z ^*w* L/L»->sJ j ■/ lZ'Z («■*♦ Xif* *!Z ’

1 <J/>-^1 . • .^Lxit: in marg. a. m.

V Ua,t: his.

r elhJ: corr. in marg. ex dJJd, ft. a. m.
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r v

** P I • a •<L?"’ '“'U j

I jjj# <ri%a.M»j fcA$ j dj) ^9 laJfe j ’ la-®* ’ «X>-1 *X?” £5" O*^“^

<£>^4u A aJaA^ kJjS" ^S~> ’ j*-* I «J

^ra> kX»^—*• kJ ^rf'* kJ~^«^~ ^_/ 1 *J (_V& J) Amj V&<J 1

f £r—J } Lf>t £^1 5/1 «J jC

^/c- Ju/aP 5/ljU Ua-*->»« I Ua_>- jjLxJniS aj>

1 «J <• k JP“ 1^ |JS" ^/L *l/ *jJ I 1*-^ V/a> j V-* <uttS_» 4J5^* I~^»4a»»*»j d tJu>' 1^ dJaAj

qJ i-in .5* ^ji^f 2>jrVktk» 4w $ J"i 4^J taoa <^“ CZ\^^ O*^ .5 ’

5^__—3l j ujusU J* ^Jr* ’ ‘J i— fc*^*"^~ UZ*_5^ V«fca

p—..nw.»—.iw»u< U-<JaJ A dJaJU* ^“i 1 *J l—Ja? j <J.L^JU> y j 4*1*? 4 d.tiS»x,

^j.— . Q> L^J Lb&V? u^-LLx9 1 qJp c5^ _Z^ 1? ’"'^ ’ J) t-^/ LapL* c-'Uay I ^/p Q! kJ-a*- ^Z ’ ’■'^

d^..!■■■* 1 tJ j-* uz*^^ Vmv* d->* cz\j^ O^ 5 4^ 1^® ‘J-^’ ^jr*

->*t Aj^> I «J 1 ^S~> 1—<L>^ l^a CLw tS* JL* ^cj 1 ‘"^ ^*** 1*3^ «Aj>~

O^ I** CJJ kJ J lfJ 1^3 J *^Z 1 kjJ <U^J Ll4k«

CZ*

X » • 1 .
, ^>la.^J I d/1 kjJ I Iz 1/^ VktkX« l-^/1 *J d/" qjS oj K" , □ t

VkA/t 1 4^*1*^ k-k kJL>*l

•«Sl jJ I Iz *J”'T" *~*1 VuA O^CjI^**4 4^, Vk^j Lava.3 U5^

JL>* I kJ Vt^ t 1*a <-x 1 5j5 I «J 4j* 1<S I 1

4^ V<^51 kJ •li’fc’t. ohs •

V 5/1 kjJ 1: litt. <» 3.H3. ci. m

48.20

48.25

50.1

50.5

11>

50.10



rr

1~a>> 1 t-L'l 4^Sl d )%.^J I 4^51 kJ L^JLj* t?JJ dS” Cj^

d< 2/1 d 50.15

w ma—• chB
l—a# 4/1 d ^jm l*u 4~/) I I 4 I 4/1 «J

o* I— -*" Of"’ 4" 2/Id (Jr®1 J 2/1)1 / jjdl/tjkXll &4

V««MuJd L^J <!u^ I^M l—*1 tfj5 I dJ 4u^ Vw.* c£-Z“'>'^ 4/1 kJ L«a> t £>

J-& 2/1 d

4 .................h«J 1^. y 4uj Lew* L_x1 4/1 d Od IS” d? j&t 4/ljJ b* 4u^ Luk. <—<1 4/ 1 JL9

^5^*^ .ft?" (■“"’J jj <L^ 1^uu> Vk*k*< ji 1^ kJ <iz5C. 4 d->-L 4/" d^r* d* 50.20

1.. ..... ^3 (tw 1m (_5^-^ d-Sj*" *1/^ ’ t""* ’ 1 Ld* 1*”, I 1 4/1 dJ 1 ^j-u Lsu t

*J^j^ L. ii\J kJ 1 •

1 0

30r

o—P 2/1)1 o’ O^’/b dJ 1 o^" 4JL5Im 4 k51 kJ 4^S” d^»> tS” 1 d 1 d0 • 25

Idb/” f ‘•J-'^-' t,S^ I dD b* ’ l«dh 1 kXi*“1 4u^ Cvz.» id*

4j—^J1 / /IjdJI O* 2/1J /fr 2JL5U 2/1)1 / (/J1 t_/iudl 2/1 *j /Ills

* a. a. Mr > a—. W . C ——
1........»<,< 1 4/1 d 1 J/1^ *d 4/1 kJ 4^ t. (^j/u Cj o^ «?

du *jJ Cj^^d b* t*-ft 1 kJL>" 1 IrUkM l2j»*d* ’

j^”' «——u1 41 kJ ^/p du 4^/1 d <—JtxJ ij^^u ^1 du 4/ 1 d dJLS Im 1 O^j 1 d

J?-u1 4/1 d j^JaAu t aXxIau _d** 4m/sP 4/1 d ^avjtJ C 4-ktSu ^/uJ £ du U—j^d jJLmJLaIs

j 1 ^/1 d Vto d»Kuhu 6 <■ ■■«J'3.< O^ ^*1/^ 5 O^ d 52.5

^p”—1 1 *J b^b *^^1^*^ 1 Im-^zu^ ti-1J d du 4_^u 1 dJ 4u^ j 1 4^u 1 dd V •

50.30

52.1

1 2/1 dJ • • • /t ; in marg., ft. a. m.



rc

vxl I 1»1^aw£*k VLx^*' VaJ^^h* <$^50 I cj5^ I 1

AwnmmmVy^ V-^wUjuJft--^ 4J <X^* I

--   -.. n - -.- fy •
£—«' iJSi *Af Oi^1" ta** O^’ «jJ I <&j*-lff’ L»~^-/ L!<X91 j •

l«-/ j <SJy I jkyrf I 6^ ! 3 J 1 6^ I kJ {JV t«n> 5 2 » XO

d^J 1 kJ V»^ l_>~f~^ d^j£J ’ O^ C5'“^ J* 1? *“^ ’ O* «J

d^__3 5 vi) <Sj>j 1^. Vuva j1 i?1 *J O* b-<-tj j1 d/l «jJ dj^ l^e j <V^ b.*.*

—»■«-/ I d1 *i9 *Au d^5 t «xl <U^ 1^« <^,"> Ci?^ *J^ 43 nJ !J** 3 ’ »J

^yv^»> |2? L* t b tfJJ «J j «Xs 1 dJ IaA I »X>" I dj^j Lm»* {j* b-* 5 2 o 1 5

tv • *
^■—■ ....... «*i< d^-la£- d^S I 0 C* oft. «i^ _j uS^5*" * ’ 1<A I kX>"1 ^lJxiA-< 1 kJ djS* ULtJ tT I J I

^yjXjCU ^v<^2. ,<u Ij jJ I C-JbdxJ 1 ^«kS5 LfJ U bVx> L

— —y d Vki^ JL^ 1 by u;/ J

JaiJ I tX*>^'i d^< 1 kJ O^ t_J^ »J»A"^*’ d^5 I kJ i_y^ j UiXf b jv d^A-feu* d^51 kJ

CfJ J iLjtkkk* Ij c3 Oi**^ jr“ b ’ O* e-*b«*

d '■— Vw» *JJ 3 d->- <UjL«k,» Q CJ*^ _? dU U/\J^ d^Vk»k» t-zj

52*20

) a
52.25

*A....... . O«U^ *T*’ -t*-3’'' t—«A tj wV^>-l ‘J'J I jr»£ix] t

dj~ Uxi- J^p^J j *jj>- Jx>-

oj^ djjl J ^JsLkk, U^t J <TtA!j djjl J 1^’ d J Jai: ,j3G 52*30

1 Ua1jl»>I: I sec. ins. sup. a. ra.

V Ufclju>-1: 1 sec. ins. sup. a. m.



eJ —'.aav<J 1 I I C.)^*V4AwiJ 1 ^y.j£iAJ I t^ls* 6 «JsiA>»

W W —»— Mr Mr

Ja_—i^j ,J^aX« Jx>kS pJCLwfcM Ja>* ^tu*Jl 54® 1

<i^513 3 C5^ cS^ «z^ 1? v^ ’ O* c^-*- ^-txsu<

V-—_r VjJ (jlp V.^—*-las3 <_S"C^ V^^JaXu J** % <—<A IJ

..n.iifij »J^ <j^5 1 k) «jLa~ JLxp~ Cri^"' *^U ‘■^■S" jj *~-<A Ij 1 «J ^Jas u»zl ixi*ts <l&5 Is

<t ,** Vs V> Ij^j (jr^" *Jj *■—«A t_yLZ^ ’ O'* v\«5“ l-j i3^" [3^ ^x5 Vs >Xs»* I <j^-< ’ O «J

54.5

30v

4Uu> Vs I Vjj tjA^ 4a5 Vs ^A *J^ *A uCZ^ I O* kX^* uJ^" V»Aj

* . f f •
__i I«mVs tt^J Jp U ^Ja-kw fjglp Vs ’ VmA J via**, ^JaX/ V^S ’ t-^-w IS” I JI

^Juk i i i i.^StxJ Vs X&5 Is I Ijjj <Lkk-P«^ ^cla_ut (i'J >J ^_yVp Afe5 Vs V«£«/1 Va_^J (JL^^kwtJ t 1 1

«la, »..^~ ^A V»—^J tiJ^Vk*k«J I ^J-tfixJ I y >J.«a**I ^Jx*. kJ^P kJ^ t-<A 1^ otZ^ ‘■^ 1 54.10

^—...sJ I AMjkiLuktJ I Ja^Jx>d 1 £• k—• *L>w (~* vUp~ ’ »>) <_A^ 4j>-J JaaxS 4_>J

«a- t^l ^yLv>- j2>« jl>-^ <t*5t5 V Ljj *Xjup-I 5^51 □ jJctA* ^s 4_l« dJstsJ ^H>'~'

d, ...-,.■>-J JaaxS -V^5” O* uZ* 5^5 J V»A Qj/ jJj I

!■ k—I«lp kJ^®P kX^“ t«-*l £ ^Vx^** ^*y> kJ-**" |^|S” kJ***" Uw-*l £ yVx^' tL*Z^ kXa~ 1^ <^JS” £^Vp kJ^M P 1 ©
54.15

L-ix»> ^J=J j uTT Jaj>- jA J—S^J L j.*> Jsx>» u-A 1j SjJSl J o» «JLs dJ^Vs <L>J Ja^- 

qJ 3a„..^>- qJ5u j <L«JaJU 4<JVs V VjJ (jVp ^->J -ix>- ^A ■J—-S^J V yt^ j^~ I

1 : corr. ex yi>, ft. a. m.

T 3jJl j : yi\ j scr.

t- La1ju>~I: 1 seo. ins. sup. a. m.

£ Jk»J xpJ : in marg. a. m.

o <aj : ohs. 1 a>> ...ji in marg. a. m.



rn

H - j- T --ITII - W - |--
Tj IS L IjjJ ^jlp Lu^JLe- ^5 IS ls_ftJ dJy-Lxi. l>“ JiV»" J Lj) Lktua

4> kJ ^V^aJ LkUrS L*^t uj 1 A 1 v^Sj Vw>a

i li-U *J jj aJ ’ CZ* ^"-<-^-«<kA ’ ^J^xsj 1 ^rv«JU kJLt^V d ^51 kX?

» . f ,. f

54,

6
54.

Tl ^amAJ I Lf Vftrf V* AkkJ^lA^S 1^ kJ C^M-kw^j »J I kJ 1

il^. .i i I aJ 1 <Jz* vjy***^' y ^tcuws 1 j£> kXJ 1 t'^wkA '

<L>^ Vk«ukA 4<^ aJ I uS5^

VaLu cJ dJziA^ a^>» ’ bj31 kJ l«jb Vlj ^j*** o ^Lz^ ’ a dj$" o'* o^~*^

VZ 0kkMvAa>*M*W** IV
alS aij^ ^>ubl V/^lj l«_& j U»|^Ux9 L

g*.............. . .«., ^1 I ^51^ jlJ t (^rJri c5^ aJ t ^y«*AJI

<.«lo' uZlZ^i d.,i^*,.k«* 1 kJ } 3as»* ^*jpu <U|vA^kv *X>~ (2^5^ J Q ft***«■*

jji—. 11. ft> <J5*J 4a» l^-X.) I j£ 1^ kjJ 1 ^y*kk&J I jjj 1 L^l-j t Jy j jjb A—* 1 (_Z\Z^ 3

<Lj^ VktkA. <Lj*w^SH 1~& kJ-1^ ^*" *‘~~Z) CX*'*1’^ O^ tjT*^ 4j<^V*4kA» 4j»^ I Kj kjJ 1 i**Z

C^_XJL«J 1 J^axJ 1 j qI «tu»- ^jpxfb 1 ^z* 1 aJ ji «X>CV 0j£ I aJ tfJj^-Jk*J I ^J^aJ I ^J^aJLa 

4j ..-*1 k)J j jL.>JJK> 5^1 aJ dJyLikd I J-koSJ I j kJU Jk>- kX>^ I 5^51 aJ •, aXjL 2j51 aJ

54.

56.

1 ©

56.

' f^>*J:'bis et pr. in ras.

V TT: corr. in marg. ex ZZ in text.

T eUa: litt. eJ gloss, sup. a. m.j supra 

I... Ao,, 1^* Vk4kA# • xn mar g. 5 ^post

t> 3": corr. in marg. ex J in text. Y'rJjin marg. a. m.

1 cjOt : in marg. a. ra. A post £>Ja ins. a. m.
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31r

4-3- *^^**^-^ ^Lz** ‘ v^ (i«^jf*-'VM»>J I 1 y *^^ji ■3^7

^.1,. .«J 1 ji> 1^ «aJ I (3^* b ’ J ^Jas5 4^*01 ^jvJ I ^5dJ 1 ^*Jju«J I ^>«Jb I 4^5 I d j>

4*51? I IjjJ ^j_Jd^du> L^wR-b&7 (jrf^ J dj>iul 4j51 d ^>jy£) J 4j^J I ^3? Oj 1̂

J ** - .-too d-^Xrf 1 4,yj I dJ dd ^^yUsMi LiXJ diS" dLS^irf 1 4^j 1 dJ jkAf ^*7i «.ba5*l?

^...».loX< 4^53 1 ^vJ 1 ^5 dJ I I p?wfi> I ’ d (2jV*£*v f J) d^z~. 1 _Z”"^Z*

1 ■ b^-^tbud jA* «ixi**j-fc> 4t d (jy^5 J I uS^ ’ «Z^ 1? •“^ ’ dZ* *tz^ ’

JgJ Jo—>• ^jt Va/t eJJ .£ j I .EZjjT dj5l d J-Ui ~U~>J bjU L tjJ (jjU

| ^jj^L..d 4^3 ’ ' "‘^Z1* / 4»tsA»d -b-'J—b'^

1 ih 1» b-^—*■ bid ^yA, . „tj t^ZLeJ 1 «Ll»-JJ"& ’ OtZ^ ’ O3”*^*'*

dZw™*1 “SfJ bs^ b~|J ISjr'-wxt-J I 1 1 d

b^dt ^1 «bu>- Cj's^' '■“'"J -bt>-J _J *^i Jx>d

^>•*^1 Lt_ft> du>"l U*^ ^jldXll (Ju Usu>- j jp~A Ja>Jj1^# 

d~J>-^ ^bvu, O* -b>^_bu»d I Cd-uwJ j l«„Q> JL>-f (_/b dJj I £m ^ysuixl (J^bj^s

cr
•it' l&Jii Lz^ <d_j bw# <d^ dU^b9 ..L*<d«> Iz*^

.... : uz*j^ Lfj dptf gb bjljj qJ LfJdptf £•} *k?!zJ d*c£z*^

d t (_, H1^ »i»'d «i^>’ ^*<^d 4L^»a^v* b?d fcX^ td*„^ dZi^* bt£d tL-J dS” J <df>^«*Av

<1 ....  t jJ dJ 1 ^yudlL* ^Jt> LZ*!?^ bid^ k-«l J^V^S J isJl dZ\^*^

A-faj 1uUM4 rt<^‘iJ% WiJ 1 1J kiJ I 1<J *

1 dEJT: in marg# a# m. 

dr^Lrt • O-t^lz^ scr»

56.15

56.20

56.25

1 0

56.30

tz*>^ * dZ*j^ sor



TA

1 ^5tjj «aJ I up-^ ’ *^J O* jjfwjtj 1 1 L.^ clj*1 ’ jj

M^‘ tS ^y»tu$ Ld w3—J a-Lx^ C*J tuLlA^ IS" LJ v5

«Xj L—Xu*-jj?j” 5j5 1 jJ LLJ oj fcT LJ <zJ 2Ja£j & Li^ j uA^s^ L^.<£u»«j j L.«* <L*-y

''2 I »a£" ^T^1" L- ^(CU««*J L^m£XA-^ Aj^ LawK S? ’ JES*" jP^T -)“•"“) i.'f"‘~'‘

VtA-Aa^ L|—viiu*—j ^J) L*GJ <2^uS U1

iw   »>*L J L^«&j*w j V***t <U^ 1I ji l^j vXJ I L$^ I 1 ^5 *aJ I ^4 Vt

C.XJ wJ £

58.5

58.10

4P 1 ♦
^5 aaJ L L L^< {jfL’ L^w'-L <i*5 L <u^ Lum« ^Jsxs <tw^ Lhax ^51^ j U<xs t irLLfr I »J 1

^jun ULsj q» I dLb c-jLjj jLU5*^ 1 cyL L. <Uj Luww. ^yWk# L^wM XXaJajJI^ t

^Jpw.... ■ iJj^il fciJ lu I I 1 ^J»4^XaJ I ^x»!p^< V3^ *^-*^* *l^$L<*jJ 1 (Jx* I*** ‘

4 •* i
v-t 1^. w—•^.iw^Jk>, ta* ^^5 L«awmi ol? 1? ’ O** V^w t$ <uLm3 <Um^wu4« Jx>"

bjf j ^IjtwSlt

O' ' ■* O1 ^JB J g.1 j LLv I y«

j jjXj j1 ^j>- l VlaJsxs Lj& j 4a5 L L IjjJ ^jL> L-fwJL- Li*J 15 Cr*r2r*^-J ^**44~w* LZi’tZ^ ’

Iwwm«mwi*wmw^^^«a3 %3 I CJ^w _,lU5^ld!>1 yL U. Q-U-wJ L*_*4 {Jfe**L~f«M

<Jl C c^^-' O* J-L<J ^>-1 u**y i>* d^ J c’

w V . __ - __ *
1.1 .«».fe Lj LhZw4 ^LjwSJLmw* |^UsU>- j t ^Jjb U jTJ^ 1 1 wXa f 1

58.20

1 oJLp: cuJp scr. 5 cf. infra 1. K 

V ^yC/l J : corr. ex 2j5\j a. m. 

r owJjSlI: oJ/M s. p. scr.
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d Cw. V_* I O 3^"$ *5..b-> l£- 58.25

C)----- y-f* I JJb J gJ qPj^^U y>«K^ ^1 J^> £

I j/jSlJ j J ^1 Ia-^J Of^* (^) Ia«^/

^T j;ylj j 3^ tti>- (_? •-^*p'

i-<.. *■"•■* JpjjCu*- jj Of c5'^a^' j-&

a*» aJ <i.*.

<Um>C^ ^j*d I Jx^Jxpx) I i_jC" £?3 o^6 *Jj^*p' ttC** Jx>- ^SC

*_<J -J «j6y AtiC 5j/^lj^ <uJ15 C JjJ C^*-R^ C7- JU>^ j I 5^i1 u ^JLxm> jS Ct?^ J

•Ss* S ^*1 c^ Lmma Jj-C"S ^y>», o*^ a*s c aXC <l?jj ij o^"* Kx*

. JXi»m.^fcJ CjJ V*y^ J ^jjC Ciii** 1 fci^ f^J’i.iMiinJJ Cm^S C^W, t^Cx£ J

^.„....’ c^ t c*y^ 4“^ -Cjxj jj c«4« «ix>- y 3^ Cj c^« <^l?~ Jx^ j o

W Ik <Ma*« W Ik W
i^C. i ,..>■ Ci CJI Ca^«J 1 j aJs» 3xx- |2>j KJ 1 ^^*JJ Cj C«u» ~Jx>- KJ •

A... ..J "3^ L/i^5*" O'* O t O C«-^*J J j & Jx>- KJ, jJj Lj Lxm» iiK»-

^*^^**^*^i* Ik Ik ik Ik
l~——C«a ttC*' Ci KJ 1 C dJs> Jx>- &* ^i KJ I ^^*JJ & C^ C*w»

MMMMM W W MM «VMM 0T Ik
J^j___Jx>Jl a JLft> q* l^C» -eu»- q« ^iKJl j aJ 3^’ o^~ O* cJ/O^Kll 

^-,,——.5 KJ J £j^«-U CCwb« «Z3^ Jx>- KJ 1 J <J~C «lx3>- ^s KJ I ^^eJJ C*w# 

q. . 5T Jxx~ j qJ Jsu>J jLm« 3 Jxx- 3V^ J=u>J Zy JxAs aJ Jxj>* 

^L~«m« Jx>- ^yCJJ jjjJ Jx>J CjCxh* ^CJJ Jx>* J J JxsxJ jC„* Cj& JL>-i

58.30

1
60.5

1 o
60.10

1 u_Xp- : litt. u-ins., ft. a. m.

\ Jx>-...j: in marg., ft. a. m.

T dJ • • • otjC** : in marg., ft. a. ra. 5 post



j*

T2 6 fa)X*t^ l3^ A<* (*d ^*j V*wta l«*fl ^5^ VJ^l^*^ *JcX^x)

fa) ^w^aJ <u^ L*. u^> I o^~*^ <?Jj Vmm» u,^«S I^j faiptsj L***o

{^•JL^ I—^*Xp <t<5ta V*ifaA.-fcJ I ^5fa)J I ^2^* ^JLx? Aj^ Vwj.b4 fa) j Vtt$ I o^* *-d idJ ^6*

^a ^J>g34 V|~# I43J 1 ^a (3^J VksJ ^11 <_3 1 (jyL Lfa* <U^ l «ii.fat l~^»X* ^J-t^ &<5ts V

jLJkjfy I ^2^* l»»^S? 1 llU* Va». 1^«^l».*..> <J fa)-^* tj <L-^»5~ Lfa«h>fa* ^ju/J> *)? I fc^ 

Js>j ,. -kod 1 ctVL t$ L^uU 1 \y» aZ J L>d t dald 1 C/'?' Aa^xX**.. cJl*^ j

<Uj} VuM. Oj^

I .........«a Aj Us# I _J *) d”^1 «■) LtL/^ ’ O^ i3*”*“'”^

^-t5 *) ^5>~ ’ Vfa-^-b-9 l«A <t<51? V b^j <jt^" O ^*’"*^ ’ Cz& O ^A4U** O l»*-*-ku

t«_{b jj Vfatufa* jJj Vvw^ fa) I Lbl^VUt laA j Lkt? I <_9 ’ O*"~ lo>-^»*a ^*SjxJ jj

Ja-J*- jjl <*-£” 4*>* LLv»- jJrxpjjJ j j Ua5^/1 U. «s fa)j*“t^ d_^..>~ 4 «) t~d

»Wl«» tfC Ur^WfaA.

- 4J» Jsu>- jjl* <^*»-

V»w»Ai^ la—I I l-^CZ*^ I fa) jl I ^** g_^vJaA^ 4^)’®

., .Xdf ij^5 ^“>* O^*” J ^JctfatfaU laJb faJl 1 j ») ^;l ^jjkv**

t>®» aJ C-j^ Jppx>- O f ^Jv-kvaj ^ry^51 falJ 1 t^Z*

6~s *) <U^ l^J <S»/^ Lfaua Ln£>^ t <—*», *^__J Od^""1 *"** O'^'^

Vim...... " Kt* ^Vfalj 1 «Jz5 fa) ^“1 ^yfaw^9 Vufafa* I fad I J^a fa) ^y>* 1 j^yUMdxJf

»~—, - - » Y* » . .. - .
ci?“ Cj^i ij Jx>«J L^Lufa* id 1 Jku»~ uPc’ 1 fa)^**1 ^)*>“ o Lwjtfa

60.15

60.21

o

60.25

62.1

62.5

62.10

Ij^.: J^. scr.

OJ^ • OJ^ sor.

V* ^-~**i-> : "bis et sec. in ras.
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t 1

" .Tlinim.- 4V Mr W tvtf M»W4M W
Lx I jJ J J=U»J jLm.4 ‘?J 1 Jcu>-j Qj JsvkJ^L«*ua ft Jcu*- <jl=> Jru>J LjL*fca

jU. r v>l« 7

zzzzz JLjlj J Vi^*’ *JJ**^ 4j 3^

d„.... ,ll».? <1—6* 4 bJU&V&J 4_J 4pj} jJ l»Mb*

i «J I wt^LxPxl 1 uix kJ-^x 1 tj"”' ’ ^xLxkV tt\r3»« «Xx3** 4J 4 bX&lxJ

4 «4 » Vj vLS«5“' 4x^ 1^4 tfJ Vb. CiJLx>- 4»&x Vs lx Ijj^ I 4^xI kJ O.^C J 4*k* Vsx

ujT Jx>- J Jjs> Jsu?J jt<^« <A>- Jx>- i«5l5 LlJ <iJL£> 4xjlj J q<ux‘ Lad cJJ <& j

4IM4IMI ft* 4bUMfe*^MfV 4MV*^tW*fiSW fQF A»<Mt
J} <uX*3t*' 1^ ^j$* lu€W® L-hS^ C^tl^** A«J «3^U**%J

^r^xx L tlJJ J 4—P 4 Vvk.* <—<3" 4 «JL£*L ^*j^L 4<*315 L Ijj^^ -isx-s*sx

62.15

62.20

1 •
62.25

68.25
fp IP

L|aJ L^»XX*I Lm J) 4*^JL«r* UJ* L^H C^* 4>fc#-Lp 4^x I kJ

A<d~*x» L 4-LjL ^£-

i i »^i * J CL! cy^ } 1 O"* <«j-Lr««

& 4 *x» w
Lx 4«x-lsU* 4^x1 kJ ’ kJx^x y 4J2UL/ Jcix^fcfcJ 1 «fct>iJ 1 ("d"®’ I 4^1aJ I 4.L.$xJ I

U_x (dJLsXxri J^"" 4(»jJ_M«aJ 1 *wxl 4^X I kJ

4^x1 kJ ^.y^ } *—' P ^*-La*x iUtjdskf' 4^jx I kJ |b**jrJ jj U-x I 4^x I kJ U«dxJ 4-LsAx

1 «
68.30

70.1

I J J : o J scr.

T ^J: ohs., ft. scr.
■>

V* i^rh^ • cf* 1-*-** scr.

1 ^L^Lm« : litt • V ohs.
w

0 Cr±r • cr1-^- s. p. scr,
w

“I U: mut. in Im ft. a. m.
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’ ^J-*s> u5^ t (_jrf/^5JLJ A^j Lw*« Uy L^w«« ^J»«<aA«J j

<_-<;>• O~^ CZ*«^ oa J Iu*-

Ja$ ^<» <J» »aJ , J^u^d I ’ aJ ’ fcLrt £)$'"'

^rcano>MdLt£?xl V»«VfS=5> *’^*^£"-***‘5^ wL^U^*l«l I ^«** I

^**/ 1 fa) ClXJ J 1 *"^ CJ^ *"^

. Jit l^J 4,^51 *XJ 1 ^jLZ LX^ l_Z*to*J ^jm^A9 tiiJ .}$” ^j^r fd J <Sl4->-Js}A faXiu-?** {1)^'"/ ’

tf? i...J J Aej/JaS" Cj^> 1 fcX9 S"i"& ^** a~*"J‘f J a u_*ia_?

, * ®P V 9f
(j,....... .♦ ’ ^L*aJ _j. t«*4 L^w J%x>uJ 1 JLL»J I (jl 1 V^_Jx$ ^4 Gz5^ *•& aJ ’ JI

——£*”^Z** *^* ^^j****44> ltu>“ |^*) ViwA -Z**"^ ^—**^ t-*^—»I a I ^5** ’ *z±J 1

v»«* AmmmpmmI^.%^ tyA *X^" I _Z~* *"^ O^**

1 «XO *j«*A d^St «J ^jv l*^ C-L-T d^51 *AZ C?_yr"^l I ^j v Irtt-r ^yVr^5 1 iXl 1 j_£ *X2“-lz L^aAc1 Ua9 I c?

^y. i. H.ifalfr C^-l 4>jb ‘ a UZ* ^*** } A*^i»*««J t U»* aJaXa.^ -Z**’ ,J“t& O^” 2 A<^ I’ VlS- ^Jr1 ' a

. o’ *"Lz’ ttU i} <l!saJ

Gr-i
T * . * . .

1^ 1......♦* Vm Lfa«jzJciJ» 1 tJ 4^50 I C-ULs CL^Vfa*^ <Uj ^j»fas j5 1^ fa} 4CLm K” 1 *} 1

nr
t ..»>j<j ^>z ^***^ ’ ^5 1? a) Cz* ^vmi|-x3 t Iz Au? VfaJ 1 ^S1^ aJ I Lm-1sju» fa}J 1 t^JJLr faX?” 5

’ fa}J 1 ^’^4 jjy*tfa$J 1 ^**-*4 ^jt.faJL» tS1^ C/lrLz' ‘■^ ’ ’ Czi^

70.5

70.10

62.27

1 o

64.1

4>j LfafaJX# AjJ t^X«J I yi falJ I Olri vS1^ CJfc**'" ^-*-^J I

' Olr? : ulz*4* sor,

V jjxfaJ: obs., ft. ins. a. m. 

t (jlfaTU:: corr. sup. a. m. ex ^.U; •

i ••• jjdl : in marg. a.m.;
post.



tr

dis j 3? t? J ^nJ t^"** •/*!? a^ o* o^*3a

m ft* jj j5 Ij «aJ I <_£ «X>" I 1*" \y^ jllaJj-/ (JyZZuZ^^T ’~5*' l«A j £ L*4j*-Is#’ (J^j ^y ’

qI J Ol"-g'»U^ 3st>jji> «J~7uJ (.x/^lj jjLaJaA^ *, dJ J <J<KaJ dJ 2j5l J 

^■,. —♦*■_!” ^jvJI <Ltj/JxvaJ 1 j51^ «jJ 11«3 L<%j 1 (2Mr? c5'^ 1 y *aJ ^y (_?**^ I

w
I^XaJ 1 ji 1^ ul 1 ^jvl I I I jJ I y* o-M*^ ’ 0^3 ^-**

4U^

uJUc?! I*. ^yiSJL* ^1 I ^5 tj *xJ I u-*l*£ij1 CrJrf I*** cS*”^ ur4**^’ f^""*”* L»«*^.

CX1.......<<P ^.y3 ’ I I —ll 1 k—w 15* V&J 4—’

5^- -1....I4 t~4-<£ tT ^y^ 6j%I U u-VksjJ t \y y ' u-A^o c?*^

6j... -■* 1 J U-t«X* L»eXj t <2)5^ &y ’ A«£Cj 1

4>^1 J uHP yj* Clfc

64.5

64.10

64.15

<J> *^“ -J I ^y1 *xl 1 » V/x-y &y ’ *—a»aJ

T~ _.
-------» l d>- U* 0,11 cJ <teuj q« q-*^

....<a i*£ *aJ ’ *Lz^ ’ »aJ u..4^x» (jt^Xrf t ><*,_<3 *L jLtlS1,

•^1 cy^ 0^ $ I-* ’ e) aJsxX/ ®

ij;—*«• u>'“} ’ *Lz* ’ I ^els i_/*^3 ^y ’ *—■i*A-» ^_y& cs^ ’ *-Aj5’ ty^ l*xj t exU J5*

It^-* <^$'31 4jJ 1ys«J 1 Ij <x) 1 ^2>* ^jy**AJV, c£Z& <j]£j ty^ y& j <e*?“1j o” <J aIxs^ 64.20

' cA : u? scr. nt saepe.

V 1: obs., ft. ins. a. m.

T ZZj£: obs. in text, et gloss, in marg. 5 supra 

t ^^:litt.^ obs. et sup. <J scr. a. m.



i I

*L-4j^** I I 1^ vA3 I <«A Vi<^? I {^ys^

_«zj I^XeJ 1 j5 1^ jJ 1 UX& l_S'~^ <U-*XusJ 1 yi 1^ jJ 1 (~j.«*aJ 1 ^jt Ls-Ia^ ^Jj^aTa 64.25

33r

d Xaj t j Vvmu. «jj3 <f* hj d* oA J L-f-Jk. d^rfj t <_5'^ LkkUVS

- «J«wd9. >-A» ■*■» «t«f
Vj^iXMaJ JJ L«Mb JJ Jj g <0 J

o'> Vv^-A-tiP f llA»> J *"^ •>—<XiA ®

<*.fc,.»l. ls^51 «j dJ (J 0^tvsj ** *x>** 64.30

C<m 1». *X# y t3 dXtA>> ^_ji^‘£' ’ l*A t *X^"I L&a *5^" o* d">~^ I U^J** i^SLa

^1 ....——i. 4a» Lt*J I J ijjT d^J 1 U j Ia~£«X« d «X>” 1^ djJ 1 «J U^XxAa4a.» Xtfi d^51 <J

g>iSlfij"T d^?1 V«£^tvz^jd^SI >j (_5^ ’ 66.1

* 1 J ^jvlax* <-ifc-A»l. d^J I U jjJt CrJr^’ *“X) L» L* ^Jjj l-f'^-^ <i'*^ 1 *

j.,—*kJ ^jvpt LkuJXa lj) u kiw <i«5Ls> L> LjJ ky^ 1* * L? 3

^....k* J^LajA^Vm*^. J til ^JL)Xa » CS5^ I J LtxJ 1 kJ-tul^./ I 66»5

Lx«J L? l«u& jj o^riz^ L»sJ d ^J-«aXa (i_5'3 I 1 cX. LwjuIxj 1*^ j^> j

^j«—«. ■■ ft jj ^r L*«^5 !«_& •> ^"'^5L*«x» L«,jj5 Ltii^.k. |>Jr«ft? *ja &#Ja Ls VL^ (jA^- L^dc.

I A, m —JaAa ^2t~« dJaAA cl1 * * 4^ kjJ «ix>J 1 1 I 1 ®

u,^ «L^,> Vkj<a^>- Lc^w^ dXJ dJaj_A j d-XuL, Vu*.

kJLaJ ^AA^aJ dj/^ l*AAk4 cj ’ (^W^AA <L>^ LktlA. LfaiW ♦ |_X*£JXa ^y^~, V^>A -lx>kJ t kX-A d^-A 1 kJ 66.10

3^0 cj*^*** tiXft cJ <J j JJ O* J

1 pos"t JL?- add. a. in. in marg. ^e> Lojua V^-*a-»u> <4-^ J ^Post

X 2j£\ j : ^1 j scr.

t ^jlkV: corr. ex *Xal

L corr. a. m. ex OirL/^ •
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eJ.

• 1 kJ X-^ LXtS X j*-* 4j5 I «J CL*w-wjj j5 j ’ ^X^-* X-fi> »X>"^ jj 4^* jjf>

----  Os 1 l_S'"^ ^X*aJ 1 ^vuJUf ” 4^A ’ *J 1^*2 Xtf1 !|^-.-c2r0

ij, „„...w.j i^*1^ O^ Cj^z* Xa^f j uz“^^ A^X**. uz\^ j) ^«j-sJ d^jX*. 66.15

fcSjJ ^v^sj 4jJ^ Lmu9 Clbj O J? 4^ X<kX»

■ X ti.." .."»^ __J ttLft I U-4j*wi(£> ^Xr£s 1 LZ\J^ .5 33-j ^^vjxJ 4j^J Xu. cD-ZbT (^v^S ®

4 i«i~..^ Xtut. Jt kjJ I k—klX kJ <_<>*'-^X} X«k» {7^} I LZ*^* O«3^* LZ*^* '~-l»*-«5> ,. *>jiiX 3

w <J JUI -X>dJ jX*. £ 4-XSj j T iXuX* ,j JJl J=u>dl» X-Xf U-^jt cJJ j j

1 , „..1%>J 1 <J1 <JJ 5 J Jdj 4^^ X**. X%< t ’ uz\?^ '““* aXuu* *4 aIsia^

66.20

■hmmm. tk . .
..!.«♦ k_4dArf 1 j^V^S y V^blfcr^rf 4 kX*" 4^> I k) j2/* <JF^ jJ VbH»k* (jJ'J ‘ <t^jLkr«k»j I

t>......... ■■■: er^ Acz^ j iz>^ AjjX*. dJ *A er^'*X^u tiw j ^,g

eXJ kJ ^*^3 4.j^<«-< t* ■<*., ^tu^f <* kjJ ^u^9 4^Xu. k—k/^ t_Z*U^ ^Jj$" ^^vuwcJ 1

—> jjykkXJ t X Xfk£ XX? X jA-> «Vb. > X^S- JS tj kJ <l7.. »«<l^ y 4j/J X^k. kJ 4^5” jjj? CLw IS” I k) I 4-, ’ 68.5

j 1111. ...■.< Xj klJ 1 (JJ Xw^aJ 1 Xji..k> AcjaXuwJ I klJ 1 Cj^!i (_5*-^ ’ 4«»^) Lj„k*J 1 Ijj klJ

ti—<k^kj IXt, X u>'J ’ I IjkJ I X-fe j^jrjjxlj I . >*.« c^r* X^ XJDI <uj l^-ktJI

' " "** CiJ^ Xs^ cX) ij O*^ ^~i Xas 'r** ki-j J5 Xv^5 X-& ®

4>^XJ t V-»l ^yktkAf k_>l dk^k^SA^i XiJ^ t -Z^ CZ*,^^ jJ^1

1 •••<u^Ltak« • in marg. a. m. $ P®®t

X jj-zjiJ... jl5 : in marg. ex hapl.

V *^ * ^j^X «J scr.'S''J
t post in ras. X«J J-®* y ft. ex hapl.

0 post Lr'^ add. in marg.: crXr^ Crt* X-j X-fjtiiXJ J j If.X«*«

tX»5 litt. 4 ad 4- corr. m. tert.
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I a JUb 1 ^*j4U *X->- O' ^f**i L*«-v«

... ,* Ij jl) 1 ^ja«aJ L> "ij^ u/*'-^^i A-^a^-w 3su^->- ^vj5 I cAJ kJ .jJh <l^~a^u>

<Uf~jLJLX» o'^' C?"^ AfcjJsu*J 1 ^51^ jJI CJfei ^jl^ioJI

<.......I. iin^j IjXcJ I ^5 Ij uJ I o'^ l5^ ’ I ^5 Ij «jJ I ^<a>-iJ I I V^, d_^ ’ 2

VukAO

^j/ft .....«^..aJ Vf«<£*-R>U Lub. "33^3 uj^ tzf*^ O*”’5* l_5'*^ tO ^y**xJ I <i-U *J J

I I liAJ ygjp^^J A-^wt^u^^ j ViA'^® 3^1 1^ tiX^> A-^aA. J

I.........«,w3a9 A^^v ^>u,s,,jt,i cAJ jS* j cTw^*^-^ VALt^xf I ^s-mJS) £cC&> ^jvj*3cu ^mjAj

BT ^j*jaJ A*«* tiAjfc O^*1 O 3 ^«jaJ ^AVi* d3—ft> wAxc^ JaJj

^>«J.«..».lJ Vk*4 ^«/jAS ««3 t^'LJZ'<“J <!^J Aah* |_JAp J A^J Aa«.S

68.10

68.15

(f

«' k £ j ;< ,^< u j jar j

1 •

68.20

j , * Ij jJ I A^L* I O®4 !J~«aJ I ^5 Ij «JlJ , ^J# ^amaJ A> ^j£Ufc«dJ JJ Aau4 Aa? V*J I

*1 6
^*^...ii..... . .L<,» Aa^a? L5^ U?^ ’ A*.A.ku>J I ^S Ij JlI I I I"*4**4* O^"*^"’ CJ^ ’ A<aA^>J 1

^“' A« liAJ <J J AjJ Aa<aa4 A/j Iju^sJ I ^5 Ij fcXi I

rfj. ....-XJ I ^Ax*. (jl®- uA^'tr1 □J I ^4 ^*^>1 AojJLa. dj51 J) dj5” CL\J 15" I J I

1 *

70.15

I al>-; scrips!; ^r 
ras. ft. m. tart.

scr. et mut. in <ZB>- sup. a. m.; deinde B>^ in

t

o

Y

r

m.

a. m.

J Aak« 

t? ;

J sup. ft. a.

sup. a. m.



w w £
’ CZV ^■**' 5 <ta^J«-w»*J I 4-Lx*J lu A^-UtC* 4^51 U ^u^j >

I II” J 1 1 4^S I wj 1 j2>-0 ^yA jjjU I 4j53 1 I <Ujl»U I Syl jlJ I Li l»

Z—»t CjiI «J Crlrf Ls»^s 3^J1 ^cku# {js^* ^vJ 1 <ujJL<J 1 4LJI j i—I 4^5t«j 4j5l) 1 ^jC 70.20

4min.>JLSaW J**> 4Aj*-La 4^5 I kA ^kkjj «X^J j 4lLsJ L^*j/^Lh5 ^“f'^J ^** L$^ «x) 1 j ®

U-rl Spljj^vUlIj

cl —    ffiw y>L d-tiArf tjJlfr k) aJarJ y t-1 4/1 J i .Ja? <

«ix>srf 3 4^51 kA ^jjA C. cS*^^**^ _/*"* 4aaLc' 4^1 nJ ^kvy^J ^jr“ ’

Ip w
J51 paJ I ^“tz« *-£ ’■^ I '■■A^ ’ t_/*^^JJ Lup# Lw^J L^kXt ^LuliJ

70.25

»< C> Aj^> I pX9 6j£ I kA v ^Ip jj 3o" t_*L? (J“£” } J'-iv u?^ $ I 1 •

W W Wfl
......^®J 1 Lk« JL*^*mJ 1 -L>J I 1 L^s-JaJ <2/® Xj?'"' «U I Jx>J 1 J J 4*;*laP

1 i »iW»L^trf L^JZl (?J«J kA y Z—I 4jJ1 kA Lp L^w't j2jt^ J ^j*-L»*J 1 4^.5 ’ *”^

«—» JJaL fjtli j 4 kXs*-^ ILL ^jIp 3su>«u J Jbu>- jA j jjJsub-1 I S/l jd C 1 J%>J I

w w &
1^.. .........«.P 1 kA ^-kV^I 1 kiJ 1 4 <X^k^ «L>A^mJ I «Ix>«J I cj«j kA (^jLp L-f>kP LL> 1 JJ

----—• 4 *x>-lj J^aiJ J J^»v kA <iLfk« kA b^Jl J La J £4 uS^L j »> SJaiw 1 fi»

3<x^~ L«k< <3^” ti-'-A (jy**1

4^ ■ m ■»*I kA kT-kfcA*2 »XA ^-La»> La I kXi*, je>^Aj ^yA LTlZ^

72.5

' post ? in ras. J o* j *1 a «j^LL :litt. 4 o corr. ft. a. m.

T ZE^Tuilitt. -J ins. ft. a.m.Y 3ZJZ?j:iitt. eE^ oLs. ex corr.

Y ^-ji.: supra -• scr. $amma. A Jj>JkA: in marg.

i ipljJLi jJljJL scr.

o L !_• ILj 1 • ILL*I scr. et litt. | o*bs.^ ft. mnt. in L^. •
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34t

..... ‘ <j^J t ^-UaJ I p**Js «Ix>sL 5 3^51 j j jC ^♦;J=Lr- 72. 10

Lm«4 Uxfe cz*^ C5** tMzv>j^ ^Vm«» cz\J^

....-,.,tJ 1 £~J 4 J £• uz*j^

u^k;^. t^eJJJj UAjl^djL,

H U rntiM* » Laj*4^>* 1 tXU i_JaA ^A (jf vii 1 J ®

^2^......-&i Lts^*U> V^*AA^ jJTj 1'“'^ GiQjJ O

.I.,-- ».«\yJ G|««(X*w J Lus* 4^9 U 1 &•

£^J<Ck—C—la# £^yA4^^w^ V'iAfefc *^^*^*~ £■—O**^ J

W C* 1 *' •»**•*
..I d^51 dJ 1 u£ ® 4>^u<**«e

d^51 jl) I <j? *xJ I ’ ^J-*^ c^ ^c? V**w< ^Jw» de u4*^ O* ♦'k** j) <JP j

>, 5/” J jJ'yb «j0 I CZ* 4^5 ^»J^3JL< ^yfe «lt.» b^P •E^sTtj" (J^>S^j tjC bx-*«J t

. . . _ y . ,
Zl*^ *A«9 4<bM* V? V> Vi [ T^ 4^/» I fcj (jy^ Vb^J^aI^A^

1...... .niK^f f ^J-5»«J »J <^51 *J tlrJrZ7 Gcv t dO «J5" 4aSIs G b^ (jyb4 cs^* <^**/ ^■9

72.15

72.20

7 ' 5„ A.
^j»lc- 4^51 U (_yG- (lL-|«« «J 4^51 «J 4a5 G G b^J (jyG- ^~?~~&_J 4^51 «J G

iLsG Lbjj

.. V
~*&Aj 3j£ IJ j tUs1 jj* Ov^ a^5, eb^ ^lG cP

1 G^uwJGa^ • corr. ©x G^m-Gug , ft. a. m. o j ift. scr. a. in.

V ^1: corr. in marg. ex ^jjl, ft. a.m. Y SyljG: ft. litt. 3 ins.

t eJLJ: scr. et J mut. in cJ, ft. a.m. A Splj: litt. 3 ins.

£ L'j: obs. et gloss, in marg. ft. a.m. <t sylj; ins., ft. a. m.

1 ^1 ♦ corr. in marg. ex 3JI , ft. a. m.

v post □; sup. sed ohs. et gloss, in marg., ft. a. m.



1 .O O* O J7_ ^2>* O ^'?lZ:>”~ Chf ’

2 ..... -I d^~ y* jJa^u |J <_£ d I t«s vJ^** ~EL>* L«a t? L l^j y

& aMMMMMto*. f, Iff MMw tV

6 V# I CL^s IS* ^sP%foj I «ix^* jj vJ**^ C**4

■la........,»fc? £&>• ^*yiJ (L^Vm* u>*^ 3 d«J L-O'* ul5^ ij"3** ■^A’" O* * *Xs**l^ (J^-5

fy Mw»^w |V W •Ote* H* «■*■*■«
aJ» -1x>J jtwbt ^_j»Jiu«JI 2jS\ jdl y f**j£ u? C^**^ J S? Ja^J da

r- -. w y . * * —
— ..■JfO JLv>- I ^^5i jJ I <y a*jj t_£ d I 1 ^JLd yLwu» V*i> I jd

A f..n_r.-- tV MM* IV # tV

^jf.. ■ AiJ 1 <?,^51 iAJ I# V«ib • cP 4aad l_ut« jyJ «lu>v9 ^yi la.w.) I <J^-< ’aJ I ^_y ’

72.25

74.1

o

u*- 1«J} ^<i*J 0 ?p <X*^aA«* i^l c. ^***LZ^

74.5.la .......>J I jjJ 1 L^dxJ ''-> ’ Jajd 1 q! dJ j j <Uj l\jd I ^5 Ij d 1 *5^ 1 jJ J d JA

^*u~JL>- vd 1 U O^ j I :yi aJi j JlJ 1 I ^d>t^J y V«v. I'f'f Ja^^td I *

q * -... -U« * (yb j 2 «JL>-tj dxsj ^jlf- <uda& */* JU LLu^>v* tix>* q Lda.su leA j

■ CZ4 I vz* I »aj O^*”4* I**** OCy^* 1 *LP’ I (js^* I*a LJa# 74* 10

I..... ii .,.i.i»a/f j»Z t~Ja$ <5^’ OdJ JiS*

AlaJUw

^-,.JL/> ^E Jst>- ^>-5U L^Lwfa. t«A «x>-t Cy^ d>- ^jlx>- LJL^ q1 Gl dJ □ \

n - - r -- tV W •& IV

d—>- L^a Jku^»wJI Jx>J I jjjJI ^A <5j^1j t-JaS 4ji dJ 5 j 74.20

1 oyjl^: oorr* ex 2/t.J a- ra*

V ^UjLa.: mut. in a. m.

Y LuJaJ : corr. ex Uku a. m. Y post in ras. jE JajJ jU-

1 5/lj:litt.2 ins. sub lin. ft. a. m.

o £>®»J : litt. J ins. sup. ft. a. m. A jA <>J JaJ- j : ins. a. m.

1 dk> •••Jx»J: in marg. a. m. ' cP I ins. a. m.

Lda.su


34-v

© *

©
76.1

I jJU Ja,>J jLuve Jsu>O Jsu>» Lad <^JJ *£> j

4j I.. 11 * I «J l$_< V^jf 1 JJ ££. b*£ij t tiJ t_klrt3

_ W — ♦ W urn ■, >
tj» «xJ I I ^JL«sJ Lum lZ*1Z^ (js^ d*"^ (3^ ’ ’ O ' uX d O Sr' '

. t . . .
4~^~>d 1 A Xfc ^S’ aJ Vl» ^J^ukJ 1 5^1 vJI 

5 j—3-tj J5^ £J <LjL«* £j <j j ur*y O* * IJI aj! cJJ j j

a tX>*Ijj d^ <uj Lu«« *jjk?L*J I S^ t-«*4 u o**1^9 O*

w • —*• —- _ _ af, e •» »-— w w — ~— w
1 ..,««Viu1 <ta a ju> 1^ <j$j £>Z* C/^’ <J*^ C? cx**^5

^>* j £ ‘y*^9 ut^" f‘*.Z"' I a^I jJU ^u>- ,lx>J Ljt<*.» -tv»- 76.5

JL*wm j A Ur*ix9 ^**LZ^ U5^ A^51 JlJ I j^rV^z L«£U f izjj >J$J cLtoAaj Luut jn^.

In. in'kA vtU j y uy^ CX^z id*-*'*'’ o’ b< t ^jj iaJ 1 (2?’ Crir^ »zzz Vau t a JaJbw •

o^’ o’ ^j’

^y..—|*J V j«„<rW ^~^~i *-S L*-«b> tL>y kJ A^ ^y> CI J^> IjaJI 76.20

- . - . - . .. , W • w
4L*^ 1 j~> lj »xl I O* «Zj>- tZ* ^*“l 3 ^-' *aJ ’ 4—»Ua9 Lj x^“

*V>dt. 4^jh ’ O'* <d*^*^ j «jXd £7** J I**:? O *5z^ LJ* O^“J"’1

I   .1—11—A V^. I ^9 ^*^aJ V*_^wU>^ Irt^Z ^•'“L*‘** L-*«Z OTr*^Z dajdjjb

ST Xu*- tj-ji* a^*-£ vL>- t^*J j ^3 U*>^i U*^

A-«j*J l^Sv»J I ^5 Vj jU I u^UstfU lz*^ o’ ’ jXu criz^ O^ c)^^9 Xiji tZ^^i 7^»25

} J^lbis.

X : corr. sup. ex a. m.

V JU.: ohs.5 ft. aJVU-, scr. sed mut. a. m. 

I <u : corr. a. m. ex jl •



* 1

to # •*
1I ajJ I tf aXs*” I ^** O ^*^3

jn£ 1*1 j CjJf^Jtd 1 Ja l^j ajJ I i_^lk$ C 1*1 J cJJ U j

,V ,-?J»T 2plj q1 Jyk' <J^1 SjjiaJl o» LT SjjIyuJI dbjlJI <—,lkj>L Vjlj*xb 

«is»»pdjXb «JL*irf I LftS''’ «xJ kk^ CiJ^* d-k&J ^yvfrt <L*^ l^v«J , ^5xJ 1 Lk? k ju k^ Y^ • 30 

crt—vb**^ 0

C . - . . . . f
tail ■ ■*■ «J kak^ d ^j^a-Ls 3 tiXJ *£> C-U aJ C^si O

_J d O'" A*jJ^®’ <Jj,5 I X I 1 aXJ 1 ^J*si

1 ^a<^X# l—» I /U^ju-at j£t> ^u^9 jA <4“ff-*x-*' pd S^Ij j

d * -....JaSj Owaaa^U I^AA <X-U J J d JL=»- 1^ 5^51 aj o*6 t* o^>^i <'-f^"Z~ Y 8 • 5

dkjtrf k^Jak, <0^ k*k ^3 aJ$* y ^CwJ I^W»J I O*y'_d ' a.xJ I <^-akx.< 1 •

'lk^ k l^u» add ^y>* I ^jd C^T^iJ ^***3 ’ l~*ks (jJ dkvJ li) &ksx,#

C^Adl>^*3’ Czhtd^*^^

<?^y-1 *t aJ k-» 1*1 C/^rx^lj»**JJ Czi^d *•'31 v—»lk>k ^yfl> 1 j*-> ^L? ksjd Y8.10

k^-sk <3LS 1* $ ^as^jA

11....«-.—....«*,x»t I J ^1 dy^ <LjteJl Sj^cJI \£ 4 ikSj jjb kf~avklb‘ 1 t>

«J L^«a* 1*5

V n«* ! (tA^k-g* I J <tkjL> ^S1 ^vj^J J kf~>aa> k-> ,j£* b

eJ—*d cJj SjJlj tXij jdJj lz^j *Ld^ o^ ? C/^* Y8.15

ti) t ^a>yL9 l»—.»I ^wyb A^u-at jA i^*1^ _J y~^ O*d"? '.*’"*’ td ’ '—j-a^w

1 IjIyuJI • . • j : in marg. a. m. ; post



* V

35r

‘■J ^***si ■*■•* «xs*"lj I «J (O* cj^ «? CIA ^-f*^**'"'

L^~w IaZ» C*/-^ *-*^ ’ Lk3j< t V.^ «J t)j5 I J taj

t«5 V»J I 1 L»5” dj/J 1^X»J ’ »aJ ’ ’ ^Z'' O"^"^

w - .------- ---- . v }
^|^.„ .J* X? JU>^t ^-CL^J 1^» Lu<X»

v « ___
V>. Am/ Ia-0 ^jr1

^..ii.H. i. C> y tj) »J q^Ij-JU I 0^0 I jJjAj-^5 I jJ 1 (_£ JL>-1 ^y>Ub I 6j£> I «J 1. < 1< O

aj H.H.... * 1 k) C-U *j o*C» o ’ 33^^ tz^ ’ V^~** t*-< 5^-* t,*J <ilx9«» (j^1

78.20

78.25

Lw^J L**-**.) i <^5 ’ *jJ ’ <2^-*^ 3 i^**^ *S^» j <vtiA^

. n »+J • ’ J cy®5 } |* V-^n-tu t«xl* 1J c,^ ^**/

Ij ^j^JO l_J } j"& A~f£~i'”' CH^ J

1 .»^».ji«i'*.^ <j 1 «j ^et {jy^ ^c^1."*" V<3u f O”A 0*2?^
-^U-r

l^ww> Ltu t*2j^ t kxLsj^ I «j V^w«w t*j *2? I O^* ■J'*' l*-*^ $

<_s^ ^nj ’jj-*'*'} ’ o* *x^* ij) *2/^ •’J o ^** ^*>”1 33p^^ ^sCjCT ’ *j-^

80.1

80.5

tr

c3 kjjt LeD J j 3j£ll

>JL* Vm Vw-fc* VxamJ* 4FP1 6Jr* ’ kJ O’* c5’*j dj£l ’ (JJ®1 I ^k*J I J* fcXJ

1 C»

80.10

^jy—**f*** L*«MkJ Jf-1 ’j klJ I Ltk-V» kjJ 1 ^y8.1^..WiJ 1

Oi-*^^**** • corr. sx a. tn.

T Uta^-I • 003?I* • 63C l<«& «Jj>* 1 d«e IH< 

r UeJ : corr. ex l^J a* ra. et gloss, in marg. 

(. : add. punct. a. m.



35v

,V i 1 «,) O-* L^/1 LuA j L»^ l^-w» O ^"O""1 * * ’ d^*4 5 * **^

j i.. i iii^.i.i* dJ I ^ja Jsu«J I 5/1 jiJ I (j$L V®>« »JJ Lt«jj5 U& *^“»5 L**u*. J t

JL>- jyM 4j/^j Lwk. <j/I*j q! 0^51> /a 5/1 □ <Lj 80.15,

5/1 jJ cilyL*w»J I ,/asJl^ «U>- ju»^l 5/lj j CZJ 3ji I jJ td/JUeJl jJ^axJI ^Ai 

tX>- Ja—>• JU>tJ 5/1 j mL^" J I tA^x^ ’ y* *

ttj -... . * J jJb L* £tkv**^ V«ulxs JlJ O'i’Xj 1?"**”^ f»J^j>- /Ua O^'*’

tdii.il.—-J jS* «x>- JLx>J j ,jp» /a JLx>tp Up 1 ^5UisJ^ d&z 80*20

J . >^1 5/1 J / £p“f Jl5 <J^U /A -U>d J «JL>- -U>Jj1^. k-4 Jsu>- JJt U^t

d-"i_5 !***• j fcJ Ci^”* *^T" _z^ Uu>“ LkA Cj LLx>"

(Jj^ ■ .... ^'‘ dJiVt*j 4 <}JLtS^ LJ-k^jj £ 1 LI tl-D kJ y *

I . - 3
J '”•"* ‘•d J (JJ* <V^ Luu_tr*J I L LjjJ ’ Lk*k-i.« LJ kJ UvtJ I L ’/J ’ Qo • 25 

5——^a (j*/ C^fi-*9 <LjUju 0^ <Lp/Ul

cr.— — • — M • . —
<L>^ Luk. <--k*p^? 4 I ^fM^sJ Luk* O CZi^4 *-JJ uSS" jj 1 »Jj

1 111 W-w> *• *Jj ^j-A ^ykv/J Lk«k« jj 4 1 Lkv^SJ ^A 4^ Luu. 4 I Jj ur-^J 82.1

^■11 ..1-^Xft ^Xl'" ’ 1*^ liU J H*Jk^ ^..3 ' *"** '- I—

1 jl>-• • • Jj» : in marg* a. m. et jj>.(alt.) in text, et in marg.; supra 

X ^j>*LvkW : corr. exwtu.fi. a. m. I >*‘J: Mb rt pr. in ras.

r Z7s sic et gloss, in marg. a. m. o U<J: UJ scr.

A ^tJjLxdl: corr. a. m. in marg. ex cJjUJI

Y oUjU.: corr. a. m. in marg. ex 5^U« A £**«>■: L****^“ scr.

5 /JLa : /La scr. et sup. scr. sed ad J emendavi.

V LjU. : sic sed a. m. ad qU^U. falso corr.

U J/^a S litt. -• sup.

exwtu.fi


£ , 'T'"* £5^ o**3$^ CJ t'VJ ku."s It-^wi* Q J«a 0 I Lw._jl j 0 ko^-kc- fcV*^ I

1 i ., 4 <X>-4^51 «Z j A^S LJ 1 iX. ->- d^j Lu*. <L*Z LaJ I U-J I {J"£)^‘"‘ 82.5

JL>- Jsv*d .Law. U-4 JaJ'xS

I ..!«■» LI J L-fu? LLs L j d5u>* U-«J>-I I <J £-k&A t»l w,L>iyl 4jJ I J

L-^~a tk? L _Z*^ ®

d^aana* l fcZ VaA l l w5 I l^< ^ *■* yp tu^-x-ks^jj

<r^ 82.10

j£Z Spl jd

<.«...,., .k? fJLd? l*_^jJkL j^5 j£~>- u-u>4 Uj>w1 Lx-l ^kl”3

£ A t-tl--.- |Ar •"••
. j*kj* wXp—L <l3^?Xaj <t»-»j*^tP *Z ^2) dkx/ ^-*3 I ^J's'Jf’ ‘ ’■3 ’ I *
"’ ’ . - f 82.15
.. _ . *|, ,,. , . . . . -„.
O"^ tZ*«?^ CZ^ kZ\J^ *^L? UZ*** CZ'.^ j^J-ksxJ y 4^51 w) «X>w I jr1 * * *

^T {^^5 _j ^j*jU 4j^t*u4 cz*^ 3^

Cuxktf &kx/ y l«Z* 4-ks_J dL L. dkuLw® 4^51 kJ L^Xt^U) V*ii/f ^^avL vZ*L^^ 4^.5? wJ 82.20

■ ~* ^JH"3 I lj jJ l ^3''^ Cz* aZ^>”''^ C—A.k^j I (_y®* !»♦&/ t (_/“ dJ^X&wZ 5 ^5 I^J «xj 5

4^-» 1 tZ L- Ikz 1 ^jJLc’ drt«^.vv^ wts y uS^^5*"^ I ^»akt5-< L-& I tZ-'*-l y (J? »J$««*" *X>t^ I czLZ^ I *Z I ®

^■a.A I<J wXJ 1 t *y» L-afcLdi$ u5^ I ^AAkAu ^MaSakj *"^ j^jA^wkJ *Z <X*n> k.fi 82.25

1 <LJ U1 . .. <L^ Laa. : in marg.

V Ju>>... jkJ : in marg. et post jl»- in ras. 5^1 j jk5

v jSZ : litt. 2? corr. Y jJSljaJl: corr. a. m. ex SjituJI

t ^kSxJ j : U^-wJkSlJ falso scr.; cf. 1.1 sup.

0 oz^ : oorr» e\yyAkSft. a. m. A U^-lk5l : corr. a. m. ex l^lkSl 

*1 : sup. t jdHcorr. a. m. sup. ex^JJI



6 0

til J vSS* j *X. JL*..^- ^jx^Ad .1* <U^ bw>. q^Jx^Ix jjy*Axtflx«x

•? — ^*/b t_J 1 ^ja/J dxjLwb* JU->- } 01 >~b*~x<i? bi«x 't‘^ I (_>*/

o—1 11 * * V J <tbsJ (2>* u£ ’ 5/1 j <3*^ fc^ xJ^I Jl ^*/J djj^ L*m« 8 4-.5

^lij b_*t_b_9 b_& j jjj l“**„'JJ b<Ci. b b IjjJ /b b^J^- Ob*Jb d/1 i2>* (J} b-*ubs tliaXx

1'—»b*X» bu/ b_/»« d/ 1 jJ 1 OLaSLx £ bxj d JL^«x J'*'2"'-' Cf”^ d-W-btsJ 1 A. ©

bj LutX« b*^A ol?*b ’ C/* 3^ Vu^Xf^x Ja 1 b_& jj q^3 V*#jA l«-fo

1 btv. 1 dJ^Utx j £ dJaAx J'*'*' U> *"^ ’ p/i Axx <a».) 1 Jx>J 1 j* 3 ’ b.-jyA b~& 84-. 10

dUw«J«XAx £*j dJ^aAx ^yV»x ^Jx^tx i*> *xJ 1 J^X£*J 1 ««5 d.1*XAx (^ja dJaAx ^^mX ^3*^* <«XJ 1 3a*^J-1

W 0 *«WMMM» ••»
*... -k*L* J- JJI JeL>J1 j b^ -ttx^xJI Jx>J 1 /I u_*^“l 5/1 J u_Ja5 1

.1—Jl Jcu»J b" Lf~x Ja*j>i*J I Ja>J I /1 3SZ> 5/1 J u/v ^/tx J dJajJ Qvx 1 •

i« -X .■n———j^A iC xj 1 Vi <4^x0 Vr^AX mC^XU^mJ 1 J~U^*J 1 ^ J 1 V—1 61 fcJ I I jxS

36r

i^*fr< d-^“^ b>J 1 dx^x-A. <■<**. J 1 Ja^-bj^J 1 |^J ’ Z-* ^J 1 j ^’"’f"'"* J-X-^x<J 1 Ja^J 1 t_J 1 1 *“^

j. HIM iAi«rtti> I d <JL& 'il <Vx^ btfaA# bd*X t (_5^ dxjj bttA. b^X d-bjA_>vj 1 3a^JjV>J 1 ^3 1 b^x Uaj 1

, •» •*
-■" -j A-bxJ 1 ^jr%x kJ'*'^ *”b 1 JxpJ 1 b^<x».«J-aAx jaj (_jJ ’ ’ ’■^ ’ *«•X*Jw 4jx^ bu_*« IxmmA

^.,.,..ji^x 1 jJ 1 t/xxu^w ^J» fcV*-1^ t/ b /J 1 5/1 jJ 1 Jxx->V»J 1 1 1 ©

b*<X« d/J 1 j^s>s jjl 1 1 (Jtj-x b& ’ O »^*>*J d/J 1 ^/xsJ bj 1^*

1 dj/^buk* :litt« 5- ins, sub a* m.

ex** • •• b-*-b5 : text• corrupt• 5 qVuSI? 5/1 j q* buuk? scr. j qLu5U ,.*

in ras. et in marg. ^r-* JJ add. a. m.5 / ad pF emendavi.

t 3Ji corr., ft. a. m.

V dLbSj •• .JaJ-JI : in marg. a. m. Y ^^/JJb : corr. ex jUailb a. m.

© C_x^>-14 corr. a. m. ft • ex * aorr• ex

j : ins. a. m.



0 1

5^5 1 JI vLs-lj lj^ 3~^Z* O* qV^V>JI |^)Ux>tJl la-fb j 84*16

ZZ <3^5 I v\J 4-zy t <*ntt

Aj....^ 1 J O4 *!$»/>• d^5 , t) V* ■'j O* y J O 1̂*^

4^j Lmw* lx«^9 j «J (^«^5 k‘—5 O* 5 O^ *—-^3 *J _j

^jAP ’ *J CT^ <lLvL*j J*"1 Aj^j I aXl j L3^

«A> Aj^ 1 J _j *,~^J 0*1?^ JJ Lm** cz\J^ O ^J J) u_*>-1 <3^51 tX>l V*w» ^ap a1 Jts

«JA kJ^Lsj" ^j—’ ’ *J ^ya I ^1 .J^^a I kw^A t ^A9 <^3"'1 *J O li-^J J «j£u>- ^J-' ’ *“J lO*

^yS^** Q^ 4iU »J u. «^>* I d^z I «J ’ ^JA d5C>~ <J^Sl iJ ^0* j»lipt k_^>“1

Ji

^^0 5jiA.*aJ^ 4,^51 «j t3’*5“^‘' a^S I <_sv^ Vwi-koJ I yi^jJi

C5^ L-*AkS ^liupt t_S^ ’ 1? *jJ ’ 5 ^-*aJ ’ kiJ 1 tjg» 1^..««J 1 Aj^ 1 ijJ 1

(jy^ Aa-j-ttP AjSj I O O'* ^LkSA>J V«<uvaJ I Lwj ^-wJ I fc^T" ddl ’"j/^ ’ *J

•S klJ I O* ^%1}-*J I ’ *”^ ’ oAj ^** O**^^ «X^sj ’ ’ *“J

«jj <j*^aJ u-j ij^j^ o’ ijIyuJI

Z1 <>y1 j j£ jJ J^j Vu*«a O^ O ’ tiU »X#

*Jj Vwva ^4/^as L^J ^*0 L«*» j£J «X>~ ’ *”^ ^***

(2x*o’ vj^*J o* C—1 Aji 1«} ^^2X9 V><jut

o
84.20

84.25

84.30

1 O

86.5

1 <rJ..*J?U: in marg., ft. a. m.

T ijl^aioorr. ad. Sj'yL. falso.

r J’ : sup. i falso scr.



oY

36v

Lua? ’ ^—■ ’ Cf* C&'"J o ’ *>J y

^jfc*-> Q^ V «J^ t* ciU «J «Jj ^v^9 j^~v2 t V^**. <_v& _? uX>* 1 kJ

e?

j 4® c5^ ’ *^J ’ ^5 1^ JL$ I ^£u*o CX^-Ia? dA^-laP ’ *J ij^" O* '~^<J »J

j—------ 5ljdJ1 fKpt Jjl 5pl kjJ 1 5^-^* 4>^ Vk«»W» J*£" f VuU* lu V.|k<<«.V» l-|>a> Vt l_^»,<»>is'lXj

j£> 1^ JlJ t ^iapt O”^ V^*X. O ^** <5j^ ’ ^jX*aJ u£ *^>* ’ (^5* ^J-*a&-’ (^5'-} £~lasJ I 1* t 6^j I

4 ■! ...^if LJ I ^Ja&J 1 ^*^5 ij*' ’ '—X»tfL» <> kJ->~ ^JSL, «Z^ LU I U_JaJ 1 C/^i 2 ^CJ J I

tfp £ #
Uu^JU «X>-^ jJ$J t»X5 ’ CXj>x5 5^"JI >_is^uJ I dJJ <J q> u5^ ’

^jA-*»J l^ogA-A^ Vk<k. <L^k 1 <Wik4»l I <U^ kJ 1 ^5 kjJ I O’* LajmJ I ^JclaJ 1 

’ *^O '■^ ’ *Jax> «JU>*^ I c5^ JJ <t®j>JsiP (j? ^i^***^*^

I J 4j/^j 1^-vJ I ^J5 1^ kXl I ^.kipt j L^ma^JaAu j*** y ,J"& *“' ’ ’.? o^ 1 O’

^.. JI ^'jr' ’ ^-*>‘ L. Vk*^k» j^’ L*«-9 L«» j-1 *J «XA ^MtA-t ijSTj ^Jr1 ’ O ’

l~_~~. i<jSJt ^jXxaj ki>'t j>5'-J 1 ^UJt q. aj«_U J$ o’,? 5^jI^ZaJI^5jJ 1 ^Jac-t

^JaJ j_J$" j 4j5 1 kJ uJt*3J O* LU I u-Jax) I Olri J) l^«-k. ^j

* -^j I^aaJ t ^51^ «jJ 1 o* ’ ^JaaJ 1 o’ ^Jr“ ’ ^»Xyx> o* I Q^

^j^VAkrfJ Vuk. <U^ LutZki«J I

j... m*,! AajJsiP I kJ ^-w/jryJ tfJsX? <U^ 1^a«J I jSi 1^ «jJ ’ O* O*^ ’ '-—JpasJ I O^i?^ Q^ , ^0

I I .1 LtA* rfJaXArf jAj <r -k...i I kJ I .l^i^|. S*~ I fcX> ^^»Jo Sj^l j ^yt> j C 4

86.10

86.15

86.20

86.25

) o

I c-u>w I ohs.

T ,-JaD 1 :corr. ex ULaJ a. m. 

t £ « ! litt. « ins. 1 £Zpa : corn, ex 37 ft. a. m,



* A

dJ *y i <3^* y* y tz^ j y *y i ^Jac

td j» ^jubuj y i zy j

Q—.Z (2i?^ k5^ ’ t? ’ Cz* ^nJ ^** y Ij &y 1 (iJ^4^>u^~z3 0I b)

y^ CTjA*^ CZi^*4^*^ l-f~-*~^a^' vxf^ ^“'f'“i vLLa y Ij *J (_y& J) 1

<■, i ,.,^«fU cJu»»XjJo ^jjb Cs* t^J>" S <t*^ IsJ

».—x< 1c^y*^ y ’ c^* &y 1 j

UaJ I ^<_»- CJ^y tiJJ 3 Cf*

k. ■>«*%« ^kiot <-jx* cj^i y^ y Cf^i l$

88.5

5y\j

37r

Oj____-J1 j u-i<J y~d <L*J=J Q^Sd iz5’ cL>JLL <L#J=J qS/ l^t

Vm J c~JxaJ I Q^rf J _y %y 1 «J Ctt (3^ ’ CZ^3^ £Z*~T" O CZi’Z" 3

1 >J >...iux» tjj. t 4wkA»K^ <>j^J I ^p. >. a«xJ 1 1 ktA

................is^aj 1 ^p 1 Jz$ ^cz lz* <y ’ **».? ^*<<>* ’ y L^kj1

' (^ya,*,-P V«*. □ I kTiz^ Cz* <kJ «j LcuJ 88.15

i ^111. ft ^*^aJ <u^ Lm. 41 uZ*Z^ Cf^ V^J 1^. y ’ V«<m 33 Ay 1 b)

ll b*.<*.> >* 1 fe) 1 Q k~«A ^p VbJ^ ^*** L*~*^J>* 1 b) 1 J t) 4 1 Vb*^AZ j b) CZZZ^ J

5j—>-lj ^p Xlfi b M.. >- 1 bJ 1 J^“ P"*^ k—bA ^yM*x) VbM CbAk> 1 b) 1 J b) b) I V& ^y«*Z

^vj~sz 1 ip L"b«.» lafr yA *^l*t**^ ’ yy ’ oj ^y 1 3 la ^^wy

Jx>tJ lz Z JL>“’ 1^ ^y CZ* &"• **^ ’ Vt»^Z 4jbZ VaJ 1 XU^ 1«». XUZ VJ I b5 I

1 •
88.10

1«»

88.20

1 J-ft Sj^Ij: j Zy\j scr.

X eb>3t: punct. ex litt. ins. sub J> a. m.

i Syl j : sup., ft. a. nr.

r ,jaJI : ots., ft. litt. J ins. a. m.



on

o «xS I J^->JJ y Vuu* kJ dJaJU I <lLxs_* «aJ

kjakt I v jJ A-IaA* I <J^*^A^ yVrf vO I ■*■»< ^*Z>«J 1 w£*i^xJ I

Js»^Jx>J1 j j^L ‘"^ J7 A^=L*-* J <-» 2-^-* (3*^ <*£ I JLx>JI

1.. .......I-|ai.l<» 1 <S^J VaumK Vuxm3 ^.<£aV 4-j^J Vku-ufeJ I kjJ I I LawmJ I A>»« ft. *.«>.<■) I

^)| «< I ^j.v^-ftJJ 4>JJ} L**k. kX. I O* (~y> I j^v^aJ Lj ^$***aU I ^j^J^UAwU

...#J.......» dj~> t *J 1 ^*^s*U V*w» *x» I <*^.5 I tJ j2>® I ’ «J C^"» *Lz^ ’

^-—........ Jai) U 5^51 J <—A*«J ^s ^jJL <u*Jpu» j SjJl J lJLcU JLL», <u*JLw j

t L kJj t t. (iJJ kJ J ^jaAAuJ J LkH4 4j^J 1^k*J 1 Luuw»J I j5 Jtj 1 ^J(* *8 *J irf»k»J 1

J=u

(jy~“$ Oj^”" t_5^ ’ **^ C/* 1 «jJ ! ^JclS-i <1 .z.felS’ <J^5 I «J 4^ CZ-i«i IS" I kJ I

1 W M* W
V^«»b* (2) 1* 4jSU t ^At^w kJ-i*“i ^jft J»*SlAw I ^y«fcsJ I 1# V^feA>txA> $ 4^S3 I

* n a f
iii w {^vl I ^yk^sJ Lj 4_Y«AUkkk a/1 kXJ 1 cJJL, UZ*^^ C/* u-*ct?aJ I jjjl t

<—kttlj I (jJJ kJ kJ-«»/t O"& i_5'"} ’ 4jr> ’ CJ* 

^1 * ■"■* Xj l^kvJ 1 j5 kXJ , ^j4XJUu ^JaArf k_x^3h I «J^5 I kJ djM-ktf" j_jJ Q^**^**

jJb *^-~^~ S’*’ 1? ^cj t^-k*J 1 y5 Jl) I (2j^*^ ’ o* Cl?^* u5^ 1 a/"* 1? **^ ’

?< w w
L^wk< ^2, djSU kJL^I ^J^<A 111 (jj'J ’ t£j *-1?’^

88.25

88.30

1 •
90.5

1 0
90.10

1

\

r

i

6

1

JLUtilitt.J ins. ft. a. m.

4L9ta*A«k«kkk%J ^kkAx*k*k.j scr. sed corr. ad J1 a. m. et in ras.

ibjUkX. Jiitt. j ins. sub lin. a. m.

jJ add. sub lin. a. m. A j ohs.

Jlitt. •* ins. a. m. n supra not# ©t in nig. Lm

ttk W
____  t v Vm J-£^ scr. a. m.



yiv

v

JL*»^ O'* ’ j^v^aJ A-^^a-mJ I 4^> 1 jJ t cXi> I ^J$"t

l__1 J £yt J->" 1 CZ^"^ 4 ^..A.j.4*J 1 J <i>* <—<■! <_Z^ 1 1

V^3^51 J |2>* J-* CZ1̂̂  <L^i- (^jJ I (_0J<a pfelf-t *Aj>- ^v^9

I II. !!!<>!/ A>«» l^tX* A**AZ^VC" l^V»J I fclJ I ^y*Lx3 C/* Lkj I L_-fckmj I

s ’

a—JaS»L j £ aLlsJU a^J^ <jyl j ^*«yd jj Jsu>JL>- 2^.51 J ^yfb j dJaxJL j aJa&JL 

^2j^L»£1s5 tl) JLa>* I Jl, ti) JUk^»" 6j5 I J ^Sh j J

VvtwA>. ^J^tM^S IsjJ-,

(2,® ‘■^"'T" ^-^*^***J ’ O* l_<-J I »X^“

1 I *^>- u^y5 Jf Oiz J iz ’

5 jlp» ^J$L &I2JLL O I/*"' OZ**; JaO (2ri^/^ Law*^ O'*7-2 J fc^?’ ^J~> ’ O* j-fo uZ^'f

90.15

1 •
90.20

O*

^,. O^ OitZCrJr* f*'LZ* O^ O* dD J ^jt O^*^ }

1 vAJfc <3^ ‘‘^ qJ-OaJ VuLaC' Ls$ JfciA, jjtt tf/l J ^0«w

eJ

J-& 1 5^1 j JL’ AfcJa^- (Jj-^ ^ <3^ aIS V* A*^> l_j J A^j L-wu*. <““'w 1 j 1 1 ®

I kJ I (^jh Jc'f 4^5 I jJ I L-.<lft, Jt aJ^Au ^_5^—L-^-^-LfC3 (JT^^ lf..*k>, 9O.25

I j 1 j Jlj*^ L^Jp I a^SI jJ 1 ^x** o^*5, ’ tz ’ ‘r*^ O'* Cf1 J^4~*J t

■< 1 1? jd I j Vmca* o-^L*J O O’Jr—f,^ ^ «**■*• o^

•*
Vjj L**sX« 5^* ^f~L* O «? I-**-** jlsuj C^Jtp’ 15 L-S^ ’ «z* 1? C^^-4*

' O*J*^ O* : add* sub lin. a. m.

T : litt. er ins. sub lin., ft. a. m. 

T j^-*J1: corr. ex , ft. a. m.



1 I

jfSv/ I l*~A <J^C) U5^ 1? *d C/* O ^**jJ^^* l^) Lw»fc« I

d «. n»lsAi» JiS^j ^jSLd L<^? Lg Au**d I *^T*» ’ cyLZ^ ’ L3^* c5 ^z^*z ’■^d^j

2J__Si J Jj^ t2>1 jy»V q u_JaJ (jlfrt uJai j£j j 2_ksJ Xdj 2^1 J u-Ja5 j

3x>Jjb <jj5lj (jU Sj d^l j tX^ij I 6^> I J (_y^ 92.5
X

p - «^l I v) ^y&> JLs^u1 I f. <1 k>Xx.» I ®

j*»*JLq> 2^5 I «j Jaj»*j-rb <ij51 □ ^jtiv jo-lj dJkiXx^ j^> a^jJ^ip <,_>k ’ j

** -5^ t-s L Ij j L-^m-*~La»< «l^d^ *Lz^ I jj GiSaZ I «j <■_»« LLx? L# j*"*

tfjJSI jd I I j ju JL>- j^S" <>^S I □ »x>w’ ^jr" ’ ’■d I I jj 92 • 10

dcL-JJ" X 2yl j j £^1 ajS\ b J/Jjl J^dl j £jl JiL>- >i 2/1^ JL?%^ I 

J r<>« 11 j Jiu&j Jx>- I-Jj 2^51 J j 2^51 jd t*JjXJUJ I JLUJ J 3*^ I *

38r

 ,dfoc

s?—_(J t

«/

1 A.

Jsu>- 2adj aj51 J j

92.15

1 0

I post ^L^aKp in ras. q!

T ohbU J oorr. ex 2bU a. m.

t post J* in ras. q!

i tr’J... *&;: in marg. a. m.; ^post

0 post JsU- sor. li>- 1 jj La j mel.

1 5jilj: ^5lj sor. V ^a : ys> scr. sed j in ras. et

Y XZf s litt. obs. o sub lin. scr. a. m.

A ft. post<£H hapl.s 2j£)l <jd I j5\j jdl

H iblS : in marg. a. m.



IT

_/~l oir**^b ^>-'JI ju»-I ^J-JL ^t^vku* o^ oL? l*£b Vbu 0^

>—p */,j ^ylx* V^nSJ*' «Aa^ •JsXP*” CL^^V-WIaJ I I 4&4w* ijJ

4<51$ L Vjj ^Xm> ^ySl/ C5^ <2->-*JLa^44xJ I I QA <«£**

w »»t W ■■• ■ » Mr •/,
Ja ^515 JLx->x^ ^S I j^i ^m/ o^1-5*" Cx* u./

Ii 1. ■> ft JL>-f u^~i *^?*f ‘ O^ J 4^515 L Ijj 0^ 0^^“ o* ‘^*■1^ <J^

JLxj’* b b l^j U^x5>“ ciJ^vwvftJ I I ^a *x^ 3s->~ <o* I

t. y* ■> . v
VvuS* b o b *JL>irf I ’ J V*» Jsls" 3iSS 5/1 j j*JLiX4/ ^jJ ton^U

- lo ' jj ^J. *• L*St/1 A_aJ <L^ tj O^ O’i’?"* *“^ J ‘■^?“i ’ C^** 0^ 3iSS ^Xw Of*

<1x3>"^A ^xlx-tv ^jlp

d-tt^ <-^ij o* bv-5^ <b$ij (j I j

t »~ . — f ** *'®
^n* 11—<jJ1 <tkiA»i o* jJ ’ 3^*»**»l I O_J^f O o* 0^ I j* o^b

O^ «lxs»” (_jb UFl/^ ’ jJ I I 0b <^- • • • J-*s. I

O- ■'" '■-—«< ^z>;i u? jJ I u^«-*J b <ui15 L b^j 0^ 1»a jL>-t ju>^I gsSI ^Jx^w

(j.....JI SJasJ o* Q-^f u£^l J^-*JU ^A J=u>- ^JL Xu»-JA ^b*** o^l O

92.20

92.25

92.30

I •

94.5

94.10

I l^J : corr. ex o et add. in marg. a. m. s ^,jl? ^Jsv«»JI tfUj ^5l5 

. ^*5> I lx» j ^5*I 1 j 0^ b utSCj I 02/I *”* Ia> J an lect •

sit j «x»«/ cJj*.<?>«JI jJ^aaJb* ^JxmJI (zJJ 5 ^515

lA scr.

T «x>sJ ...o^I in marg. a. m.$ ^> post

f: O corr. ad ( sup.

o post U->--;l not. ad marg. ref. ins. sed emend, deest 5 e Graeo. 

an lect. sits 5/lj ^J=u. JI q iUaj <j uJI j^*-«JI

J, ..■.■■■■J>fa I d /1 0^ f <ixnJ j2>* fLr*^ <5 wb I I o$-J



nr

JL*Ja5 j JI <LUaJ k5 dJI Jj*j«JI d>d^ Jx>-

uJ I bJ^*-*3 I Llm-s^ I* <—iiS* ViLiaJ Ic^maJL^ OtdL*J> Vm*zi» ^5 Vj u ^4 ^«1a

-- 1 € d *-»« Uf Cr ***
Ja—j- JI ituJ ^4 <5 dJI Q* dad jd da?- JI <da*J ^rS;

2 *X—d-* czy^ eL J tzy* Ct* fdxd (> kZ*J cy^ c^

w# w *
JS" O dJ «z y A4jda«*~i I I «xJ I tjs* I I kjd ’ cz*ydJ ^y V<w4 Vt—^ww,

I, >4,. 5 «JL>* Vj J$" 1 kJJ J j L|dxA^n« J ’ I j5 <jJ 1 u_das 5 «X>-L)

&~<az^ Luwt ^ST” ^ja^s ^~* Vjaj*^%4 kd ’ ddj dd Old I ^"""* Via# I ^4 u-da? iZLtjr-jJ*’

38v

94.15

94.20

I 1 £)* ^dad la_A *X>«t <Z*J d*^ y ^J-La d^

4.......... w.J ^y'5 y td I cz*y^ V*.^ y d"& old O* tfVl old o^"1

* - j^4 "CdS* 4-<y C/lld »xJ 1 ^^4 (_d^ O^Yyld^ L Va j dJ ^vt^f *-U-t.? 1 *

4 ..wd <Uylj y «X>&d 4^51 4) ^Ixav (jytp 37 I 4) ^cix-uw d^** O"& L-^5 <Ly lj y 4-jJ 94.25

4^J» I 4} ^*cLxao «j$7 4^5 I da^d^-A I ^Ja-w t Jp d^dj tz** ply*'*'1 J^» cx^*

«kvdj_fe ^-dui cr^ dd^ 4jl «J d^”* O* «X>t^ I 94.30

1    ^1 Jfi <Uj Vj ^a I I jjj. ~dJj dSd kxid y—* lla> I

but. I dj t J jJ I dJftJL, |jj4 <jJ 1 I Cy^« O lS5"^ ®

ddj 3S dt** OI dJ 3a.>~J-A* 4J1 <J I j2> 4-Lax^ *J^*u*~U

4, ■■ *3 Id V*«-44 ”i*«S' 4^^ d> dJ k^'*^ ^«y i**** d^* ddd^A jW J>‘,j J® ?6-5

scr.

^a : corr. ex y&> A i<JajJI ... > : in marg. a. m.

J-*dJ : corr. ex JlUiJ sup. Y : damma sup. d ins. a. m. 

L-fdL*: litt* U ohs., ft. corr. ex Lf A 37: 37 

£* ... f 1 in marg. a. m. et ^a Ja>- Jl in text.

• H*1 •$ 4* 4- ?*• /”vT\ ct



nt

4j * 1 kJ J-*'* t <U^»9xJ I 4 JLft ^jlc> t-^»a L.C'L * L-<v ''i 1 LaaJLp I kJ L

.—i.. ,.,lal.4» jj^L1 * * JbjJj 4^51 *J plxkki 4-ffJ [> o’ } ’ 4^51 <J ^cXxkk LT^ 96.10

<v>j) U! *9^ L** L^? Ij O ’ iv>^A 

•k iL. (J—* Q Uyi^ jjj I <£>£ kJ^*-aJ I ,jS? J

%X—r—^a.4 I ^^*%l^**

I kJ....-...JO I I kJ^e^sJ I Ij L^ Lxk^k.

^2*..--L...*, JI q ^jLtvv’ j2>* q

96.15^■4^* J VkkkrkA . . • Oj L^*Xx fcX-^w/ I

IU; UU5 U^U T3 ~ L-i cJLc aJ_, o^Uu^c/lj oLaU JET

4 ■ »1'S>., i^Z"”*^ L? kiJ ’ kJ^4b.*.tJ J Lkk. qI Jx>* (Jj-l 1 aIxS^ jJj. ’ *^.’ J t *

3..—■* U*J^ L^t U^y J f’ tz*>^ <LjLu< Q« L/4^ OJ^ C^ o” 96.20

4^5 I kX) I <£ *jJ I £kajr«J I ^—1-itT c5^ ’ VkAk. l*_^aA4 4 kX>" 1^ tlJJ kJ

^• ~>^A >J A^Lm. ?T u-y j ^*J u/*^ <Lj Lk«k« ^S" lx*^5**^’

ti».«.|«»> kifrlJ ‘LmS 4^ t^ 4^4 LJ t cC*1 *9^ Lu. 4^4 U t C*J I L/\^ t kJ l> ^sa-Lfe 96 • 25

L-'.kS' 4.*^ tj j 4-*J 4^j [jJ 4j/^ Lt*k« "L? 4^ [j4 ^j*j4 Lf3 kJX-lS 4~*J 4^ [j ti! I 1 &

1 scr. et mut. in ft. a.m.; ft. post hapl.:

cl o’st>" o” o f ^-U_i_. o* (jikiXn qt kj^A_*Jt oj^t

^O* obs. et gloss, sub lin. ft. a. m.

T -J^_«JJ : ii11. JJ obs.

t £.& : scr.

0 VU’ • in marg. a. m. et verb. <LSLJ1 J-a u*>*J in text.;

et in ras. in marg.: a ad* J_a j Li? S^tj iaMS ^.a elt [obs.]

*-*J <^[p 4-jjLkk. Ci? [obs.]J'C' oCo’jJ’ <U*J



Aj — * 1 3 <Lr/^ j «X>tj I 6jti I 3 ^jjU 4/51 3 £uix*« (3^** O^ 96.30

-i^3.ii ^Jr“ ’ **^ 5 U**» jSwrf ^J-*44 CT”*"*'*

Jaj>-J_fc> 5/1 J J*^** 1 * * * V" (jgU

V .1. ■!< j t Ua>U *Xj j &j Vu*« cis'1* 3-^-j I ’ 3 (/^* 3$«j ex/ ’ i3jX^ ^8 • 1

_ W X
«U/x>J 1 tX»w fcf I 31 -Z,I>'^ (/^ C^*1*1 OU jJa-w ,/• q! d

*r
3L>* Ij (/" a*>5 te te LjJ </^' 5S/.jt.<) I 1 j2^* Q’"3"^ cS^ *Uj*xXm**J 1

^2ri/ O^ U" 3jt U till 3 L**j.^< L «ixu>b« ^j^->vUcvuJ I 98*5

39k

gy I
O*a*«^J I ^/te CJ>'"^ I 1? O* **_/ UZ“ U^ A*rf>teiP I 3 4J) ^j> CL*> K” I t 3 I

o------ __,;>)lj_j> CrJrf M / Ij 3J I 0* CtHsJ 4^^ 3 dC^n» *

• te^-s t 4/1 3JI <—JLxj U%«t O I 4/1 3l) I te^-w te: 05JI 4/1 3J1 98*10

4 3j& Is te~v«J 1 C/XZ* ’ ^,.:i—c-t lau /> 3 ^Loami^ k 1^b*J 1 O"X_z^ ’ ’

/JI 5/13JI Ute://tjaJ 1 43,a/St^/Lj <jda_*J1 5/1 uJI /U 5JL5U /1^3Jl 

Y *1 •
te>J 1 Lft/3 • j 5/H 3JI till: ^UxaJ^ 5_*Ja3JI Jxa«j /■*■ L^.:<«>U* Cy^:

,...._*Lw> l«t 5/13J1 ^jL*-tes 1 <l*J»a) 1 /^» te/*-*. U* t5*l ’ 4/ *^1 ’ ®

1 3-. . ,,.*.* l©-/t ^yCL«ute.aJ I /x««>j 3L>-t 4Xu>Vm ^*^Z® 3L*«^ te/* qK” t*S /lj3Jt 98*15

1 2C~T: ora.

V Jte, : Jtej scr.

V post c^jl^ spat. 3 litt. e ras.

t 4/I3JI: corr. a. m. ex /l^ull
w w

& Ute:/: litt. te: ohs. A scr. et., tert.
1 1 - *1 . 1 *1 in ras.A lfX«,U«. corr. a. m. ex L-U»

V « corr. ex C^** a< m*



11

I Vm O«$^ (_5*J 1 j~“ 3J 1 } <uLi2U aJua*

t>

vOb-*J 1 1^ *iJ 1 i—zOas 1 jj 'ry$ 1~^^*** ^** cf^ ’ 1 3J ’ O* CJ1 * * * V^^ I

m>«* j^jcu*s>f (jr®* J ’’tA" ’ CXx/’ 3-U <uj <* JU^tj 4j£1 3 O^ O^"' V»cut

• j/fUjiljdl L^U: jdt3yl*Jt

o
98.20

a«3Ixc- j^* 4j^ I £j$~‘> (_$’“’ ’ j~‘ tj 1 O* o* l\.«»i I 1 <>/ I 3 3/^ o* t*xi$

I Vj *xl 1 o*^ ^/ ’ »J»^J <u^j */ 1 3 ^>-l'x$.J jj 1 4&X3X/ t ^lc> 3 I 1 o^ .>

liii.Mfcafl “^iT </1 3 y jsW^^A* 6j!j I 3 (jy®1 } 3 1 d/1 3 4^5 I O”Irt

■..^■..l^C't o*^ (jS'J ’ 3x3j>*^}JK> 4/ 1 3 !♦-> <L>> lr%P j^> 3 ^*«^v5 3 I \£‘JF> ’ CZi^

4 -,„i.m tx 4j5 I 3 ^"Cxl^ >Ez" (^AP C^"- 3*** jp 3 _5 Ot^nJ 1^-*>*J 1 |^y//l3Jl 98.25

Y
<>> j Xo-J-ft 3/13 ^jL#Ja5 ^yJsv^J 1 3_»-laAJ 1 1 o’ «EZ*p5i" 3/1 jJ 1 •

4 -■■.i*‘.l*aA? I <0* U»$^£UtJ t L^J A«**> **^ <2^**^ } J a!aA«/ <Oul^$

O**** ' o^/ ’ ^v ^®* 3-”vj j 3p 4-txA_< ^yls' ^3sl& &aAx9 o^ $ Io-^aa 1

0^3 <j/1 3 <L«? Vm ^*^'* 3_*^» V/jUmm I 3»a^ O ^/■^’-.k'XaJ I 3->*t <iiw l_|J 98.3O

^H ■ v .&>$* (?JJ 3 ^SuJ y ’—('■*’ O*** CX/^ ’ <Lu»l*« ^<e9^. ^>» 3^ft^t j <tX^X> O* LfJ

Lu«»Mft^^$'t o’ ^1 4^Sl 3 (j^1 «*-!> V» o3^* cX3 “£l" (J^ap la**** o’

1 4uUju: add. in marg. jL«i. supra quod £ (?) scr.

v Lo^ t: sup., ft. a. ra.

V j : sub,, ft. a. m. t -EZjjT 3I : litt. jl ins.

t> 3/13: bis et pr. in ras. 1 : obs.

V or®* : oorr. sup. a. m. ex jJ». V in marg., ft. a. m.

A ft. litt. corr. ex ^eed obs.

supra scr. T a, m. et add. in marg.: *—“***’** vL**<

V-X<^ <iU 3 ^/LaJ Luva4 1 3«Xw> tT 1 3j*“ 1 JsiArf 1-^3 t_?AP O*^1* oiz^ ’



1Y

39v

Li.,—.(2>1 ji .£3" 4^5 1«j V«s>Ia^<I t j l&Lftjj 1 100.1

^ir - * 1^ «J U-zUxjl 4^5 1 kJ |^Z* 1 4^ 1 kJ ijA^ (3^°^ CZ"O 1 •»? OI } ^’V"* I'**'"'**

(jy—ft> j jl ^^SlkjJ <Ljl^ 5 4^Sl J (j^> (2i5^ 3SJ (3^ £j~?

1 4^?1 *) V^~4* V®-' ^jvJ 1 4^5I *jJ 1

XJ j J aKL* (J^J j JT y^flj O* M** |X*-tb

</ J' ix/lJ o^* 7 CX^ } (3 I CS’"^'^’** jaZ Ax* hs* syl j

ImJ 1 l®-fit 1 JL^l <...«.l^ift.< J** kJU y &*» Im 1*>A 1 kX^~l

(jg—11 ii Jiff’ 1—^waIp 4®jli> ^1 4jJ 1 kJ 4jt* (J I 4^51 kJ <3 ^Jl 3 S?^ 2 100 10

L*CV f 4^t—i VTaM> 1 kJ I (J 1 1 kiZ V*J^Z dJ 4-tui-» ^yxUj <t<51$ L* Ijjj

ijp^.i.i'i.iig^S? 1 ^Jct?U t«bA 1 JL>* 1 j 6j) 3cu>~J-& I } ^JJ1 1 kJ (3*** 0^“*^ 5 ly 1 •

Qjnj 11 ^JaxJ 1 j»au/C <zXJ I 4^51 JL> <JtU 1 4/1 U (^y®> y ^*'f*"i U®^ l*i AmJs^A 4^51 U <-2-k«.,*v^ «JJ y 

i />^«» _J 4lLxSJ £3"B* 4»a£v (2>* '—t*X*J 1 1 «jJ 1 Oz* * l~*J-*a^ 100*15

J... .<“1» 3£ J (JllsuLw Ux>t j& 'Z-wC 1 Jl dJJl 4jjl jj X" SJa£j <L*Ja5 0. uX^jJl

j.—* 1^ «jJ 1 (^Z* 1 1 «J j 1 4^J 1 tiJ 4J^A« ^"^kl'ljp* 1 ‘■J t3"** (2^*^ «?

■ rt !?•>_»-11 4^51 «x) 1 f**_Z~ kjJ 1 ^«^aJ 1 3T *ti u5 *jJ ’ 3su»J 1 (2y^i 4<g3n»^J 1 1 ®

oj..... n».lx»J 1 4jJ 1 kjJ 1 klJ 1 1 ^JL<? Vto^5tjj'J 1 ’ Cz* ^lasS’f jj3^1 (^w^a> 100 • 20

A u^’: corr. ex f ft. a. ra. 

5 (/Jl: oorr. sup. ex ^jJl , ft.
a. m*

' C^J: litt. fj obs.

\ 3aa***j: a. ra. in marg.

t j : sub. a* m. *

i jl: sup.

® • coj*x*. in marg. ozic , ft. a. m.

1 3": sup.

Y J Jobs., ft. in O mut.



1A

C?

1

4^*51«J 0»J=vaJ1 -2-*“*s’^ Sx&-jJb Ajj I J _J

^**Z uf *4) 1 £-*^d11^"*3 ^LzZ czz^I Cz j-*-*^ jJ cz1̂  OJ^ t) dcvL L^Jx# j jl 

u .,..»> «iJ 1 1 ^JLs> O* czz* O^ J ^da-dt djJljJl 100.25

,9 ^u>^/ «x) I 1 <_$d ’ z*^aJ Cz «Z’**<*^ lzz^ ^da-^J 1 <5ja' I *xJ 1

Azj t-«u4 L»»^j «a^<p cj* lzi?^ cz LA«a9 I j 1 V* Vt r~uA«) 1 <j^< 1 «xJ I ®

•» a w •» ®
1 • l*^ jP*" * t C^tA3^ 0> Ixw J I 6^ I tX) t ^j> i-^ZJ^ (jd

u-fc-tn 0^ |»**Z“J j cv& 5 Ijj^ J lZ'Z^J <L^t-*** 1*»j£ J 1 0da.iL 102.1

* Tt-^Lyfc^* 1^ *J ^.4*yd dxdjjh UI cXZ ’ *“^ J tz O"f“^ uZ* Z ’ J iX*«*^

•*•»* JMB. W »»•*• It* IP
0f» 1.——JL» tj U 0& y u3 3axJ A «Jj>*L) vJ^. i d & d->"

«XL<v e*

0—A I 3a»s*jjb" 5^51 «J u-Jsa# bc>^»- f dJ J 0«^aJ <Lj L^. uzz9 2

v w_—..«.la9 0. lx>^-'>-t l*_|«jt dJ J LZZ^ ^*** t~d CZ'Z^ } -L_u>»d 1 -isu>J I

___ K - „ U * IT ___ _
Cdj tZZ* 1/^' i_/\Z Cr*^" LiJ^ l'f“? -Aa^wJ I Jst>»J 1 0^ I q«? J aji 1 J

102.5

A j^ins., ft. a. m. b L^p-: L-^yj-scr.

t post in ras. s ^J1 UJJl^yUI ^-L-C jJ •,

«x) 1 1 ^LZZ ’lZZ^ ’ Cz* z***7 tZZ^ tj(* ^-d 1 <>z I *xJ 1 0> ^**v>

0&-fee*J 1 Jz^dl 0> , ft • © dittog.
r JT : sic, sed oorr. falso ad >1 a. m. in marg. 5 supra 

t er^iU: corr • ex z^iJ, ft .a.m. H L^> • •. j : in irtarg. a. m.

0 d^1 : corr. a.m. ex «jJUl W: litt.^ ohs.

1 0«^W J sup., ft. a.m. IV : L»j scr. et litt. o*bs.

Y : litt.,>» mut. a.m. falso in-k
A Jf^Jlitt. ohs., ft. corr. ex

5 Sa^ljift. corr. ex J->-^ H zdj: litt^z mut. a. m. falso in -k>



,3

40r

I I jJ I X ’ £1/®^ ’ {^*3 ^Lz^ <_£ <jJ I tZ*Z^ ^M** ’"“'45 }

d_J j$” SjilaJl fMji O*cz^ ^“^z^ t5v^^uz*Z^ uA^" 102.10

I* ~---- 1 - irn—— ■ W ftp* W ♦
»^«J I G^"I iZZ^ V*«« <z^ <—5J-P- (j>« ® 4 «x>" 1^ q 1 Crhz* Ga;

I..m t«Jfc t fcX^* 1 ^)<t.i* otZ* 1 O«J O* G.*J t 4^5 *“^ ’ O^ ^**Z» O'

jO' dj5 t J o^ J ^*" G*J 1 ^*^Z**« «? Gj& ’ «X>" 1 4^51 0 _} ®

y 4aSG G ijjj 4*>5 G CZZ^* «? (^'4**'* 4^51 *J ^jvGa^ G^j t ja-> 4^51 «J G?

4 .— wm/j Gm« G^—•G»fc>»*J I JG>J 1 jjjJ 1 G^»*.G> t^Z* ^“"'‘“?2z”** US'J 4a« Gt* ^AtaM 4jj t «J

102.15

.W....  «xJ I 3%9xJ G I ^Z^ ’ U5^ ^***«Z> ^~tZ^ ’ ^G«i? G^z^^lf Q,$^ ‘ LZ*Z*

* * A Y ““*
|J*J* 5/1 jJ G -G^naJ t XtPxJ I X JG>d t (3“‘< {JP 4-GsJ jjJ I tfXtSj 102.20

1 -i hi -G* GtfJj* ti* dJ^UL/ ’d J ^j<^x> i—JG? tZ^ 4-lsiA*# t. ^«»* Gt I 1

<L...«Gji^ j {J*J 4^j5 «-Gt k) 4jGt^ 4^5 ’ l.-«Gt ^** dJGxu G^"*

^y , ___ W a— —- - ___ ___ r__  _— _
»4. .11—. .i ..r..‘.^v> AjSj I Z tj*G JGj tZ*Z u3^" lZm-w* Z* 1? i*^’ -G_> ^z'

\ fjab * litt.^ ohs.

T <Lj,L«-»: corr. ex t^U*.

t post in ras. X±£ ; e Graeo. et drag. Ar.BJ mel.

t post ^yKJl in ras.: Jli lit 5 jlp-Ij Jt JLj UJ dJ JS" j
, , Hr W .—■.

4^ 1 fcO 1 ijz «aJ I ^u^aJ I ^*_G? Vfc^»i^j/ jjjJ I4u^ V*a. «j , e dittog.

0 u/^-’ • mut. a. m. falso in E7 

1 e^vjUJ : corr. ex iz*yJ, ft. a. m. 

• Y o: sio sed duo punot. scr.

A ohs., ft. mut. in3T 

1 Jx>Jl: litt. J tins., ft. a.m. 

b . . . J’S in marg. a. m.

M e)O S mut. a.m. falso in

W yU: in marg., ft. a. m.

YT Xk?: ohs. et gloss, in marg., 

ft. a. m.



y *

jl a j.' I J ^jA fcjl JJ^5 I «xj dj#jljX»Jl 102*25

I I <)^51 J ^"' j 0^ Qi tj*"** OI (Jj^ I y

^3^®" (*/’*■*■• cX/^l*^ C^l J Sul? 5^51 u LkpIa-^iJI L&^^t jj 5^51 u l^lx^l

V^m*X& <jI UL** O’* I I j Jp 5L. ub j I J Jrf*ll

J Oj  ̂ * «x>»l^ SjJl J q. VsJb j Jj I-*** jr* O^ J o
102*30

a« a a 4 " a ** ~“" a a * . . “ ('-I .2 2 "* 2 *

U*jJJ O urj-^ u>*y J c/’J l?'>^ tf-t2“f*‘' s' U"J* Cr^ y j9 s^y9^ *H*£-**v

y-& ^w^aJ <u^ Vw*« c/J u^*1 t-^a**-**** ‘J-3’"I j £ I O* I*-®1 y ^y s^y9^ ^f^i*** u/^J

o- ■• oir**j^ crx 1*^ 1^1 iLli* L^jt ciJ 5 y ^j^-*** j*5 isy9 Cs^ y

. ^y H—- V5 •
<bjLuw* ^s3* s^y9 y *Wj!-**• ^y j^y9 y l^«^ cs^s*I

VI .- v« . _
V^Jp Ajti I# Cji I *j> ^a y^ j^9 u^>v, I o* ul*^ y fj' isy9^ I

104.5

I tx/l scr* T Ift/S’f: U>sup., ft. a. m.

V Vl^Lxx. : corr* ex L^t-^u, ft* a.m. 1 i corr• a.m. ex V«a^a»»»<<»

tj^y *litt. y ins., ft* a*in* 1 b: litt. jins, et litt. ^obs.

Y us‘j:litt. y ins. et punct sup. et sub.o*.

A £j:litt. y ins. et (5 obs., ft. ex £mut.

V ,>»jJlitt.j ins. et punct. sup. et sub.^ •

II j®: litt. y ins.; £ mut. in et >—(?) supra scr.

n j*5 : litt • y ins. et -^raut. in u® r 3i;: u*mut. a.m. falso in-k

li LfJ x sup. a. m. 1° L^*Uaj I corr. ex

n £: litt. y ins. et litt. obs., ft. mut. ex £ .

IY LjL-fc.: litt. obs., ft. corr. ex L.

'A ^yv*. mut. a.m. falso in mut. a.m. falso in &

11 5/1 J... q» : in marg.; Sylj in text, et in marg. ylj & .

II y 5 litt. y ins.



Y1

Lf-** I d «3*c^ j A*5l5 L I^J Qjb**

< V_..--
LmaA j £) L**-'-* L»*^5 Jj 1 1 d 1 (^X® tl4^ d^j <m5^ A *JaaJ I u-irfAc,

-U -■>J-1 j)L^y £2 dJ=UU*j d <dasj Cj^i ul*^ »J» d ’ ^^AX«d 1 Jft>d V® £;? t**jA 104*10

.**,^ * S?^ ’ *«^-1 ta5^ dJssA^ 2^ a^5A«< 0^*^f v5'd p*A 1

V —r- . .« . 1-rr - ■ ■ ' • * ... 1 k-r ... .. * Y<>j-—2 1 d 4uj 1j* ,j u/^5” I v/®’’” aj^ ’ i3"*# O^d 3 ^*d> t f^o j*4

t d^5 1 h) *- - ^ ♦ (jJ d.lnAi* CAJ «J ta^w* Ij^aIu U^Ua®! t'Jglff’ !<■ CtVJ »i JJ 1

n
-1*>-.a. jjj) I dJaxJ £7^*^ <d 1 I £)£"£ £*•’ d^Sl »xJ <Jjj 1y» cZ'4''5’" *J 104.15

# __ _ __ _ _ . vr -__ _
dJ jS” j 1 I «j £%b*» qJ I dasj O* <j> d 1 Lj L*w» 1 2j5 I a

.......*J1 j ^1 2^51 J C^'4’** aLxaJ C? di Jja_*«X) Qjd Ucut

40v

. f —r . n 1° - . . .^.■.—P*V <j£ d 1 «J^6™«J I ^4 ij^d djjl.) £2^** (Jfl 1 £2. dJxl^ ^2>* ^r5*^ u£ d 1 1 •

I 1 ^jO dlaX/ *d t, 1 djJ 1 (J qIxw 1 CL- aLp»£> Q^e T_0 4 . 20

dJ 1 d^S 1 «J ^Jkt*w 1 CL* aJa&j ^4 £^^7 u£ *d 1 Jj4~d 1 f 1 d^S 1 a

Q.... »>V V$d1 Jj*_kJU jUutA U. JL»-1j dJ 3 J JT aLiAJ Q« £^)L>d1 J^ftjl Lflyt

1 jSj: jins, a. m. * *^7: J ins. a.m. Y 2^51 aJI: oorr. am. exd^la 

1 ^jai : litt.^i ol>s., ft. mut. in J» 0 JxiJJ : litt. J pr. obs.

I uZ>: obs., ft. mut. in -k Y obs. A : obs., ft. mut;. in-k

eA*": mut. a.m. falso in-k->-.

V mut. a.m. falso in A>».

II j ^1 : litt. >»- obs., ft. ex «x>d ( jom.) corr.

IT ^ai-lmut. a.m. falso in Ja?».

It : corr. ex a^«J et -* gloss. sub a. m.

11 : obs., ft. mut. a.m. in1° «5 scr.

11 JHobs., ft. ins. 1Y e/» J obs., ft mut. a.m. in-k

u ^T... Jjit : in marg. a.m.



YT

A .a - ! j ^44X9 4^5 I «J L/3 4-laAJ J Ch dJstAy aJsiXx? 4-tlJLi

T*
^j....n. J I 1^ «xJ I <~*ixy dz* (><>*** ’ J u—J-as y *Lz^ ’ t—*ktP <—*

^..i.j»« U/1*** 4jJ» I *A# LfJL* ^5-^ c5'“^ ^-^Jst*«J I 5^*® Ly& V1a> I Oj^"1

j er**» Cz* Utfcjl Q-f 2^* *5^ ’ ^Z* 5^51 j Jj>

104.25,-

Olrf- dU^

’ *Z^ «ilx3**^Jte ^Z”* ’ UZ* fc^ Oz® 1 ’ *Z OZ^ V*£i»/ 1

< 1^ jJ 1 4 *xa <_2z* I^^-S-Ij I 

* fc

r
o

0
104.30

L j*K><»Lrf?lx>sjl -/“*^ 3a> 4^51 u <~1^ I j? 106 • 1

-t jJ4^5 *zJ1 ^J^vto C^11 4JkuLx dz® *zJ ’ *Z^*»*J I d> dJ«J J JJ

J 4 ..Ja<; £j>jt j lkil» T 2/1 j ^xJ^Vw 1 «Z dz® r^''*^s! jJI J^l

«MMM» MMMH» f * «***»» «M
Jkc 4j5 IJ u-JfcJJ ^ytj 2/1ju-J=6> J itub* j 4/1J u-Jks j SJax?

106.5
...I Pt««J, o^5, «^f* .J”'"^ LX^ LT^*^ ’ «Z^ t? 1 J i~«1xj j2>°

^jzi _< ±>-t 3^l< 4^51 kiJ ^z"_j 4^51 <j 2^’ 4^51 kJ vx^ 4^51 >>X9 V^>j»1p o^

•tw^-fc ^jr* ’ cz* u*'*^ ’ > 1? I o* i^zi'f"* dJJ «j5* cz*^ *Lz^ ’ Cz®

jJ, 4 JLft> ^*-** Cz* t JC 4^1 JL>

106.10

1 : ohs., mut. a.m. falso in-fe»

T jji: ohs., mut. a.m. falso in Js>

t eh: sup., ft. a. m.

t j: ins.

o y^\: ohs.

*1 ohs/. V U: IJ scr.

Y j : ohs. 4-UxJ: ohs.

A J IhJL*: ikL* ohs. et j a.m. scr. H I?: JSJ 

T jj ! ins. a. m. TT ijiljJ: jJljJ scr.

scr



Yr

i r _ y -.
1 j Vuut I 1 ’ ^j£> <J«Ut9,rf |2>* u£ I O *

o -
ZjSlj ^=u" CP 3^51 J £. 3J=uJ &^'-

«X-*u*> <_$A’-' a£ 1 ** *"—Q J j^ovU 3^51 U i_-ix> ^s» dJaxJ j Lj L-JU 1 «X*^ Oj^

1* .*-.-> t»xJI jjIauXo IkA-^ £5^1 d^Sl u £tku«& j2>* (3^®" cP*** 5u u^Ustft 106.15

1—5^51 U $ V«Ji< cLp bj—L**A _J Vm*X« t_|^Xc’ &<»J ts c$^ ’ 1 b^—> b-’ts

bcu I 3^51 u b-^-L» <5*^ cP**

». n i5* bJ g* I d^J 1 «J jJ 1 «J dJ^X/ *-£ *bJ I I O^* J

J dix&J OjL? 3jjlj ^Jct*« ^jll £ dJ^Aj t£ &s> 106.20

41r

»-, -U>» Jytp 2j*\ j uJks q <lK«J j U*j >*’ J S-*k*-* J ibub j £ iksJ q* 

JL—5"t cA^ b^ 1? ® <3^ I •■J *-7*bui CP cA^ cP,J

1 JjajJI : oorr. ex j^*&, ft. a. m.

V ijo: mut. a.m. falso in X

r ^U. I corr. ex b>L«* , ft. a. m.

1 jla- ... j^jJJ : in marg. a. m. et sup.

$ : scripsij om. in text, sed £<±. sup. a. m. ins.

1 CiA; 5 sup. a. m.

V : mut. a.m. falso in3?

A b/lj ... jl«-: text, corrumpt.; byljJ bjl«JU sor. etlju^ in

a>o mut., b^ bw—!>. in _jb«JUmut., bjJljJ in by J J mut. , in

marg. ( ^> sup.),et inter Ljl-JU e<b b/ljJ ins. a.m.

V ^b**** • corr. ex d^L-J^., ft. a. m.

V J: corr. sup. £in text., ft. a. m.

HgJ ...L): a.m. in marg. U 3iJL*j : ins. a. m. sup.

IV Jift. ins. V> Jac- ...u_-ki>: in marg. a. m.

VT cry in marg. a.m. H <^3: corr. sup. ex ^» , ft. a.m.



Yt

t «Af* JI j^ylp' 51**

(^jXP1 6^/, <J (2z* ’ *L/^ ’ ^*'«^

j_y_JLp dJ.5 1-3 JbC {*)££• CJ*4** -Z 1?

S^-Jl j I_&lCjl L&j£Jft j g-3* 2i^5l j

_> -Bi .. . 5 J «J 3%s ^Jr' ’ y

T
(j I I male* ^U—S"t {JT',J *J J^wtJ I rty^J IkkkUX)

^t............ J Ls-yf J ^XC" Cjt> 1 kJ t^X* &j J

dXJ <J jj «j'J O* ux^ c5^ J t?”*®*} ’ ^5 *"^ J Cx* kij>- J^ Gjr' ’ (jA^* J~f~«

Czlrz c3 kkJjt U

U”

ejKj VuLpj U J& LfjL»L *L-iSn « Jla ojK 1 *j1 j

<t,,.n.i .r^ Vuvk« <j^5J *"^ !•■(”* Czlrf 5 •’^ ’ 1°“* 1^* CX^I"? wLA-aJ I !^“*

4^ •> Mr
I A.^. Vuwwt kJ *JJU J A.** 1*4.«■ JI 1^ <jJ I lx 

^y-***^* JJ ^LlJI Q. jJ vJ Q Oi *A*6' O* O^LZ*^ ^l—>^JJI JJ’

ul?* xJ 0^0I'**"*’* (3^ uX* 1*»J l*A j (Jx*^ (_>*■** <»xJJ J J 4jJ »J ^yM-I^Uu

VfuLukX* 5^*® S/1.J Jp 3ip uZ*** tx/JJ

106.25

106.30

V
108.1

108.5

> o

J J* : sup., ft. a. m.

V 4^5J kJ « litt. kJ ot>s.

t ^SJjjJI: corr. ex 2/laJI , ft. a. m. 

1 jJJ J su£. ft. a. m.
W_

0 : litt. obs.



Yo

«k
t

Y _ I _____ w
^mri n Tir* 1 |***^^"^ J} *l^G5**^»fe fc3 I

u—* joi ar <lJbx£UA«^ ^ftAAW iwr^MK^ t^fSt.^ LL> CJT^ 108.10

d «X>“ Ijj ^JS* j J A-G&az G-^»l« d «X>-Vj G**»*-fel£ G^S t *3 ^A«yJ dj5l J u-Jajj

£$&J c_uJ G^"' I G~& j £ aGx*

dj___^_51 «J tX^Awj JJ1 J G-» GuA 1 JLs► ! dji (J*** OtZ^ O^ 5 &

jjy^-G-SU <~«SbJ 4^5’I «J j^G <■—d^5 I <A j^yA JJ A*. G«J t !} G-& 1 V»*Ja.3»£ Aaa-Gp 108.15

l^yn.bjJ^A/ j£ G«A>s1 d^-S I U tiGJ bjS” j) A«S G G GjJ UT^* G^aJp A* j IS Cl5^* 5

Q....Ifr <u^ GwbX» Ij U ^s (JG®’ *W aJ^As &*£>G G VjJ (_jG- G^-aG* a®-5 Is

t    i^aJiC' G-$ G GmaX* t *■' (2>* O Gba#uiss k-S ^jvlxsj cS'J G-ft^ Has t

• 5 X——  
q 1.....w^s G^JU <J-*^ y l*~C< <tGaX»J 1 ^JaxJ 1 £• jjs jJj IXaJGs Gj& AtJ> Is G IjJ 1 •

i2)......... w***V^ 1 O* djL>>1j -jGaJ Guts'j jjs jJj Gm/^s Gj& j ^Gu^GwJU 108.20

w n . ~-r — . * . ef «*^,«.*>b»J 1 «Jsu>*J t ^tjSLtS ^,S (JZ* Gav^S G.& G«^j Gv*-v» Uy (jjz t ^,5t^ jAJ t ^Jaj<aS

*•>“ * YT-|'
J Am-JaSL? Qf^*f uG^» t p*JLw«^J t Gwu. |» dlaAz j d-Gsu cG^sf C? t

t C^n1 1 *Li* t^b»J t * litt. «$J 1 ofts*, f"fc • li’fc’fc. »J I ins»

J ...J1 a. m. in marg.

t 5/Ij: I j scr.

i ^GuJap: qGxKp scr.

® uUL,: marg., ft. a. m.

1 GaIjls-1: G^jL»t scr. et litt. I sup.^ ins., ft. a. m.

Y GajGGsI: corr. a. m. in marg. ex G-^lUsl in text., sed litt. G-fcj 

obs.f add. sup. in marg. , ft. m. tert.

A Ji J in marg., ft. a. m. H s-GsU: sup. J$*

£•: litt. -softs. IV ^jSGj lofts., ft. ex Js corr. a.m.

V Jj : ofts., ft. Jjs scr• W* J ..• J : in marg. a. m.



vn

41v

^iiii.i (JJ ^4-' fcS-4(U*rf JJ J U>'"^ J"* I fcjJ I# (J, JJ 1O8»25

-...ia* 1 L|«jt <iU J j a I o*Lz*’ **nJ t* J (jj-*-"** 4^51 J (_)-** <5^^

4^51 a d**-*»j a# j 1 ^JbuC? Lu& 1 Ju*" I j 4j% (J^a*** I 1 5 Lf—* Lufrt

V *1 ^ulxtl 1 aJ^ <j^S 1 a tsZ^^ at 4^»< 1 a Ly^1 * * * V 5 t«f*» It# Ijj 110*1

^mJL* ’ ** O^ J t3" t? !*<*• Ova ia*^** O1j^*^** »Z^ 1? ’ O* ^~"A«4a ®

1 -ii-rm^J ’ a J) ^~V*»It# t t c. a kA# jj ’ V#»A I bSj>" I ^AaX/ (a-1**

^j . .. ■<* 1 i2^A*^***f ^5ljaJI qx-JL»a# (_yA ^JsaxJ I |*ahX/ <_bJ 4^51 a tXjjLs£> 110*5

11—«1H <—ic- la"^* Cri^* oU aS" j taa 4^jL*k4 a**1** <a*.^* $ up** ca^J^ ^j>t*k.

£■—*2jJ 1 O* (a*>* O*^* <3" *SJ ^*** eA* «a*J* ? <3* LZjAJ t-Mk*

tZ*—*• Cy^ 05* O\>* uA*-*? jic- tZ'J* J O* <a"J* —ix_«i J <3* L/*^ *

A%>JL) Lmu« ^*a* ia*^* aJ 1 Jt_>J I# ^jLw^Vub^a jJjVjjjI aJ I <ujL«v® L»^f 110*10

Mr ft W a*a«Mta«w |p * & W w #
Ax>J I j i^vo*j* tiu • j*}£ ia~"** ta*j* S>y> I Ax>J 1 j <3*^ ta*^* ’

4 ,V........>• Ij 4^J>** O* t5^** O*«Z* Lwj# j ^-«5kP c/"J5* 1*^a^«?^ 3*^’ ta*l5* S'5^ $

1 J^laJU: litt* 4 ins., ft* corr,. ex ^ylaJUa. m.

V u^tkjl: litt• | sup. kS ante ins* et post I spat. 1 litt. 

T jd sup., ft* a. m.

i e^5at: cj-aajb scr. et a obs.

0 u*J** • litt. a ins., ft. a. m.

1 jJljaJl : -big ©t sec. in ras.

V ^Lam. *,: in marg., ft. a. m.

A J-t i litt. J obs., ft. e corr.

\j*y... <5*-*: in marg., ft. a. m.

'* iZZ: obs., ft. ins. a. m.



YY

^--yJ d^jLm«a 5 L^^^/5-j 110*15

lj* .... «t Lu*. j^v^AA |^*t*tA {J”U,£«Ar>

<J’" ‘"J.1 II_} L«v» cZ"^ (A JJ

^y—A <jy LJ , ^«yJ !■«•*• 4>/A LJ 1

<1 in p*M*<>Z lX ^<u>j ^*^AA I ^JjuXu 4 tXA“ I J CZ*

_? A-*-5 u-y< iio*2o

* «x——»-1j 3p1 j c»A J u4i lzA* A tzA* /"ti tzA? A*^ <-/">’ j

& ..n.. . ■ »* k.A*a.J I <tLtSj (3^” <ZMr** txA ’ *A-*»*£ (_Z*A^ Lmk. 3^ ^_j*yZ L^u^-*^

‘^** ^jjd *aJ 1 Vum« «xa>^ «lxi>*^jto* <>^51 u <r *>i«iwit ^j“j»aXj 1 1 (jj *x?*"l 110*25

u *♦VvwJLft Lj Lmm. I Juu K* i ^j*»*«yJ I *-^ «A>* ’ >wX»^iJ I 4-LaAj Lfi> kiA* 1 *

t L *4^t 1. tiU □ Uwuta t A1 tj o^* (3^ uz1*-1* <AA ’ <3s*^

OjJZ-*^ 3^"^^ <A t»/*«^***«? *^3 twV^ <UusLJl £ J lid i UZ-ta4u

tr
0^«J LaJ 1 aJU1 *l«j*J I j

1 utz* • post j» spat. 1 litt*

V post ‘-La; scr* 2/*J

V JSJ : in fin. lin. ins., ft. a. m.

t u*y • corr. ex

o c***j: obs., ft. ins.

I A-*- : litt. - obs., ft. d scr.

V cu**j: litt. c* obs., ft. scr.

A A-*-2* : litt. et A obs., ft. e corr.

O* • sup., ft. a. m.
II L-fJt: obs. IV post A-Jt ins. 2ji\j *n fin. lin.

a.m.
1. Jtv>-Lft : litt. la sup.. ft. a. m. IV <^L2u: litt • Jt; obs.
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4*

q* AiJteJI dJlUI

^A«xMkdU *^-' I «aJ I V» wIxj*" t>^S I k) ,tu>“ I <J I

Atu Is I L IjjJ I *aJ I (jA^ 4*u CLw IS" L|-t«3»> ^l-lptu C1mu«aJ 4^51 k) <L.w.I^ s ft

.... it) I u» •aJ I -Isis**! I Is Cj^’"*'^ j*^ Qy ■*>,'^» JI '‘“■'■‘b^ (_s^ I 112 «5

1 CZoa^mX* I ^t5'"^ ’ & I CJ-1> cJ'J A^Uit. <»■<.« kt JI Js>^Jaj>J I £-u*->' ^♦asI £)^Z ’

j mi ... iJ^S I <Ji%>^vJ I I L*J4/ f dXJ *jS" ’ **^ ’ l2y tj<* I 1 V^uaXp

4^—.■...».■» I k) uJUSiu **«-*J {(_5'“J I A.^.I'S.xU CLw IS" (j^-l I e lu-Jt *</1 ^5 V«, CLkJ IS" 6j% I kXJ I

# * W W B»
Je>j ...Jaj»J I I 4jS J jJC jJ I ^>vtJ I Ja/>JI V 1<J L» jjIpklx>J I (^1p I

j ol?’ *^J lu •‘^i’-'*1*^ •ixs’xJ I j^JL< j V|aJm.4.kiAJ>J I JJL I <i»3j'JUkA*keJ I

I^^4z^aJ I _yy* t_C klJ I ki-l^*xJ I V |k<ilr$jP^

Ory>uu*^ *Lz^ ’ *^“i it «Ia->- •a-^* I ^y l *a (j^

■■! HI kt All l*XS kAa/ £^lp ^|t«^k»kj kA lu t*y# kX^k^ L— ^J^kkj ^ySmmU^ luMUb.

X X
4 ■■*. I^S (jr®* J Atu Is l»< ^jlp fc‘^Tfcf ’ ^y *A AtuIs 4^51 «J <.XytV ^«t C<im.t1 &y I kA

V
112.10

112.15

1®

o^* 4 »a 4.1*3.^ ^jglp cy* *«c? ^**ua* c/y*i*^» *^"f""i ^-vkA-J jl^u

^^Mk****^/ jJjJ At ■* XA < *ktal I I ^kkti^^* 4C> kl^3*^k I Is kl^k** K» ..<■&

<jl I 4 4-LxSkP

k*3sJl ^Xj ti^S’ JU>u I 4^51 J £“k*-«* (J’ 4 4«tx9j 112.20

t

t

4u: sup. Jplj ...OkMkJjjn marg. a. m. et S^ljsec.

ante j-* in ras. 1 , ut vid.



Y5

H *aNt<*aMnD*a«
4>/l J (J^ <I>W V? v)™^> <U*-VxS 0 * ^“J «xj I »AJ>S>1 I

V »~^r>n i ** _5 d”^-5"^-<’ 0\J j) Jlpx/f 4^2 1 «J |JLm^«*J j 4a5 Vs V? o^""

Jx-> «X>JL <0*0^ <jp^ dixsj 0. j cjJ" ~E" ^JEaxJ q^JLaJLsjxJ 1 0« Q^iuJ j

Jj Jx>- J*pjJ Jjj>

0_. ^0-*S-' (jj ’ 1 ^*,»-?~ £U| ti- JL**^ ’ <0> ’ £=-b-«' (jr^ J-^

0^ I jj q^Vx^“ 0* «X^~ 1j ft.5 Is L Ijl^J JL?X^ I I ^cLxaai ^jj? J dJsjArf

<j—J 4jj 00^ Ij 4 «x>“ Ijj j£s J*^ •^v*’ 0. SEZT <0,51 u ^JLxm, ttijt 112# 30

^~V* 0* J5 Sj -K5*’ 0* 0^ KJ I £■*/*"! I j*s^i Jj 0*v_J -b-z*- 0^ j a#^ V5

W tv Ik Ww*» O |V
0V...n.*KJ I 0 Vr^^#J Vs K^VkM<# 0“^ ■J^^* 0* KJ I £t0*JI 0 Jj Jm** (0* 0^I

W iv r.-r-r.-^.r Tri-—rn- W Us y^ W 4 -,- — tf/
0» 0^t£ll£0*J1 J Jj J-** s?^*" 0* 0^KJ1 0y*v*Jl 0* J®' ‘rj J-fc o^** 0*

«Mw W W |V |V r-<,.i Mr
I-.- ■ ... ...<v*a <0 «Vx>- 0. 0> KJ I ^2*J I 0 Jj j* L?^3"" 0* 0"' ^0*JJ JJ K«,» A. Jxs>-

W W 4 4 rr~*~.~ BV W -- --- * IV
^IIIII r mi. ■0**l I 0* J-* ' V0v I A^ «lx>- 0. 0J KJ I Ij <#J jJ ^ylx>- 0# 0^*5 KJ I 0i"R«0*JJ

---0» jaoS^ Ajt 0>" ‘■JJ *K J J^ Ja~>- 0#^ast t—js> _L_0J aJ JaJ- 0. 05KJI

0*0*a#^ J=’-^ 0"0^ O*J^ 0 * 4-laxJ 0# 0-^ 0*J I AfcJKuMkJ I J=>jlx>d I

112.25

114.5

I iuJcJ : obs.

post (J* spat. 2(?) litt#

V q : qj scr.

0i*e*?J^: 0*-*^>JI scr. ©t duo punct. sup. et sub. verb.

0 Jx>- ... uj : in marg. a. m.

1 J-*->j: litt. obs. et gloss, sup. obs.

Y j-& s litt. J obs.

Jj ••• in marg. a. m.

1 0* J om. V post *x>^ in rss. 4-> •
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tlb>u (jSJb j a lUxJ <U*&U*d I Jk>jK>d I 114.10

K»** d dJbdU ^£j4 (j^'- ‘ J A4<AiW»« JI Joj .K_>xJ 1 ^4 drat. t—2^Sj> dJ 1 -btP’sJ I ^1 J) i

A«t« JL*^t ^Jt> aJ I ^<Ajt 1 u_< 3^ jjjviax*

W mmh» 0 W A
Jbu*’ j du>- J^u>- l*X'>

^LaaMM/^4k") k<J^ C*^ VifiSW •Jsu**’ wtx***

IP I-mu tP |p
liS KJ t t, K^vJL. dJ Jkv>- qJ •Jxj>~ ^4 ^5 KJ t 114.15

.......... - —^-«..j^-*J 1 d j-ft o^“ o* Crtr^^ Cr^L^1 O* uM *J JJ 0^“

... 1 * I*-1 KJ 1 hftw^aJ I dJ ! ».Kj>* h2>4 KJ J ^-y^*U b^ K<*4 d_J ^J KJ ’

W A <k «k MMM W tr *4»> fc*- W
• (_J^ 1 aJ Jeu>- ^s KJ I £-(/*J K* Jx>- jjj* ^JKJI ^^*JJ q Kj K*a qJ j_a (jja_^-

, ^A Jx»~ Qa ^*<091 ZT Ja.s%> ^A Jku>- ,^4 ^5 KJ I z^y*J I

H - - -1. « •*«■■,
^*—•4 <3^ <u.j.i,i »m4.J 1 .K^JKaxJ I ijja t_.«A «Jx>" ^>4 t_»I* (jj Ks^ • tiU jK

■ JLm*^ I44 31 K«*J d dJaXo>

------Ja.»J 1 ^4J>- Q* J^K! cXa JK>- Jyb U-A tiL& J-»sJ L*U U^f j

V

114.20

V 1 * djJa^Jt SCr<

t, dJ. . . ,1 *x#t I i

J Jib : lib scr.

Y d 2 om. * **• . • •’ **;' • in marg. a. m.

0 post scr. J*a5l JU Ja5» Q>J J Jst>- yA $

£r*v-b *-*• yA aJ 1 t a^t JaS- Qa in ras.; ft • verb, <>•••• >**’

hapl. (cf. infra p. A J , l.J^ ).

1 G}: litt. J ohs. Y 0*2 ohs., ft. ins.

A Jj: ohs., ft. scr.

1 O* 2 ins. ft• a. m.5 fin. lin. et <>• init. lin. alt.

V e^jKJi e^ji : corr. e ^•KJtj^l.

H jA ; litt.j ohs.

JV wUjJsl>J1 : ohs. .



At

y~- T—- 1 jj <£4^* cJT^ ’ 4A-AXfcA-**v>J t

uJ j oirf * iU5j kr^ <J^ S^ixx^Jt 114*25

^—~—^Ot O* -Lj>- Q^tOt^^Jt O>^- {J 3a~>- O* dj'k’f O^*

^ju. I-L,..«■<» ^4 ku$ 10 1 jJj Lxu^O V? (dyVxtfa. 4j dx5— (J^* (id d"*"?4’’ J) Q «Jn4»“ ^4 tO t

d~& O^^** O* C/i’**' O^**tz*^ ’ O* ^-^•d ti-L-fe JLxp- ^5101 1 ®

0 —^.J tdJ Jfr j JaJ»- dP’f <lkft J=t>J dx>- &» q^IOI j-ft> j q

...........<J“ j a OcuU jZfZ'C <j?-t t 4MmX*L«kJ t Jz>^JLu>J I ^u»j>- djd1 * 3 * * & cd_ft> Jcu* q t

^jy.w..»L# (i^ c5^ ’ t 3^^kx^*0 t dj*^

u*y

4,........tqX» j2>« u5^ ’ <U-«5JLm**J t I £^**->- i>* *^-* -kv>- Q t t*a< t J(^5 I j

J<3

jt «ix>- ^J^c^xJ jj JLv>» ^Jb j pxXZLux« 1 »ku>~ t

£...... -«/0t O* tP‘ Jj *^“ O* Cn^Ct/dl '-’•^ P ^*" <>•-Z*^’ Ju O-^ 116*5

114.30

1*116.1

1 post 4 in ras. o__Jkj- L’t» Lad j jl*^ lL^a.«t 3* cm Ud

4 i-ki; ^j>c <jOt 2^xi«xJt Js^JLsJI £?*->■ c>* dpd -k-*’ d>-’ t5 aA etc.

e dittog. 5 et in marg. scr. a> m*

t j>5 litt. J obs.

ci: litt. £ obs., ft. corr. 

i ^a : corr. a. m.

& eta: litt. eJ corr.

1 G* : corr. a. ra.

Y dlfcllitt. <d corr.

A »x* : litt.-* corr. sed obs. *t Jj: .J SOr. etJ obs.



AT

*»*•■■* W 48* W
u nfit ^^4 0 LfcJ tCl I £) L? liJjf'Vu*. <Jj «tx>“ J.JUS'trf JxS»* 04 &r> tO 1

43r

r~
i *j^lx^** ' * VO I rs**^—^j4 ^*y. tA«£to Ja*** ^y4 B3 1 1 I *A«U 1

01^ ^*j CilJ w6* rt4 |04 d 0 |^J4 ^*J—* tS3 1 I f~J«A4 V*«& v Ll) I

I—«4> *£) 0*.$*’ J SJbjU 04 0^ Atj^CLuvjJ 1 JbjJjtS’tJ 1 04 0*&$t *"'-& -t*-**

4 rt——.-!%<J 04 2/^"“* 0^ 1 <U^SX*«4J I Jk>^JLv»d I ^4^" 04 j&f1 *XA Jx»n$ «J dJ ^jvl^Xrf Cj^i 

>«rf 0*J I JpjJx-">J I 04 4_I« 4~0^ <J> «AJ I -ku>J I j J (J ^jdctSJ 0Vj tftj*^ d^T 0®Jb .5

V <iwm ■ fo ^2>4 vLXb »J^z** |Jj YAka4 »X-^? tjT *xJ I ^j4 ^y\«^

>d 1 ^*4-^" 04 ^*&S tJLft »Ix>" y (—«& 0* VsSrf 4 d 0"*_^ '•“-'W B* I «J I

>- 04 ,j^i-^j-*a?t u-Jb Jx>- 0j^z (jJI 4 rtLuJ 0. tJ'-H d4 »3) 4444J '

Js> ^ix>d I 0» 1 djt 0irf^ } 4 dlxsj 0« 0->jS V,5^ 1 rtfljA&Xwi^J 1 ~t^Jcv>J I

jjjiJI rta-tlS-j-u^J I I ^***^* 0*0*:i5^ L^t uJT 0*J^ U5^ 0^ <J4j*X^-a«aJ 1

X 0*^ 0^ a A^-* 0*

J _^Jls LfJb*» jjlfr 13J> LJI ’LjlYI jJLv 0CJ j 4j$ I aJ I jK? ju J»j~ ^LJ j 116.15

”) W *■ 6 W *z
-tx>J I jLB J 4 rtJaXz’ 04 £0**^ I J?jJcU>J I ^4J>- 04 ^*S£0l <_,i& Jrv>- 0^

«JL& Jku»~ 0^ w0ij 1 fc^**

e
116.10

V

0** cuJ B” 4 >j 0*.^ 0 L^-d LxLv 0**^ ’ * Vc-ii 1 d-taLkp 1 <j l>

1 J^-»J • • • «fcj- : in marg. a. m.

T 0t*^4JU; litt. U obs., ft. ex corr. 

t jjbjlitt.j obs. 

i, 4Jit: 4^i scr.

6 JaAJI : sup. ft. a. m.

1 3^1 du : corr. ex syijJL

Y UU: obs.

A post 4 j ins. tiH aut 0^ •



AV

.1 '33, f 5/1 j> _/x5 <Jb JjJs4 J*> Oj^ J-A b,>*f> J 116.20

-lx?” 3}Jxf JJ Jx>j JJ -hv>* j/p tf/ 1 J *J—Sja9

/ f ««M« ttp W •MMMkl* Ik A ^--——
ari^iiG’’ (Jx* L»^ l^' L«^ iJ^U?*** (3^*

GJ ’■k—O* uP^l £t/*^J '^”' O* 1O*

w - tt— w Ik a
KJ 1 1 L_^J Jx>- &5 KJ 1 £-y*J 1 (2>* 3xpl ®

<(j ^j j o^> &* L*5 KJ 1 L*-^^J t> cJ^v--. dj -Jx?** ^ja

4J J^- &• q-U5 KJ I t>>y*-'/»Jf q* ^Ixc-t 4 J -ix»- &» ^KJl £-^*J! ,_/* L& ^1 jX)1 116# 25

4k W O A w~ti*ir ik W Ik
^-lx>- Cri**”* I Cr2?"#s*,£/*J ’ O'* 3xp * ... A^" O* KJ 1 ’ <3"** O

.—lot J Jx5“ |J^» 4 J Jx3fcS 4b -1x3“ KJ I £-£/• l3** Cft J aj y»

4 ,A„ .fx5j GZ*1 * * * 5 &* t*^ ’ JxjJx>J 1 ^**-^~ JLA -Jxs- *iJJ “* -? *Tkft -1x3- q. 1*

« ..... w - - -.. v y
L&y*x» I u-jb Jx>~ J J3%al 5/1 vb Jx^Jt Jx>J1 J 116.30

5/1 Jia Jx-3-wJI Jx>Jl /I 4 SJaXj Gr*5"' Ja/x3%J1 (^***“ (j’ *^fa JxAs

fft A A A mmmm* aunuircm
GZl/ O *L> ‘“''1 La^«xS1 U-*A Jx3» y wV>fca1

1 4J : ohs. '

T oj J->-: 4J j-3- 4j scr. et *J pr. in ras.

r olalll: litt. -Ut ohs.

t ft. post 4b»- hapl.: J—!• La q1 jSI 4J J>- ^1x5- q* qL^KJ1 qU^JI

*——>■ Jx3“ j/KJI^JI

& 4b . . . flxpt Jin ras. falso, ft. e hapl. ante.

1 eU J : dJ -K rnel.

Y jJ ohs., ft. ins. a. m.

A ante 5/1 spat. l(?) litt., ft. ex 5/1 jJL corr.



4*Lu

asti litt,
5 obs

A\(,V|? frfoa... iii ^TlCSS, ^SflwKLj(4te:*~.- J. ^'..^,:-.y-• A^irYriV \>y1k?;.i')iy"?n ^'riX, y -ij:/



118.1



Ja i ,,i. i. .->• I tyy qJ J a aIxsJ j <_rf J qJ I ^-CLy^J I ^y>^J j

Jsj J I LLii* j 3aA Jaj“- yft Ia IsJL pAlZLc««

IaKL jjdt Js>jJsu»JI £» <±>JL>o *X>wJ 5y I J ^2V<* J-*6 '^x^" J 118.30

IaA aX) 1 I *Aj>* JJ t? LIjjj ^Jr1 ’ y

j ,^ajl Jl Ja>- <t*5l5 4ps> <J I cSV^J ^y vV>-lj jjSl> JA JLx>- ^JLL <X>sJl dylu ft

j Jstj .Kp- ^y ^KJJ^^yJI O* cP J* O* •yj J=t>- Q* 120.1

^>1 I (3*** t<A ^*} I kXiJ I dj j I ^ykuS** O Vfc5 KJ J jJ^, Lj*»^*J Lt tiyA-»MA (Jy

Ik MM» MMM Ik W W t IT - &y

»,.. <yJ J ^3”“® l*A biUf 4^ jJs ^ytx>- ^y ^*fv»u5 KJ 1 ’ O* u3^ ’ «tv>* ^y o^

£__y^J t ^y Lay I j^asf <sjl dJ JK j tfX Jsv»" <y a I Jsv»J i-£' Jsv»- ^y ^5 KJI 120.5, 

i~* I o*< Ky CZET ^y a 2KxJ <y I »UjJaj>JI v

..—J J <1 <lKxj ^y fjy’8*' J a.j*Li.«thcJ I , ^jy a>m t—I. ^)t <JrJry cJJ *K j

«XK. t u.r I ^t-KxJ C/^i Ky ’ U-^&^V ^*y

4 aJcmJ ’ -kyk',->^ ’ u)^3 -^u*‘ Jyt> 04 Jxs* jJ-styJ j

*—M O

Ik A *mm* |k M* m»«o. ^k C *mm» Ik ikjt
..1.ni.»* KJ , J jjy -JaC’l J^ Jx>* ^y jJ^5KJ 1 ^yJ Jj JLsJ Jsu»- ^y JaPl J^ Jsu3~

MMMM Ik Ik MM Ik * MMM *
j ■>■& V*-* KJ 1 K^v*x^< ^*y I 3^lx** 1*^.

120.10

1ft

120.15

« Y.•MMM |k £ Ik Ik
JA j^lx>- ’ O’lr**“iZ*"J ’ O'* *hp’> i—A Jsx>- ^y O^ ’ tJ"** t*A O ’ ’

' J1 ! i/^ SCr* * </j5 J* SOr>

r JJE’jiitt., cfbs. ft. ins. a. m. 

t 7E: sup. ua in lin., ft. a. in. 

ft <yy I in marg., ft. a. m.

1 scr. Y ^***2^ • scr• ©t j oT)s<



Jx^-!cu*d I LtXjt 4_jt ^v*J

C, {T C/izi CX-'^ c*^ llxaJ

Lgl>“ j <iLft> Jx>* j ^JZLuut, j&~ I »lx_>- L^u I

_______  jj 3;

IV & t *»** W •* — -|- tv A «mk* Mr tv£
£—~~~~^d I JtJ Jx>- ^0 KJ I £V*I C>5^ Jct>’ Jxja-

(2> t*5 tO I Lju^aJ L> KycJL. <?j -ix>- 0. ^>5 tO 1 I qSOJ cJj 0x>- KJ J

W W A 4V * t®’ ftw— -irr
o* ^KJl^^J, Jtu Ka ^JJUl *j &

>iTi.1lir iriiBi —fcrt..~rinTnni?~-.- |V £ ff 'r-nr tV W •> # W •w#s»> ».<^f
(l' & Ja>- 0^ ’ a~J“ Oa^p cL& -tia~ &5 CO I I <J"** (2k 0-01 «ij ^5

uj §7 J d aJasJ ^j>C <J^ 1 Jp^Jx^O1 Ksu t j^a? t <sjt eJJ^j

$S (^jp (jyJJ 6 <dxsJ ££j->«7 J -UjJxixH ^Ajs-^ast ^A Jx>v> l-» ^OxJj 

.i , . JapOt ^xsf ^A Jku>- «J>s u^jJ is O^i** Kcut cJJ JtO <~x CJ^.

<0x3L> l_5^ ’ <l<-»A-v««»>J J

ij~__J.x>d 1 0x>- qU 5j5l J £?J <udx$ ojK q! <ut <0J JK J

120.19

o
120.25

V
120.30

122.1

1 ^1: j scr.

T eU> ••• q : in marg. a. m. et verb. dtft J? in text.

V Loalsobs.

i post *-*• in ras• :EET J1 a ilxaJ q* <j01 1 JopxAJ I

ft. e hapl. (cf. p.A° , 1.5-b autU-n)$ an ante add. sit.

® post scr. ..-"**,+ (abs.)^JL_K^*a?t 4I Jx>- 0^0 ^«<^sJJ 41 Jxp-

< !«.jt.*». <««. J J 0p^Jx->J I ^«->-^*ia>t La 0xj»%> ^jjJI 4 dJaxJ (jjO J O^jJxsaJ I

g-—-J u*>* J’ * O* <5^1 falso; ft. verb. Lfe JxaJ hapl.

(cf. infra p. A1«U“ AY.l).



XV

CiXJ d I I <J <J»LxA»* O^?""**"**

<$ JL-~j>*tj cJ*4^ L&Jfc 1 fci^l cl^aJ^v 0^1/^ 5/ O^ Owfcf 1 JI 122*5

&j • ip
q,..,i»^,.wt.sJJIk 1<a1jl>4 qIxI^zu V^ Ia«U>« ^jlbVjA

_ .. *
^j5'J o***^ Iz^3 ' OTrt ul1*^ uS^ ’ ■nfcaJ ' i Ls l&_^w*l£' l*-^-5 Ia^»» ®

T w
j Lmx L^ju»a^ d «x>-1^ <i-^.>-

^^Jx- l«J& 1 *1»“1 £tia45 ‘^“ *—'1 l^Sl «J t»A j ^Lvu/Jafr a~£ O* O"^"^

^^•s*”S^l I*a i *Ap~l ^-iJL*£b*« ^2/^—V«fc*e l®—^—*. l^^c*. Cz”* ^J-*£5Jl»J 4 <sJsx/ 1^2.10

*■ -1 A j^wj^aJ 4>*^ V«fc0 rf I v2Z^*J J) *LA A»>“ i—«A it I ^yivJt ^yA jJ &I^Aa ^jjvj»«X*' CZ^*

JU Jaj>J jImm l>- Jx>- ^1 tLu»- J *1A <»-»- <jam^5 j V

l**t a1xaa> U)£s^ jx^t la tX»*^^ y 4 L_«lt9 uS'"^ dd «J

■ j£ l»l j l^ l^t^*5 qI t»U tdsXl^ 122 <15

dJ *5 J l<C^t J 4-JsA^a J*"* 1 4j£4a) 1 jjj?

d^__aJLJ I J^a&J I qSLJ j ju>4 SjS I j <aJ1 a Aa «xa tjjlu*. <M?"

JL»* . . . «ix>» V—tA I »)..;>* 1 tX«Z*

scr.

X 2jl>-1j: lilt, a obs.

V* post Lid text, corrumpt.’ vert), u^ Iklh scr. e dittog.; deinde ft. 

verb. ^2-klb Utj dittog.; deindej* dittog. (of. infra £. 

p. AY . IV ); Impost lU addidi•

t J ! om.

c ft. post hapl.; Jfc ju^I 1 aJ dJL^aJ, uJ



AA
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,*d^21 kJ j jaZ ... t t_5*-^’ ^JxmJ t <~»<A i t)^31 «j 122.20

Jx^* li* J '•'^ kXrf-^*" I ’ J^*^t«f riifcy L$ L Ljj lA^* $

C-^| 1^ in... ■■^■Ij^.^*t^ UL,u^** t *0^ ’ *J j <J-xX*J 1 d_y I %J V+£^/ fc^11^"*

«x>-lj ^J$* *jj t_xj ^LjLuv* lj cs^5*" ^j<a-*-J L|^xa^ jLu<^ JL*«^Sh 122.25

d.t<<k. ^1 d *XpI> ^jX-> j2> LJU tl*» t*_^wt <JJ *J j *^C? i/J X/jj V*«4 ^7j 1 dj>^j 5 d^k-tuJ &

u- j 2 a^Ul

£__—Jt5 jj^O £7_ dJailrf I t A Jux.^-> jj d <_*lx> ^Lc" ^"y* t.S'J ’ djJ 1 ’ J*"> 5

-■»**■ I* kJ dJxX* <—< dlxlX/ y <t*J LJ, 1 t«5" l*A vl_>-l 122.30

XJj»-t i^yy I *J tJ^rVMk«J t ^J*axJ i £. (J5*^~^-' cA®” • • • tr^u J^4 C>y J

^yiaJ elyuJl Jh^xJIj U Jsu>- u-tA I 1 •

^y. I,,—.*^51 «j d *x>" Ij jj itxj^T d^J 1 kj y„^£y j d-^aftj f Va/ t Li^ 1*5* 5 124*5

jjJ 1 U £ jjjvlxsJ ^4 ^^JL> <t*2I? L? 1 jj <jA^ I cA^" <—«A 1

u~J d’l Ux>- j^d^J j J j 3>-' 1 jjAfr Jx*>-1 djjstj

\y*}* } d dJa5j ^A Jsuj>-i S/1 «J v—Ja3 jjjt (JJ «J 3xA duj Luus <y"^ O^*

d, „ 1 —l*»*» <*> LJ I £j>- J“s^ ’ O* *^> 0*3^ L*m^ dfckP^d L*A kX>-1 q2>* d-^" 1©

ij)L—«^j LwtuA jjj Lew^s L|0u* } ^y' ’ uJ* <u*Jx> y^ LJ A© J 124• 10

f"fc« post d^JI hapl. $ 5j£JI 1 jiljkJ 1 ^y> 4j5\ j ^Ux>

V post in ras. cA

V t«A kXs’J • kXjft^ mel.

1 ft. post Jxu»-I hapl.: **-<-«?- 5^21 a

0 J: u* falso.

*1 3Z: 37 falso.

V : gA falso.



A5

J ^J}SLj dVzj~ fcXJ I (Jj^tkA *3p fcj ^T*^~ VkA JJ

J'A~~.*J5* j |JJL> Jsu>J Lj Lw%« cL>* JLv>* 3
/ Cd? -7-~^a\

j /|XJL J I

yd
/jy^

\ ® -—_ - ||r «*■> tk e^y «v .
i~J Jsu~-~~>J •L«a JI Jx>* j ^y U1 y Jx>J 

y V1.11 ! i ha.a £ Jsv>» £ <_J JL>J -J Lav. d I Jsu>- Ljlyu L«X< eJ 3T lixi-J

>1 ..■   >■ 1^ (^p Luv<^“ jJ Lua L«-*aj^- d t J«->* <J «J ux>J

©
124.15

*JLm«mJC*Ia dA, fcX^" CiiJ «X k^*tJ v3 V*<*Mr* ~|Sw^" 4^,^ Li

(^xi-*-* v3 L’jjt LdJ 5 j <—«□ 5 atlSJ <L^Lw« ^1

V   ii.in* ft I jl>" 1 ^t» ’ Lj& ju*-1 ^Lx$«i & LtjAiLp L^51 <j cxjK* I u I 1

a. Y * f * *1
’L-d^'V””^ O* a*>- i«J^" t_y* L-& 1 JL>-1 LJLaX. Lwj Lawv. Lv^5

124.20

^..^ri* a L**J 1 L 1y*j Lj L-** ^L**ix*v L^-*l© ^LwJLlJL., ^5»*.LiA.J I

I aLaXI 1 O* I J^UbAAvrf t>* Q“jX,^ IjJ 1 ^y>Jbu»J dJy^Lvtv*J 1 jJ^AaJ I (J^“L L-& kls” I J

q-~-—~-i-**ja) O* * a~>-l^ Jff LuvZaJ I (2z* d «x>-lj jJS* c^jL Lj^a 124.25

ji—... —~LI ^.H, Jb La I ^^a^xL^aav) L a<v»iLa>J1 aJ l*Lsa i I®

v^ Vv*naLx^»J I L^, I vxJ 1 L^a^vI^* ^-L Ia, 1 &J^AvaJ I ^3 1 I L L^wva^-ma

1 3Z aJ : dJ JJ aut JJ aS' 

falso

Y j>-: u^x falso 

1 Jj : EJ falso

scr.

1 ^h-jL-X.: litt. lx, obs. 

Y post scr. -L 

A an.Jjd.ol, sit.

° qLjLmX* : litt. obs.
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C—<u.

j 5JksjJ I ^yJI £a ^Jar-f dJytXjl J^oAJ 1 <JlL JJI

d)ytXj I 1 I ^jLL JJ 1 5^51 jJ I I ,

I lifted I aJLs*4 ^ulas^ k u<fo I V^»* I J buA jj

& 1 Vm/j^ Lfe~& V#^ Vm*«*4 V-mj’J^ Irt. -^lA-t U~«fa& I 4I v) 4 (sJ^UL* 124*30

^Ljlyu & L>Jsu« j^j>--J j 4 <Uxsli 4 ju»4j ^JS” cf^'S^V l*-&l*x>-l liX«ax«J I

|»| ..... m. mhw—^aU Va<9 5^A Ia^okAA fci I ^*j^*J J} U*mA^** fe) I l>>xlx*V L< U—*" I ^^J^lArAa* o^

4jL>*l^ ^JS” JJ 4 4lIxAJ 4»^»>- 4^01 Jstfc**u4 <—«Jb I ^S’sIxmJ 1 126 <1

4 . .i£»» d, JLA 4-Sj" 4 *X>“ ^Jl dx* ^^XC’f V«4-M*J 1 *—fcfli 4 1 j^ytwA?

*1A t^*^5 O*

tiw.i ft 4~>~ o**j^ O* ** *)-*■ d>* fbsl u-*a 41 ^ui»^s 4 jl>- 1^ O £•,

111 1 ■! 01 ^•‘•‘>“ 4^5 *) q_^L»J 6^j I jJ I ^A^-aJ y ^**-^>* ^ 1 «J ^J-** Ci/”^'""""^

dJ aIx^* jjIa u-<a~ I *) I *) y "^* ^Jaju ’ &JF1 ’ (j)J>*J 5 .) ?3 cf'"^”s"^“’

3s>*«J 1 ^jj^S t «jJ dJ^VuLaJ I (J^asJ I y <_>«I Ja-*" ^J-tJ>-l C_«.tt> 1 I *x) CJ^v-amaJ t ^_J-*XsJ 1 jJ^CaJ 126,10

CJ^UaIaJ I ^JaAsJ 1 jj -^V*- U-*A 1 dJI (J^Xitl I j> ZST 3su>- J'Arf.*’ t 1®

J»- Jxs»- y^>~ tX/^ *^J > <*h*"^ ’ $ *X* 3a.>- 3a"ST *lJ

^V—.,., —«->• <Jjh JL>-^5 JJ1 UrJbI J-f-’’ ^>«Jx**J dJj^UuJl j^L jl ^Jsu«a

V ...... . ^.ii 3^3 Y ^t.^Xxo 4^.^.+ 4jstA> IaIaA 4 4-LxfL> A-|*-^” 126 • 15

an del, sit. 0 J-^:litt.J scr.*) ut saepe in fine,

^ft. post <j&Jhapl.: «>l 5^51 J

r H :litt. 1 sup. 1 CH“ • scr.

i JTs obs. ft. jlc> scr. Y post r>L^ scr. J^*-»J1



jL 3- ^JLL ju 3x3x9 3s* j I j^-s-xK-w JS" e59 *j b-Usj j Livt j

L^aAs* Aa9_3»a9 yti dJ<XS»rf (jj^ t%J5> j 6 <3x!L* <U^a7- <1^3 1 »Jpj*-mw ^7^ Vs— &J
_j " ____ ____

J-t-1 Syt j ^Jaa; SjS' u-j&l 5/lj j, 126,20

o-(3 -Z'*' J 5j^J I jjjS Q_^--' <^1 1 Ij jJ 1

J eLJ 1 &A-~* lr^

I . ■ ■»—^^a 3 ^3x/La9 1 ^-1x9 A^x* ^7- 3xt- t

iaJI ^jj$3 fd^"**'”* Lj3x9 «J9 I^aioJ 1 33 w)I <■ *t6* ^y^xlrtxv u31 126,25

>1 ' I ''^ ^7«Jxa« 03*9 L»Cwt 3x1 3x3x1 j 1^» Lj)7 3x3x9 (2f*-—ly*4 ta-^3 I

--t* 3x7x9 0^. -3 ^-a* ip 0 1$.^-V4A<^J 1 1 0^$39 _2wt^5*’ ^3xa«j Va3x9 *x$ 1^-**1 1

■iiV^j ^Ip '■—3 ^3xa« ^Ip 3"'^*“*' *—3 0xt3xa* 0., »j_7-1^ 3^ 0 2 f 3x>7,3 V^«

■ 11 »4i (3 kfl^XMAA^l 1 ^^Aw*aJ I U—a7" I ^3xa,V 1 X^Ap Vt<X> Iam-^3 ^il^VA*^! 1 ^JriX$3 1 ^*A-/ I9

--Sir 3ppX>JI £^»7 £* 0zU7Xj f-fj J^7-l j3x« jjjlp J^tP Jjh 3x7x9 Jjto .1x7- jjt)

7-1 ^3xav ^j9 LaJb uX)t 3'*' *—3 o^5*" 0* 3^* j <u3t? Cbjj j-t-1 ^3xa« s?*

JL, ^^3^9 ^—3 ^d^1*** 0^® «xt3^ ^|S* ^3p aO^ap ^3*^ 3x»7x9 3

T7 S.J! ‘

d^

126,30

128.5

3t*^ 3x*7* y*3a.

■ ii <<’ 4jjj Ij L^3 <33 tl«A I <JL>- 1 j3 I 34wu> &•£$ li 0* jJxpt 0^^

- -, e j - - - , w ., V - T r,, a,
► j «J aIxtxJ JI^a 0~?~ 3x7- 0 * 3 j*M ibj 1j9 a U It- 3**" 1/* £»> 13

ijj 4«jIt~ 3^ ® *3d3 5 3— *^.5 Id ^*jL*a c.*^~ *3d3 03^ 3^ 3xt- L^LLp 128, 

f q« <_xl 11x7- 1*ja9 j C-S* 3xtJ j I^a JxT 3x7- a k’*

•* * W <F IV AMAnAM. IV IT--~-r * «MMm*
3x7- 3^3 jt«*A 3^" 3x7- 3^d (3 3x7x1 L^IamA 3-' 3x7- L_J 3x7x1 J Law* 3*

A * 3.4A 4^7—^ It-

10

1 ^LaJLa1a9 • lx*b*fc «^£) om. i>r • 3^ scr^



5 r

o—»«. 4^-^ ’ •J cO** ,-Z'f“^” Z ’ J& 3x>J y l«<*4 t VaJ ’ Zj^" 128 • 15

CMr p J CH" ^=u>“ 5 J* Cz*" ^a->' bjfc } ^LjLwu** O^^*”

l/4!^ Cz* _^-**sjt ^>- C)Z^ a ^~-Z U JJ <*->^x** J 4>j tj

jr——J cz1^ Cz* _/-*-*P^ Q'T J J"& 0“)$ <J^ ^** <L>’ tZ"^ 128»20

^rv^u Irf *"L^ ttXJ «J j LJ 1 <JLA i^m^S 6

O——* <^Ua* 4^51 kXj I «Jx>J I (Jglp A<^CJ ■J"' 1? *J ’ IS" 1J 1

^.—..J Ij ijJ 1 LaA I uV>“ I 4a^ 15 V (jy^®' i_^> ^~I**'J i5 ^tZ* ’ & Jr1 ‘"^ 4 «AA UZ^w~tv La^J Lj »,)

l**x» Lm<^5 <l3-S U I tz^1 *xJ I <uj J I IjkJ I (j,!^ 4I* tyxJ 1

j -......—.5 aJ t Qa I 4^51 jJ I Q> Lfwu.Au 5 Uj>" o* (J^-^-^L fc^>' ’ O L-L*a.L>

<r ' ir , ,
4^. ..«.* I taiJ I (j/* Le^ L> 4_> «j L>J I JaxJ L j»^t l^vtJ I jJ 1 ij^* <j Ctu«j auj I^ZktJ I

4^11. 1* I felJ I I Uu^J f ^yMixJ I 4 vLA ^j># (^) K I J Lt^wuu Lmu. Jt^ ^***^ (JS*'^“*“^ ’

LfJU JLau t ^A 1 LZ*jZ^ ’ O* ’ J~‘ »-J ’ O* J 1

<LuJ t^Xj I 1^ jJ I <_JxJ & I 4^5 I O ^yA j ^JxaJ 1 4^51 jJ L ~Lv_>*aJ 1 Ja-SnJ I 

11 1 .H. «it K^p 1*-A Lk»i J^C* »AA ^>.1x1.>1? I &kzA^

^■n-..... . .* jJ I ^S- a15 L ^-i 1 J, ’^XaJ 1 4ji 1 jJ 1 IaA 1 JL>» 1 <U^ I?

wE? Vu>^9 Iaa 1<«. *>< Lm«^s 4JL51<J 14^51 <aJ I 4^ j tz^ ’ O^1 Z ^-vaJ J 130.5

128.25

b

128.30

te

' J*: O* scr. © qK : ft. ins.

V post scr. c^VJl Jx>J ^Lw« e dittog.

V* J*: 0* scr.

t J* J 4>»J scr.

Lfwu.Au


46 r

nr

4. p vlJ I I CJ^ V.^ZbAo^w^ d fcJ-^~ p A-^**^* ^5® £j|i^

y .....*>J ^iw.kuf cA.^u.C' ^5 p «J (_y^ _j £" P5 dJ <l»j p^^J I p ijJ I ^y* p p*'*_X<“’ $

^_y»~~»XJ 1 ^jl^aJ 1 ^p£> <Lzj L<mZv« P-^auS ^y>Jrv*J 1 C?P ’ £*? ’ ^_P ’ O* cP'’®”' p*"* I cp^ 

>1.»«»»»JR»d ^jjJ l^,*^sJ I ^^y# I ad p»taJ 1 ^5 p *aJ 1 1 4^51 «jJ 1 O"*

cP 1^2* O* f-k^ Cf U*/ o’ dy^ P***

O& J? ’ ^jvJaAz-a dA-z-LxC1 <J^ 1 <J J

3sc—.i/T d_/a I*** ^>J 1 ^ja/^9 Cj^ cJ*1"^**" djJ5 ’ a i—-las 1 dlaAJ ® L«ji/ f * • • •

)*J^sJ <C>^ L**b* P*^' cP O^ CZiri^ OLJ 4j*S P^ (J)P C/“^aJ V—b. djbS pj 1 j^w^AS

.J.«zaP.*J 1 ^_j-P, d^S 1 a «Pc> ^«jaJ Lm»z» cP c^*«^ ^3-P <u*^ P*4* £-» «Pc"

O •>
(_y^^ L^*daAy ^■®-< j c, A%fr <,^51 a cx^ J 4^531 csd ’ wP P aJ ’ O* ^_P ’

s... ....»6.< V? p pj ^Jr1 ’ cP^’ ^s-^ P ^«P ’ **^ 4a5 Is p pj cP"^ «? O"^- *^’**'i V^»’*JaAz

,—-/ pj jJU- UUe 2ji I J <L*3aS (J ikL* c? ^51 a ^Us fj^e- J*& als

4.,.«. la 9 J1 cA»aJ C’^,c^v_P pa. jpas as j P~? cP5^ P-** ~Ps 4*«-Ps ^yfi> j 4a51s

j, ■<»!■«'? s f 3s> dJaAs dJaA/ cP^s? *"^“’ ’ p^Cx^^l I Jaj>tl Is jjpa cs*^^ cs^ J5 c^JPs* csd ’

□., —- J I ^.»iS->.«<xJ 1 Ja_>xJ Is cJVLP cP ’ P* dJaJC* ^Jy» ^_5'J <U».«iC«.*««»J t Jppkv»iJ I

0
130.10

130.15

b

130.20

V>
130.25

1 <jJajJl... £*: in marg. a. m.

V ^spaJl: Sj^laJI scr.

V Jj : corr. a. m., ft. ex eU •

t ft. post (jpd hapl.s PjL«m JjTciSc- jyU cJks T dJaxJ ^5ts 
c$P’ utpJ

° -Z*^J: J*^ 3 scr. sed obs., ft. J ins.
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(*J. ■■ .J «J t <j «J ^51 *j ti) • • • 3^* rfJaXx J**^

i im J J tiX«£’ Q1^ ^9^C> f (J&3^ ^jai^AA I*.v-lsX» {r4k«~|‘b> t

^J^>a5<fJ^ J’cryo.JX^f ^'3'u^y 130.30

syl J jlv

<L_>«_UiJ I u-i<u j-*~^ 3£j ^^5 J^o? j J*«ZU I*-*-* a

Ji i .^9 L?*^^ <U<^ Vm*. L, L^cu t d-> 1. C ^jjO I 132.1

5j^i j ^E" 33? ^3 o* «jL>,ij J? o* t±3s> 33? ^5**^* o* * *s->-^

5^ - - **, 1 33333“ *“^ C?ja_“**^ J”*^^ O^”4 5 ’ *""^ J E"*9

L>* ^jjol I J^axJ I o^*/ f*^*^ *-3 ./""^Z* tjj'"®'^ 132.5

<jj_/->*^ ’■ l*A 1 «JL^>-I ^3x0 ^yClwlx^J I J-L> titisu*- j51 «J 33' ..eJxsJ d_f—>~ ^2>* t V

...»i o^ 33$* Vw/^a La„& Izl^j Lwi^it L*ja 3J333*-’ dj51 *.) J*3£ *19

Ua j eJ £_ jjikLb okjb^® 3*s- iK«j o* J3 o’ 132.10

L?»> 313x>- ^a^JLxmJ dJj-L<tv<J 1 ^3*axJ I ^y*3^ ^>J ^Lx-w» j <-_isu> ^>0 G>Jst*v

J,.. 5* Ot~.j) »«u».J 1 £«i> 3a? o**^’ O * ** »^->‘ J5" 3a> aJa$j <jJ^3 1

^u. X? I J 3t3g O’* ^3-l£^ 3x9 Oj^""' t*-.lo 3x9 ^yfcv^J JO“I^

I—J jjt t» cJJ J j J-’ <>» |J=y^ qa Jj 4^Luv» <3L3=> j ^s- o*jaJ 132.15

* • tO^ O’

1 ft. post 3? hapl.: 3? iUxj J-x. o 3JI Jx>JI j^ait

litt. o obs., ft. sor.

r «±Js>: j33' scr. ut semper.
*

t J^- i J^ scr.

» 3CT: 33.1 scr. 1 Jj 5 JJ scr.



5 1^ iJlJ I 1 I I d^S* CJ5^ *u5^*^ ^*0 fc*^ I —*VfcS IS* I *J I

1 «xl I (j> JL>*I CLw IS* <tsJ< Is VIjjJ V^J I kJ d^S I kjJ I <J «X& vZ^.^ul?tSJ j VS J I

l^**J _z^ 1? *xJ ’ o^ *0.5VJI Ij *jJ I CJ* vJ’j-’*’'^ I '~-wtf ^"**0JJ 1? *"^

^J- , nr fe ^JJkJ I C^* kJ-5*" 1^ 4jjJ>* <Jt* ».," ' ' O^" *0L<i^xk VutokO (jy*^ <0.5 10

^^_Mk« ^^’f*’^ I—«lsisj V <U kJ VO I JVxO V jtbJ Afcz-Vc1 1^ kJ CLk^ujj l^«k0 I J-> 1^ kXl I

4^—3 I kjJ I <—rj&Z ^0 I I V*«JL» j “̂ V»*«-* V^JLw VmJ <uj 1^x0 I j2x* Ac.*-ix*J I tfju I kjJ I

V^«ak* kJ*^o^^ l5^ I CJ** ^-••kf'f I tJ^^ I I

I <1. ,— ■.«»■ Io|^» ^CJ I? OxS jjk.Vt^gJ I <5^‘"' I kXl V klsjA^xO I I Jst^- ^Jji®1

132.20

132.25

^7j............. I *J O^A? 4*5 Is V IjjJ 0V*0^wJ I 4j V^ I kJ I <^-5 ’ ^-ViAzJ _» I *

4J kJ <>^...i»51 kJ ^CJ 0 1? ’ o^" *0-5 V ^5 *Lz^ I «j jj <L/^ V>-*0 I 1^ *jJ I

.—"J I “Q“t *5k O’^’ ** ♦J-5*’!^ 4j<->*LJ I ^jjlfi" £s£ 3siS"” V*^S V-ft ^jjVjjLwk^. ^Vkv^S 132.30

4 kJ...-.. .3»»l^/ j I <lVxa^ V^kxk. 4 k-V*-V ^JS* d*-0aA^5 l^j kJ jm**^*J jj 4j*j l^_k**J 1 j£ Ijj (jJ I uy^

cr>* O* u*J^ c3 <-!■*■’ J J £, O* * *J->’j

O* 1°

/•

..." -»Jg|> ^>u** J CL <L*5 I^XjJ I yi Ij kjJ I Qx»^5l^kJ ^-kwy-vlf 134-«1

3iv>" ^«L? Lk*. UJ-!^ fcJS.< CJ4*^ O* U-S^ ^j«jAS

4MMH» itaMMw < *«MN«M> «MHMM* •«*•»••
Amijj Vuw» Cj5 *•—k^3 O* LJ*^^ tf'-k/J ^«jaJ 4./^ Luk. CJ*^*

1 yljjJI: S/ljJ! scr.

, V ^Jaj&J j : ujVS*j scr.

f u*j^ I Cn^y scr. t -tc: sup.



A 1

^** 4,1. . tf-; |^<x»u«tooJ I »Lx>iJ I? tfXils i_z^1****# 3su>* 3s3 134*5

ifj 4-LxAz jj ^2 t2rh^ l3'*'^ U? *xJ I ^>.*S.^»<<i<*31 «1xS"iAJ y Vu*q tiz

JL>- I <J (_y^ dJiVLt^ 1? «xU 4^ ^~***

<j-&\ / o/j jdl/l^jJI 3/lj^kS; 3/ J jJ1 lU^l jT3T 3/1 j J$U 134.10

3=33T 4/1 «AZ 4a5 15 L IjjJ ijy^’ CZ27^^*i 1»|—*J^S-*» (jy^ J*"1 J u/5* ^/ cr^ $ &

47r

LxJx* *a5 <2zjrxJ 1/**J 1 <(/> »X5*" ^zi <l*5 1a L IjjJ 3^” lz3 •x-*’ *5/ J 1z

3^ 31" 1 Ls 4j»J /«• 1*-/ d$jrvJL<J I 1 UIz^ t_*£P C^ 3 £idx**uj 134*15

y . ..
& C^J^AzmaJ 1 I J CX* 'Xi*' 3T ^>«JazmJ 1 ^Jz«AAU 1^*

j 1j ..... . «< ^ji> *X3>“ 3^" *Z r ^y»xix*Mj l^J^rizM*! 1 Iz <3lLxAj ^Jz* J^Z5*" *xJ1 4^51 <J

1* -tu>- j/'"3"l 3^.51 □ Qz*"^ *Xiz dJaAJ ^jz* «xJ 1 3^” 3V 4/1 J /ixaJ V

^Jz* <UmJx? <La1® CL-wlaP «XA y <tixS^ jjz* *xi1 3^3 V &"• CTtZ’’’ *"^ 3^''*'**^ I 134*20

4 u.^u aJLoxJI 3-jJaaJI £. Jt>- 3-»JsJ 3*515 LI/ /e 51 3/1 j /#• <*5l5 3/1 j

»X>" 4-Law» (jylfi <L^ 1>u<>u( ^^*X*L 4*51/1 1 <L*-Js3aJ 1 ^z*^S C*■«. ««it y

J* I J 4tJLjJ J a!%AJ O^f 3*^ l5 *xJ 1 p*1Xmiz*J 1 5x>J L 3J/k**J 1 Aj*JLaJ 1

3 ...i£ «x) 1 pxftX*M«J 1 Jsu>J L J3 (_>*/ 3 ’ £_ aLuC jjz* ^z>s-' t/J ’ <U^JL«**J I .L/u>5 1

tiJ 3.—.... . .,kl; j JLLaJ <j 5J 1 Jx»J1 q* J iKl/’ j 3JLuU

134*25

1®

1 3b^fl: jJ^/1 scr.

5 ^ju*-: litt. /> scr. ut semper.

T 3^31 • sup. et post in ras. j .

CZ<1 sup.
*■ _® j : obs. e corr.

Y q* *• in marg.
W *

Y Jx>J11 Jx>JL scr. A I obs. e corr.



1 Y

ctr j £ a-H -U^JlJ jVmw« cJ iUSj j dJaiu ^airf u$aJI Ja_>dI j 136.1

jp=>t uiz dJaL’ j £- iKl; J-4O, JdtJaJdU

^*" a <2^^^ dJajU* d»!alC*

a i .ini im ?*» d^SI a ’ *"^ ’ a"*C^& ’ 'w*a^

a"- .... i in .jp" ^a3 a»>* ^-5*x*v otz^0^*^ Czr*1*4* 2j5l a &* ^IxtJSS-T 

4^_w>5 I a t ^^v«* d^51 a L^u

£ <L_J=iL’ aJ 1 JL»JI j a iRsj j £ lUSj tjaJI JL»J1 ^Jlp- 136.5

^.lax-t dL>* £).$£ ** £. dJLxaJ ^aJl Ja->J I «Jt- dJaxJ a

J—o*>* j fJ urA; <*-^-1 <£*»• <a*y j£J j a a>- ^*»y^ <u^».»»j.<i«iJ I ^»yJ 1

^,...«. .a t a O"* ta*^^ I ^j#yJ I ^a* ^Jsf-t <a* {■**•*** V
136.10

Czi** c3 t* dJ a j a* O* piC^ Saj*-^ 2j5la

djJ I a cj IS* ». a^j 1^**^ t ^5 tj aJ t a* ’ a ia*I*** 4^54 *£■■** IS I a 1

djjHaJI cajtS O* ox/l'J u*^ ^Sl^aJI ^s> JLbU 136.15
>

i <« oJUisa a I (Jj> Si *5h ’ I o^" ^** ^a* *^v* a V^~** !*». S/ I te

^»J%aJ I d^jl aJ 1 L^JLua^ d aj**^ |«>* d^jLu*** cy*4^ dJL?l*J^ d^St aJI

, , „ W | w
m* t, V*y iJ-*"'’^”' *** k>'J ’ Jax*J L a*4-* ^a ^a** a^ 1? *** a 3 “a;1yuJ1 O*

,. k^c-t ^a |a**J ’ a^ ’j? ^«a^ ’ a !•■**-*. ai^* ^i^**** ca* ^.mJ t

Lf**» «x«-it <jJ1 tza*^

136.20

1 JnxJL: aKUL scr.



47v

4I I31*) ) y aJ ) o* I* •5^51 a ^«Jiu»J I & 1 djjl a djS* ^*> L%^ls

<u;xj i^xtJ ) y «xi i *83 t* rt^jJaA &y ’ a («/* ) aIcjaj a ) ^y ) a <_yk

^-L."..,.^»—) 4y 1 a l». ^..4>, l«5 oa K" ) o^tz^ ’ ’ o* ® ojtlz^ ’ a c/*^ y a j? 136.25

^ h.ii 1* )j» JlJ 1 i^Z* |d^£'^ C^St'J J) jd^JL* CS^" &• ’ &y ) <Lx« la<t*) I j* $

1 a jjyib 4>j)y*«j) y «jj 1 (jj)^ <sl^ ^) ) y ^5 aj ’ o* ji ay ’ )^**)) ®

I ^5I aJ I 5 ji?"Lj <u^~>- o* *^*“y U~& j 0VjLwJU oLm>^5

£-22" 3E7 y\j j ty®4.} J Jala j*s ijlyu j5)j j ^/d j Ij lyu) 1 tj aJ I y 136.30

lz** L^y O* ta** o^ J.p^’ <3^

*'i ' ' <^51 a at i/*1 a) b-. ^3aa.*.* <^*^dap ) a

q--t_£ aJ) Hy) a uXf«l) u~» I <Lj>-Ij (jyM ) odasJ <^la>..i*aJ o*^5

t - ~~~j*) o-- dJasj y^y )y**)) y aJ I1—-<ix9 ^Xx.ai) *> j a <la-j>’ L* y) a <ttuu> ^>*

l%5lZ <y 1 a li) o* ^£vLx!La^ <y) a

l_|*A^3aJU (3*^ ^y ’ a (jy^1 . . * ^daX> ) (jZ <_?d ) ^yda~*-) ) U*-6L <t^jJ 1 i.A.9

j—d=a y& <J*r- jl5 j jd> 2y\ a dZS" 5^51 a.9 <u5l3 Ltj J.& j OJA*^ J-t-'dal:

u I,. H.i. ft <u> ts C b|J y^1 ***^ I O* 4-«Jsa JL- aIpju CiZ^5- *"^ ’ c?dz ^y) a

b
138.1

138.5

\o

O 4L

Ci*..3^ J <i) <utx9j y^ OjaJL«->s. jJj-yfca^aU cfd ’ 4~*da-S ^wi 4»a3sJ

J e) SJkxJ <5 aJl p*ix«*dI Ja.idI oj^* OS***dd^ O* 138.10

ras.

4MM» *•«*•
1 ai: t-J sor.

V : post litt. j spat. 1 litt. e

r 5^: litt. J scr. a .
** * 

i ^1 scr. 6 ;l,U: a~u scr.

*1 ft. post £^hapl. aut lacun. in exemp.:2£)l y y) I y\^ aJI 2y\ a



(j.., Jl» 5^51 dd I J?U>d 1 (J I J <lLuU>* Q« I d^XuJSwaJ I J?Jsu>J I

J?,.. »? J Vs d»-A~-> t dJ I (O* *^» ‘ (*■** t -Vxs'xJ I

^d_JI JxpJI J ikjj j (J iktsJ J*^/ (JdJl

V-***^ V^u»«» d Lj5 d J (J i£rirf J^^f 

C «J—J JS* j ~y O* J^ (J*j*? ^bUj/JaX- Lfjt JJ 5j

) V..i 11, .*«.. dJ^* &* ba- f (JJ? OJrZ*

48r

O 3 ‘■^ .X o~>* O* d->-tj J^ O* pbr-t J^ J-b er**^ O* ** dj»-1j J^ j jT

_^~$"d jO? JJ' 1 dJ JJLiJ I (j-*sxj I Jib aj5 t d J O"^1 ** I dJ <J Q-* I d

V - J^d JS^k> ’ dJ (J^*-**b»J 1 J*&aJ I ^sJL *^2>kv< &J"1 ’ d ’'■Jj ^’3 *J"J ’ V>-

iUb Jb ^^JJt L? k.«JI J^d JSJ? 2ji\ d jSj j 3" JJb £-fU>- O* Jx^-4 

* ... J, o VJLtfifiZw* JS^ JJ? Uy V«jb & b~^ V*«-to* 1 V*u^s V»jb d_?~ I J*^ 3 J

V>3%*« J 3?” aIxxw ds Vf>JL& 1*3? Vxa-> (js'J d.k>&jJ I b O* d>* JS*

^■■. - >vkuc<J JyvJLj I J+asJ I Ve—(2Z^** ^Jku*v j jJjET (jJd b*xlx«v h_fb j £ bj i^Z«

^-JaP’t JS^ Ctlj? ^ytV^S 4 d-?~ 10^3 4_ktSj 4_^~>“ 1 J?UlX«W V>- d J$3?

<Ljbw) JJ O^ 3 (J*3^ O* |3?-f3 JJ Oj^ CT*“3^ O3 d->-1j <J$”

(X b djt b JJ d fkixl Jjxd ^rjAS # . CZ*3^

138.14

o

138.20

b
138.25

140.1

Io

140.5-

1 d?: o"bs» ft. JJ? aut cUkscr. t &U-J J-^d mel.

T ST: obs. ft. scr. t ^J=ut: mel.

e qL-jLmX* : corr. ex qLjL-X. ft. a. m.

"I u?Jl: scr.

Y 3? : T scr.

A post ^bJsu- scr. j£. 
ft. post hapl. s a>j Vm. 5^ \^*>^ cz*^



1 • •

> 1 ii CLw K* j V^fa*J i jJ 1 (J*r ’ **^ CT ’“*"* <t^J?iA dj$" C-w t$* 1 *J I

--.«4ii ^um/ Lau CL-faz t$" cT p-fe^Y ’ fa) CT <C^ ’j-*®-’ ’ falJ ’ <Lv»-LxP j_£^J>-Y

4^-J5I jJ 1 ^* ^4<t? I ’ a_j^ ’ «aJ ’ cA^ ’■*^ Y<^** ’**^ ’ <^w" j dj’ *Lr’ ’

^Jii&Y <j:A I 4^31 jJI V^i*-*.* «x>*1^ d_^xj>* *y^J1 uA^ 4u^ l>uu<4 o*41^ 4»l5 t*J I

. , . . «* . .
< ..i-... .tJ 1^**J I tj JlJ 1 j2>** (>J,*^£> J <& «J l~>3 1 JaS-lJ !-• ^VfetP Ij «J CL«*^t«^ \ 4j^ 1y>*J 1 1^ (jJ I 

l.nii m»«.> <cjl^«J 1 L| JI |rUipY c5^’ ^Jr*’ ’ O'* cxf*^ Lw-*« Vu^hA V^JL^> 1«^a

^* ^Jac-Y t 1 4^51 uJ I V^«X* u_-^a5 ury^ 1 y <Cj Lmm« j^" L~«*a t-^L>-j

Vfol* »A.*-a^

-A Oj^”* ^5''’ ’ <Cj ^J-**J 1 j% dJ I && 4^51 <J !<*•> ^yjkl^sj I I 4^5 I fa) 4jS" ^jj>

_ptjjJ1 <jU XlSL <LjJ=iP. <5/>-Y S^t j lkL‘ qU JI dj$ 1 <J j 4^01

V-,.—.... V*-> C.v K* ’ O^*cJ^**^ ’ O^r'.r ’ *"^ ’ O* ^A^f'Y I fa) ^~ft> C?& 5

|>7 4 (jA^ ’ 4jJ5 1 «J (jA®1 *^** O'^'*'’ 3 1 ol? ’ ?£• ’ *0^ ’

l*J& O’"'"''.A 4>l514J 1 <0~^ 4^J> I fa) ^J^AAaJ <cj t ^5 1^ faU f ^iifi-Y ^j-CJ J

y^aJi o* 0»lx*J 1 4^1 j a "J-*” ’_j ^-f^T •y^J, ijIp tel-A-faJ 1 7dK EZ Uy

. , . ,. _, _ _ __ _
...-.iJ.” j |2>E* (J->* <J UX^ <? C, <Uj/JaS> fa) ^fajrJ 4rfJ^2UJI

- - r«/ Vfaifafa* Vfawfa9 L|MfaA^ *4^ o* fattA^ (jA^

t* u*y o* cA u*y o’ Jyu

tt^'J iff" J tilX« 1^ tJ js faj

140.10

140.20

V

140.25

1©

140.30

1 %JI: V scr* T .kib : aLaJL scr* V JaSj: SJki; scr* 

£ qJ : 4-j scr. ox; ilitt. j obs., ft. Z scr*



1 • t

Vut. <3j/j Vut^Q <_ZX_^ UZ*^^ J CZ*^ CZ* ^-L-^3

Lmw* 3sj>* j "(j3-^ LJ*L«fa* 3l*L UZ*!?^ Z (jjE CZ*J^ CZ* |3stZ'^ 3^3 y

<1 ..■■tj ^*wjrvis tiJ 4tLx< ii* • • • 4&Lx* Crt?» vJ’*^ ‘‘^ ’ p*Aat*»w»J I «L>iJ Iz c3wC ^j-n^sJ

48 V »1 ...............—.»«n9c* 4>^5 ’ *Z ^ft> JJ <lLsJU I cJ_31 3p^ ^J)J>tZ fa) (J*-* <mw tS* Cj^> I z

' ^P ^y—^faLXifarf jf^t 4t>^Lp <tf^5 1 fa) |rA«y*J UZ^ 4tL&J 4L/J l^*»J 1 1^ faiJ 1 I-aLz ^3-*wfa.

£*> <r*J 

O —~
d^51 Z <jjr^ $ 1 jjZ ’ J* «zJ ’ uZ* *Lz^ ’ ^j^»L..rJ I £»«£> tz^

<^.ni* 1 j c** <*s*^j cj^^! t’*’**txt~^ t.^.* L<.< y y*.

142.1

142.5

fa# 4^*1 Z <Ua>*lj I ^~*V */t I* _Z? 4)^5 1 faiZ V_a 4> I 4U^>*L> I

^w»fa—'. m »L« O^ 5 cz* <.3^ t** *-Z* ’ L *Xj-s* 4^51 »xz «x«»>* 4>^f1 faiJ l^i*

J»> s>~ ^muMn ^Lxfa*J I Iz . « • LrJLz jlz (2rj~fe*J ^»fa*J JLu^" y^

4>^ ...  . . I..* 1 fa) ^Lz <}Jb _Z« ^y>xLafa»J (Jtl^laMfaftJ I I •} J“* J^AafaktoJ (jJ^VfafaAJ I <rti5tU

^2>—i*»«m»««faZ *Lz*1 zJ I ^«uiA* «iXSj>* ^un ^>vL*«J cJ^v<AfafaJ I ^J^asJ Iz ilLL Cz* CZ**” t**

•“ ^A) iUfJsLZ 4Aa>Jtfr ^3*^ *^Z f* ^LaJ j t^. Ai*^ (jU fa) CZh"" *»J? Vwfa** J^’

142.10

V

142.15

142.20

1 "(j3== ••• j 5 litt. scripsi et JE"... ET bis. 

post sor. >*

Y post LjL~. scr. 3=t>J

i ft. post ILL hapl.: <—LL’J-d^ <5 .U1 Jk>JJ J ILL j q

o : (jvL«J1 scr.

1 tjrfJ I -»xJ (?) scr.

Y an post V*-Lz lect. sit • ........ . .„.»«fatJt Oj^ ^** j^L*. jJpL l» ^Lam

L^J qK^LIuJI

A .xi-: fa.u scr



1 • V

f *JLS j I *3 fklC' w iXwmmJ ajUxx&J 1 (jr^ b. b*-*u«

^XmhHmv* t 4i Aft^ bxl I I 142.25

^1 »‘**- -“i'0I <Jx>»J 1 j ClJUjP uj3 ’ I 1 jj^x& ^-»««e>t

•1^^—i h) 4«I^X^ t*»** A»1^X/ ^Tw"* -_J» *xJ I

j . * f0^* <■”«■« «»J (_S,“^ (j^ ^"”/ C3-* c5^ <Vftj 9.< ^xqJ I ®

—nr ter
4 .tirf 4-IajU (2/lrf 3^» *-£ *"^ ’ 4i**J t# 4^51 fc) U-X»su j^x*

inn j- W nt—1- 1  W A _
<t» ikl; c£ JJI JaAJts eJ iJcki; j «±. 2kSj <J-*^ JLH Jx>J1 q* j4&»\ j 144.1

W MM M» W •*< W€> «MM
Jx—>JI j J) aKx? ^-/ dJaxJ ij*^ v? 3JI Ja3dJ jLw. djl llL Jt* dJ itjj j 

(jj 4.«J^itJ aJ'XS.J (^Tirl <3^tf ‘ »tu>J I j&i 1 *3 aLsJL- 4J^iX* O^?f

tiU A.,—,.—kx? ^yw J^su fj JJ1 Jkj-J I q* |3«*t Jj 2kZj aJsuU ^JLH -k>JU

4j~>~-J’I *3 03"^“* O"*4^ 4^5t *3 4I ^~^3* (J ’ *TlZ**3X>* 4^51 *3 4-kx»

1 >& *3 L**uw. jTjj^' *X*->" olZ"' *3 £ 4<j5 I *3

AkkxJj d> ... AikxJ t3*\' «J> 3JI Jst^d 1 UwfwU Jj-»»4 4jJ I *3 *33 J IaA^jwsI

4S I aJ 1 ^>- <j> 3J, 3x2»J 1 3^kt '*$.j-*-»«J I ’ ‘■^ I o* c? $ 3x>J 1 o bf j

4  .....kirf (jjJI JsupJI dj-^l (3 SJaJU J r *UxJ Olrf u$3J1 Jxs»J1

bn..... 1.1 1 *3 |2>* •3-» c/*^^ (”«•**»* <*>t^ (-3*»?^J I O* U3*^^ Cj^“"> aIs^X# tt-

V

144.5

144.10

1 aaJLUI : aKxJI faiso.

V Jp^ .. .u-^t: text, corriwpt. e hapl. et transp.: -1*3 Cz’

(jj—>»3 4^51 «3 (23* ^3^ ’ •3~^Z* Ua.^^ fcAaX*?*’ Qjy^*** *3 J3 03? •

V ft« post hapl*: <j;«jJ1 JsukJI al>- S^Sl j j <J itJj j £



49* r
Jkifrf ^2^ ^-^»***“ fc^* (_z.^ 5 z> *■".’

^Llii3' V^JLmA^ a *JL>-V» 2^21 *•* O* L& j lw^»j^51 <J £** A~^fcA^«J 1 O*

Cnrf** L* jjt U <i5J j y czz* O*

144.15

_*J=J jJ j 1 AjS 1 jJ L Jku^wJ t Jst>J I «Lj tyuJ 1 ji 1j JlJ 1 uJaji jj K I j I

^>5^—«J>*^ 1 <Uj t^weJ I ^J51^ JkJ I (Z* La I «JLJ>-1 4a5ts L !jjJ O V*Aj*Js;tf' ‘ ’ *d ‘ *XA

_ * - , .
u^Le' ^cJLaX* |^Vl*^LwX« ^L^5 tfJL<L&ji cuJLa* *xM ^I&aIsI*

^"•u ........b»i*»^ <ujt^*«J 1 *xJI pfei^t <_>■& ls^’ 4^SlfciJt V^jLxa^ 4a^^- **y^JI

I..,, i i ...^l 4j#J 1^X«J I j^5jJ I ^Jsd>t && Lfw t> L> a2 J Ld I JsuLd V jt£ tj u

^ys»»><tJ I 0^* ^fciP-1 1 *X/t 1 I I *x31 iZ* I I <u>^ Vmm« *'^*v£' L*«j L^JLw

u*

T AmwJa^j tv** j <uj ? yb jJ 1 t_Ja5 £>, 4^5 I Jb Jsu>«d 1 Jx>d 1 4J>

^)n«....1.51*1 At^l* V lj^ La J) h) ^$#1 1

nii»i«< ^Jr»£iAj ^SiJ |^«*d • j-> *iJ I uA^ a12 It 1?'>l**^ 1? O’® ^*»

*—fjf **4^J1 jj^p- ^cJLx* eE jr^ Lw^j* La j ^V^UrnX* ^Lw^5 ^a J j 

JLdliw j£ aLLa^J^J j 5^J 1^*w>j I L jJ I ^jjU I Aji IjlJI j2x* * *Xs*-1^

o-* |J»J ^1 Jyt> 3-^T o-k'i jJT j T u-JaL j 3* I* j

u~* u*>*

144.20

V

144.25

to

144.30

t post Ua scr, t/lj
X <u •.. j : scripsi; a^ La scr.



1 • t

49v

j .„«»1 J CtL-O j\ JLA«JI jjj, d^VA* -£*- t_/*y 1^3 J

L^nJ 2Sj Vwwt

J-------J dS^tXa 3x>» ^y Jj^l dj^oJl ^y cAA*

i.JJ ...i tiii? ^jywJ ^4mXaJ JJ (3~£” ^ yev^xj^jl *AA«J 1

-~y< 1 j u-» JaA«» cA^ *xl 1^1 *iA#J 1

4^*9 C? t.9 CX^ «? 1 j j k—<Vfcj l^fr j-> 1^ fcJ

S'** d»*^ L*»*. d^J l^-fe* dJL*3_fc« c*J^ 3x> <_X^*“ £«p cs***^ o>^

1 >4. ^n4 hc’t £ J !■*«*• d-J lr* *>—*4 f'**

jc ^Kel ^/J ^y Q^b **y^_JI jjU Lf-U cJJ J «x«w U j (yJ cry

cA cry cA cT u*y cA CyA cr^ cry O* f~

o* cry Jl Jyk SE" ^y»«yJ 1 jl&«J 1 ^y dS^VJU. «ix>- ^*y CiJ^4

r—
cA try

l~f~) <C^Luk«^t VfJh« 1*1 L^jt> •••

cr*—»* cry Cr j-*-*^ cry cA*^ cA VP cA^**

djw VlJ 1 djj^aJ 1 ^y V«5"

d.....  ,i. H * 1 J j ^*yJ d^-j Lum ^J ^y cAA

°e>>»___: XZ CST ^*mX CLw tS' tc.lt C4& 4j£ 1 <J j dJ^AjU jj T v^iiaA* j*Z> AaaJ^P

dL^j buh« clQs> <_/*y ® <2>* j (Li)-? ^j-y <2r cA3 cry cx& j 1* t**y L><Jl*>

1 j * scr. X «l^JCb/ • dJLuCb/ scr.

ft. post cr** hapl.: cr-' cry O* cry cA-' p cAj

* post. scr. *-jl-** ° cOb: eJb scr.

1 o*: his, in fin. 49** et in init. 49v.

146.1

146.5

146.10

V>
146.15



1 • *

Vin»r»i—I—^-VVjrul J C^?’^ 1**A J) Jsb>" j^v^sJ I «X8i*J I jjjt

1

146.20

d«P 1 Ia»G& 1 t. i . 1^.^z j {jj'uisA.w £

!■ —!»«**» >lu>~ cry J t9”^ <U^Lmv» r^j Cj-^

<~r*» cry Oj^* ii-^ cry O* J$3 j\aUt qP

**
I -»...t IfJ 4>jj L*av» CCj t$* JL9 ... cry O* ®

CZ** cry cT .Z"*'*5 p CTy cTtf^ 1 *^”k 14-6.25

LyX/t V|«J <Cj!-*■*♦ d>w*«wbJ V^JI

hi r»ifi<3i<W (ill*' Ls*>j^p ^m>xJ <d«J Vt) 1 I US' LfJ <c^ L«m ^jSCxlp o^ 148.1

o—
(_jO ^Z"* ’ 1<A I CpstXz ... C5^

cr* y~^ p cry* f cry cT p^ J? O«?^ Cf- cr>^ ^;J^*** £J C^*

cj——-* cry* crj cry cr P^ y • • • cry oSu Uirff <y cry

CJ ..*> cT1 * * * V* CTy } cry* *—^ja p3£^ U^mIa p ^ • •• «T cTy* *»-A-*w«£> 148.10

~k.A..'ii.i.'E>> ^*“ cry O^ US' «x> _j ^y (_r_y Cr cry J* <-i-«~^>

CJ^*^—* C^MjJz ^JSLwJ I 1 U-& Cr duJ UJ 1 1 CHrti u5 All ^J^AA J'Jr till «j c? ImwA

tt-T .. . . f . . f * ^ .---- -. Hpfex^t p I'jMj&j L^Jl. cLm«wJ V^jt cr* c<^1«*»a 10

1 Ql^Slitt. X> obs. Y post cA*f spat. 2—3 litt. 0 j* • A» scr.

T ft • post cry hapl •: cry Cr p^^ <3* cry Oj^'** f4* cry Cr p^*^

1 ft. post '—* hapl.: ''■*£_ ^$A»xiz olr* qUaJ^a c)Uy I J ^-**yJ J

1 ft. post cry hapl.: cry C^ cry) <0^ 3L

Y y ...cry* : his et in pr. scr. et d*^s> om.; ft. post y hapl.:

c/-“—* ^w^aJ 4^Vm«a p cry* O^"* dr * dA* scr • 1 cry •

V Laa9j : tl*w^ scr. H JSAJ1: J^yJJ scr.

p" • • • ^0 LmA 1 in marg.; ^post



5 • i

eUa j uz"jr’

148.15

<* a o> 4^51 wU 13cv>t5 J tjjlA t j^t aJ I K" 1 a 1

«*~Sl I d-w K" aJ ’ C^* La »X>* 1 <Iap 15 V <j$L V*aJaA ^Z”' tZ”’ I

>■ Llaj^ I* LLaj <dJ L)I tz I aJ I 4pj fyx&J I ’ o^”

r „ . .M*P <btw» tj a J .X 1? Cz* 1 C^“ * «A^1^ 148 • 20

50r

^jtJ 1 .x 1? aJ O’* I tz^ *“^ cz* ^>*^31 <u* ««j I# <_aLxsJ Lx j <l» a Ls'J 13^tv3 L>

1 1 ^*wfc^ *3-5 1 t • • • 4^5 ’ aJ1 i2zi^ J ij3^-*J I ol? ’ tz^ ’ ‘■^ I CZJrf ^a-*

^jym.ii 1.31 4L>j 1y »i.JI j5 Ij aJ I ^z* 1 Cj^/1 aJ 1 cz*«?^ 4.« ’*»*»* L-L^X aJ Czir*

^y.31 iZ**Xj*-p ^j3 t 3x^J Ip <u^ I^paJ 1 ^5 aJ 1 <—*Lap j^t cf3 ’ AtjJiuwJ 1 aJ 1 (^z2ri 0^**

^r..T w.» ^_j*3 .ilaxiJ I CXa o^ 4JL5 L) I aJ 1 ^z* uz*i^ Cz* .Z"*”*^ cz*jz*

t <tpjj I L»J^3 JT 2£> 1 aa 1 Jsu>31 1 0^3*

4^51 a *3 Ip^J a La 4ap ts L 1jjj LmpI^p ^z^ I *"J G* ’ ^«z^ ’ *^" 150.1

rf^»».i* I «z J 1^ «jJ I *3-5 V. o tz^ ’ L^-»**J ’ ^5 J1 ^z*

4 ... . 4^51 j *J-s*'^5 ^3* £, 5 L3ax» l*-A L» cjpS" LJLxaj ^a j

!"■»*<« L>ifr ^_z^ I "^* <,*i‘3^z C. 5 uy^ ^*4Lr,3 ’ ^5 jJ t

"cX,—Js> Ap-uwJLJ? y iZ uZ*!^ -XX j^w^j AppukJ ^1 dl_>-l 3?jT b^Sl J La j

o tz*y o*^*-*5’ 1/ k u*y J'

V
148.25

v»

150.5

1 ^u^9 • t«—jz scr. t5 • om. t* 5^5tj scr.

1 post scr. j o ft. post t/1 aJlhapl.: J1 <-JaaJLJd1

*1 5jJ 1 aJ I



1 • Y

jjt Uij zj jl jJuJI ^y SSjL-t^ u3 q cz*^ c3 J

JJZ

I i,4«^mJC ^xkax) L^»J 3^1 J jUi

Jaw* 1^ bJ |bAWy^J J J JftJV {jylff1 J 1 *AX«J I (Z-LJ feV b)j 150 • 10

^^*bJ ji Vj j aIsa-w J »txA*u/ j^> 4i«»*X^r< ®

ui; £•

» . -, -„ - y , __
V^-*svv Lwb« *YjJI (j1a aXtc&» qj j* |J J u ^y^**-*

■■■«< tZ*.J"’ O* V*t *■^■*21 b) 1 C5'”^ LZ^**"2 CZ* V^b*ifl-*«* 3a <—ijo ii ^b* CZ*2

jJj O*“"* J LZ* ^(***^2 <L*J l^-*4 C-L> i—ii> ii £•** I

QJ H I»|*W^9 hi JUaJ J Lb. 3a iLxls* ^hm^9 hi hXff- ^ . • • V'l^bA'Xbrf J l>u>bft 4j*J £•* J*

O U*9" '* 3X ^>*^5 <u-uJ J J cZ^>* -^4 lZ*^ a*a*J Oj^* £•* Oj

1 Jl J . <Li^Vb«b« J iJ \—$i> ^>* pkbt'f CZ**2 UZ**^^ *~-w V».J dwTt liU «J

4 I.. I I j «„ > (Jz^ ^pl-lC-T 4«U»J*V «X>*I^ J hi9 1 L^bX) 1 J bJUj 1 <V»UbXA <V_J Vt*b*. J£^" *"^ *•—-!», K"

Sr A M* A
t CU-l« blA*J 1 ^ys..">- Q* ^JaPi ’ £jbV>- I C- I* blA«J I ^t*->- j «JA <U-t*bX A-J I J-vyl J Jill

L* try o" iii ^*y j b) I iv tZ*,^ A.*’**1^ CZ^’*' 4^»'< VJ I

o O* J-*-4^ LZ*>^^

I iv <tx-MbX «J cZ^JZ^ JI >11*1 1 ^y j UXb* js* C)^1 f'

UZ* ^t-*-*^ i tZ*^ <jj^ 3i>J tf^atb^ J bJ <z*J^ 150*25

V
150.15

v>
150*20

t O • om. t jSobs., ft.J scr.

«jr'‘**2' scr. » oj

om,

1 Ut«&31 fW?«AZu1 scr. *1 Cu • J •J scr.

0 an post uA*-P lect. sit y* JJ o^*3 JU_«J jL** 2Up. ^a bjao^
post Cy^ scr. U*>*



1 • A

50v

.... & tz^ o” cii’ L^j*J 1 bl aJ U eUJJ eUjjC^oU

(J tz'j’ o” L^zu*^ cy^ c3 b1 j q <zj’ O* 

o*^j j2>* o& o” c53s> rt.fc^wjS" XJ^ O^*^’ 152.1

cy-*** ChJK Uj <LjbJI 2jj^aJ1 o’ Jj lZ^ J C?

*j-*-*^ <-£/■'*'■ ^ b*^> bl *^-> • • • ct-JL, *^j &

j 45 u*y^ 2^Lt. q o*y o* <^*b >

1 «J o^1 5 *-b*^ J <laAJw AcJafr «,ji> 1 «J

<.,.■»« amJ^ j u uzi?^ o’ ’ J^<* o*^ ***** ^jSi j ’ »Ja«J 1 Lm«« uzi^ O*^’

^i-X* c^y ****^ j j o*^ o’ ’ izy ^z*-* j J uzjj* o* z**^ 1* o*y* o’ ’ <z>*

1 jjw?1 u o*j5 jjJ 1 q£ <z>* *****^ «P o*y o” <^*^' 0*^ 4rf***’ Jj o*^ o”

v>* o^ (J tz*y O* j-*-*3’ o®* o'-” <zj* O* z? J p5 uz'y

rfUuJ^j^vdj (J^** J LfJU ^M»»tf>t J 0*2^ O* z*"*^ o'*’ ’ iZZ^ b lZ'Z’

j„, .. «..«<? t Lf~2J j Jj o*^ i>* {J^J i? cz'j’ o” J3 tzj’ *-*-“••£ 45 izi* o” ^4 uz'j’

O* (ZJ* o” (Zj’ *f**^* JJ o*>* o” “^4 (Z>* ***** ezA* C^** 4J“’*j J ’■(-**

tJ <zy c>*

o” <Lii »«tJ& b^«J 1 I f^*-« *** cz*^’ ** ’ Jz’^’

o——-’ Q <zj^ o” <zz* ****^ 45 tz^ o” *^f" tzz’ *****

f J ■■- ■ *JaV qU- O*i«**‘ CzlA*^ Q j ** o4*^ O* * J^ ^-oiJ j ilJbJI Sjj^aJI 

Z C^ b^lj J f J J'-bjJ O» JSJ j»Z QtUjJac-^bjJl J j

152.5

152.10

152.15

1 £0b: lib scr.5 an post lect. sit: <^1,^ J 

T jT: 7 scr. T : Jael mel.

t scr.



i * n

152.20

51r

o
152.26

—Ec&t Jsuj Xj y*y y. flhx-I y. czP -P czP^ !-**• J 0*3* O^9

X6* <j*y JH ’•*^3 OZZ C'JJ J$" J l*P^ cZp* cP^* £>*

3*-—^ czP cP** O* .z*"*7’ czP -? 3*^ czP cP** O*

( 1 JL%. CZ^^ <V*,*«J y. _Z*"”*"0 3**^ CZ^^ cP ’ 030 f^f^9 <Ci.<w»«A 

...w^ <c**«j^ ^130 ^jJ 1 030 f^u>^9 a*uw 30* ^Mt^9

^^n—... *wlt y-*-*^ cZ^ P’ cZp Q yp P’ J u

fj cZp p ’ p czp *-***-^ q cZ_P p ’ J J cZp ***** J y cZp P ’ J czp ***"«* 

yy—■^O VO JU I kJ 1 (*f'J9 cP ’ «P CzP ***** y* yAutf>t ^yjo y#y cP ’ 030 tZ«^ ****x>

yy*j *^mw U^w? yV czp P’ P03 czp ***** _P czp P’ 030 y*y 4^*«j 152.30

>Ai..l j| • y*y y* ^_kiP jy»yJ I (ZXl^ CL-^ l«p U y»y cP’ uzi CZ^ *****5* yy cP’ 0E0 V 

<t..<01,6* j 3 cP’ 33 (yy 4-*.«J ^jasj*1> ^2^** ct-U <*-0 V*^ ’ 1 ^jj» ycju>

y<y—..j ’ 303 4^*«j6 V^~J ’ V^iXkw ’ y«p 30 *& j o czP 3’ 3u=>

(JJ.. . J ’ ■E3 ***«C*A Vf’JL. y*-*? ’ yA czp cP’ ’0’ y-y q yp &• f^P y®1

OTrZ Cz V? V cAJ <j j y czp C^Z**5^ y*^ t*y»y p’ 303 y*y ***w^ j •) ^j*1^9 154*5

< CL_^_—_Jb <Upa* SjS ’ Orf *bu>wJ ’ JscpJ ’ ^jlf- ij ’yJ ’ j5 ’j jJ ’ c-JaJ y K tjl

’ 3*03 i yOO scr. post quod ft. hapl.j yt> ^y y. ^JiP -Eu yy y5U: 

\ 333 ...ji dittog. et in pr. scr.: 303 ^y J1 XJ <....j 

V post p text, corruwpt. ex dittog, et in pr. scr.: I £7 S^ji

fj czp cP’ -P czP *z*-' o* 3*03' czP cP’ 33Jczp

i I: om,



11 •

t**t i.J IS” jj I Ij «xJ I 1<A I *X>-I O<J IS" <to«5I? V IjjJ £) I I *)J I

dj»j lj^«J I Ij Jl) I <—JiULj <l.a IsU* tZ""' C^fa«£J^Z J <Uj lj_*«J I Ij faO I u>'-£" aL V. I

.jJ I 3^.51 jJI j dsj Ij^uJ Ija Ij jl) I <2/* I S^ljJI 1«ja> dJyl«Jl 2^51 «x) I ^j

")l djfl jdl (j)l 5jSJ I jia^ a^mJ ^lz ^*jly**H _jilj jlJI (2>* <il5l*JI 5^5) jJI L^~~. l«S 

l m »<»> (^-) i iy**J i ij *^) i 15^51 jJ i <jz* t tz^’ i V|—*« l*-*

J l 2j>j Ij.mJ I yi Ij jl) I ^JLaju _z**' _j t_yd I 2^21 jl) I } t_j'*^i-*d I Jj^ tz^CMrt

Vf->Jlj*fX* Ij jd I dis ^yd I <l1S tfc) I I tX) I ^^*jZ

154.10

154.15

o

V
154.20

I <L i kIqX* *^tZ lj-4*J I Ij tX) I u ,.^,l^.z I I I dsv>d I (_2^^d"Z

tajh a*.* 15 C I jJ O ^*^4^ O ^Lz' ’ tz^ 1

jj Ij JL) I i^Z* 1 I ’’*

iii. <S^51 *J <3^* AfcJctf' l^Z'*"" t <>y I j j£d j SjjljzJI

<tj * I «j *^z ^“**J I Ij I

gr *» t ......  -___  « —
I ^lx> 4ja*j q I. Jjjj* w j 6j5 I «z jjffc yjb fa) 5^51 fa) V^~*v 1%5 I 5ji I *x) I ^j

£J*J 0f)l «E3" <L*-t*fa> j^Z* ^Sl*) JI 154*25

^J)ji...fa.,tAl) I ^Sjfa) ^j jvJ>xj 4jt I fa) (jy^ _J dJftSjU j*j <Uj IjXfc) I ^5 Ij tX) I <J^S I «J I®

Jx>J U • • • (3^* <-£>• > «J (r! J <i) I I «) faLf) I

* ■ •"-* f-feid ujiz 3au>* (j*)I (3s6, 4x>* ... <L-fa4*3o <LjI3) <t^jVfaw* !z^ ... 158*6

I 4^Iji)I: ^IfaXJI scr. T >5 : bis. t j.): J j scr.

1 ft. post om. 1 pg. ex exemp.j cf. 11. 154.28-156.22 text. Graec. 

© post (JtJ om. 11. 156.22-158.1 ex text. Graec.

"I post CZZb om. 11. 158.1-158.6 ex text Graec.

V q* S om.
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5lv

■—I *J£X*^* ibl^J*** J' £» Jx>- c£b c*-4 *#b -ESJ7 *ob

^VT-I-.—111111.1 -•■ X-^-i* Q j ’ <X^ <L***W £ ui wJ^U>" |jyl I J 4tfA.*UW J^LZ*'

J AaamJ ^4 fisifct «J JLx>- I V«£ I *Jj wtu>- d.i«w> £2>4 J 3su> AaaiwS"

tfj I jhj 4Uaau«*3 *J 8 J f «J^^~ J I ^JuXS j <J j ^* *J

CT-i"* ti-’J ~&L jj J <>^51 □

158410

1
158.15

V » Y
«j. Jj jJ 1 V^wLuK^ 4 «JL>- lj tfj51 <J 0 Lav Ja-> IXsXl^ |2> (J?- *~'w J J

h ■' »'^*^ dj5 C«w K” j La«aa. Vmu3 <Uj Jj-v«J J yi Jj dJ 1 J**^ ^,-A»£3Aj J 4j<j Jj-v*J J

L^.«v l«s ou ti" ’ CrtLz^ 1 ‘■'^ ’ O* Czi^z^ ’ o* ^*** b^*J b ‘■^ ’ o^" I*

<1 ...mJ JjX*J 1 Jj Jl) J ^e 4) *X>*Jj <j5 J «J Lav Ja-» ^vaX) I J *^J J ^.VxsS y LJj^ J bz^ ’ V
158.20

I ■— mi ■'■*<jJ J Jl) J J_^JIav L* J J J ^rjfi } J b O* J 5^51 klJ J ^2Z!ri J»*^ 

flapt ilS U J 2j5 J jJ I L^avL*J7 jjd I aj£ J dJ J jJ=J ^jll 5^31 j}oj UL*-»c> <L-«J & U ^J-Jj^JJ

^J* J ...  ■>*> ^VaX) I J «Xl J (^Ti? ^y'' (Jf'j JjA*J J ’ ‘"^ O* ’ rta.AW.»

j..... . i i   * Jj JlJ J <^U»i ^■’yj C^** * L«J J jrf J JlJ J |^4 ^■’J^ (J J L. ^«oj.i*mi» 4 *X>* Jj J b)

L|>J J^^-;

158 .'25

Jo

1 scr.

V u*: Jj& scr»

V X-w^: scr. 1 £*5: obs., ft. scr.

.Jj : om. A v«» • om.

V qL-U: ...^b/lj: in marg.; post

A Crfj^IJ * corr. ex </’J.



1 1 X

zJ I 4 jl>- «j^s I , fc^_ I z (j^

1.

cr .xbuj <j!b- ^1 2^1 z j 4jj lyuJ I

-**b> la~|<JLw 1*7^ ^XftJ I j£> bj zJ I ^4 ^L»a&»kJ

4^5 I Z ^jA y iU4j*JsU* 6jj 1 kJ t«a*J I*'1"*'®

K * T T
f 1 ..unn t«Jj ^y****^ CZb^Z^’ Z^ 1? zJ 1 O^"”

^j. .i i«< 1 4^J t zJ 1 Zlp- i—* 1 OlZ^ ’ Z ^uJLxaJ Z-i^* t*-* ’ ^'Z”' ’ *“}

«. ^?. m.3 1 &1 kJ j^jSlkl z^j* ’ ^iz^L^*** ^*-' t_s'J I trCtj?* z *^z ^Z"**"^ z^ !z *^3 * 

j....... ........  * 1zJ I iZ* Z L-^-a» tkw ^yO tz^ zJ ’ Z Z^* t/ ’ z |z**^ Z"* !z ’ Cz*

4. .k.«A4<w (2z* tZ^ ’ 1 4^53 I 4,J«W (J*) ’ uJz^ pA ^z^ ’ *"^ ^*Z ^Z**'^

C-^" ezz* <z^ ’ uz*Z^

4 Z—J d.l'^S-A.rf t» Vj zJ 1 ^-*v^*sJ dJklSj <Uj I^aaJ 1 ji tj kjJ 1 U-JaJ ^S3l* 

j ..............* kjJ I ^*>4 4^5 I kJ ^-kw^vJ y ^LSwJ ^JrxJ 1^ kJ y tiJ «£' 4 wtiX* 4 Z-f* tj

158.30

V

158.35

«X> -tat .j 4^ la 1 >—nlj^jC- 4^51 Z ^-*»^j*J tilp 4^51 Z t yft> j dJ dlsJL*-/^4-> 4«/j ^-k4-J ’

uZ <tlxsZ 2^^ 4^51 ***** l^. z 160 45-

l ...... . ■ f^5 Z l»-ft> z iZ l«>*^3aft l^z^ ’ ^«4>«z z O ^*iZ tz** 23"^"^ vXZ^ ’ O*^^ Io

L 4—■■■1'^Krf j& ^^»JaA 4^51 kJ C-«4-k*^ uZ 4 ^jjkJaxJ ^jlf> ‘“^ O ^*** I**

j«-....*>»ot 0j Z *“^ tz*Z*J ^tfZ^*** <3^ <z*Z* OZ^ 0-bJ 4^51 kJ J U?

1 ijtz^ Jlitt. Z Ohs. 

IT <—*1 • u-><^ 1 sox* •

1 JJ/lz : Jlz scr.

0 : jC falso

1 : om.

* ft. post ^ylzh-apl. s Q^yl jdl fhJ

Y z : om#



I ir

52r «JL,—> dZ O^ Z <3^” t^j9 •■—L^h-p q* jl dj lzvZ* j ® <Z*Z* O* 160.

Jl Sj£Jl jJsJ 4>m<w Jj jj ^*Z cZ*Z^ o* Ji’ »X< (Z* VZ^ CZ*4"* (Z’Z^'»

^Jjj I L»Su< f j2>® <Z*Z^ JJ JcsJb (J^J-5 (J I o* u*y* ^**«-' o f1j j^9

.-ri-ft, ft <3^5 I Z ^Li? 1 L>i^t JL^J, J dlG” Z"*Z^ Jj) 1 <_/*** iZ'Z"^ &4*SMu, vZ^ fjsspt 3^-ft 160.15

«|.| t ll MW. jg L*j ojLfo I. aid I <_i ZJ>~ I 31 J c£X> tZ*J^ d 1 lZ'w* <Z*Z* *b-«Z Q* ®

Y*
(./** tzz^ ^dw> y^ I ^*yJI A^««fc/ j^-la <*jl a Jzx? JI i j^9 160.

10

20

1*1—---Ip (_z*Z^ I Z^ CZ^Z*^ lZ* tjj3s> <^fi>^9 (jj I ^y«w {J*^9 Arfxuw ld*E^ kZ*Z^

4j, LII.L^kJ l J^9 <Z*Z* o* u>R iZ** <Z*Z* J** 1 tZ*Z^ 1 ot dJzj

_ ____ ujp^=»
L—JZjt l« dJz j dX ^.y Jl ju ^y 1*a<j y tnA^ p**’ cr^ £r’JJ^Jjl 160.25

.* • .t
OJrf-' O’

&

4^ ..»».* I aJ1 Jl< L**u*. Vaxwf <l*xa-1^c* V. O* i<’nZ ’z** z** 1? ^z^ <j? w I z I

.* . - “ - - .V~». 1* I „? V*JI «1ax<iJ I* z*"* 1? ^**«* **’j lyd I 1^ aJ I 1

L*>«jV <Lj 1yd IJ Ij a) I <y LfJLtoX-rf,4«x>*l^ SjIaJ 2L»Im t»1^ <Lj1yd1 Jl^aJI v_-tixjV 162.1

• .- . I* _
<bj Cum. IjAxmZ V^aibW l*y lj-*d Z’ 1? O* |0

I j I om.

V 3Js Jj sor.

T J=J : om.

1 ^w*: 2^i falso

d ^y : om.

1 post jb sor.

Y ^5-j • om.

A jl^a: falso

5 L-. L *‘ z~ • f scr.

V Jlj aJI &» : Lis.
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52v

"   £uu>^ I vLa I <>^51 ^juoJ I *“■■'' ’ kj?

•Aj <0^5 I kJ 1®* *XA C 1 L«v^P 1<A Vm-^9 162 • 5

■. kt.■.$.*., AojJoA«J jj I ^5 lj kXJ I ^4 J^wJ I

s, k-J=uL 5jU U q^s *jl»w cLf~U &' ybj </>?>*«’

•» w
-—mi«4 1. |*»l»ii*U^ A kJL>- tjj 6jji I kjJ <L*v 1m la I <Uj J ^5 «jJ 1

^»A ^v^iJ <U^ Lwu. dJ t^-kaJ 1 j5 1^ *jJ 1

«JL>- t_J Isj51 kJ l*Jb jjj hw^ 1^2*4 Is^S 1 kJ 6j> tXwiS' U aSt dtU kJ 

I kJ ^5*U 1** kXA 61 Lk»^P IaA j Cj^‘' T.JJ !<•**• aJLfi/l Am-IoA ^yij

1 kJ kJ-^~ 1*m u»«l ^jr“ ’ ^*0 **J ’ O’5 (j*

.,. .i.-iJU 1m <JLa aJo kj*^ kj/* -^26* 1 kJ jj^4 VkkJkoJ 1 *Mr"

if ..—'■^ J C-La 4j*^ l«kk4 4=ls>r oj^-1 ^CJ ^-k.J 1 j$ 1^ kjJ 1 (J_>4 1 4jH I kJ

-K__*dJ jtkM jo 1 <Ja5j j I aLaJ JJ1 pJXkMJl J=L>JI J klA (_/^*J i-jt-.-s

jS kjj t J kjS^ J*} 1*M 3o j ^JJ^P mJxX, y liJ tfJxPal J^Th^ C? I ^jAp-k-MkoJ 1

1 klj l«-*k 1m I4I 1 kJ Kj“s^ VmP 1<—fw t li-J kJ JJ jS* (Ljkjkkk, Jo l j^w^XP <U>^ Vkk_k4

kJ~--.L..^ u?*^ J fj cJ*J^ u*^ } l*-f^O!■/*■' j3 1 jitjkiJ 1 ^4

CjLkkka *J ^jpp 2 kio-lj 2j5 \ «j CT& j ^a u-^i* *J eJ*>^ Jj05

Crit1* I* J uj*J^

162.10:

V

162.15

162.20

1 y1jkJ1:litt. j sup. 

j: ora.

r Z : JAP scr.

“a * ** * u*.^ scr.



1 1 O

*-**-> hl* t$" I 1 ^5^ ^j-wd I «jJ 1 b t «J A^aJaA 4^51 «J 6^ *•—**» 1* 1 «J I

1. i, ^<ii4» Va5 (^s*-J ’ *x3 4^5 1 «J (^>" b*' ^*d 1 ^51^ hXJ I dJ b 4^jJac • »J

L_»«4^uh$ U^**J 1 »xJ I ^x* ^5bAt«» ^yx.*l»>.*'h.wJ I O1? ‘■^ ’
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■^/in the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful

The first chapter from the hook of Theodosius on the spheres/

A sphere is a solid figure contained by one surface^ all

straight lines which are drawn from a particular point within it so

as to meet that surface are equal to one another.

The centre of a sphere is that point.
2

Aaa- axis of a sphere is some straight line passing through the

centre and terminating in hoth directions at the surface of the 

spherewhen the line remains stationary^ the sphere rotates on it.

The poles of the sphere are the ends of the axis.

On a sphere, that which is called'* a pole of a circle is a

point on the surface of the sphere, from which all1 2 3 4* straight lines 

which are drawn to the circumference of the circle are equal to

one another. .

/it is said of a sphere that the distance of the circles from 

its centre is an equal distance when the perpendiculars drawn from

the centre of the sphere to the planes of the circles are equal to 

one another; and the circle which is further is that on which falls

a longer perpendicular. .

It is said that 8 plane is inclined to another plane if we mark

on the common section of the two planes some point, and there is 

drawn from it to each one of the two planes a straight line at right

1. cf. Greek-Arabic apparatus, 2:1.

2. "axis”: two Greek mss. use "axis”, hut Heiherg preferred 
"diameter" cf. Eucl. xi deff. 15 & l6» and Greek-Arabio app8ratusl2,6.

3. The Arabic agrees with two Greek readings rejected by Heiberg^
cf, Greek-Arabio Apparatus'?: 2,10, .

4. The Arabic agrees with two Greek readings rejected by Heiberg,
cf. Greek-Arabic Apparatus J, 2.11,



angles to the common section, and so the two drawn lines contain an 

acute angle, and the inclination is the angle which those two 

straight lines contain./ It is said that the inclination of a , 

plahe to a plane is similar to the inclination of another plane

5 to another plane, when the straight lines drawn from the common

sections of the planes at right angles in each one of the planes 1 :V

from the same points contain equal angles; /those the angles of

which are smaller are more greatly inclined./ 

i

1 110 If a spherical surface is cut hy some plane, the section so made

. is the circumference of a circle.

Let a spherical surface he cut hy some plane. Let it make 6

on the surface of the sphere a section, line ABG. I say that line

ABG is the circumference of a circle. ,

15 If the secant plane passes through the centre of the sphere, it is
iiTiG 2clear that line ABG is circumference of a circle, for the straight

lines which are drawn from the centre to line ABG are equal to one

another. If the matter is thus, it is clear that the centre of the 
2

circle is the same (as that of the sphere).

2

1. ’’the line on the surface of the sphere'*'.

2. An abridgement of: "for the lines falling from the centre of the 
sphere to the surface are equal to each other. The line ABG is on 
the surface; so that the lines falling from the centre of the sphere 
to line ABG are equal to one another. Plane ABG was assumed to he 
through the centre of the sphere, so that line ABG is the 
circumference of a circle of which the centre is the same as of the 
sphere."



3

If the secant plane does not pass through the centre of the 

sphere, then let us conceive the centre of the sphere as point D.

Let there he drawn from it to the ^plane which passes through line 

ABG^ perpendicular DE. Let it meet the plane at point E. Let the
p

5 two lines EB EG he drawn., Let the two lines DB DG he joined.

Since /point D is the centre of the sphere/, line BB is equal to 

line DG. Therefore the square on line DB is equal to the square on 

line DG, and the squares on the two lines DE B

EB are equal to the square on line DB /for the *

10 angle which the two lines DE EB contain is

. right/, and the squares on the two lines DE EG

are equal to the square on line DG /for the

angle which the two lines DE EG contain is right./ The squares on

the two lines DE EB are equal to the squares on the two lines DE EG.

15 The common square of line DE is sutQtracted. Therefore the square on
line EG remains equal to the square on line BE, Therefore line BE is
equal to line GE, •

We might also similarly prove that all the straight lines which

are drawn from point E to line ABG equal one another; and ABG is the

20 circumference of a circle, and point E is the centre of the circle.

From that it is clear that if there is drawn a perpendicular from

the centre of a sphere to any circle on the sphere, it will fall 

on the centre of the circle. /That is what we wanted to prove/.

ii

25 How do we find*5 the centre of a given sphere?

1t>

1. ’’secant plane”.

2. add: ’’from point E to line ABG”.

3. "To find"
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Let a given sphere be conceived ; we wish to find its centre,
2Let us cut it with any plane; the section so made is a circle. 

Let the circle which is made be circle AB. /Then, if the secant 

plane passes through the centre of the sphere, it is clear that the 

5 centre of both the sphere and the circle is one, and we have learned 

.how to find the centre of a given circle. If the secant plane does 

not pass through the centre/, let the centre of the circle AB be 

point G. Let there be drawn from point G a line, GB, set up on the 

plane of circle AB at right angles. Let it be produced in both 

10 directions and meet the surface of the sphere at the two points BE. 

Let line BE be bisected at point Z. I say

that point 2 is the centre of the sphere.

■ If the centre is not thus, then it is

possible that the centre is another point. Let

15 it be point H. We draw from point H a lind meeting the plane cf the 

circle at point T at right angles, /if there is drawn from the 

centre of e sphere to any circle on the sphere a straight line 

perpendicular to it, it will pass through the centre of the circle/. 

Therefore point T is the centre of the circle; but point G was also

20 its centre. That is impossible, ^/if the perpendicular falls on

point G, then there have been drawn from the same point on the same 

plane on the same side two straight lines at right angles. That is 

impossible/.Therefore point H is not the centre of the sphere.

b :r

10

1 :i

o :V

1. “Let there be...’1 2 3 4,

2. "it will make”.

3. The bracketed passage is the corollary to prop. i.

4. For this passage, cf. scholion 10 in Greek ms. B "For we would



5

We might also similarly prove that it is not possible that the 

centre of the sphere is a point other than point Z. Therefore point 

Z is the centre of the sphere.

Prom that it is clear that if a circle is on a sphere, and there 

5 is set up on the centre of the circle a straight line perpendicular

to the plane of the circle, the centre of the sphere is on that set
2 2 up line. That is what we wanted to prove. V it

iii
3

10

If a sphere touches a non-secant plane, then it touches it at 
3one point only.

If possible, let a sphere touch a plane at ^"rnore than one point 

without cutting it. Let it touch it at two 

points, points A B. Let the centre of the 

sphere be point G. Let us join the two lines £

15 AG GB. Let the plane be produced which passes through the two lines 

AG GB; it makes a section which on the surface of the sphere is a

circle and on the plane is a straight line. Let the circle which is 

made on the surface of the sphere be circle DAbLg] and the straight 

line which is made on the plane be line EABZ.

io

not say that the perpendicular drawn from point T to the plane of 
circle ABC will fall on point B; there would be two straight lines 
set up at right angles from the same point in the same plane, which 
is a paradox,” cf. Heiberg, p. 167.18-21.

1. add: ’’which is what was required to prove”.

2. That...prove: misplaced; this is a corollary.

3. "A sphere does not touch a non-secant plane at more than one 
point."

4. "several points"



Since the plane does not cut the sphere, line EABZ also does not I :o

cut the circle DAB.^ Since there have "been marked on the 

circumference of the circle two points at random, the two points A. B, 

the line which joins point A and point B falls inside circle DAbEg];

5 hut it a,Iso fell outside it. That is impossible.

Therefore a sphere does not touch a non-secant plane at more than © :©

one point.

iv

If a sphere touches some non-secant plane, the straight line 

10 which joins the centre and the point of contact is a perpendicular on

the tangential plane.

Let a sphere touch some non-secant plane at /one point,/ point A.
2

Let the centre of the sphere he point B. I say that line AB is a V :©

perpendicular on that plane.

3 415 For, if a plane is produced passing through line AB, it makes

on the surface of the sphere circle AGD and on the plane straight 

line EAZ.4

5
Let there also pass through line AB another plane. Let it make

on the surface of the sphere circle AT and on the plane line KAL.

1. The Arabic transposes the subject and object.

• 2. add: ’’let line BA be joined”.

3. ’’let”.

4. ’’Indeed, it will make a section which on the surface of the sphere 
is a circle and on the plane is a straight line. Let it make on the 
surface of the sphere circle AGD and on the plane line EAZ.”

5* add: ”a section which is”.

6
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5

10

15

20

Since the plane touches the sphere, line EAZ is' also tangential to

to circle ADG. Since straight line EAZ 

touches circle ADG at point A, and there 

was drawn from point A to the centre of 

the circle line AB, line AB is a perpen

dicular on line EAZ, It is clear that

point B is the centre of circle AGD, Because thd plane of circle AGD 

passes through line BA which is drawn from the centre of the sphere.

We might also similarly prove that line BA is a perpendicular on
. 2 line KAL. Since straight line BA is a perpendicular to the common

. psection of the point of intersection of the two lines EZ KL, line 

AB is a perpendicular on the plane which passes through them, and 

the plane which passes through the two lines EZ KL is tangential to 

the sphere/That is what we wanted to prove./

v 1

If a sphere touches some non-secant plane, and there is drawn 

from the point of contact with the plane a line set up on it at 

right angles, the centre of the sphere is on that set up line.

Let a sphere touch some non-secant plane at point A. ^Let there 

he drawn from point A a perpendicular on the plane, line AB.^ I 

say that the centre of the sphere is on line AB.

1. Heiherg would delete as otiose and confusing.

2. The Arabic is confused. The Greek reads: "to the two straight 
lines EZ KL, which intersect each other, at the point of sectioning."

3. adds "thenline AB is perpendicular to the plane which is tangent 
to the sphere."

4. "let line AB he set up from point A perpendicular to the plane."

to ;o

:1

b
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1 1 If that is not possible, then it is possible to be otherwise*

5

10

Let the centre of the sphere be point G. Let line GA be joined*

Since a sphere has touched a non—secant plane at

point A, and there was drawn from the centre of the

sphere to the point of contact line GA, line GA is a

.perpendicular on the plane. Line BA was a perpendicular 
. 2

on it also. Therefore there are drawn at right angles from the same 
□

point on the same planeJ two straight lines, lines AB AG, /on the 

same side;/ that is impossible. Therefore point G is not the centre' 

of the sphere* We might similarly also prove that it is not possible 

that the centre is any other point which is not on line BA.^ /That 

is what we wanted to prove./

io

vi

Of the circles which are on the sphere, those passing through the X*
5

15 centre of the sphere are the greatest, and of the remaining circles 

those equidistant from the centre are equal, and those further from

the centre are smaller.

Let there be on a sphere the circles AB GB EZ. Let circle GB pass

through the centre of the sphere. Let the distance of the two circles

20 AB EZ from the centre be firstly equidistant. I say that the greatest

of these circles is GB and that the two circles AB EZ are equal. o »y

For, we make the centre of the sphere point H. Therefore it is

the centre of circle GB. Let there be drawn from point H to the planes

1. "For, let it not be, but, if possible.”

2. "the assumed plane”.

3. adds "which has been assumed1 2 3 4*. _ —

4. adds "Therefore the centre of the sphere is on line BA.”

5» "other”
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of the two circles AB EZ the two perpendiculars HT HK. Let them 

meet the planes of the two circles at the two'points T K. Therefore 

the two points T K are the centres of the two circles AB EZ. Let us 

draw from the points T K H to the /circumference of the/ circles AB

5 GB EZ straight lines, the lines TL KN HM. Let the two lines HL HN b

he joined.

Since line HT is a perpendicular on the plane of circle AB, it 

will make right angles with all straight lines which are drawn from 

its end in the plane of circle AB. Line TL was drawn from its end,

10 being in the plane of circle AB. Therefore angle LTH is right. We

might also similarly prove that angle HKN is also right. Again,

since angle LTH is right,'1 2 3 4' angle LTH is greater than angle LHT.

2Therefore line LH is longer than LT. Line LH is equal to line HM 1

because point H is the centre of the sphere, and the two lines HL

15 HM have been drawn from it to the surface of the sphere. Therefore

line HM is longer than line LT. Line HM was drawn from the centre

of circle AB to its circumference. Therefore circle GB is greater

than circle AB. We might also similarly prove that ^it is greater 

4than circle EZ. Therefore circle GB is greater than the circles ©
3

20 which are on the sphere.

I say also tha,t the two circles AB EZ are equal.

For, since their distance from the centre is equal, line HT’ is

1. adds "angle LHT is less than right".

2. "side’".

3. “It is greater also than all the circles on the sphere which are 
not through the centre of the sphere.’"

4. Possibly a scribal error for "greatest of"
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equal to line HK. Again, since point H is the centre of the sphere,

line HL is equal to line HN. Therefore the square on line HL is

equal to the square on line HN# But the squares on the two lines LT

TH are equal to the square on line HL, and the squares on the two b :A
5 lines NK KH are equal to the square on line HN. Therefore the squares

on the two lines LT TH are equal to the squares on the two lines HK 

KN. The square on line’TH is equal to the square on line HK, and so

the square on line TL remains equal to the square on line KN#

Therefore line TL is equal to line KN. Line TL was drawn from the 

10 centre of the circle AB to its circumference, and line KN was drawn :A

. from the centre of circle EZ to its circumference. Therefore the

line which was drawn from the centre of circle AB to its circum

ference is equal to the line which was drawn from the centre of 

circle EZ to its circumference. /Therefore circle AB is equal to

15 circle EZ./

Again, let the

distance of circle AB

from the centre of the

sphere he greater than

20 the distance of circle EZ from it. I say that circle AB is smaller 1 :n

than circle EZ.

We construct the things which we have (previously) constructed 

the same. Then, since the distance of circle AB from the centre of

the sphere is greater than the distance of circle EZ from it, line 

25 HT is longer than line HK. Since line HL is equal to line HN,^ the

1. add: "for point H is the centre of the sphere and L N are at the 

surface.”
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square on line 1IL is equal to the square on line HN. . But the

squares on the two lines HT TL are equal to the square on line HL, ©

and the squares on the two lines HK KN are equal to the square on

line HN. Therefore the two squares LT TH are equal to the two

squares HK KN. The square on line TH is greater than the square on

line HK. There*°lSie square on line LT remains smaller than the square

on line NK. Therefore line LT is smaller than line KN. Line TL was

drawn from the centre of circle AB to its circumference, and line KN

was drawn from the centre of circle EZ to its circumference. There- V : 5

fore circle AB is smaller than circle EZ*

/Therefore it is clear that/ of the circles which are on the sphere,
2those passing through the centre are the greatest, and of the

3 • 3remaining circles, those equidistant from the centre are equal and 

those further from the centre are smaller. /That is what we wanted 

to prove./

vii :*

If a circle is on a sphere, and there is joined "between the centre 

of the sphere and the centre of the circle a line^, the line which is 

joined between them is a perpendicular on /the plane of/ the circle.

Let the circle which is on a sphere be circle ABGD.. Let the 1 :)•

centre of the sphere be point E and the centre of the circle point Z.

Let line EZ be joined. I say that line EZ is a perpendicular on

circle ABGD.
5

Let there be drawn from the centre of the circle the two lines

I

1. "i.e., the squares LT TH are equal to the squares NK KH."

2. "of the sphere".

3. "the others".

4. "someyLine". 5* "through".
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5

Let the two lines

o :b

10

15

20

XA2G BZD ? /they are two diameters of the circle/.

EB ED he joined* Then, since line ZB is equal 

to line ZD, and line ZE is common, the two lines 

BZ ZE are equal to the two lines DZ ZE respect

ively, and hase BE is equal to base DE, for -

point E is the centre of the sphere, and the two points B D are on 

the surface of the sphere* Therefore angle BZE is equal to angle

DZE. When a straight line is set up on a straight line making the two 
2 2angles which are on its two sides equal, one of them to the

other, each one of the two equal angles is right*. /The set up line 

is called the perpendicular on the line upon which it is set up./ 

Therefore, each one of the two angles BZE DZE is right* ' Therefore 

line EZ is a perpendicular on line BD. We might also similarly 

prove that it is a perpendicular on line AG also. Then, since ’ 

straight line EZ is set up^ on the^common section^.of the two lines 

AG BD, of which one cuts the other, it is also set up on the plane

which passes through the two lines AG BD. The plane which passes 

through the two lines AG BD is circle ABGD. Therefore, line EZ is 

a perpendicular on the plane of circle ABGD. /That is what we 

wanted to prove/.

V :b

io :V

1 . "AZ ZG BZ ZD”.

2.. “adjacent”.

5 . “set up at right angles", which may he an integral idea of , 

4» "point of section”. .
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vm

If a circle is on a sphere, and. there is drawn from the centre of 

the sphere a perpendicular on it, and it is produced in hoth direc

tions, it will fall on the two poles of the circle.

5 ' Let the circle on a sphere he circle ABG. Let the centre of

the sphere he point D. Perpendicular 
1

DE is drawn from point D to the plane

of circle ABG. Let it meet the plane

of the circle at point E. Therefore

10 point E is the centre of circle ABG.

Let line DS he produced in hoth directions. Let it meet the surface

of the sphere at the two points Z H. I say that the two points Z H 

are the two poles of circle ABG.

Let the two lines AEG BET he drawn. Let the lines AZ ZG AH HG 

15 1/BZ ZT BH Ht/ he joined.

Then, since straight line ZE is a perpendicular on circle ABG, and 

it makes right angles with all the straight lines which are drawn 

from its end in the plane of circle ABG, each one of the angles 2EA 

ZEG ZEB ZET is right. Again, since line AZ is equal to line EG, and

20 line EZ is common and at right angles, hase AZ is equal to hase ZG.

We might also similarly prove that the lines which are drawn from 
2point Z to arc ABG are equal to one another. Therefore point Z is 

the pole of circle ABG.^

1

1. "let...he drawn”.

2. "line”.

Cf. appendix^01132 for a discussion of 

these lines, FIGURE I-viii.

3. adds "Indeed, we might similarly prove that point H is also a 
pole. Therefore the points ZH are poles of circle ABG."
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1/Therefore it is clear that/ if a circle is on a sphere, and

there is drawn from the centre of the sphere a perpendicular on it,

and it is produced in both directions, it falls on the two poles of 
1 •

the circle.

ix2 Io : H

’ If a drcle is on a sphere, and there is joined between one of its 

two poles and the centre a straight line, the line is a perpendicular

on the circle. 1 2 3 4 5

The proof of this proposition resembles the proof of the 

proposition which preceeds it, because the lines drawn from the 

centre of the circle to its circumference are equal, and also 

because the lines drawn from the pole to the circumference of the

circle are equal. ,

X3 • 0 : n

4 A.If a circle is on a sphere, and there is drawn from one of its

two poles^ to it a line which is a perpendicular on it, it falls on the

centre of the circle; and if it is produced in the other direction,

it falls on the other pole /of the two poles/ of the circle.

Let the circle which is on a sphere be circle ABG. Let there be 
5 5drawn to it from one of its two poles , point D, perpendicular BE.

1. "and from the centre of the sphere and so forth”.

2. This proposition is wanting in the Greek text. It is merely a 
corollary based on the two previous propositions.

3. ”©*” or ix. ' •

4. "from either of its poles”.

5. "from either of its poles”.
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Let it meet the plane of the circle at point E. Let line DB he V : W

produced and meet the surface of the sphere /which is on the other

side/ at point Z. I say that point E is the centre of circle ABG,
1 1 and point Z is the other pole of the two poles of circle ABG.

5 Let the two lines EA EB he drawn from point E. Let the lines AL

DB AZ ZB he joined.

Then, since line DE is a perpendi- „ 

cular on circle ABG, it makes right

angles with all the straight lines

10 which are drawn from its end in the plane of circle ABG. Each one of

the two lines AE EB is drawn from its end, and they are in the plane

of circle ABG. Therefore each one of the two angles DEA DEB is

. right. Since line AD is equal to line DB, the square on line AD is 
equal to the square on line DB; hut the square on line AD is

15 equal to the squares on the two lines AB ED, and the square on line

DB is equal to the squares on the two lines DE EB. Therefore the 1 : W

squares on the two lines AE ED are equal to the squares on the two

lines BE ED. The common square, the square on line DE, is 

subtracted. Therefore the square on line AE remains equal to the

20 square on line EB. Therefore line AE is equal to line EB. We might

also similarly prove that ail the lines drawn from point E to line

ABG are equal /to one another/. Therefore point E is the centre of o

circle ABG.

I say also that point Z is the other pole /of the two poles/ of

25 circle ABG.

Since line AE is equal to line EB, and line ZE is common and at 

right angles /to these two lines/, has;e AZ is equal to hase ZB.

1. "of the circle”.~
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Similarly also , all the straight lines which are drawn from point Z

to /circumferential/ line ABG are equal /to one another/. Therefore 

2 2point Z is the other pole of the two poles of circle ABG. It is 

clear that point B is the centre of circle ABG. Therefore point E

5 is the centre of circle ABG and point Z is the other pole /of the two 

poles of circle ABG. That is what we wanted to prove./

- xi^

If a circle is on a sphere, the straight line which passes through 

its two poles is a perpendicular on it, and it passes through its

10 centre and the centre of the sphere.

Let the circle which is on a sphere he circle ABGD. Let its two 

• poles'he the two points E Z. ^Let the straight line, EZ, which passes

through its two poles, he joined.I say that line EZ is a perpen

dicular on circle ABGD, and it passes through its centre and the

15 centre of the sphere. '
c 5 6
•^Let it pass through the plane of circle ABGD at point H • Let

there he drawn from point H the two lines AH GH. Let AH he in a 

straight line with HG. Let there also he drawn from point H the two 
lines HB HD. Let HB he in a straight line with HD.^ Let the lines

10

1 :U

1. "We might likewise prove”; possibly a srcihal error for this 
idiomatic phrase.

2. "a pole".

3. ”lr*” or x.

4* "and let the line drawn through its poles he joined. Let it he 
line EZ.”

5* "Let line EZ meet the plane of circle ABGD at point H."

6. "Let the lines AHG BHD he drawn from point H."
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BE ED BZ ZD Be joined. .

Since line EB is equal io line ED, and line EZ is common, the two 

lines BE EZ are equal to the two lines DE EZ respectively, and Base c> : K

BZ is equal to Base ZD. Therefore angle BEZ is equal to angle DEZ,

5 Again, since line BE is equal to line DE, and line EH is common, the 

.two lines BE EH are equal to the two lines DE EH respectively, and

angle BEH is equal to angle DEH. Therefore Base BH is equal to Base

DH, and triangle BEH is equal to triangle EDH, and the remaining b :K

angles are equal to the remaining angles which the equal sides suB- 
1 1210 tend. Therefore angle DHE is equal to angle BHE. If a straight 

line is set up on a straight line, and it makes the two angles which
2are on the two sides equal, each one of the two equal angles is right.

• Therefore line EH is set up on DB at right angles. Vie might also

similarly prove that line EH is also a perpendicular set up on line 

15 AG at right angles. Therefore it also is set up at right angles on

the plane which passes through the two lines BD AG, i.e., circle 

ABGD. Therefore line EHZ is set up on circle ABGD at right angles.
I say ^also that it^ passes through the centre of the circle ^(and 

• through the centre of the sphere
5

20 For, circle ABGD is on a sphere, and from one of its two poles,

point E, there has Been drawn to it perpendicular EH, and it meets its 

plane at point H. Therefore point H is the centre of circle ABGD.

1. The Arabic transposes DHE and BHE.

2. “Then each of the angles BHE DHE is right.”

3. "That it also".

4. Deleted falsely in the Arabic ms.

5. "either of its poles"
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5

10

I say that it passes through the centre 

circle ABGD is on a sphere, and there

has been drawn from its centre a

perpendicular on the plane of the

circle, line EHZ. Therefore the centre

of the sphere is on line EHZ. Therefore

centre of the sphere.

Therefore line EHZ is a perpendicular

passes through its centre and the centre 

what we wanted to prove/.

1

. .2 
XI1

on circle ABGD, and it 

of the sphere. /That is

© -Jo

The great circles which are on a sphere bisect one another.

Let any two great circles on a sphere, the two circles AB GD, cut 

one another at the two points E Z. I say that the two circles AB

15 GD' bisect each other.

Let their centre be marked. Let it be

point H. This point is the centre of the

sphere also. Let the two lines EH HZ be

joined.

20 Since the points E H Z are on the plane

/of circle/ AB, and they also are on /the plane of circle/ GD, the

1. add: "point II".

2. "taf" or xi.
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points E H Z are on the planes of the two circles AB GB together,,

Therefore the points EHZ are on the common -section between the

two. The common section between every two planes is a straight line, Io

Therefore line EHZ is straight. Since point I-I is the centre of

5; circle AB, line EHZ is a diameter of it, and each one of the two

lines EAZ EBZ is the arc of a semi-circle. Since1 2 3 4 point H is /also/ 

the centre of circle GB, line EHZ is a diameter of it. Therefore 

each one of the two lines EGZ EBZ is the arc of a semi-circle.

Therefore the two circles AB GB bisect each other. /That is what 

10 we wanted to prove/.

. . .2 xm 1

15

20

Those circles on a sphere which bisect one another are the greatest

of the circles on it.

Let there be on a sphere the two circles AB GB which bisect each 

other at the two points E Z. I say that the two circles AB GB are

great

3 Let their common section be joined, line EZ. Therefore line EZ 
___ _ 4

a

Let line EZ be bisected at point H.

Therefore point H is the centre of the 

two circles /AB GB/. /i say that it is 

the centre of the sphere also,/

1. ’’Again, since”.

2. ”cp'”or xii.

3. ’’Let EZ be joined.”

4. add: "I say that it is also a diameter of the sphere."
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Let (a line) be set up at right angles on point H from the plane

of circle GB, Cand it is.3 line HT. Let line HK also he set up at

right angles on this point from the plane of circle AB.
. . 2 .Since circle GB is on a sphere, and. there has /been drawn from its b Ml 

5 centre on the plane of the circle a line at right angles, line HT,

the centre of the sphere is on line HT. We might /again/ also 

similarly prove that it is^ on line HK. Therefore the centre of the 

sphere is on the common section of the two lines HT HK, and their

common section is point H. Therefore point H is the centre of the
4 4* 4Z10 sphere, and circles which pass through the centre of the sphere

are great./Therefore the two circles AB GB are great. That is Ml

what we wanted to prove/.

. 6 xiv

If a great circle on a sphere cuts some other circle on the sphere 

15 at right angles, then it bisects it and passes through its two poles.

Let great circle ABGB on a sphere cut some other circle on the 

sphere, circle EBZ-B, at right angles. I say that it bisects it and y. Ml

1« ’’Let line HT be set up" is the reading if the phrase "and it is" 
is deleted as otiose.

2. ’’AB" E and H; "GB" ABGBPP.

3. adds "also"'.

4. add: "Point H is also the centre of the circles.".

4? "are around the same centre as that of the sphere".

5. adds "Therefore, on a sphere, the circles bisecting each other 
are great."

6. or xiii
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and passes through its poles.

Let the common section of the two he joined, line BD. ^Let us 1 : IV

make^ the centre of circle ABGD point H; it is also the centre of 

the sphere. Let there he drawn from point II to line BD perpendicular

5 HT. Let it he produced in hoth directions. Let it meet the surface 

of the sphere at the two points A G.

Then, since each one of the two planes is set up on the other at

right angles, i.e., the plane of circle ABGD and the plane of circle & : V/

EBZD, and on the common section of the two, line BD, line GTA has heen

10 set up at right angles, being in one of the two planes, i.e., the 
2plane of circle ABGD, line AG is set up at right angles. And, since 

circle EB2 is on a sphere, and there has heen drawn from the centre 

of the sphere to it perpendicular HT, and it meets the plane of circle 

EBZD at point T, poirt T is the centre of circle EBZD, and each one of 

15 the two arcs BED BZD is a semi-circle. b : 1Y

circle EBZD.

I say that it passes through its two

also.

For, circle EBZD is on a sphere, and 

20 the centre of the sphere to it has heen drawn perpendicular HT, and

it is produced in hoth directions and meets the surface of the sphere

at the two points A G. When a circle is on a sphere, then from the

centre of the sphere to it is drawn a perpendicular, and it is 

produced in hoth directions, it falls on its two poles. Therefore

25 the two points A G are the two poles of the circle.^ :W

1. "let...he assumed”.

2. add: "on plane EBZD”.

3. ’’circle EBZD" and add: "Therefore circle ABGD cuts circle EBZD 
through the poles; it also bisected it."
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Therefore circle ABGD bisects circle EBZD and passes through its 

two poles. /That is what we wanted to prove/.

1xv

If there is a great circle on a sphere, and it bisects some circle

5 on the sphere which is not great, it cuts it at right angles and

passes through its two poles.
2Let the great circle which is on a sphere be circle ABGD.

Let it bisect some circle on the sphere which is not great, circle 
2EBZD. I say that it cuts it at right angles and passes through its

10 two poles.

Let the common section of the two be joined, line BD. Then, 

since circle ABGD bisects circle EBZD, each one of the two arcs 

BED B2D is a semi-circle. Therefore line BD is a diameter of it?.

Let line BD be bisected at point T. Therefore point T is the

15 centre of circle EBZD. Let the centre of circle ABGD be^ point H;

it is the centre of the sphere also. Let line 1IT be joined. Let it 

be.produced in both directions. Let it meet the surface of the

sphere at the two points AG.

Then, since circle EBZD is on a sphere, and there is joined

20 between its centre and the centre of the sphere line HT, line HT is

a perpendicular on circle EBZD. All the planes which are drawn

1 • M16* n or xiv. •

2. "On a sphere, let a great circle, circle ABGD, bisect some circle 
on the sphere which is not great, circle EBZD."

3. "circle BZDE".

"be assumed".

1 :U

o
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and pass through line HT are set up on circle EBZD at right

One of the planes which passes through line 

HT is circle ABGD, (Therefore circle ABGD is 

perpendicular to circle EBZD. Therefore 

circle ABGD)intersects circle EBZD at right 

angles.
1I say that it passes through its two poles.

For, since circle EBZD is on a sphere, and there has Been drawn 

from the centre of the sphere to it perpendicular HT, and it is

produced in Both directions.and meets the surface of the sphere at

the two points A G, the two points A G are the two poles of circle

EBZD. Therefore circle ABGD passes through the two poles of circle 
2EBZD, and it has cut it at right angles. Therefore circle ABGD 

cuts circle EBZD at right angles and passes through its two poles. 

/That is what we wanted to prove./

xvi^

If a great circle on a sphere cuts some circle on the sphere and 

passes through its two poles, it Bisects it and at right angles.

Let ^great circle ABGD^ which is on a sphere cut some circle on 

the sphere, circle EBZD, and pass through its two poles. I say that 

it Bisects it and at right angles.

MA

1 :U

1. add: "also".

2. add: "also".

3. or xv.

4. "a great circle, circle ABGD"
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Let the two poles of circle EBZD he the two points A G. It is 

clear that the two points A G are on circle ABGD(for circle ABGD 

cuts circle EBZD and) it is through the two poles of circle EBZD.

Let line AG he joined.

Circle EBZD is on a sphere, and there has heen drawn /in the 

sphere/ a straight line passing through its 

two poles, line AG. If a circle is on a b

sphere, the straight line which passes 

through its two poles is a perpendicular on 

the circle, and it passes through its centre 

and the centre of the sphere. Therefore line AG is a perpendicular 

on circle EBZD, and all the planes which pass through line AG are 

set up at right angles to circle EBZD. One of the planes which

passes through line AG is circle ABGD. Therefore circle ABGD cuts 

circle EBZD at right angles, and it bisects it. Therefore circle 

ABGD bisects circle EBZD; and it has also cut it at right angles. 

Therefore circle ABGD bisects circle EBZD and at right angles.

/That is what we wanted to prove/. .

. .2 
XVI1

If a great circle is on a sphere, the straight line which is

1. ’’Therefore circle ABGD is at right angles to circle EBZD. There
fore circle ABGD cuts circle EBZD at right angles; it has also bi
sected it. Therefore circle ABGD bisects circle EBZD and at right 
angles.” The confusion in the Arabic text appears to result from a 
confused Greek source, possibly by improper collation. Cf. Greek" 
Arabic apparatusl28:16-17.

2. ”or xvi. ,
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drawn from its pole /to its circumference/ is equal to the side of i j\.

the square which is inscribed in the great circle.

Let the great circle which is on a sphere he circle ABGD. I 

say that the straight line which is drawn from its pole /to its

5 circumference/ is equal to the side of the square which is inscribed 

in the great circle.

Let there be drawn two diameters of circle ABGD /cutting each 

other/ at right angles, lines AG BD. /Then, since circle ABGD is &

great, its centre and the centre of the sphere are the same. Let it 

10 be point E./ Let us set up from point E in the plane of circle

ABGD a perpendicular on the circle, line EZ. Let it meet the surface 

of the sphere at point Z. Therefore point Z is a. pole of circle 

ABGD. Let the two lines ZA AB be joined. Therefore line AB is the 

side of the square which is inscribed in circle ABG]

15 ZA is drawn from the pole /to the circumference of 

the circle/. I say that line ZA is equal to line 

AB.

For, line ZE is a perpendicular on circle ABGD, V ;V

and it will make right angles with all straight lines which are 

20 drawn from its end in the plane of circle ABGD. Therefore line ZE is 

a perpendicular on each one of the lines AE EB ED EG. Since point E 

is the centre of the sphere, EB is equal to line EZ, and line EA is 

common. Therefore the two lines EA EB are equal to the two lines 

EA EZ respectively, and right angle BEA is equal to right angle AEZ,

25 and base BA is equal to base AZ. ZA is that which is drawn from the 1© :V 

pole of /great/ circle ABGl?’, and the line which is drawn from the

1. adds “and BA is a side of the square inscribed in the great circle”
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5

10

15

pole of circle ABGD /to its circumference/ is equal to the side of 

the square which is inscribed in the great circle. /That is what 

we wanted to prove./

. . .1 
xvi 11

If a circle is on a sphere, and the straight line which is drawn

from its pole to its circumference is equal to the side of the square 

which is inscribed in the great circle /which is on the sphere/, the 

circle also is great.

Let there be on a sphere circle ABG^. Let line DG which is drawn 

from its pole to its circumference be equal to the side of the square 

which is inscribed in the great circle /which falls on the sphere/.

I say that circle ABG /also/ is great. ©

Let there be drawn a plane which passes through line DG and

through the centre of the sphere. It makes a section which on the 
3 3surface of the sphere is a great circle, circle BDGE . Let the

common section of it /and circle ABG/ be line BG. Let line DB be

joined.

^Therefore line DB is equal to line DG.^ /Since line DB is equal

1. or xvii.

2. adds ’’and its pole point D.”

3. "let it melee circle BDGE."

4. Transpose DB and DG
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10

to line LG, and. line GL is a side of the square, line BL is a side 

of the square also, and each one of the two -

arcs BL LG is a quarter-circle/. Therefore
2 2 arc BLG is half of the arc of a circle .

Therefore line BG is the diameter of circle

LEBG. Since great circle LEBG is on a 

sphere, and it has cut some circle on the sphere, circle ABG, and 

passed through its two poles, it also "bisects it4. /Therefore the 

two circles ABG LEBG "bisect each other, and circles which bisect 

one another on a sphere are great./^ Therefore circle ABG is 

great. /That is what we wanted to prove/. t©

. 6 xix
7 7How do we find a line equal to the diameter of a given circle

on a sphere?
8.15 Let the given circle on a sphere be circle ABG. We wish to draw

Q
a line equal to its diameter.

1. add: ’’Therefore each of the arcs LG LB is also equal to the side 
of the square inscribed in the great circle.”

2. ’’the arc of a semi-circle”.

3. add: ’’Since point L is a pole of circle ABG, circle LBEG cuts 
circle ABG through the poles.”

4. add: ’’and at right angles”.

5. add: ’’The common section of them is line BG. Therefore line
BG is the diameter of circle ABG, and it is also the diameter of the 
sphere.”

or xviii.

7. “To posit”. .

8. "It is required to posit the diameter of circle ABG."
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Let three points he marked on arc ABG at random, points ABG; }

let there he constructed from three straight lines triangle DEZ such

that line DE is equal to the line which 

joins point A and point B, and line DZ 

is equal to the line which joins point 

A and point G, and line EZ is equal to

the line which joins point B and point

G. /Let us conceive that the lines AG GB BA are joined./ Let o

there he drawn two lines at right angles from the two points E Z on 

the two lines DE DZ, lines EH ZH. Let line DH he joined. /l say

that line DH is equal to the diameter of circle ABG./
2 2Let us conceive the diameter of the circle as AT. Let line 

GT"5 he joined. -

Then, since the two lines AB BG are equal to the two lines DE EZ

respectively, and hase AG is equal to hase DZ, angle ABG is equal

to angle DEZ; hut angle ABG is equal to angle ATG. /For the two are )♦ :TV

on one segment, i.e. segment AG, of the circle./ Angle DEZ is equal

to angle DHZ, /for through the points D E H Z passes circle ABG./
A. .Therefore angle ATG is equal to angle DHZ, and right angle DZH is 

A 5equal to right angle AGT\ AGT DHZ are two triangles, and the two

angles ATG AGT from one of them are equal to the two angles DHZ DZH

from the other respectively, and side AG from one of them, the hase

1. "let EH he drawn from point E perpendicular to ED, and let ZH he 
drawn from point Z perpendicular to DZ".

2. ’’Let...he drawn”.

3. ”AB BG GA GT”; hut see above, line eight.

4. The Arabic transposes DZH and AGT.

5. ’’line AG is equal to line DZ”, hut cf. Greek-Arabic apparatus!32.22.
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of the other of the equal angles, is equal to side DZ which is

respective to it from the other. Therefore the remaining sides are 
5

equal to the remaining sides respectively. Therefore line AT is 

equal to line DH. Line AT is the diameter of circle ABG. Therefore

5 line DH is equal to the diameter of ^circle ABG.’*' /That is what we 

wanted to prove,/

10

15

2xx
3 3Let us conceive how to draw a line equal to the diameter of a

given sphere.
4Let us conceive a sphere. We want to find a line equal to its

diameter. Let there he marked on the surface of the sphere two 
5 5random points, the two points A B. We draw with pole A and 

6 6distance AB circle BGD* We are able to draw a line equal to the

diameter of circle DBG. /Let it he line ZH,/ Let there he

constructed from three straight lines, of which two are equal to 
7 - 7the two lines which are drawn from the pole to the circle and 

one is equal to the diameter /which we mentioned/, (a triangle),

1

O

1. ’’the circle”.

2. ”t0*,T or xix.

3. ”To posit".

4. "posit the diameter."

5. "Let...he described".

6. "posit", 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

7. "of circle BGD".

8. The Arabic either omits a subject or falsely adds an otiose 
phrase disqualifying "triangle EZH" as subject.
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5

8 1triangle EZH. Therefore each one of the two lines ZE EH is equal 

to the line which is drawn from pole A. /to the’ circumference of

circle DBG/, and line ZH is equal to the diameter. Let there be
2 3 3drawn from the two points Z H of the two lines EZ EH two lines at 

right angles, the two lines ZT HT. Let ET be joined. I say that 

line ET is equal to the diameter of the sphere.

Let us conceive the diameter of the sphere as line AK. Let there 

pass through line AK a plane ^which makes^ a section which is a

b

10

b> :vr

15

20

is equal to angle EZH. But angle ABD is equal to angle AKD, and 

angle EZH is equal to angle ETH. /Therefore angle AKD is equal to 

angle ETH,/ and right angle ADK is equal to right angle EHT. There

fore of the two triangles AKD ETH, the two angles ADK DKA from one 

of them are equal to the two angles ETH THE from the other respect

ively, and ^side AD from one of them , and it is that which subtends

7
one of the equal angles, is equal to side EH from the other which 

7
is respective to it . Therefore the remaining sides are equal to the

1 :U

1» "So that".

2. "through”.

3. "(at right angles) to the lines ZE EH”.

4. "Lfull stopJ It will make”.

5. "Let it produce circle ADB".

6. "one side, side AD".

7. "one side, side EH”,
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remaining sides, each side respectively. Therefore line AK is equal 

to line ET. Line AK is the diameter of the sphere. Therefore line 

ET is equal to the diameter of the /given/ sphere. /That is what 

we wanted to construct./

5

10

15

20

.1xxi
2 2How do we describe a great circle passing through two given

3 3 'points on the surface of the sphere ?
4 4Let the two given points which are on the surface of a sphere 

be the two points A B. We want to describe a great circle passing

through them.

If "'these two points*5 are on the diameter of the sphere, it is 

clear that great circles without limit will

points A B.

Ifthe two points A B are not on the '

diameter of the sphere, let us describe 

circle EGD with pole A and a distance equal

to the side of the square which we inscribe

in a great circle. Therefore circle EGD is

great, for the straight line which is drawn

circumference/ is equal to the side of the square which we inscribe 

7in a great circle. Again, let us describe circle EZH

t> :U

V :U

1. or xx.

2. "To describe".

3. " a spherical surface".

4. " a spherical surface".

5. " the points A B",

6 • Let. •. not be " •

7. "a circle, circle EZH"
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5

10

15

with pole B and. the distance of the side of the square which is 

inscribed in a great circle. Therefore circle EEH is great, for the 

straight line which is drawn from its pole /to its circumference/ is 

equal to the side of the square which we inscribe in a great circle. 

Let us join between point E and the two points A B two straight lines,

•lines EA EB. .

Each one of the two lines AE EB is equal to the side of the square

which is inscribed in a great circle. Therefore line EA is equal to 

line EB, and the circle which is described with pole E and distance 

EB will pass through point A also, for line EA is equal to line EB.

Let it be described. Let it be circle ABT. Therefore circle ABT is

great, for the straight line which is drawn from its pole /to its

circumference/ is equal to the side of the square which is inscribed 
1 1in a great circle. Therefore great circle ABT has been described,

2and it passes through the two given points A B which are on the 

surface of the sphere « /That is what we wanted to construct./

:U

1 :To

o :V>

xxii

How do we find ‘ the pole of a given circle on a sphere?

Let the given circle which is on a sphere be circle ABG. We want

20 to find its pole.

V :Vo

1. "a great circle, circle ABT”.

2. "a spherical surface”.

3. "kcc” or xxi.

4. "To find”
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two given points Z A which are on the spherical surface.

Then, since arc DA is equal to arc AB, and arc DS is equal to arc

ZE, the entire arc ADZ is equal to the entire arc AEZ. Therefore

circle ZAT bisects circle Ad\ and it cuts it at right angles and 

2passes through its two poles. Let arc ZHA be bisected at point H. )

Therefore point H is the pole of circle ABG.
3 3Again, we make circle ABG great. We might similarly prove that 

arc ADZ is equal to arc AEZ. Let arc ADZ be bisected at point G.

Each one of the two arcs AG GZ is a quarter of a circle. The circle

which is described with pole G and distance GZ passes also through- 

point A, because point A is opposite point Z. Let it be described. &

Let it be as circle ZAT. Therefore circle ZAT is great, for the line 

which is drawn from its pole /to its circumference/ is equal to the 

side of the square which is inscribed in a great circle. ^'Point G 

is the pole of circle ZAT. Therefore circle ABG cuts circle ZT and

1. ”ABG” and add; "Since great circle on a sphere, circle AZT, 
bisects some circle on the sphere which is not great”.

2. add; "Therefore circle ZTA cuts circle ABG at right angles
and through its poles.

3. "let...be”.

4. "Since point”
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passes through its two poles. Therefore^" great circle ABG is on a

sphere, and. it cuts some other circle on the sphere, circle ZT, and

passes through its two poles. Therefore it bisects it at right singles.

Therefore circle ABG is set up at right angles on circle ZAT. There- 
2 35 fore circle SAT also is set up at right angles • Therefore great V

circle ATS is on a sphere and cuts some other circle on the sphere, 

circle ABG, at right angles. Therefore it bisects it and passes 

through its two poles. Therefore circle ATS bisects circle ABG and 

passes through its two poles. Let arc ZHA be bisected at point H.

10 Therefore point H is the pole of circle ABG. /That is what we wanted 

. to prove.

The first chapter from the book of Theodosius on the spheres ends.

It is twenty-two propositions./

1. ’’Then, since”.

2. adds "on circle ABG”.

3. "Then, since"
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1 1 The second chapter from the hook of Theodosius on the spheres. 1 :TV

It is said that circles touch one another on a sphere when 

the common section of their planes touches the two circles together.

5

io

i
2 2Parallel circles which are on a sphere have the same poles. © :TV

Let there he on a sphere the two parallel circles ABG DEZ. I say
3 3that 'the poles of the two circles ABG DEZ are the same.

/The proof of that is that/ we find^ the poles of circle ABG.

Letthe poles of circle ABG^ he the two points H T. Let line HT he 

joined.

/Therefore line HT passes through the centre of circle ABG and b :VY

through the centre of the sphere;/ (for)^ if on a sphere there is a 

circle, the straight line which passes through its two poles is a

15

1. cf. Greek-Arabic ApparatusI42.1.

2* “are around the same poles”.

3. ’’the circles ABG DEZ are around the same poles”.

4. “let...he taken".

5. "them”.

6. "Since”.

7. "ABG”
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perpendicular on circle LEZ also. Since circle LEZ is on a sphere,

and perpendicular HT has been drawn from the centre of the sphere to

it and produced in both directions meeting the surface of the sphere

at the two points H T, the two points H T are the two poles of 
25 circle LEZ, and they are also the two poles of circle ABG. There

fore the poles of each one of the two circles ABG DEZ are the poles of 

the other circle. /That is what we wanted to prove./

li

The circles which are on a sphere ^on two poles common to them^ 

10 are parallel.
A 4 .Let there be on a sphere, on the two poles H T , the two circle: 

ABG LEZ. I say that the two circles ABG LEZ are parallel.

Let line HT be joined. .

Then, since circle ABG is on a sphere, and a line, HT, has been 

15 drawn passing through its two poles, line

IIT is a perpendicular on circle ABG. We

might similarly prove that it is a perpen

dicular also on circle LEZ. The planes

on which fall the same line, such that it

O :\V

& :U

b :TA

1. adds "and if a circle is on a sphere, and a perpendicular is 
drawn from the centre of the sphere to it and extended in both 
directions, it will fall on the poles of the circle.”

2. "Therefore the circles ABG LEZ are around the same poles."

3. "around the same poles".

4. "the same poles, poles H T"
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is a perpendicular on them, if produced^, will not meet. Therefore,

• 2 Xif the planes of the two circles ABG DEZ are produced , they will 

not meet. Therefore circle ABG is parallel to circle DEZ. /That 

is what we wanted to prove,/

5 iii ,

If two circles on a sphere cut the circumference of some great

circle /on it/ at the same point, and their poles are on tha,t circle, 

the two circles touch each other.

Let, on a sphere, the two circles ABG DEG cut the circumference

10 of ^great circle AGE^' at the same point, point G. ^Let their poles
5

"be on circle AGE. I say that the two circles ABG DEG touch each

other.

^Let the common section of circle AGE and circle GDE he line GE,

and the common section of the plane of circle AGE and circle AGB

15 he line AG, and of circle ABG and circle GDE line HZ^.

V 8Then circle AGE the greatest of the circles on the sphere cuts 

another of the circles which are on it, circle ABG, and passes through

1

:U

1. "produced"; the Arabic word used here is more commonly used to
render "to draw ( hut "produced” is the sense of the passage.

2. "through".

3. "produced"; cf. above, note one.

4. "some great circle, circumference AGE".

5. "having their poles".

7* "Then, since".

6. "Let line AG he the common section of circle AGE ABG, and HGZ he
the common section of circle AGE GDE". .

8. "a great circle, circle AGE".
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its two poles. Therefore it bisects it at right angles. Therefore

line AG is a diameter of circle ABG. We

might also similarly prove that line GB is 

a diameter of circle GDE. Then, since

circle AGE is set up on each one of the two 

circles ABG GDE at right angles, each one of

the two circles .ABG GDE is set up on circle AGE (at right angles), 

and their common section is also a perpendicular on circle AGE^,

/for when two planes are set up on one plane at right angles, their 

common section is also a perpendicular on that same plane,/ There

for it is also a perpendicular on all the straight lines which are 

drawn from its end at right angles in the plane of circle AGE. Each 

one of the two lines AG GE, which, are in the plane of circle AGE, 

have been drawn from its end. Therefore line ZH is a perpendicular

on each one of the two lines AG GE.

Then, since line ZH has been drawn at right angles from the end 
o

of the diameter of circle ABG , line ZH touches circle ABG at point

G. Vie might similarly prove that line ZH touches circle GDE also at
X

point G. ^Circles of which it is said that some of them touch
x

others on a sphere are those of whiclr the common section of both

io

1. add: "Their common section is line ZGH. Therefore line ZGH is 
also perpendicular to circle AGE".

2. add: "line AG". .

J. "Circles are said to touch 
whenever...

each other on a sphere
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their planes touch. Line ZH touches the two circles together at

point G. Therefore the two circles ABG GDE also touch one another. 1
/That is what we wanted to prove/.

5

10
z/ I

r GI H )

15

20

IV

. If two circles touch on a sphere, the great circle which passes 

through their poles passes also through the point of their tangency.

On a sphere let the two circles ABG GDE touch one another at

point G. Let point Z he a pole of circle ABG

and point H a pole of circle GDE. I say that 

the great circle which passes through the two

poles Z H passes also through point G.

xIt is not possible for it to he otherwise.

If it is possible, then let it not pass through it. Let it he like 
2circle ZBH. Let there he described with pole H and distance KB

circle BKT. Therefore circle GDE is parallel to circle BKT, for they ) 
3are both on the same poles. Then, since the two circles ABG BKT .

are on a sphere, and they cut the circumference of some great circle,

line ZBH, at point B^, and their poles are on that circle, the two 

5
circles ABG BKT are tangential; hut they cut each other. That is

absurd.Therefore it is not possible to be otherwise than that the

1. "Let it not be, but, if possible, let it be drawn".

2. adds "a circle". ■

3. "around". .

"the same point, point B".

5. adds "also".

6. "impossible".
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5

great circle which passes through the two poles Z H passes through

point G. Therefore the great circle which passes through the poles

of the two circles ABG GDE passes also through the point of their 

tangency. /That is what we wanted to prove,/

v

If two circles touch on a sphere, the great circle which passes 

through the poles of one /of the two circles/ and through the point 

of tangency will pass also through the poles of the other /circle/.

10

15

V:n

20

2it he drawn. Let it he like circle ZGT. Let another great circle

he drawn passing through the two poles Z H. Therefore it will pass 

through point G also.^

Since each one. of the two circles ZGH ZGT is great, each one of 

them hise'cts the other, and each one of the two arcs ZKG ZLG is a 

semi-circle. Therefore line ZG is a diameter of the sphere, for 

it is a diameter of the two great circles ZGH ZGT. Yet it was 

also drawn from the pole of circle ABG /to its circumference/. That

0 :U

1. "For, let it not he, hut, if possible".

2. "a".

3. add "Let line ZG he joined"
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is impossible. Therefore the great circle which passes through the 

two points Z G passes through point H also. /That is what we wanted 

to prove ./

b :n

vi

5 If a great circle on a sphere touches another circle on the

sphere, it touches another circle equal to that circle and parallel

to it •
2 .Let great circle ABG on a sphere touch another circle on the 

sphere, circle GB, at point G. I say that circle ABG touches another

10 circle equal and parallel to circle GB.

Let us mark the pole of circle GB. Let it he point E. Let a 

great circle he described passing through the two points G E, circle 

GEBBZH. ^Let arc BZ he cut off from it and we make it equal to arc 

GE.Let there he described^ with pole Z and distance ZB circle BH. 

15 Then, since the two circles ABG GB touch one another, and they are

on a sphere, and there has been described

/on the sphere/ a circlecircle GEBBZH, 
passing through 6the pole of circle GB6, 

point E, and the point of tangency, circle 

20 GEBBZH will pass through the two poles of

circle ABG also. Since on a sphere the two

1. '’some”.

2. ’’some’.'.

3. "Let arc BZ be cut off equal to arc GE”.

4. "Let a circle be described”.

5. "a great circle”.

6. "the poles of one”
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1
circles ABG BH cut the circumference of another great circle at the 

2same point, point B, and. their two poles are on the circle , each

one of the two circles ABG BH is tangential to the other. Since arc
3 3 4GE is equal to arc BZ, and arc BE is common , whole arc GEB is

55 equal to whole arc E2, and arc GEB is a semi-circle. Therefore arc

EZ is a semi-circle. Therefore point E is opposite Z,^ and point Z 1*

7 7is a pole of circle BH. Point E is also the pole of circle BH.
8 8 /

Therefore the two circles GB BH are on the same poles , /and circles 
z 9which are on the same poles are parallel./ Therefore circle GD is 

9
10 parallel to circle BH. Since arc GE is equal to arc BZ, circle

GD is also equal to circle BH; and it was parallel to it. Therefore 

circle ABG touches another circle equal to circle GD and parallel to 

it. /That is what we wanted to prove./

vii ’ io :r\

15 If a sphere there are two equal, parallel circles, the great

1. adds "arc GH".

2. "it”.

3. "let common arc BE he added”•

4. "GB".

5. "GB”.

6. adds ’’Point E is a pole of circle GD. Therefore point Z is the 
other pole of circle GD. Again, since EZ is a semi-circle.”

7. "the other".

'8. "as they are around the same poles, are^parallel.”

9. Heiherg would delete this passage.
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circle which touches oneof.them touches the other also*

say that the great circle which touches circle

AB also touches circle GB.
1 1 If it is possible that it is not so, then

2let the great circle touch circle AB at

point A while not touching circle GB.
3_____ . , ...

} :rr

10

15

circle on the sphere, circle AB, it also touches another circle equal

to circle AB and parallel to it. Let it touch circle EZ.

Then^ circle AB is equal and parallel to circle EZ, and circle AB 

5 f 0T6was equal and parallel to circle GB. There on one sphere there are 

three equal, parallel circles. That is impossible. Therefore it is 

not possible that the great circle which touches circle AB will not 

touch circle GB. Therefore it touches it. /That is what we wanted 

to prove./

*

viii
g

If on a sphere there is a great circle inclined to another of 

the circles on the sphere, it will touch two circles equal to one

20 another and parallel to the other circle which was previously

mentioned. •

1. "For, if possible”. .

2. add: ’’circle AE”.

3. ’’on a sphere a great circle, circle AE”.

4. ’’Then, since”.

5. add: ’’Therefore circle GB is equal and parallel to circle EZ."

6. ’’some".
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circle on the sphere, circle BD, i.e., it s \n :V’
D/~^ \{ ’

does not pass through the two poles of circle

BD. I say that circle ABG touches two 

circles equal to one another and parallel to

.circle BD.

Since circle ABG is inclined to circle BD,

the pole of circle BD is not on circle ABG. Let us mark the pole of

BD. Let it he point E. Let a great circle he described passing

through point E and through the two poles of circle ABG, circle AEH.^

2Let us describe with pole E and distance EA circle AZ.

Therefore circle AZ is parallel to circle BD, for they are on" y. jV'V'

the same poles. Since the two circles ABG AZ which are on a sphere

cut the circumference of some great circle /on the sphere, circle

AEZB,/ at the same point, point A, and their poles are on it, the two

circles are tangential. Therefore circle ABG touches circle AZ.

^Since great circle ABG is on a sphere an$ touches some circle on the o :VX 

5
sphere, it touches another circle equal and parallel to circle AZ.

Let it touch circle HG. Then, since circle AZ is equal and parallel

to circle GH, and circle AZ is parallel to circle BD, circle GH is 
6parallel to circle BD. Therefore circle ABG touches two circles

1. "AEGH".

2. "a circle, circle AZ”.

3. “around”.

4. ’’Then, since on a sphere a great circle, circle ABG”.

5. add: "circle AZ".

6. add: “the circles AZ GH".
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equal "to one another and parallel to circle BD. /That is what we 

wanted to prove,/

ix

If there are two circles on a sphere which cut one another, and a 

great circle is described passing through their poles, it bisects the 

segments which are cut off from the circles.

On a sphere, let the two circles ZAEB ZGED cut one another at the 

two points E Z. Let a great circle be described passing through 

their poles, circle AGBD. I say that circle AGBD bisects the segments 

which are cut off from the circles, i.e. that arc ZA is equal to arc 

AE, and arc ZB is equal to arc BE, and arc ZG is equal to arc GE, 

and arc ZD is equal to arc DE.

Let the common section of the two circles AGBD ZAEB be line AB,

and of the two circles AGBD ZGED line GD. Let the two lines ZH HE be

joined.

Since the points Z H E are on the plane of circle ZAEB, and they

are also on the plane of circle ZGED, the points Z H E are on the
1 2 common section of the planes /of the first two circles/. The

2common section of all planes is a straight line. Therefore line ZH 

is joined to line HE in a straight line. Circle^ AGBD is a great 

(circle) on a. sphere, and-.it cuts another^ of the circles on the

b

1 :b>

1. "of the two planes".

2. "Indeed, the common section of two planes is a straight line"-; 
the Arabic appears to agree with C in reading the adv. "indeed" as 

the adj. "all"; cf, Greek-Arabic Apparatusl, 52.32.

3. "Since circle".

4. "some"
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circle ZAEB, and passes through its two poles. Therefore it 

it at right angles. Therefore line

diameter of circle ZAEB. We might

o :rosphere,

bisects

AB is 8

also similarly prove that line GB is a

diameter of circle ZBEG. Since circle AGBB is

set up each one of the two circles ZAEB ZDEG

at right angles, each one of the two circles ZAEB ZBEG is also set up on 

circle AGBB at right angles, When two circles /cutting one another/ are 

set up on some plane at right angles, their common section is also set up p jfo 

on that same3" plane at right angles. Therefore the common section of the 

two circles ZAEB ZBEG is a perpendicular on the plane AGBB, The common 

section of them is line ZHE. Therefore, line ZHE is a perpendicular on 

circle AGBB, so that it makes right angles with all the straight lines 

drawn from a point on it in the plane of circle AGBB, Each one of the 

two lines AB GB, which are on the plane of circle AGBB, have been drawn

from /point H of/ line ZHE, Therefore line ZHE is a perpendicular on each
one of the two lines AB GB, and each one of the two lines AB GB is a per- z?o

2pendicular on line ZHE, Since there has been drawn in circle ZAEB a line 

passing through the centre, line AB, and cutting at right angles another 

line not passing through the centre, line ZHE, it bisects it. Line ZH is

equal*to line HE, and line HA is common to them and is set up on them at :ri
. x

right angles. Therefore arc ZA is equal to arc AE. Arc ZA is also equal

to arc BE,

Therefore circle AGBB bisects the segments which are cut off from the 

two circles, /That is what we wanted to prove,/

1. "the”. ■

2. "some", .
5, add: "We might similarly prove that arc ZB is equal to arc BE, and 
arc ZG to arc GE".

25
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If there are parallel circles on a sphere, and. great circles are 

described, passing through their poles, the arcs of the parallel 

circles which are between the great circles are similar, and the arcs .

of the great circles which are between the parallel circles are equal.

Let there be two parallel circles on a sphere, the two circles 

ABGD EZHT. /Let point K be a pole of them,/ Let us describe two 

great circles passing through their poles, circles AEHG BZTD. I say

that the arcs of the parallel circles which are between the great

circles are similar, i.e., that arc BG is similar to arc ZH, and arc

GD is similar to arc HT, and arc DA is similar to arc TE, and arc AB

is similar to arc EZ. /i also say/ that the arcs of the great

circles which are between the parallel circles are equal, i.e.,that 
2the four arcs BZ HG TD EA are equal ,

3
Let the common section of circle ABGD and of circle AEHG be line

AG, and the common section of circle BZTD and of circle ABGD line 

BD5, and the common section of circle EZHT and of circle BZKTD^ line

ZT, and the common section of circle EZHT and of circle EH line HE.
5 5Circle AEHG, the greatest of the circles on the sphere, cuts

some circle on the sphere, circle ABGD, and passes through its two 

poles. Therefore it bisects it and at right angles. Therefore line

x •

i :ry

1. The Greek uses the periodic "men-de" construction after the first 
"I say that”.

2. add: ”to each other".

3. Transposed: Of ABGD and BZTD, BD; of ABGD and AEHG, AG.

4. "ZKT"; the Arabic has added the two end points of the curve.

5. "Since on a sphere a great circle, circle AEHG".
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AG is a diameter of circle ABGD. We might similarly prove that line

BD is a diameter of circle ABGD. Therefore point L is the centre of 
. 1circle ABGD. Also, since circle AEHG, the greatest of the circles 

X
on the sphere, cuts some circle on the sphere, circle EZHT, and

passes through its two poles, it bisects it at right angles. There-

•fore line EH is 0 diameter of circle EZHT. We might similarly

prove that line ZT is also 0 diameter of circle EZHT. Therefore

point M is the centre of circle EZHT. 2 * 4 5Then, since the plane of 
A

circle BZTD cuts the planes of the two

10 parallel circles ABGD EZHT,2 their common

sections are also parallel. Therefore line BD 

is parallel to line TZ. We might also simil- 

’ arly prove that line AG is also parallel to 

line EH. The^ two lines BL LG which touch

15 one another are parallel to the two lines ZM MH which touch one

another. The ..lines are not in one^ plane, and they contain two equal 

angles. Therefore angle ZMH is equal to angle BLG, and they are on 

the two centres, ^and the base of angle ZMH is arc ZH,5 and the base

t> ;TY

V :TY

:TY

1. "oh a sphere a great circle, circle ’AEHG”.

2, The Greek uses a passive making the two planes the subject. The 
Arabic employs a construction which emphasises the two planes by 
placing them first, although they are the object of an active verb.

5. "Then, since”.

4. "the same".

5. "The angle ZMH is set up on arc ZH"; here as in the next phrase
the translator has rendered the sense, although it is not clear why 

he expressed the idea in this form. ,
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of angle BLG is arc BG. Therefore arc BG is similar to arc ZH. We 

might also similarly prove that arc GD is also similar to arc HT, and. 

arc AB is similar to arc ET, and. arc AB is also similar to arc EZ. 

Therefore the arcs of the parallel circles "between the great circles

5 are similar.

I say also that the arcs of the circles^ which are "between the 

parallel circles are equal.

For, since point K is a pole of circle ABGD, the four arcs

KA KB KG KD are equal to one another. Also, since point K is a pole

10 of circle EZHT, the four arcs IE KZ KH KT are equal to one another.

Therefore the four remaining arcs EA ZB HG TD are equal to one another.

Therefore, the arcs of the great circles which are between the

is what we wanted, to

1 :VA

o :TA.

parallel circles are equal /to one another. That 

prove./

15 xi
2.If, on diameters of equal circles, there 

2right angles segments of equal circles and then

are constructed, at

there are cut off

from them equal arcs near the ends of the diameters, and these arcs 

are smaller than half of the segments, and then there are drawn from

20 the points which are made /at point of section/ to the circumferences 

of the first circles straight, equal lines, they will cut off from the 

first circles equal arcs near the ends of the diameters /which we 

mentioned./

b :TA

1. "the great circles".

2. "equal and perpendicular segments of circles are set up"
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Let there he constructed on two of the diameters of the two equal 

circles ABG DEZ ^segments of two equal circles at right angles'^, 

segments AHG DTZ. We cut off from them two equal arcs near the ends 

/of the diameters/, i.e., near the two points A D. Let them he the

5 two arcs AH DT. Let them he smaller than half of the two arcs AHG

DTZ. Let there he drawn from the two points H T to the circumferences 

of the first two circles ABG DEZ two straight, equal lines, the two 

lines HB TE. I say that arc AB is equal to arc DE.

Let there he drawn from the two points H T to the planes of the

10 circles ABG DEZ two perpendiculars, /it is clear that/ they will fall
• 2 on their two common sections, i.e., on the two lines AG DZ.

3
Let the two perpendiculars he perpendiculars HIC TL. Let the centres 

of the two circles ABG DEZ he the two points M Let the lines KB

MB LE NE he joined.

15 Then, since line HK is a perpendicular on the plane of circle ABG,
Ait is a perpendicular on all the lines which touch it and are in the

plane of circle ABG, and it will make right angles with them.^

5
Therefore angle HKB is right. We might also similarly prove that

:n

» :n

1. "equal and perpendicular segments of circles".

2. add: "Let them fall".

3. "Let the centres of the circles ABG DEZ he assumed, and let them 
he points M H."

4* "then also it will make right angles with all the lines touching 
it which are in the plane of circle ABG"; the Arabic adds "it is a 
perpendicular on" and treats this phrase in a new way. This may he 
evidence of the second, unidentified translator mentioned hy Hajji 

Kalifah; cf. Intro, p. ii.

5. add: "Line KB was tangent to it, being in the plane of circle ABG".
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angle TLE is right. Since the two segments AHG BTZ are equal, and

the two arcs AH BT which are cut off are also 'equal, and the two j

perpendiculars HK TL have "been drawn, line AK is equal to line BL, 

and line HK is equal to line TL. Since line BH is equal to line TE, 

the square on line BH is also equal to the square on line TE, and the 

two squares on the two lines HK KB are equal to the square on line BH, 

and the two squares on the two lines TL LE are equal to the square On

line TE. Therefore the two squares on the two lines HK KB are equal

to the two squares on the two lines TL LE, and from these lines the :

square on line HK is equal to the square on line TL. Therefore the

square on line KB remains equal to the square on line LE. Therefore 

line KB is equal to line LB. Since line AM is equal to line BN, and 

line AK from one of them is equal to line BL, the remaining line KM 

is equal to the remaining line LN, and line BM is equal to line EN.

Therefore the two lines KM MB are equal to the two lines LN NE 1 :

respectively, and base KB is equal to base LE. Therefore angle KMB 
is equal to angle LNe\ Therefore arc AB is equal to arc BE.

/Similarly,/ if, on the diameters of equal circles, there are

3 " 3constructed segments of equal circles at right angles , and then

there are cut off from them equal arcs near the ends of the diameters 
A 4smaller than halves of them, and there are cut from the first circle e> :

1. add: "In equal circles equal angles are set up on equal arcs, 
whether they are set up at the centres or at the circumferences"; cf. 
Eucl. iii 26.

2. The following is a new proposition in the Greek text, and it is 
unclear wjiy it is not so in the Arabic.

3. "equal and perpendicular segments of circles".

4. "the circles"
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1equal arcs on the same side near those ends of the diameters, and

straight lines are joined between the points made at the points of

section, these lines will he equal.
2 2Let there he constructed on the two equal circles ABG BEZ on 

5 the ^two diameters AG BZ^ /of their diameters/ ^two equal segments of

•circles at right angles^, the two segments AUG BTZ. Let there he cut 

off from them"} near the ends of the diameters/, the two points A B,/ ;£•

two equal arcs, the arcs AB BE, on the same side near the ends of the 

diameters. Let the two lines HB TE he joined. I say that line HB is -

10 equal to line TE.

• Let there he drawn from the two points H T to the planes of the 
6 7two circles ABG DEZ two perpendiculars • They will fall on the two

i
lines AG BZ which are two common sections of the planes*. /Let them 

' 8he the two lines HK TL./ Let the centres of the two circles he the
8 <15 points M H. Let the lines KB BM LE EN he joined.

Then, since arc AB is equal to arc BE, angle AMB is also equal to

1. ’’The straight lines joining the produced points will he equal to 
each other”.

2. ’’equal ‘ circles, the circles ABG BEZ”.

3. "diameters, the diameters AG B2.”

4. "equal and perpendicular segments of circles".

5. add: "on the same side near the ends of the arcs, the arcs AH BT, 
less than half of the whole segments. Let equal arcs he cut off 
from the circles ABG BEZ".

6. add: "The perpendiculars HK TL"; cf. infra 1. 13-14*

7. "the common sections, i.e., on the lines AG BZ".

8. "Let the centres of the circles he assumed. Let them he the points 

M N."
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angle DHE. Since the segments AHG DTZ of the two circles are equal, 

and the two arcs AH DT which were cut off are equal, and the two 

perpendiculars HK TL have been drawn, line AK is equal to line DL, 

and HK is equal to line TL. Then, since line AM is equal to line DH, 1 :O

and line AK is equal to line DL, line KM remains equal to line LH, 

and line DM is equal to line EH, and

the two lines KM MB are equal to the 

two lines LH HE respectively, and

angle KMB is equal to angle LHE. 0

Therefore hase KB is equal to hase LE. Line HK is a perpendicular on 

the plane of circle ABG. Therefore it produces with all the lines 

which touch it and are in the plane of circle ABG right angles. Line 

KB touches it. Therefore angle HKB is right. We might also

similarly prove that angle TLE is also right. Then, since line HK is 

equal to line TL, line KB is equal to line LE, so that the two lines 

HK KB are equal to the two lines TL LE respectively, and they contain 

right angles, hase HB is equal to hase TE. /That is what we wanted V

to prove./

. .1 xn
2.How do we describe on a sphere some great circle which touches a

' 2given circle a,nd touches it at some given point.

1. This proposition is out of the order in the Greek text in which it 
follows the next proposition of the Arabic and is labelled ’16*” or xiv.

2. ”0f a given circle on a sphere which is less than the great circle 
and of some point of the circumference of it to describe a great 
circle through the point and touching the given circle,” the sense
of the Arabic is the same, but the translation is more freely made; 
than one might expect from the text thus far.

%
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Let there "be on. a sphere a given circle, circle AB, smaller

the great circle. Let the given point on its circumference he 
1 1B. We want to describe a great circle touching given circle 

passing through point B.

Let point G he the pole of circle AB. Let a great circle he

described passing through the two points G B, circle GBD. Let us cut 1

off from it an arc equal to the arc which the side of the square 
2described in the great circle subtends, arc BD. It is clear that arc 

GB is not a quarter of the circle, for the line which is drawn from 

the pole of circle AB to its circumference is not equal to the side 

of the square described in the great circle, for circle AB would then o

be great, but it is not so. Therefore arc BG is not a quarter of the
. 2circle, but it is less than a quarter. Let there be described 

with pole D and distance DB ^circle EBz\ Therefore circle EBZ is 

great, for the line which is

pole to its circumference is

side of the square described 

circle, The^ two circles AB

sphere, and they cut the circumference of 

another great circle /on the sphere/, line GBD, at one^ point, point V :iT

than

point

AB and

i»It is required to describe”.

2. ’’For, it is not possible for arc BG to be a quarter of a circle, 
for circle AB would be great, which was not assumed. Therefore arc 
GB is not a quarter of a circle"; cf. Greek- Arabic A pparat us X,70» 2-3.

3. "a circle, circle EBZ”.

4. ’’Since the”.

5. "the same”
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B, and their poles are on it. Therefore one of the two circles

touches the other. Therefore circle AB touches circle EBZ. Therefore

there has "been described a great circle, circle EBZ, passing through 

given point B and touching circle AB at point B. /That is what we 

wanted to prove./

xiiix

If on a sphere there are parallel circles, and then there are 

described /on that sphere two/ great circles which touch one of those 

circles and which cut the remaining circles, the arcs of the parallel 

circles which are between the halves of the two great circles which do

not meet are similar, and the arcs of the two great circles which are

between the parallel,circles are equal...

Let there be parallel circles on a sphere, circles ABGD EZHT’.KL.

Let there be described on that sphere two great circles, the two 

circles AEKHGX BZLTDX, which touch one of the circles, circle LK, at 

the two points L K and which cut the two remaining circles /ABGD EZHT/. 

I say that the arcs of the parallel circles which are between the 

halves- of the great circles which do not meet are similar/, and that 

the ar.cs of the two great circles which are between the parallel 

circles are equal./

Vie are able to distinguish the arcs which are between the halves

of the circles which do not meet from the manner I shall describe:

/That is:/ since the great circles which are on a sphere bisect one

another, arc RKAX is a semi-circle. Therefore arc KAX is smaller than

© :1V

1

© :ir

b :ir

1. This proposition is out of the order in the Greek text where it 
precedes the proposition preceding it in the Arabic; cf. supra p. 53? 
note 1.
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1 2a semi-circle. Lei us posit that arc KAX?/, for example,/ is a 

semi-circle. Then, since arc RBX is /also/ a semi-circle, arc LRBX 

is greater than a semi-circle . Let us posit that arc LRBU is a 

semi-circle. Therefore the semi-circle which is drawn from point K

5 /in the direction of A,/ arc KAXE, does not meet the semi-circle

.which is drawn from point L /in the direction ofU ,/ arc LRBU. to

Likewise also, arc KRF which is a semi-circle does not meet the

semi-circle /which is drawn from point L in the direction of D, arc/

LTDXU. Therefore, the arcs of the parallel circles which are Between

10 the halves of the great circles which do not meet are arcs XL EZ AB t lit

HT GD5.

I say also that^ the arcs of the great circles which are Between 

7• the parallel circles are equal, i.e., that four of them, AE ZB HG
7 7 7TD , are equal to one another, and that four of them, KE KH ZL LT , are

45 equal to one another.
Let us mark the pole of the parallel circles. Let it Be point M. 0

Let two great circles Be descriBed passing through point M each each

one of the two points L K. They are the two circles MKSN MLOV.

1. add: ’’Again, since arc TVGR is a semi-circle, are KRHGVX is 
greater than a semi-circle. Yet arc KAX is less than a semi-circle”; 
this omisssion from the Arabic may Be a haplographical error.

2. ’’let...Be”.

3. add: "i.e.”.

4. add: "i.e.".

5. The Greek names three signs for each, e.g., KQL ESZ etc.
ft

6. add: "the arcs KQL ESZ ANB are similar, and further that the arcs 
KQL HOT GVD are similar to each other.”

7. Transposed
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Then, since the two circles AEHG KL touch one another on a sphere 

at point K, and a great circle, circle MKSN, has teen described 

passing through the pole of one of them, circle KL, and the point of 

tangency /of the other/, circle MKSN passes also through the two poles

5 of circle AEKHG and is set up on it at right angles. We might V

similarly prove that circle MLOV also passes through the two poles of

circle BZLTDX and is set up on it at right angles. Then there has 

been constructed on equal circles, /i.e.,/ circles AEKHGX BZLTDX, on 

the diameters which are drawn from the two points K L two equal seg-

10 ments of circles, segments LM MK, and the segments which are joined 

to them /to complete the two semi-circles/; and they are set up on 

them at right angles. There have been cut off from them two equal 

arcs, the two arcs KM ML, and they are less than half of the two \c>

constructed segments, and the line which joins point M and point A is

15 equal to the line which joins point M and point d/, for they are both

drawn from the pole of circle ABD to its circumference/. Therefore 
2they cut off equal arcs. Therefore arc AK is equal to arc LB. Also 

2from before this , arc EK is equal to arc LT. Since the two circles

ABGD AEKHGX are on a sphere, and one of them cuts the other, and a 1 :V>
20 great.circle has been-described passing through their poles, circle

MKSN, circle MKSN bisects the segments which are cut off. (Therefore) 

arc AEK is equal to arc KHG, and arc AN is equal to arc'NG. We might 

also similarly prove that arc BL is equal to arc LD, and that arc BV

is equal to arc VD.

1. ’’Then since”.

2. ”In the same way”
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Since arc AEK is equal to arc LTD, and arc AEKG is double arc AEK, 

and arc DTLB is double arc LTD, arc AKHG is equal to arc DTLB, and 

the circles are equal, for they are great. Therefore the line which 

joins point A and point G is equal to the line which joins point D

5 and point B, and1 2 arc ANBG is /also/ equal to arc BVD/, for the

straight lines which subtend them are equal, and they are from the

same circle/, and arc AN is half arc ANBG, and arc BV is half arc BD.

Therefore arc AN is equal to arc BV. We add common arc BN, and whole 
2arc ANB is equal to whole arc NBV • Arc NBV is similar to arc KL;

10 for, if on a sphere there are parallel circles, and great circles are 

. described passing through their poles,

the arcs of the parallel circles which

are between the great circles are

similar. The two arcs of the parallel

15 circles which are between MN MV and

which are from the great circles which

pass through their poles are the two

arcs KL NV. Therefore arc ANB is also

similar to arc KL. ^Also, prior to that^ arc KL was similar to arc 

20 EZ. Therefore arc EZ also is similar to arc AB. /Therefore the

three arcs AB EZ KL are similar./ We might also similarly prove that 

arc GVD is similar to arc HOT, /and that this arc is similar to arc 

EZ, for arc HOT is also similar to arc KL./ Therefore the arcs of

- ■o /

b :V> j

1© :V>

1 :U

1. adds ’’because of this”.

2. adds ’’And they are from the same circle; then arc ANB is 
similar to arc NBV."

3. "We might likewise prove that"
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the parallel circles which are between the halves of the great circles

which d.o not meet are similar*

I say also that the arcs of the great circles which are between the

parallel circles are equal*

For the four arcs/, i.e«, arcs/ AEK KHG BZL LTD, are equal to one 

another, and four of them, arcs EK KH ZL LT, are equal to one another, 

for great circle MKN bisects the two segments EKH ESH which are cut 

off, and the two segments ZLT ZOT will also be similarly cut. There

for arc BK is equal to arc KH. It has been proven that arc EK is

equal to arc LT. Therefore arc KH is equal to arc TL, and arc TL is

equal to arc LZ. Therefore arc LZ is equal to arc KH, and so the four

arcs EK KH ZL LT are equal, and the remaining four arcs AE BZ GH DT

are equal to one another. Therefore /the arcs of the parallel circles 

which are from the halves of great circles which do not meet are 

similar, and/ the arcs of the great circles which are between the 

parallel circles are equal. /That is what vie wanted to prove./

' . 1 xiv

If there is on a sphere a given circle smaller than the great 
2circle, and there is on the surface of the sphere a given point 

3 3between the circle which we mentioned and the circle which is

equal and parallel to it, we wish to describe a great circle passing
4 4through the given point and touching the circle which is not great .

£> :U

b :U

:U

1 :tY

1. ” is*” or xv.

2. ’’some”.

3. "it".

4. "the given circle"
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We make -the given circle, which is on the sphere and which is 

less than the great circle /which falls on the sphere/, circle AB, 

and the given point, which is on the surface of the sphere and which 

is between circle AB and the circle which is parallel and equal to o :tY

5 it, point G. We wish to describe a great circle passing through 

point G and touching circle AB.

Let us mark the pole of circle AB, let it be point B. Let there 
2

be described with point L and distance LG circle GEZH. Let a great 

circle be described passing through the two points L G, circle LBGT.^

10 Let us cut from it an arc equal to the arc which the side of a

square described in the great circle subtends, arc BT. Let there be . b :1Y 

described with pole T and distance TB circle^ EBH. Therefore circle

EBH is great, for the line which is drawn from its pole /to its 

circumference/ is equal to the side of the square described in the

15 great circle, /it is clear that/ it touches circle'AB, for they^ 

cut the circumference of the great circle, line DBGT, at the same

point, point B, having their poles on that circumference of this
6 7

circle • We describe two great circles passing through point D an& Io :iY

1. ’’let...be”.

2. "pole".

3. Heiberg adds here, on the testimony of E only: "Arc BG is either 
less than, equal to or greater than the arc which the side of a 
square described in the great circle subtends. Firstly, let it be 

less*” cf. Greek-Arabic Apparatus I, 70*26-28.

4. "a circle, circle".

5. "two circles, the circles EBH AB”.

6. "it”'.

7. add: "each of”
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the two poles E Ii, the two circles BMEK BNHL. Let each one of the two

arcs EK HL he cut off equal to arc GT. •

XSince the two circles EBH ZEGH are on a sphere, and one of them

cuts the other , and a great circle has been described passing 
25 through their two poles, circle BBGT, it bisects the segments which

■are cut off. Therefore arc EG is equal to arc GH, and arc EB is

equal to arc BH. Then, since the three arcs DE BG BH^ equal one

another, for they are drawn from ^'pole B which is the pole of the two o

circles together^, and the arcs BM BB BN also equal one another, the

10 remaining arcs ME BG NH are equal /to one another/, and arcs EK GT HL 
5

are equal to one another. Therefore arcs MK BT NL are equal to one 

another. Arc BT is equal to the arc which the side of the square

' described the great circle subtends, and /each one of/ the two arcs V

MK NL is equal to the arc which the side of the square described in

15 the great circle subtends. Since^ circle BBGT is great and it cuts 

some circle on the sphere, circle ZEGH, and passes through its two 

poles, it bisects it at right angles. Therefore circle BBGT is set 

up on circle ZEGH at right angles. We might also similarly prove that 

circle BNHL is also set up on circle ZEGH at right angles, and circle

20 BMEK on circle ZEGH at right angles,

1. ’’Since on a sphere two circles, the circles EBH ZEGH, cut each other1 2 3 4 5’.

2. add: ”of the circles”.

3. "BME BBG BNH".

4. "the pole of circle ZEH".

5. "whole arcs".

6. add "on a sphere"
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Let the lines LN LG TE he joined.. Then1 2 3 4" there have "been con

structed on two of the diameters of circle ZEGH which are drawn 1

from the two points G H two equal segments of two circles set up on 

them at right angles, the two segments GT HL. /Their point of tan-

5 gency which is not constructed is imagined, even if HL and GT are

.not completed such that they meet the other end of the circumference 
2 3of circle ZEGH, and the segment is complete./ ^Therefore each one

of GT HL is smaller than half of that,^ and arc EG is equal to arc

GH. Therefore line TE is equal to line LG, and the side of the o
10' '■ square described in the great circle is /equal to/ line TE. Therefore 

line LG is also equal to the side of the square described in the

great circle. Line LN is the side of the square described in the

• great circle. Therefore LG is equal to line LN also. Therefore the

circle which is described with pole L and distance LG also passes 

15 through point N. Let it pass and let it be like circle GNS. ^This

circle is one..of the great circles,^ for the line which is drawn from

its pole /to its circumference/ is equal to the side of the square V
• 5described in the great circle. Since the two circles AB GNS are on 

5
a sphere, and they cut the circumference of a great

1. "Since’1.

2. The relevance of the foregoing is unclear. The Greek has here the 
expression commonly found in this text "and the things connected to 
them", while the Arabic itself is obscure.

3. "and from them equal arcs., the arcs GT HL, are cut off less than 
half of the whole."

4. "Therefore circle GNS is great".

5. "Since on a sphere two circles cut"
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. 1circle at the same point, point N, their two poles being on the 

circle, the two circles are tangential. Therefore circle GN'S touches

circle AB.

We might also similarly prove that the circle which is described

5 with pole K and distance EG passes also through point M.

For, if we join the two lines GE TH, one of them is equal to the 
2other. Line TH is the side of a square, for it is drawn from the 

pole of great circle EBIi /to its circumference/. Therefore line GE 

is also the side of a square. /Similarly/ alsoJ is line KM.

10 Therefore line KM is equal to line KG. Therefore the circle which 

is described with pole K and distance KG passes also through point 

G^; ^it is GMO. /Plainly then/ it touches circle AB. Then, if

to

1 :&•

1. add: ’’circle DNHL”.

2. Heiberg, again on the testimony of E only adds: "For similarly, 
on circle ZEGH on the diameters from points T G there have been 
set up equal and perpendicular segments of circles, segments EK GT, 
and the things connected to them, and from the set up segments equal 
arcs having been cut off, arcs EK GT, which are less than half of the 
whole, and from the original circle equal arcs EG GH having been cut
off, then line GK is equal to line TH;” cf. supra, p.60 , n.3, and 

• Greek-Arabic Apparatus I, 74.13-19*
3. ’’But”.

4. ”M".,

5. ’’and it will be as GMO".

6. add: "and the problem has been solved in two ways. Therefore 
through the given point, point G, which is between circle AB and a 
circle equal and parallel to it, a great circle has been described, 
circle GNS and GMO”.
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'the speaker says that the arc which is cut off, i.e., arc BG, is

10

15

O !©•

equal to the side of the square des

cribed in the great circle, its proof

if in this manner.
2 2 3For, if each one of the two arcs

DE DH is equal to arc BG, and each one

of the two arcs DM BN is equal to arc 
3BB, remaining arc BG is equal to each 

4one of the two arcs NH ME. The side of

a square subtends arc BG. Therefore the
4 5side of a square also subtends each of the two arcs NH ME. Line NH

is equal to line GH. Therefore the circle which is described with

pole H and distance HG passes also through point N. We might also

similarly prove that the circle which is described with pole E and 

distance EG passes through point M also. Therefore', that which we b

1. Heiberg omits this reading, found in five of the mss., and sub
stitutes: "arc BG is equal to the arc which the side of the square
described in the great circle subtends, assuming the matters to be as 
before”, which he finds only in E, cf. supra, p. 60 n. 3, P« 63 n. 2, 

and Greek-Arabic Apparatus I, 74.28-30.

2. "since”.

3. Subject and object transposed in each clause.

4* "line BG is the side of a square. Therefore each of the lines NH 
EM is the side of a square"; this confusion is perhaps the result of 
the Greek using only articles with the points and further abbreviating 
the phrase.

5. add: "Then since line NH is the side of a square, and line HG is 
also, for line HG is from the pole of circle EBH".
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wanted, to do has "been proven in two ways, /That is what we wanted, to 

prove./

2xv
3

Great circles which cut off from parallel circles on a sphere

5 similar arcs /between them/ will pass through the poles of the

parallel circles or will be tangent to the same circle of the parallel

circles,

^Let there be on a sphere two great circles, the two circles AHG ' \e : 

BTD. Let them cut off from the two parallel circles ABGD EZHT

10 similar arcs between them. Let arc AB be similar to arc EZ,^ /and

let arc BG be similar to arc ZH, and. let arc GD be similar to arc HT, 

and. arc AD similar to arc ET./ I say that the two circles AHG BTD 

either pass through the poles of the parallel circles or touch the 1

1. Heiberg adds here on the testimony of E onlys ”If BG is greater 
than one quarter, we shall complete circle DBGT as far as the other 
pole. The arc from point G as far as the pole of the circle parallel 
to AB, pole V, is less than one quarter, for the arc from the pole
of circle AB, pole D, as far as the other pole, pole V, is a semi
circle, and BG is greater than one quarter. We shall cut off an arc 
equal to that which the side of a square subtends; and, joining the 
lines and assuming the previous things, we shall prove the circle 
described through point G touches the given circle [circle AB clearly 
(which Heiberg would delete)]*'; cf. supra, p.60, n. 3‘, p. 63, n.2 , 

and p.64, n. 1 , and Greek-Arabic Apparatus I, 76.10-17.

2. or xvi.

3. "any parallel".

4. ’’For, on a sphere let great circles, the circles AEHG BZTD, cut off 
from any parallel circles, circles ABGD EZHT, similar arcs between 
them, i.e., arc AB is similar to arc EZ".
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same circle of the parallel circles.

For circle AHG either passes through the poles of the parallel 

circles or it does not pass (through them).

Firstly, let it pass through the poles of the parallel circles, /as 

5 in the first diagram./ I say that circle BTD also passes through the

poles of the parallel circles, i.e., that point K is a pole of the

tvio parallel circles ABGD EZHT.
1 1If that is not so, then is is possible to he otherwise. Then

let point L he a pole of them /between the two

10 parallel circles/. Let a great circle he described

passing through the two points L Z, circle LZM.

Therefore arc ABM is similar to arc EZ, and arc EZ

is similar to arc AB. Therefore arc AB is similar to arc MA, and 
2they are from the same circle. That is impossible. Therefore point

15 L is not the pole of the two parallel circles. We might also simil

arly prove that it is not possible that their pole be another point

except point K. Therefore point K is a pole of the two parallel 
3

circles. Therefore the two circles AHG BTD pass through the poles

of the two parallel circles.

20 Again, let circle AHG not pass through the poles of the two

parallel circles. Therefore it either touches circle EZHT, or it is

o

b

inclined to it.

1. "For, let it not be, but, if possible”. .

2. add: ’’Then arc MA is equal to arc AB".

3. add: "We might similarly prove that neither is it any point other 
than point K. Therefore point K is a pole of the parallel circles”; 
E, relied on by Heiberg in the previous theorem, omits this also.
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Firstly, let it touch it at point E, as in the second diagram. I 

say that circle DZB also touches it.

10

15

20

Therefore it is not possible that circle DZB does not also touch

circle EZH. Therefore it touches it..

Let circle AHG be inclined to the parallel circles, as in the 

third diagram. Therefore it touches two circles equal to each other 

and parallel to the two circles ABGD EZHT. I say that circle BZTD o

"^touches them.

If possible, let circle 

which we mentioned, circle 

circle BZTD not touch it/,

^'Let a great circle be described passing through 

point Z, which is between circle KMS and the circle

equal and parallel to it. It touches circle KMS. Let it touch it at

AEHG touch one of the

MKS, at point K, and 

if that is possible/.

two parallel circles

5

1. The Greek here uses a participle as an attributive adjective.

2. add: “Then arc GA(KA) is equal to arc AB”.

3. "Is inclined to the parallel circles and touching the same
one V .

4. ’’and through point Z, which is between circle LM (KMS) and a circle 
equal and parallel to it, let a great circle be described touching 
circle LM (KMS) at point M, circle NZM"; and adding “which makes the 
semi-circle from LA an asymptote with the semi-circle from MN”.
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point M. It is circle NZMO.^ Arc ABN is similar to arc EZ, and. arc 

EZ is similar to arc AB. Therefore arc ABN is also similar to arc

AB, and. they are from the same circle. That is impossible. There

fore it is not possible that circle BZTD does not also touch it.

5 Therefore it touches it.

Therefore the two circles AEHG BZTD touch the same circle of the 

parallel circles /which fall on the sphere. That is what we wanted 

to prove./

.2xvi

10 Parallel circles, which are on the sphere, and which cut off from

great circle equal arcs near the greatest^of the parallel circles,

are equal; and circles which cut off greater arcs are smaller/, 

whether the great circle passes through the two poles of the 'parallel 

.circles or not/. •

15 Let there be on a sphere two parallel circles, the two circles AB

GD. Firstly, let them cut off from great circle ABGD equal arcs, the 

two arcs BZ ZD, near the greatest of the parallel circles, circle EZ. 

I say that circle AB is equal to circle GD.

Let the common section of circle AB and circle ABGD be line AB,

20 and the common section of circle EZ and circle ABGD line EZ, and the

common section of circle GD and circle ABGD line G®.

b

io

1 :or

,1. adds ’’Therefore arc NA is equal to arc AB”.

2. ” or xvii.

3. ’’some”.
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1 1 Then, since the two parallel planes ETZ GKD are cut toy

some plane, the plane of circle ABGD, their common sections are

parallel. Therefore line EZ is parallel to line GD. We might also 

similarly prove that line AB is parallel /to line GD and/ to line EZ.

5 Then, since there have been drawn in circle ABGD two parallel lines,

the two lines EZ GD, arc DZ is equal to arc EG, for if we join point V jot

E and point D, the two alternate angles are equal, and equal angles 
2in equal circles are on equal arcs. Therefore arc EG is equal to

arc ZD. We might similarly prove that arc BZ is also equal to arc AE.
3 310 Arc BZ was postulated equal to arc ZD. Therefore arc AE is equal

. to arc EG, and so the two^‘ arcs AE BZ are equal to the two arcs EG

ZD together. Then, since entire arc EALBZ is equal to entire arc 1©

EGMZD, for the two circles ETZ ABGD are great, and of them, the two 

arcs AE BZ together are equal to the two arcs EG ZD together, the

15 remaining arc ALB is equal to the remaining arc GMD, and they are

from the same circle. Therefore line AB is equal to line GD.

Circle ABGD either cuts the two circles AHB GKD and passes through 

their poles, or it cuts them and does not pass through their poles. *

Firstly, let it cut them and pass through their two poles. There-

20 fore it will toisect them. Therefore line AB is the diameter of circle 

AHB, and line GD is the diameter of circle GKD, and line AB is equal 

to line GD. Therefore circle AHB is equal to circle GKD.

Again, let circle ABGD cut the two circles AHB GKD and not pass

1. "Two parallel planes, the two planes ETZ GKD".

2. “cut off”.

3. "is”.

4. "the two...together"
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through their two poles. Let us mark the pole of the two parallel

circles. Let it he point N. Let a great circle he described passing V :<>$,

through point N and through one of the two poles of circle ABGD, 

circle LNTS. Let arc MS he cut off equal to arc LN. Then, since arc

5 LN is equal to arc MS, ^and arc NKM is common,'1 2 3 4' whole arc LKM is equal

to arc NKMS. Arc LKM is a semi-circle. Therefore arc NKMS is also a

semi—circle, and so point N is opposite point S. Point N is the pole 
2of the parallel circles. Therefore point S is, also, the other of 

2the two poles of the parallel circles. Then, since the two circles 

10 ABGD GKD are on a sphere and one of them cuts the other, and there

has been described on their poles a great circle, circle LTKS, circle

LTKS bisects the segments which are cut off from the circles. There

fore arc GM is equal to arc MD, and arc GMD is double arc MD. We 1

might similarly prove that arc ALB is also double arc AL, and arc GMD

15 is equal to arc ALB. Then arc MD is equal to arc AL. /Since/ there

has been constructed on the diameter of circle ABGD which is drawn

from point L to point M /two equal/ segments of a circle set up on it 
3

at right angles, the two segments LTM MS, with the segment which is o :oe>
3

joined to this to complete half of the circle, then there are cut off 

20 from them two equal arcs, the two arcs LN MS, and they are smaller

than half of them\ and from the first circle there are cut off two 

equal arcs, the two arcs AL DM, the straight line which joins point 

N and point A is equal to the line which joins point S and point D.

1. "let common arc NKM be added".

2. "the other pole".

3. "and that which is connected to this".

4. "the whole"..
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5

10

I© :©©

and each one of the

to the diameter of the

15

20

The line which joins point N and point A is drawn from the. pole of 

circle AHB /to its circumference/, and the line which joins point S 

and point D is drawn from the pole of circle GKD /to its circumference/. 

Therefore the line which is drawn from the pole of circle AHB /to its 

circumference/ is equal to the line which is drawn from the pole of 

circle GKD /to its circumference/, and circles, of which the straight 

lines drawn from their poles /to their cir

cumferences/ are equal, are also equal,

A ecause those lines cut off equal arcs from 

the semi-circle which passes through their 

two poles. Therefore the line which joins 

the two points common to the circumference of

the circle which passes through the two poles

circumferences of the two circles is parallel

sphere. Therefore the two perpendiculars drawn from these two points 

to the diameter of the sphere are equal, and they are the two lines

drawn from the centre of each one of the two circles to the circum

ferences./ Therefore circle AHB is equal to circle GKD.

Again, let arc DZ he greater than arc ZB. I say that circle GICD

is smaller than circle AHB.

For arc DZ is greater than arc ZB; and we cut off from arc DZ an 

arc equal to arc ZB, arc Z0. Let a circle parallel to circle ETZ he 

described passing through point 0, circle OFQ. Therefore circle OFQ 

is equal to circle AHB, for arc Z0 is equal to arc ZB, and circle 

QFO is greater than circle GKD, for circle QFO is nearer to the centre 

of the sphere than circle GKD. Therefore circle AHB is greater than 

circle GICD. Therefore circle GKD is smaller than circle AHB. /That 

is what we wanted to prove./

1

25
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, .1 xvix

5

10

15

2The parallel circles which are on the sphere cut off from a great 

circle equal arcs near the greatest of the parallel circles; circles

which are greater cut off arcs which are smaller,

• ^Let there he on a sphere the two equal, parallel circles AB GB. 

Let them cut off from a great circles, circle ABGB, the two arcs ZB 

ZB, near the greatest of the parallel circles.I say that arc ZB'is 

equal to arc ZB.

For if arc ZB is not equal to arc ZB, circle AB 

is not equal to circle GB; hut it is equal to it.

Therefore arc BZ is equal to arc ZB.

Again, let circle AB he greater than circle GB.

I say that arc BZ is smaller than arc ZB. For if arc BZ is not 

smaller than arc ZB, circle AB is also not greater than circle GB.

It is greater than it. Therefore arc BZ is smaller than arc ZB.

/That is what we wanted, to prove./

1 :«>Y

.. .4XVIXI

If.there is a great circle on a sphere, and it cuts some of the 

parallel circles which are on the sphere and does not pass through

1. nt»Tf” or xviii.

2. add: “and equal".

3. "For, on a sphere let equal and parallel circles, circles AB GB, 
cut off from some great circles arcs, arcs BZ ZB, near the greatest 
of the parallel circles, circle EZ".

4. ” t0*n or xix.
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5

10

15

20

their two poles, it will cut them into unequal parts except the 

circle which is the greatest of the parallel circles. As for the seg

ments which are cut off in one of the two hemispheres between the

greatest of the parallel circles and the visible pole, each one of

them is greater than a semi-circle; as for the remaining segments
1 1 which are in that half of the sphere below the horizon, each one of 

them is smaller than a semi-circle, and the alternate- segments of the 

parallel, equal circles are equal to one another.

Let there be on a sphere a great circle, circle ABGD, which cuts 

some of the parallel circles which are on the sphere, circles AD EZ BG, 

and does not pass through their poles. Let the greatest of the para

llel circles be circle EZ. I say that circle ABGD cuts these circles 

into unequal parts, except circle EZ which is the greatest of the 

parallel circles; and that of /every segment of/ the segments cut off 

in one of the two hemispheres, those between circle EZ and the visible 

pole are greater than a semi-circle, and all of the remaining segments 

are smaller than a semi-circle; and that the alternate segments of the 

parallel, equal circles are equal to one another.

Let the visible pole /of the two poles/ of the 

point H. Let a great circle be described passing 

points E H, circle TEH. Therefore circle 

HET, if completed, will pass through

point Z also,

and arc EZ is

be drawn, and

parallel circles be

through the two

for it bisects circle EZ;
2half of circle EZ. Let it

let it be like circle

1. ’’are between the greatest of the parallel circles and the invisible 
pole”.

2. "For point E is opposite point Z because each of the circles EZ 

ABGD is great”.

o :oy

V :*Y

1© ;©Y
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HNZK. Let circle BG Be completed, so that it sends at the two points

t k;

Then, since great circle on a sphere TEHNZK cuts some parallel 

circles on the sphere, circles AMND EZ TBLGK, and. passes through

5 their poles, it Bisects them and. at right angles. Therefore each one o ;oA 

of the segments MN EZ TBLGK is a semi-circle. Then, since segment MN 

is a semi-circle, segment AMND is greater than a semi-circle. We 

might also similarly prove that all of the segments which are

Between circle EZ and. pole E are greater than a semi-circle.

10 Again, since segment TLGK is a semi-circle, segment BG is smaller b :©A
than a semi-circle. We might also similarly prove that all of the 

segments which are Between circle EZ and the hidden pole, from what

ever is on this same half of the sphere, is smaller than a semi-circle.

Again, let circle AD Be equal to circle BG and parallel to it. I

15 say that the alternate segments of the two circles AD BG are equal to

one another.

Since circle AD is equal to circle BG and parallel to it, arc AE :©A
is equal to arc EB, and arc DZ to arc ZG. Therefore the two arcs

AE DZ, if combined, are equal to the two arcs EB ZG, if combined; and
9 9 120 the arcs EA AD DZ, if combined, are equal to the arcs EB BG GZ,

if combined, /for each one of the two arcs EADZ EBGZ is a semi—circle,

1. add: "But AE is equal to. DZ, and EB is equal to ZG"; Heiberg 
brackets this and notes that Nizze wished to delete it.

2. "whole arc EADZ".

3. "whole arc EBGZ"
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"because the two circles ABGD E2 are great/. Therefore the remaining

arc AB is equal to the remaining arc BG, and the two arcs AB BG are

from the same circle. Therefore the straight line which joins point }

A and point B is equal to the straight line which joins point B and 
25 point G. The straight line which joins point A and point B is the

one which subtends arc AMNB, and the straight line which joins point 
- 2B and point G is the one which subtends arc BLG. Straight equal

lines which are in equal circles cut off equal arcs; the greatest of 

them, the greatest, .and the smallest, the smallest. Therefore the &
10 greatest arc of circle AMD is equal to the greatest arc of circle BLG,

and the smallest arc of circle AMB is equal to the smallest arc of

circle BLG, and segment AMNB is greater than a semi-circle, and seg

ment BLG is smaller than a semi-circle. Therefore alternate segments 

of ^equal, parallel circles'"5 are equal to one another. /That is what

15 we wanted to prove./ •

. 4 xix

If there is a great circle on a sphere which cuts some of the paral- 

lei circles on the sphere and does not pass through their two poles, 

then of the arcs which are cut off in one of the two hemispheres, 

•^whichever is nearer the visible pole is greater than an arc of that

1. The preceeding follows, in the Greek, the next clause in the Arabic, 

and Heiberg would delete them.

2. Heiberg would delete this.

3. "circles AB BG"... ■

4. or xx. For a discussion of the difference in letters and diagram 
cf. Appendix Four, FIGURE II-xix,

5. "The arcs nearer the visible pole will always be greater than
similar to the arcs more distant"
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circle similar to the arc which is cut off from the circle which is 

further from that pole.^

Let there he on a sphere a great circle, circle AEZB, which cuts 

some of the parallel circles on the sphere and. does not pass through

5 their two poles. Let the parallel circles he circles AB GD EZ.1 2 3 4 I 

say that of the arcs which are cut off in one of the hemispheres

p
which is similar to arc EZ.

/Let the visihle pole of the two poles of the parallel circles he 

15 point H./ ^Let a great circle he described passing through point H

and point G, circle HLGT. Let a great circle he described passing o :!•
■ through point H and point D, circle HMDK.^ Therefore the two circles

HLGT HMDK cut off between them two similar arcs. Therefore arc LM is 

is similar to arc GD, ^and arc ALMB is greater than the arc similar to

20 arc GD of circle ALMB.^ /it is arc LM./ We might similarly prove

1. adds ’’let the visible pole of the parallel circles he point H"$ 

cf. infra, 11. 14-15•

2. "Greater than similar always will he those nearer the visihle pole 
than those more distant, i.e., AB is greater than similar to GD, and 

GD than EZ".

3. "For, through H and each of G D let great circles he described, 

circles HTG HKD".

4. "Then ATKB is greater than similar to GD".
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-that ^arc GD is greater ths.n the arc similar to arc EZ of circle GD,^

if we describe two great circles;.passing through point H and through :V

each one of the two points E Z.

It might also he possible for us to prove that without drawing these 

5 two circles by /being satisfied with/ completing circle EZ only, as we

have done in the theorem before this.

2xx

If on equal spheres there are great circles inclined to /other/ Io ;!•

great circles, whichever circle the pole of which happens to be

10 higher, it is more greatly inclined /to its neighbor. He means by 

his statement that the pole of the circle is higher if the perpen

dicular falling from the pole of the inclined circle to the plane of

the circle to which it is inclined is longer; if the two perpendiculars 

are equal, the two inclinations are equal./ As for- the circles of

15 which the distance of their poles from the planes of the circles set 

up on them is an equal distance, their inclination is equal.

Let there be on equal spheres two great circles /of the circles on } :*U

the sphere/, the two circles BKD ZLT, inclined to^the two great 

circles ABGD EZHT.^ Let a pole of circle BKD be point M and a

20 pole of circle ZLT point N, and let pole M be higher than pole N. I 

say that the inclination of circle BKD to circle ABGD is greater than

1. ”GD is greater than similar to EZ”.

2. u%a”or xxi.

3. “two great circles, circle ABGD EZHT”
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the inclination of circle ZLT to circle EZHT.

Let a great circle he described passing through point M and through & 

one of the two poles of circle ABGD, circle AKMG, and another great 

circle passing through point H and through one of the two poles of

5 circle EZHT, circle ELHH. /Therefore they will pass through the poles 

of circle BKD and circle ZLT, and they will bisect both of them and 

at right angles./ Let the common section of circle ABGD and circle 

BKD be line BD, and the common section of circle ABGD and circle AKMG

be line AG, and the common section of circle AKMG and circle BKD be

10 line KS. Also, let the common section of circle EZHT and circle ZLT :*0

be line ZOT, and the common section of circle EZHT and circle ELHH 

be line EH, and the common section of circle ELNH and circle ZLT be

line LO.

since circle AKMG is on the sphere (, and it cuts two circles on

15 the sphere,) the two circles ABGD BKD, and it passes through their 

two poles, it bisects them and at right angles. Therefore circle 

AKMG is set up on each one of the two circles ABGD BKD at right angles, :*U

and each one of the two circles ABGD BKD is set up on circle AKMG at

right angles. If two planes cut each other and are constructed on

20 another plane at right angles, their common section (is set up on 
2

that plane at right angles. The common section of the two circles

ABGD BKD) is line BD. Therefore line BD is a perpendicular on circle 
2AKMG, and it will produce right angles with all the straight lines

1. ’’Since on a sphere a great circle, circle AKMG, cuts some of the 
circles on the sphere, circles ABGD BKD, through the poles”.

2. ’’Then the common section of ABGD BKD, line BSD, is at right angles 
to circle AKMG”; the Arabic here is obscure, cf. p. IT, n. 1 •
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5

IQ

15

20

which pass through its end and are in the plane’’’ of circle AKMG.

Each one of the two lines KS SA passes through' its end and is in the 

plane of circle AKMG. Therefore line BD is set up on each one of the 

two lines KS SA at right angles. Since the two planes ABGD BKD cut 

each other, and there have Been drawn at right angles from line BD, 

the common section, the two lines KS SA, and of them, line KS is in 

the plane of circle BKD, and line SA is in the plane of circle ABGD, 

angle KSA is the inclination of plane BKD to plane ABGD. We might

similarly prove that angle LOE is also the inclination of plane ZLT

to plane EZHT.

I say that angle KSA is smaller than angle LOE.

Since point M is higher than point W, the perpendicular which is 
2drawn from point M to the plane of circle ABGD ...falls on the

common section of the two circles AKMG ABGD, i.e., on line AG. Since

the two planes AKMG ABGD are constructed on each other at right

angles, and the perpendicular which is drawn from point N to plane

EZHT falls on line EH, the perpendicular which is drawn from point M

to line AG is longer than the perpendicular which is drawn from point

N to line EH. Since the two segments of circles, AKMG ELNH, are 
3 3

equal, and the two random points M N have Been marked on them, and 

the perpendicular which is drawn from point M to line AG is greater 

than the perpendicular which is drawn from point N to line EH, arc 

MG is greater than arc NH, and arc MK is equal to arc HL, Because 

each one of them is equal to the arc which the side of the square

o

vnv

nr

© nr

1. “the same plane”.

2. A proBahle haplography in the Arabic, cf. p. *l\, n. o .

3. "random points, points M N”.
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Xdrawn in the great circle subtends, /For each oneof them is drawn 

from the pole of the great circles to their circumferences; for each

one of them is drawn from a pole of the poles of the two circles BKD 

ZLT to their circumferences.,/ Therefore entire arc AKEIG is equal

5 to whole arc ELNH, and arc KMG is cut off from one of them greater

than arc LNH. Then since, from the other, arc AK remains smaller 
3

than arc EL, and the base of angle KSA is arc AK, and the base of 

angle LOE is arc LE, /and these two angles are on the centre of the b 

two circles,/ then angle KSA is smaller than angle LOE. Angle KSA

10 is the inclination of the plane /of circle/ BKD to the plane of circle 

• ABGD, and angle LOE is the inclination of the plane /of circle/ ZLT

to the plane /of circle/ EZHT., Therefore the inclination of circle 

BKD to /the plane,/ circle ABGD is greater than the inclination of 

circle ZLT to the plane /of circle/ EZHT.

15 Again, let the distance of the poles of the two circles BKD ZLT

from the planes on which they are set up be equal, i.e. the perpen— :3V

dicular which is drawn from point M to the plane of circle ABGD is^

equal to the perpendicular which is drawn from point N to the plane

of circle BZHT^. I say that the inclination of the two circles BKD 
5

20 ZLT to the two circles ABGD EZHT is equal , i.e., that angle KSA is

1. add: ’’Then whole arc KMG is greater than whole arc LNH”.

2. ’’then since”.

3. "Angle KSA has been set up on arc AK, and angle LOE has been set 
up on arc LE”.

4. "let...be”.

5. "similar”
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equal to angle LOE.

^Then, if we disgnate the same things in this manner,^ that angle 

KSA is the inclination of the plane of circle BKD to the plane of 

circle ABGD, and. that angle LOE is the inclination of the plane of

5 circle ZLT to the plane of circle EZHT, I say that angle KSA is 

equal to angle LOE,

Since the two perpendiculars which are drawn from the two points 

M N to the planes of the two circles ABGD EZHT are equal, and the 

two perpendiculars which are drawn from the points M N to the planes

10 of the two circles ABGD EZHT fall on the two (equal) lines AG EH,

. {the two perpendiculars which are drawn from the two points M N to

the two lines AG EH are) equal.
2
Since the two arcs AKMG ELHH

are two segments of two equal H 
215 circles, and the two points M

N have Been marked on them at

random, and the perpendicular which is drawn from point M to line AG 

is equal to the perpendicular which is drawn from point N to line EH, 

arc MG is equal to arc NH. Arc KM is also equal to arc NL, for each

20 one of them is equal to the arc which the side of the square described 

in the great circle subtends. Therefore entire arc KMGbis equal to 

entire arc LNH, and entire arc AKMG is equal to entire arc ELNH. 

Therefore, remaining arc AK is equal to remaining arc EL. ^The base

1

© :lt

Z

G

v nt

1. "For, if the same conditions have been provided, we might like

wise prove”.

2. ’’since two segments of circles are equal, segments AKMG ELNH”..

3. .’’Angle KSA is set up upon arc AK, and angle LOE is set up updn

arc LE”
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3of angle KSA is arc AK, and the hase of angle LOE is arc EL.

Therefore angle KSA is equal to angle LOE. Angle KSA is the inclin

ation of the plane of circle BKD to the plane of circle ABGD, and 

angle LOE is the inclination of the plane of circle ZLT to the plane

5 of circle EZI-IT. Therefore the inclination of circle BKD to circle 

ABGD is equal to circle ZLT to /the plane of/ circle EZHT.

Therefore the inclination of the two circles BKD ZLT to the two 

circles ABGD EZHT is a similar inclination. Hfe have learned that it 

is said the inclination of a plane to a plane is similar to the :*U>

10 inclination of another plane to another plane, when the straight lines

which are drawn from the common sections to the planes at right 

angles in each one of the two planes contain equal angles./That is 

what we wanted to prove./

.2 «. xxi

15 If on a sphere there is a great circle touching some circle on the

sphere /which is not great/, and it cuts another circle parallel to V :

that /from among the circles which are/ between the centre of the

sphere and the circle which the first circle touches, and the pole of 

the great circle is also between the two parallel circles, and great

20 circles are described touching the great-eet- of the parallel circles, 

these circles are inclined to the great circle, and the most greatly

elevated of these circles is the circle which touches it at the middle 

of the greater segment /of the two segments of that circle/, and the

1. Cf. supra pp. 1.20-2.7, and Eucl. xi, deff. 6-7.

2. “x{3 ” or xxii. .
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most greatly declined of them is the circle which touches it at the Io :*lo

middle of the smaller segment /of the two segments of the circle/.

\)f the remaining circles,^ those of which the distance of their 

point of ta,ngency from one of the middles of the two segments is

5 equi-distant are of similar inclination, and the circles of which

the point of tangency is further from the middle of the greatest 
2segment are more greatly inclined than the circle of which the point

of tangency is nearer. The poles of the great circles are also on the

same^ circle ^parallel to the two circles which we mentioned, and it 

410 is smaller than the circle which the first circle touches.
5 5On a sphere, let great circle ABG touch some circle on the o

sphere /which is not great/, circle AB, at point A. Let it cut another

circle parallel to this circle /from among the circles which are/

between the centre of the sphere and circle AB, circle EZHT. Let the 
■ 615 pole of circle ABG be between the two circles AD EZHT. Let great

circles be described touching circle EZHT, which is the greater of the 
7

two parallel circles, circles MNS BZG OPQ UT RX. Let circle BZG

touch circle EZHT on the medial point of the greater segment of the V

1. "of the others”.

2. "always are".

3. "on one circle".

4. "parallel to and smaller than the circle which the first great 
circle touched".

5. "a great circle, circle AB".

6. add: "let it be point K".

7. "let circle BZG touch at the point of bisection of the greater 
segment of EZHT, at point Z; and let UT touch at the point of bi
section of the smaller segment of EZHT, at point T".
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two segments of circle EZHT, segment EZH, at point Z. Let circle UT

touch it on the medial point of the smaller segment of the tvio,
7 1segment ETH, at point T. Let the distance of the point of tangency

with it of the two circles MNS OFQ from the point of one of the two 
1 25 halves he equi-distant, and the distance of the point of tangency

with it of circle RX from point R he further than the point of tan- 
2

gency with it of the two circles MNS OPQ. Let that he as it may.

I say that circles MNS BZG OPQ UT RX are inclined to circle ABG, and 

that the most greatly elevated of them is circle BZG, and the most

10 greatly declined of them is circle UT, and that the two circles JINS 

OPQ are similarly inclined, and that circle RX is more greatly 

inclined to circle ABG than circle OFQ, and that the poles of circles 

MNS BZG OPQ RX UT arc on one circle ^parallel to the two circles AD 

EZHT, and it is smaller than the circle which the first circle ABG

15 touches.

Let us mark a^ pole /of the two pole^ of the two parallel circles

AD EZHT. Let it he point L. Let a great circle he described passing
5

through the two points A L, circle AL. Then, since the two circles 
5

ABG AD are on a sphere, and one of them touches the other, and a

lo

o :1Y

1. "let the circlesMNS OPQ he equi-distant from either of the points 
of bisection”.

2. ’’and let RX, having its tangential point at X, he more distant 
from the point of bisection of the greater segment than OPQ” is the 
reading of E and preferred by Heiherg; "let RX he as it chances” is 
the reading of ABGDP.

3. ’’parallel to and less than circle AD".

4. "the”.

5. "Then, since on a sphere two circles, circles ABG AD, touch each
other"
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great circle has "been described, passing through the polex of one of 

them and through the point of tangency, circle AL, circle AL passes

through the two poles of circle ABG also. Therefore it is set up on
2 2 ' it at right angles. Let point K be a pole of circle AGB. There-

5 fore circle AL, if completed, will pass through point K also. Let 
"5

it so pass, and let it be like circle ALK. The two circles ABG EZHT b :*IY 

are on a sphere, and one of them cuts the other, and there has been 

described a great circle passing through their poles, circle ALK.

Therefore circle ALK will bisect the segments which are cut off from

10 the two circles. The medial point of segment EZH is point Z, and the 

• medial point of segment ETH is point T. Therefore circle ALK, if

completed, will pass also through the two points Z T. Let it so pass, 

and let it be like circle TALKZ. Since point K is a pole of circle 

ABG, and circle ABG is one of the great circles, the line which subtends

15 arc AK is the side of the square described in the great circle. :1Y

Therefore arc AKZ is greater than the arc which the side of the square

described in the great circle subtends. Since circle EZHT is smaller 1 :1A

than the great circle, for^ it is between the centre of the sphere and 

5
circle AB, and its pole is point L, arc. LZ is smaller than the arc

which the side of the square described in the great circle subtends.

Since arc AKZ is greater than the arc which the side of the square in

1. "the poles".

2. "point K is a pole of circle ABG"; cf. supra, p. 83, n. 6.

3. "Then, since on a sphere two circles, circles ABG EZHT, cut each 
other".

4< "and".

5. "a pole of it".
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the great circle subtends, and arc LS is smaller than the arc which

the side of the square described in the great circle subtends; then,

if we cut off /from arc AKZ/ at point Z an arc equal to the arc

which the side of the square described in the great circle subtends, 
1 1its other end falls between the two points A L. Let us cut off an

2 2 3are equal to the arc which we mentioned, arc VZ • Let there be 

described with pole L and distance LV circle VCPW^'. Therefore it is 

parallel to the two circles AL EZHT. Let there be described great 

circles passing/, each of them,/ through point L and through each 

one of the points N P X, circles NLW PLG XLP.

Since arc HL is equal to arc LZ, for they are both, drawn from the

pole of circle EZHT /to its circumference/, and arc LV is equal to

arc LW, for they are drawn from the pole of circle PWC /to its

circumference/, entire arc NLW is equal to entire arc ZLV. Arc ZLV

-is equal to the arc which the side of the square described in the

great circle subtends. Therefore arc NLW is equal to the arc which

the side of the square described in the great circle subtends. We 
5might also similarly prove that each one of the two arcs CLP PLX

is equal to the arc which the side of the square d.escribed in the 

great circle subtends. ^Since the two circles LINS EZHT are on a

* :1A

V

I

1. "it”.

2a "it".

3. "let it be VZ".

4* "a circle, circle VCPW”.

5. add: "WLT".

6. "Since on a sphere two circles, circles MNS EZHT, cut each other"
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sphere, and one of them touches the other, and. a great circle has ©

"been described, passing through the two poles of one of them and 

through the point of tangency, circle NLW, circle NLW will also pass 

through the two poles of circle IfflS and is set up on it at right

5 angles. Since circle HNS is great, the arc which is drawn from its

pole /to its circumference/ is equal to the arc which the side of the 

1 'sqaure described in the great circle subtends. Therefore the line

which is drawn from point N to point W is /as/ the line which is

drawn from /the circumference of/ circle HNS to its pole. Therefore b

jO point W is a pole of circle HNS. We might similarly prove that .

point V is also a pole of circle BZG, and that point C is a

pole of circle OFQ, and that point F is a pole of circle RX, and 
2• that point S is a pole of circle UT. The poles of circles HNS 

BZG OFQ RX UT are on circle VCP which is parallel to the two circles 1 :V»

AN EZHT and which is less than circle AN.^ '

I say that circles HNS BZG OFQ RX UT are inclined to circle ABG, 

and that the most greatly elevated of them is circle BZG, and that 

the most greatly declined of them is circle TU, and that the two 

circles HNS OFQ are similar in inclination, and that circle RX is

20 greater in'inclination to circle ABG that the inclination of circle 

OFQ to it.

Since arc NZ is equal to arc FZ, and they are from the same circle, o :Y* 
o

arc NZ is similar to arc FZ. °Let arc NZ be similar to arc SJ and arc

1. adds "Then arc NLW is equal to the arc which the side of a square 
drawn in the great circle subtends”.

2. ’’Then the circles HNS BZG OFQ RX UT have their poles on one circle 
parallel to and less than circle AN".
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g
ZP he similar to aro SI. /Therefore arc SJ is similar to arc al,/

and. they are from the same circle. Therefore aJ is equal to arc IS.

But arc Ja is equal to arc VW, for it is opposite it between two 
1

arcs of two great circles which pass their pole, and. arc si is

equal to arc VC. Therefore arc W is equal to arc VC. There has 
2 3 3been constructed, in circle VCPW , on diameter Vs, a segment of circle 

set up at right angles to it, segment SKZ, and whatever is connected 

to this segment, and from it there has been cut off an arc less than 

half of the entire segment, arc .SK, and from the first circle two 

equal arcs have been cut off, arcs VC VW. Therefore the straight 

line which joins point K and point C is equal to the straight line

which joins point K and point W. Therefore the circle which is des

cribed with pole K and distance KC will pass through point W also.

Let it so pass, and let it be like circle CW. Therefore circle CW 

is parallel to circle ABG, for they are on^ the same poles, for point 

K is a pole of circle ABG. Since circle CW is parallel to circle 

ABG, the perpendicular which is drawn from point C to the plane of

circle ABG is equal to the perpendicular which is drawn from point W.
5

to the plane of circle ABG. Similarly also, it is equal to the
5

perpendicular which is drawn from point Y to the plane of circle ABG.

b :Y-

o :Y1

8. "But NZ is similar to JS, and arc 2P is similar to arc la".

1. "for it is at the vertex".

2. "some circle, circle VCPW".

3. "On a diameter, the diameter from point V to point a".
4. "around".

5. Heiberg would delete this
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The perpendicular which is drawn from point C to the plane of circle 

ABG is longer than the perpendicular which is drawn from point V to 

the plane of circle ABG. Therefore the perpendicular which is drawn 

from point W to the plane of circle ABG is longer than the perpend

icular which is drawn from point V to the plane of circle ABG. 

/Similar also is the perpendicular drawn from point C,/ ^for each one 

of them is equal to the perpendicular which is drawn from point

Therefore point W is higher than point V, and point V is a

pole of circle ©IS, and point V is a pole of circle BZG. The pole 

of circle MNS is higher than the pole of circle BZG, and circles 

whose poles are higher are more greatly inclined /to the planes to 

which they are (inclined). Therefore circle MBS is more greatly 

inclined to circle ABG than circle BZG. Therefore circle BZG;is more

greatly elevated than circle WS. We might similarly prove also that

circle BZG is more greatly elevated then all of the circles which 
2touch circle EZHT. Therefore circle BZG is more greatly elevated

than all of these circles.

I say that circle UT is more^ greatly declined than all of them. 

For the perpendicular which is drawn from point S to the plane of

circle. ABG is longer than the perpendicular which is drawn from point 

P to the plane of circle ABG. Therefore point a is higher than point 

P. Point a is a pole of circle UT, and point P is a pole of

b :Yt

1 :YT

e> :YT

:YT

1. Heiherg would delete this.

2. ’’the most”.

"the most...of”
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circle RX. Therefore the pole of circle UT is higher than the pole of

circle RX. Circles whose

poles are higher are more greatly- 

inclined /to the planes to which 

they are (inclined)./ Therefore 

circle UT is more greatly inclined

to circle ABG than circle RX.

Therefore circle UT is declined more

than circle RX. We might similarly prove that it is also more declined

than all the circles which touch circle EZHT. Therefore circle UT is 

morex declined than all of these circles.

Since the perpendicular which is drawn from point W /to plane ABG/

is equal to the perpendicular which is drawn from point C to the

plane of circle ABG, the distance of the two points W C from the

plane /of circle ABG/ is an equal distance. Point W- is a pole of

circle MBS, and point C is a pole of circle OPQ. Therefore the

distance of the poles of the two circles MNS OPQ from /the plane of

circle ABG/ is an equal distance. Circles of which the distance of

their poles from the planes /on which they are set up (at right

angles)/ is an equal distance, their inclination is an equal inclination.

Therefore the inclination of the two circles MNS OPQ on circle ABG is 
2equal•

Again the perpendicular which is drawn from point P to the plane

:vr

o :Yr

1. "the most...of”.

2. ’’similar”
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of circle ABG, since it is greater than the perpendicular which is

drawn from point C to the plane of circle ABG, point P is higher than

point C. Point P is the pole of circle RX, and point G is the pole

of circle OFQ. Therefore the pole of circle RX is higher than the V :Y*r

5 pole of circle OFQ. Circles whose poles are higher are more

greatly inclined /to the planes to which they are (inclined)/.

Therefore circle RX is more greatly inclined to circle ABG than circle 

OFQ.

Therefore the circles MNS BZG OFQ RX UT are inclined on circle ABG.

10 The most greatly elevated of them is circle BZG. The most declinat.ed & :Yi

of them is circle UT. The two circles MNS OFQ are equally inclined.

Circle RX is more greatly inclined on circle ABG than circle OFQ.

Also, their poles are on ^one circle of the parallel circles which is 

less than circle AD.^ /That is what we wanted to prove./

15 xxii^

^If these matters are the same as we described,and^ the arcs

which are drawn between the points of junction/, i.e., between the 

points of tangency of the circles and their cutting the first circle/, 

are equal, the great circles previously mentioned are similarly

20 inclined.

Let the two arcs which are drawn from the two junctions N F/, 

i.e., from the two points of tangency, to the two points of their

1. "one circle both parallel to and less than circle AD”.

2. Mxyz” or xxiii.

3. "Assuming the same things”.

4. "if”
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cutting circle ABG and. the two circles MS OPQ/, arcs MN PQ, he equal. 

I say that the inclination of the two circles MNS OPQ to circle ABG

is a similar inclination.

Let us mark the pole of the two parallel circles AD EZHT. Let it

he point L. Let a great circle he described, passing through the two 

points A L, circle TALZU. It is clear that it will pass through point 

K which is the pole of circle ABG. Let two great circles he described 

passing/, each one of them,/ through point L and each one of the two 

points N P, the two circles LNB LPG.

Since the two circles EZHT MNS are on a sphere, and one of them

touches the other,and a great circle has been described passing 
2through the pole of one of them and through the point of tangency, 

circle LNB, circle LNB will pass through the two poles of MNS and will 

he set up on it at right angles. We might similarly prove that circle

LPG also passes through the two poles of

circle OPQ and is set up on it at right

angles. Then, since there have been 

constructed on equal circles, on their

diameters which are drawn from the two

Q

M
points N P, two equal segments of circles set up on them at right 

angles, the two segments NL PL, with the segments joined to them, and 

there have been cut off from them two equal arcs, the two arcs NL PL, 

and they are both less than half of ^each one of the two arcs\ and 

there have been cut off from the first circles two equal arcs, the

1. “Since on a sphere two circles, circles EZHT MNS, touch each other”.

2. “the poles”•

3. “the whole arcs"

lo :Yi

1 :Yo

o :Yo

b :Yo
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two arcs LIN FQ, the straight line which joins point L and. point M is

equal to the straight line which joins point L and point Q. Therefore

the circle which is described with pole L and distance LM will pass

through point Q also. Let it so pass, and let it be like circle MSOQ.

It is parallel to the two circles AD EZHT, for they are on^- the same 

2poles. Since the two circles ABO MSOQ are on a sphere, and one of 
2

them cuts the other , and a great circle has been described passing 

through their poles, circle TDKZU, circle TDKZU will bisect the seg

ments which are cut off from the circles. Therefore arc MU is equal
3 ’ 3to arc UQ. Again, since the two circles MNS MS cut each other , and 

a great circle has been described passing through their' poles, circle 

LNB, circle LNB will bisect the segments which are cut off from the

. circles. Therefore arc MN is equal to arc NS, and arc M[s]R is equal 

to arc RS. He might similarly prove that arc OP also is equal to arc 

PQ. Arc OX is equal to arc XQ. Then, since arc MN is equal/, in the 

proposition,/ to arc PQ, and arc MNS is double arc MN, and arc OPQ is 

double arc PQ, arc MNS is also equal to arc OPQ, and the two circles

are equal. Therefore the line which subtends arc MNS is equal to the

line which subtends arc OPQ. But the line which subtends arc MNS

also subtends arc MRS, and the line which subtends arc OPQ also sub

tends arc 0XQ.4 The two arcs MRS OXQ are from the same circle, and 

arc MRS is equal to arc OXQ, and arc MR is half of arc MRS, and arc 

OX is half of arc OXQ. Therefore arc MR is equal to arc QX, and whole

1 :V1

o :Y1

b :Y1

1 :YY

Io "around”•
!

2. "Since on a sphere two circles, ABG MSOQ, cut each other".

3. "Since on a sphere two circles, MNS MSUQ, cut each other".

4-o adds "Therefore the line which subtends arc MRS is equal to the
line which subtends arc OXQ."
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arc MRSU is equal to whole arc TOXQ. Therefore remaining arc RSU is.

equal to remaining arc UOX, and they are from the same circle. There- o :YY

fore arc RSU is similar to arc UOX. But arc RSU is similar to arc

NZ, and arc UOX is similar to arc ZF. Therefore arc NZ is similar

to arc ZF, and they are from the same circle. Therefore arc NZ is

equal to arc ZF. Therefore the distance of the two circles MNS OFQ

from the medial point of one of the two arcs /which circle EZHT cuts

off from them/ is an equal distance. Circles whose distance from the 1* :YV

medial point of one of these two arcs is an equal distance are

similarly inclined. Therefore the inclination of the two circles MNS

OFQ to circle ABG is similar. /That is what we wanted to prove./

1 1 The second chapter from the hook of Theodosius on the spheres ends.

/It is twenty-two propositions.. Praise he to God, Lord of the worlds./

1. Cf. Greek-Arahic Apparatus I, 110.27
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/in the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful
■ I

The third chapter from the book of Theodosius on the spheres/

i

If on a circle some straight line is drawn cutting the circle into

.two unequal parts, and there is constructed on it a segment of a
. 2 2 circle not greater than half of it , and it is set up on it at 

right angles, and the arc of the segment is constructed /on the line/ 

is cut into two unequal parts, the line which subtends the smallest 

arc is the shortest of all the straight lines which are drawn from 

that point /at which the arc is cut/ to the greatest arc of the first 

circle. /Similarly also,/ if the drawn line is a diameter of the 

circle, and the remaining matters/, which obtained for the segment 

which was not greater than half of the circle constructed on the line,z 

are the same, the drawn line previously mentioned is the shortest of 

all the straight lines drawn from /that/ same point reaching the 

circumference of the first circle, and the greatest of them is the 

line which the greatest arc subtends.

Let some straight line be drawn in circle ABGD, line BB, which 

cuts the circle into two unequal parts. Let arc BGB be greater than

arc BAB. Let us construct on line BB a segment of a circle not 

greater than a semi-circle set up at right angles /to circle A_BGB/, 

segment BEB. Let arc BEB be cut into two unequal parts at point E.

3 Let arc BE be greater than arc EB.^ Let line EB be joined. 1 say

1 :YA

* :YA

V :YA

:YA

1. Cf. Greek-Arabic apparatus 1,112:1.

2. "a semi-circle”.

3. "and let arc BE be less than arc EB".

4. "and let arc BE be less than arc EB”.
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that line BE is the shortest of all the straight lines which are 

drawn from point E to arc BGD.

Let there he drawn from point E to the plane of circle ABGD per~ 

pendicular EZ, It will fall on the common section of the two planes

5 ABGD BED, which is line BD, for segment BED is set up on circle ABGD 

at right angles. Let us marie the centre of circle ABGD. Let it he
I 2point H. Let line ZH he joined, and let it he produced in two 

directions to the two points T K. Let there he drawn from point E 

to arcs BLGD line EL. Let line ZL he joined. . •

10 Line^ EZ is a perpendicular on the plane of circle ABGD. Therefore

it makes right angles with all the lines ^drawn from point Z^ in the 

plane of circle ABGD. Each one of the two lines ZB ZL which are in

the plane of circle ABGD is drawn from the end of line EZ. Therefore-

each one of the two angles BZE LSE is right. Since line ZB is shorter

15 than line ZL, the square on line ZB is less than the square on line 
5

2L. We make the square on line EZ common. Therefore the two squares

on the two lines EZ ZB are less than the two squares on the two lines 

EZ ZL. But the square on line BE is equal to the (two) square(s) on 

the two lines EZ ZL, and the square on line LE is equal to the two

20 squares on the two lines LZ ZE. Therefore the square on line BE is 

also less than the square on line LE. Therefore line EB is shorter

1 :Yn

o :Y5

b iY4!

1. ’’Let..-.he assumed".

2. The Arabic literally says: "Let it he drawn from...".

3. "Since line".

4. "tangent to it".

5. "Let...he added"; this expression is translated in this way 
idiomat i cally.
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than line EL. We might similarly prove that it is shorter than all

the straight lines drawn from point E and reaching arc BGD. Therefore

line BE is shorter than all the straight lines drawn from point E and

reaching arc BGk\

25 I say that the line nearer it of the straight lines drawn from

point E Between the two points K B is always shorter than that which

is further from it.

Again, let line GE^ he drawn. Let line ZG he joined.

Since line LZ is shorter than line ZG, the square on line LZ is

10 also smaller than the square on line ZG. We make the square on line

ZE common. Therefore the two squares on the two lines ZL ZE are

smaller than the two squares on the two lines EZ ZG. But the two

squares on the two lines LZ ZE are equal to the square on line LE,

and the two squares on the two lines EZ ZG are equal to the square on

15 line EG. Therefore the square on line LE is smaller than the square

on line EG. Therefore line LE is shorter than line EG. 1

We might also similarly prove that whichever is near line EB of
• 4the straight lines drawn from point E between the two points B K is

shorter than whichever is distant. -
5

20 Again•, we join the two lines EK ED. I say that line EK is

1. “BGD”; the ”K” of the Arabic probably represents a mis-reading, as 
D and K are often similar when written in a final position.

2. Heiberg notes that the following, as far as p.99j 1* 15 , has not
been proposed in the ennunciation of the proposition, cf. Heiberg, p. 115»

n. 2.
3. ’’some other line, line GE”.

4. adds ’’always”.

5. In the Greek, this adverb follows the conjunction ’’that” aft ere
the following ”1 say”. .
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longer1 2 3 4 5 6 than all the straight lines which are drawn from point E and 

reach arc BKD, and that line ED is shorter than all the straight lines 

which are drawn from point E Between the two points D K.

Since line KZ is longer than line ZG, the square on line KZ is

5 greater than the square on line ZG«. We make the square on line ZE 
2common. Therefore the two squares on the two lines KZ ZE, the 

square on line EK, is greater than the two squares on the two lines 

EZ ZG, “The square on line EG. Therefore line EK is longer than line 

EG. We might similarly prove that line EK is /also/ longer than all-

10 the straight lines which are drawn from point E and reach arc BKD. 

Therefore line EK is longer^' than all the straight lines which are 

drawn from point E and reach arc BKD.

. I say also that line ED is shorter than all the straight lines 

which are drawn from point E "between the two points K D.

15 Again, let another straight line be drawn, line EM. Let line MZ

be joined.
. 5

Since line DZ is shorter than line ZM, the square on line DZ is

smaller than the square on line ZM. We make line ZE common. There- 
6 6fore the two squares on the two lines EZ ZD, which are equal to the

} :A1

° :A1

b :A1

b :AV

1. ’’the longest of”.

2. In Greek, this phrase in introduced with "i.e.", which phrase has 
normally been translated thus far in the text as "I mean” - the Arabic 
idiomatic phrase for "i.e."; here the expression used is that used 
thus far for introducing an appositive, "and it is".

3. idem.

4. "the longest of".

5. add: "also".

6. "i.e."; cf. supra , n. 2.
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square on line ED, are smaller than the two squares on the two lines 
1 1EZ ZM, which are equal to the square on line EM. Therefore line DE 

is shorter than line ME. We might similarly prove that line ED is

shorter than all the straight lines which are drawn from point E and

reach arc KD between the two points K D. Therefore line ED is shorter

than all the straight lines which are drawn from point E and reach arc

KD between the two points K D. The line which .is nearer it of the 
2lines drawn between the two points K D is shorter than that which is 

further. /Since line ED is longer than line EB, if arc DE. is also 

greater than arc EB, and line ED is shorter than all the straight 

lipes drawn from point E to arc KD, line EB is much shorter than all 

*the straight lines drawn from point E to arc KD. It is clear that it 

is shorter than the straight lines drawn to arc ICB also. Therefore

line BE is shorter than all the straight lines drawn from point E to 

to arc BKD./3 •

Let drawn line BD be a diameter of the circle2^, and .let all the 

remaining matters be unchanged. I say that line EB is shorter than

* :AT

I- :A\

1. ”i«e.”; cf. p. 98, n. 2.

2. adds "always".

3. The foregoing is not found in the Greek text. It is similar to the
scholion described by Heiberg ass "in textu ABDP post eftOenftv p. 114.
33, post e{)0ei£5v p. 116.13 E; mg. BD et postea add. As ’Since EB
has been proven the shortest of all the straight lines falling from
point E to arc BGKD, and ED the shortest of the lines falling from
point E to arc DMK, and EB is less than ED, then EB is the shortest of
all the lines falling from point E to arc BLGKMD’", cf. Heiberg p. 186,

schol.12
4. "circle ABGD"
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all the lines drawn from point E reaching the circumference of circle 

ABGD, and that line ED is the longest of them.

^If the matters which we described are made 

the same1, (since) arc BE is greater than arc 

EB, and perpendicular EZ has been drawn, line 

BZ is longer than line ZB, and line BB is a

diameter of circle ABGB. Therefore the centre 

of (the) circle is on line ZB. Therefore line

ZB is longer than line ZG. Line ZG is longer than line ZB. Therefore 

the square on line ZB is greater than the square on line GZ, and the

square on line ZG is greater than the square on line ZB. We make a

the square on line ZE common. Therefore the two squares on the two
2 2lines BZ ZE, which are equal to the square on line BE, are greater

than the two squares on the two lines GZ ZE, which are equal to the

square on line GE (and the two squares on ^he two lines GZ ZE, which

are equal to the square on line GB) are greater than the two squares 
2 2on the two lines BZ ZE, which are equal to the square on line BE. 

Therefore line BE is longer than line EG, and it* is longer than line 

EB. Similarly^ we might prove that line EB is the longest of all the b 

lines drawn from point E and reaching the circumference of circle ABGB.

Line EB is the shortest of them.

1. The Greek has this in a Gen. Abs.; its conditional mood in the
Arabic may explain why the ’’since" introducing the next phrase is missing.

2. "i.e."; cf. p. 98, nn. 2,6, 'p. 99, n.l.

5. "line EG".

4. Literally in Arabic "that", but it has probably been mis-spelled and
should read "similarly"
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1
Therefore line ED is longer than all the lines which are drawn from

point E to the circumference of circle ABGD, and line EB is the 
2

shortest of them. /That is what we wanted to prove./

ii

If some straight line is drawn in a circle which cuts off from it 

a segment which is not smaller than a sem-circle, then there is con

structed on it a segment of a circle which is not greater than a 

semi-circle and which is inclined to the segment which is not greater 

than a semi-circle, and the arc of the segment which is constructed
3

is cut into two unequal parts, the line which subtends the smallest i
A

drc is smaller than all the straight lines which are drawn from that 

point /at which it is cut/ to the segment which is not smaller than 

a semi-circle.

Let some line be drawn in circle ABGD, line AG, cutting off from 

the circle a segment not smaller than a semi-circle, segment ABG. We 

construct on line AG segment AEG, inclined to segment ADG, which is 

not larger than a semi-circle. Let arc AEG be cut into two unequal 

parts at point E. Let arc GE be greater than arc EA. Let line EA 1

be joined. I say that line EA is shorter than all the straight lines

which are drawn from point E to arc ABG.

Let there be drawn from point E to the plane of circle ABGD a

perpendicular. It will fall between line AG and arc ADG, for segment

1 :Ai

:At

* :Ai

1. "the longest of”.

2. "shorter than”.

3. "smaller”.

4. "the same"
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AEG is inclined to segment ADG. Let it be so drawn. Let it be line 

EZ, and let it meet the plane of the circle af point Z. net us mark'

the centre of circle ABGD. Therefore its centre will either be on

line AG or between line AG and arc BG, because we postulated that

5 segment ABG was not smaller than a semi-circle.

Firstly, let it be between line AG and arc ABG, and let it be point

H. Let line ZH be joined, and let it be produced in two directions

:A1

:A*

to the two points D B. Let there be drawn from point E to arc ABG 

a straight line /which meets it/, line ET. Let the two lines AZ ZT

10 be joined. '

Since line EZ is a perpendicular on the plane of circle ABGD, it

will make right angles with all the lines which meet it and are in

the plane of circle ABGD. Each one of the two lines AZ ZT, which are

in the plane of circle ABGD, meets line EZ. Therefore each one of & :A*

15 the two angles ASE TZE is right. Then, since line AZ is shorter than

line ZT, the square on line AZ is smaller than the square on line ZT.

We make the square on line ZE common. Therefore the two squares 
2 2on the two lines AZ ZE, which are equal to

20

the square on line AB, are smaller than the 
2two squares on the two lines TZ ZE, which

2are equal to the square on line TE. There

fore line AE is shorter than line TE. We

might similarly prove that it is shorter also

than all the straight lines which are drawn from point E to arc ATB 

/between the two points A B/.

V *A°

1. "Let...be taken".

2. "i.e."5 cf. p. 98, nn. 2,6, p, 99, n. 1, p. 100, n. 5
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We might similarly prove that whichever is near it of the straight 

lines which are drawn from point E to arc ATB between the two points 

A B is shorter than whichever is distant.

Let line BE be Joined. 1 say that line BE is the longest of all 

5 tiie lines which are drawn from point E to arc ABG.

Then, since line BZ is greater than line ZT, the square on line 

BZ is greater than the square on line ZT. We make the square of line 

ZE common. Therefore the two squares on the two lines EZ ZB, which 

are equal to^ the square of line EB, are greater than the two squares

10 on the two lines EZ ZT, ^which are equal to^ the square on line ET. 

Therefore line BE is longer than line ET. We might similarly prove 

that it is longer also than all the straight lines which are drawn
p

. from point E to arc ABG /between the two points B G/.

Let another straight line also be drawn, line EK. Let the two

15 lines ZK ZG.be joined.

Then, since line ZG is shorter than line ZK, the square on line ZG

is smaller than the square on line ZK. Let the square on line ZE be

common. Therefore the two squares on the two lines ZG ZE, which are

equal to^ the square on line GE, are smaller than the two squares on 

3 3go the two lines KZ ZE, which are equal to the square on line EK.

Therefore line GE is shorter than line EK. We might similarly prove

that it is also shorter than all the lines which are drawn from point

1© :A©

1:AT

© :A1

b :A1

1. ”i.e.”, Cf. p. 98, nn. 2,6; p. 99, n.l; p. 100, n. 3; p. 102, n. 2.

2. adds "Therefore EB is the longest of all the lines falling from 
point E to arc ABG. Also, let EG be joined. I say that EG is the 
shortest of all the lines falling from point E to arc BG between the 
points B G"; there is probably a haplography in the Arabic thus the 
inclusion of "between the two points B G".

3. "i.e.", Cf. supra, n. 1 and references there.
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E to arc BKG "between the two points B G. /Therefore line EG is the

shortest of all the lines which are drawn from' point E to arc BKG

between the two points B G./ We might similarly also prove that 
1 1whichever is near line EG is the shortest of the straight lines 

2which are drawn from point E to arc BKG.

We might similarly prove that, if segment ABG is a semi-circle, 

line AE is ^the shortest of^ all the straight.lines which are drawn 

from point E to arc ABG. /That is what we wanted to prove./

} :AY

iii •

10 If on a sphere there are two great circles cutting one another, and

there are cut off from each one of them two equal arcs connected to 

one another on both sides of one of the two points at which they cut, 

the straight lines which join the ends of the arcs which are cut off

on the same side are equal to one another.

15 Let there be on a sphere two great circles, the circles AB GB,

cutting one another at point E. Let us cut off from each one of them 

two equal arcs connected to one another on both sides of point E/, 

the arcs AE EB GE ED./ Let arc AE be equal to arc EB, and arc GE to 

arc ED. Let the two lines GA BD be joined. I say that line GA is

20 equal to line BD.-

For (the) circle which is described with pole E and distance EA 

will also pass through point B. As for point G, it will either pass 

through it also or it will not.

° :AY

b :AY

1. ’’shorter than”.

2. adds "between the points B G".

3. "shorter than".
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Firstly, let it pass1 through point G/, as in the first diagram/..

Therefore it will pass through point D also, for arc GE is equal to 
2arc ED. Let this circle he constructed/, it is circle AGBD/ • Let

the common section of the two circles AGBD AEB he line (AB, and the :AY

common section of the two circles AGBD GED line) GD.

Since great circle AEb\ which is on a sphere (cuts some circle 

on the sphere) and passes through its two poles, 

circle AGBD, it bisects it and at right angles.

Therefore line AB is the diameter of circle AGBD. BJ

We might similarly prove that line GD is also a

diameter of circle AGBD. /Therefore point S is the

centre of circle AGBD, and/ the four lines ZA ZB ZG ZD are equal to

one another. Then, since the two lines ZA ZG are equal to the two

lines ZB ZD respectively, and angle AZG is equal to angle DZB/, for o :XA

they are opposite,/ hase AG is equal to hase DB.

Again, the circle which is described with pole E and distance EA 
A

does not pass through point G; hut it falls 

(beyond it)/, as in the second diagram/. There

fore it will pass through point B and will fall H 

further from point D. Let it he constructed, and 

let it he like circle AHBT. (Let circle GED he 

completed) at the two points H T. Let the common section of the two 

circles AHBT AEB he line AB, and the common section of the two circles :XA

AHBT HET he line HT.

1. adds “also”.

2. A^ corrects to read as the Arabic, cf. Greek-Arahic Apparatus I, 122.17.

3. “a great circle, circle AEB"
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We might prove/, as we have also proven,/ that point Z is the 

centre of circle^ AHBT, and. that each one of the two circles AEB HET 

is set up on circle AHBT at right angles. Let there he drawn from 

the two points G D to the plane of circle AHBT the two perpendiculars

5 GK DL. Let the two lines AK LB he joined.

Then, since arc EH is equal to arc ET, for the pole of circle AHBT

Is point E, and arc GE from one of them has heen assumed^ equal to :AA
arc ED from the other, remaining arc GH is equal to remaining arc 

2DT. Then, since arc HET is a segment of a circle , and there has heen 

10 cut off from it tvio equal arcs, the two arcs HG DT, and the two per- :A1

oendiculars LD GK^ have heen drawn, perpendicular KG is equal to

perpendicular DL, and line HK is equal to line TL, and whole line HE
4 5is equal to line ZT. Therefore remaining line ZL is equal to

5
remaining line KZ . Line AZ is equal to line ZB. Therefore the two 

15 lines AK LB are equal /and parallel/. Then, since-line AK is equal o :A5

"to line LB, and line KG is equal to line DL, the two lines AK KG 

/together/ are equal to the two lines BL LD /together/ respectively, 

and angle GKA is equal to angle DLB, for each one of them is right, 

and hase AG is equal to hase DB. /That is what we wanted to prove./

20 iv

If on a sphere two great circles cut one another, and from one

1. "is”.

2. adds "at right angles".

3. "perpendiculars..., the tvio perpendiculars GK DL".

4. “whole line".

5. Transposed ZL and KZ
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of them there are out off two equal arcs connected to one another

on each one of the two sides of one of the two points at which they

intersect, then two parallel planes are drawn passing through the two 

produced points, and one of them meets the common section of the two

5 planes /of the two angles/ outside the surface of the sphere in the

direction of the point which we mentioned, and /each/ one of the two
is greater than each one of the two arcs 

equal arcs^which are cut..off /from the other great circle/ fay the two 1°
1 1planes drawn from near that same point, the arc which is "between

the point /at which the two great circles cut/ and the plane which

10 does not meet /the common section/ is greater than the arc which is 
2between that point and the plane of the circle which meets the 

, . 2common section.

Let there fae on a sphere two great circles, the two circles AEB GED, 

cutting one another at point E. Let there fae cut off from circle e

15 AEB of them two equal arcs, the two arcs AE EB, connected to one

another on each one of the two sides of point E. Let two parallel 

planes fae drawn passing through the two points A B, the two planes 

AD GB. Of them let plane AD meet the common section of the two planes 

AEB GED outside the surface of the sphere in the direction of point E.

20 Let /each/ one of the two equal arcs AE EB fae greater than each one of 

the two arcs GE ED. I say that arc GE is greater than arc ED.

For the circle which is described with pole E and distance EA will V 

pass through point B, and it will fall further from the two points 

G D, because each one of the two arcs AE EB is greater than each one 

of the two arcs GE ED. Let it fae so drawn, and let it fae like circle

1. "to".

2. "which meets the same circle”
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AHBZ. Let the circle'1 he completed./, and. let circle GEB meet circle

AHBZ at the two points H Z./ Let (circle AB) meet circle AHBZ at 
2point T, and. circle BG circle AHB at point K. Let the common section 

of the two circles AEB AHBZ he line AB, and. the common section of the

5 two circles ABT AHBT he line AT, and. the common section of the two

circles GEB AEB he line EL, and the common section of the two circles

HEZ ABT he line MB, and the common section of the two circles- KGB 
2 3HEZ he line GN. Therefore plane AB meets the common section of the 

two planes HEZ AEB, ^which is^‘ line EL, outside the surface of the

5
10 sphere in the direction of point E, and so it meets it at point S.

Therefore point S is on plane ABT; hut it is on plane HEZ also. The 1
6two points B M are in each of the two planes ABT HEZ. Therefore 

line MB meets line LE outside the surface of the sphere in the dir
ection of E, and they are on point S. Therefore they meet at it.^

15 Great circle on a sphere AEB cuts some circle on the sphere, AHBZ,

and passes through its poles. Therefore it bisects it and at right

1., "circles”.

2. In.Greek, the sequence is common sections of: AHBZ & AEB, HEZ-AB,
HZ; ABT, AHBZ-AT; KGB, AHBZ-KB; HEZ, ABT-BM; KGB, HEZ-GN.

3. "Since".

4. "i.e."; cf. p.98, n. 2; here a third phrase is used for the same idiom.

5. add: "let line EL he produced to point S".

6. "Therefore line MB falls outside the surface of the sphere in the 
direction of E. Therefore they will fall at S."

7• add: "Since"
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angles. Therefore line AB is a diameter of circle AHB. We might a :M

similarly prove that line HZ is also a

diameter of circle AHBZ. Therefore point L is

the centre of the circle. Then, since the two

parallel planes KGB ADT have Been cut hy plane 

AHBZ, their two common sections are parallel.

Therefore line KB is parallel to line AT.

Again, since the two parallel planes KGB ADT have Been cut By plane

HEZ, their two common sections are parallel. Therefore line GN is

parallel to line DM. Since each one of the two planes AB HEZ are set V

up on plane AB at right angles, their common section is also a per

pendicular on plane AHB. Their common section is line EL. Therefore 

line EL is a perpendicular on plane AHBZ, and it makes right angles 

with all the lines which meet it in plane AHBZ. Each one of the two 

lines AB HZ, which are in plane AHBZ, meet line EL.- Therefore line 

EL is a perpendicular on each one of the two lines AB HZ. Then, since 

angle SLN is outside triangle SLM, it is greater than the angle inside 1©

and opposite it, angle SML. Angle SLN is right. Therefore angle SML 

is acute. Therefore angle SMZ is oBtuse. Since line GN is parallel 

to line DM, and line HZ falls on them, angle GNH is equal to angle

SML. Angle SML is acute, Therefore angle GNH is acute. /Since/

1 1line AT is parallel to line KB , and the two lines AB MN have Been

drawn /Between them/, and line AL is equal to line LB, line NL is

equal to line LM, and whole line HL is equal to whole line LZ.

1. "AM is parallel to NB"; the Arabic names points further along each 

line.
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Therefore remaining line HN is equal to remaining line MZ. Since HEZ

is a segment of a circle, ^and there have "been-cut off its chord two 

1
equal lines, lines HN MZ j and the two lines GN DM have been drawn

2 2 parallel and angle DMZ is obtuse, and angle GNH is acute , arc HG is

5 less than arc DZ. Since whole arc HE is equal to whole arc EZ, and^

arc GH is less than arc DZ, remaining arc GE is greater than remaining

arc ED. That is what we. wanted to prove.

v

If the pole of the parallel circles /on a sphere/ is on the circuim- 

10 ference of one of its great circles, and two great circles cut this

circle at right angles, one of them from the parallel circles and the

other inclined to the parallel circles, and two equal arcs are cut off

from the inclined circle connected to one another on the same side on

the greatest of the aprallel circles, then there are described some

15 parallel circles passing through the produced points, they will cut

off from the first great circle unequal arcs between them, and which- 
4ever of these is nearer the greatest of the parallel circles is

greater than the arc which is further from it.

On the circumference of a great circle, circle ABG, let there be 

20 the pole of the parallel circles, point A. Let two great circles cut

this circle, the two circles BZG DZA, at right angles, one of them, 

circle BZG, from the parallel circles, and /the other/, circle DZE, 

inclined to the parallel circles. Let there be cut off from the

1

b

io

1. ’’and equal lines have been cut off, lines HN MZ”.

2. The phrases are transposed.

3. add: ”of them”.

4. add: ’’always”.
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the two.points A

inclined circle1 2 3 4 two equal arcs, the two arcs KT TH, adjacent on the 

same side on circle BZG, the greatest of the parallel circles. Let 

some parallel circles he described passing through the points K T H, 

circles OKP NTS LHM. I say that they cut off from the first great

5 circle, ABG, unequal arcs, and the arc nearer the greatest of the

parallel circles is always greater than the arc which is further from 
2it. I say that arc ON is greater than arc NL.

Let a great circle he described passing through

T, circle ATQ.

10 (Then, since point A is a pole of circle OKP,

to arc ATQ) Again, since point A is a pole 

of circle NTS, arc ALN is equal to arc AVT.

Therefore remaining arc NO is equal to remain

ing arc TQ. We might similarly prove that arc

15 NL is also equal to arc VT. Therefore arc NO

is equal to arc TQ, and arc LN is equal to arc 
3

VT. Great circle ATQ on a sphere cuts one of

sphere, circle OQP, and passes through its two

bisects it and at right angles. Therefore circle ATQ is set up on

20 circle OQP at right angles. There has been constructed on the

diameter of circle OQP^, which is drawn from point Q, a segment of

1

o

arc ANO is equal

V :VTthe circles on the

poles. Therefore it

1. adds “circle DZB".

2. adds “therefore".

3. add: "And since".

4. "of some circle, circle OPQ"
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1 1 - circle OQF at right angles, segment QT, with whatever is connected

to it. /From it/ has "been cut of an arc smaller than half the con

structed segment, arc TQ. Therefore the straight line which joins 

point Q and point T is the shortest of all the straight lines which :5V

5 are drawn from point T to circle OQF. Therefore the straight line-

which joins point Q and point T (is shorter than the line which joins 
2point T) and point K • The two circles /DE AQ/ are equal, for they

are great. Therefore arc TQ is less than arc TK. We might similarly

prove that arc TV is less then arc TH, ^/because/ there has been con-

10 structed on the diameter ^of circle LHM^ a segment of a circle at 

5right angles with whatever is connected to it, and arc VT has been © I*!!
3

.cut off less than half of the constructed segment. Again, arc KT is 

equal to arc TH.- ^Therefore each one of the two arcs QT TV is less 

than each one of the two arcs KT TH.^ Then, since circle BZG is

15 parallel to circle LHM, and circle BZG meets the common section of the 
7

two circles HTK ATQ internally, i.e., at the centre of the sphere,

circle LHM meets the common section of the two circles HTK ATQ out

side the surface of the sphere in the direction of point T. Since V

the two great circles HTK TQ cut one another, and there have been cut

1. ”a circle”.

2. adds ’’Then the straight line joining point T and point Q is less 
than the straight line joining point T and point K”.

3. Heiberg would delete this; in the Greek it is introduced by
’’Similarly stating”.

4. "of some circle, circle LMH”.

5. adds ’’segment VT”.

6. ’’Therefore each one of the arcs KT TH is greater than the arcs QT TV".

7. "in the area of"
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off from circle HTK of them two equal arcs, the two arcs KT TH,

adjacent on each one of the two sides of point T, and there have 
1

been constructed two parallel planes passing through the two points 

H K, the two planes LEM OQP, and of themplane LHM meets the common '

5 section of the two planes HTIC VTQ outside the surface of the sphere

in the direction of point T, and /each/ one of the two equal arcs KT •

TH is greater than each one of the two arcs QT TV, arc QT is greater Io

than arc TV; hut arc QT is equal to arc ON, and arc TV is equal to 

arc NL, Therefore arc ON is greater than arc NL. /That is what we

10 -wanted to prove./

vi I : Io

If the pole of parallel circles /which are on a sphere/ is on the 

circumference of /some/ great circle, and two great circles cut this 

circle at right angles, and one of the two circles is from the parallel

15 circles, and the other is /from the circles/ inclined to the parallel

circles, and there are cut off from the inclined circle equal arcs o ;V

connected in succession on one side of the greatest of the parallel

circles, and great circles are described passing through the produced 

points and through the pole, they will cut off from the greatest of

20 the parallel circles between them unequal arcs, and the arc which is

nearer the first great circle will always be greater than the arc which

is further from it.
2On the circumference of great circle AEG let there be the pole of .

3 3the parallel circles, point A. Let the two great circles BZG DZE

1. ’’drawn”.

2. ”a great circle, circle ABG”.

3. ’’two great circles...circles BZG DZE”.
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1 2cut circle ABG at right angles. Let circle BZG he the
2 ■ greatest of the parallel circles and. circle I)ZE inclined, to the 

parallel circles. Prom circle BZB let there he cut off two equal arcs 

the two arcs KT TH, in succession on one^ side of circle BZG which is 

the greatest of the parallel circles. Let us describe great circles 

passing, each one of them, through point A and one of the points H T 

K, the circles AHL ATM AKN. I say that arc LM is greater than arc MN.

Let /some/ parallel circles he described passing through the 

points H T K, circles SHO FTQ RKX. Therefore arc RP is greater than 

arc PS, as we have made clear previously. Yet arc RP is equal to arc 

UT, and arc PS is equal to arc TV. Therefore arc UT is greater than 

arc TV. Let arc TC he assumed equal to arc VT, and arc HT equal^ 

to arc TIC. Therefore the straight line which joins point H and point

V is equal to the straight line which joins point C and point K.

Let a circle he described passing through point Q parallel to the 

first circles,.circle CPW..

Then, since great circle APKN /which is on a sphere/ cuts some

circle on the sphere, circle CPW, and passes through its two poles,

it bisects it at right angles. Therefore circle APKN is set up at 
5

right angles to circle CPW.. Then, since the two parallel planes 

BZG CPW have heen cut by ^plane APKN^, their common sections are

V J*!®

Io :^o

I :Vl

o :n

1. add: "of them".

2. "one".

3. "the same".

4. "is equal".

5. add: "so that circle JCPW is also perpendicular to circle APKN", 
which Nizze suspected, cf. Heiherg, p, 124» note for line 18,

6. "some plane, plane APKN".
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Lt C and point P is the

15

parallel. ^"Therefore the common. sect ion of the two planes APKN BZG 

is parallel to the common section of the two planes APKN CPW. The 

common section of the two planes BZG APKN is the diameter of the circle

which is drawn from point N. Therefore the common section of the two

planes APKN CPW is parallel to the diameter of circle APKN, which is 1

drawn from point N. There has Been drawn in circle APKN some line,
2the common section of the two planes BZG APKN /, which is drawn from 

point N/, and there has "been constructed on 

it at right angles /to circle APKN/, seg

ment CP, with the segment connected to this,

and the arc of the set up segment has Been

cut into unequal parts at point C, and arc

CP is less than half of the given^ segment.

Therefore the straight line which joins poir 
5shortest of all the straight lines which ai

arc PKN. Therefore the straight line which joins point C and point 

P is shorter than the line which joins point C and point K. The

*e drawn from noint C to o :U

1. ‘'Therefore the common section of planes APKN BZG, which is the ' 
diameter of circle APKN drawn from point N, and the common section of 
planes APKN CPW are parallel, so that the common section of planes . 
APKN CPW is parallel to the diameter of circle APKN“.

2. "CPW". .

3. add: "cutting the circle into unequal parts, for it is parallel 
to the diameter of circle APKN".

4* "set up".

5. "shorter than".

6. add: "So that the line joining C to K is greater than the line 

joining C to P".
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line which is "between point G and point K is equal to the line which 

joins point H and point V. Therefore the line which joins point. H

and point V is longer than the line which joins point C and point P.

Then, since circle CPW is nearer to the centre /of the sphere/ than

circle SHO, circle CPW is greater than circle SHO. Then, since the

two circles SHO CPW are unequal, and circle SHO is the smaller of

them, and there has "been drawn in circle CPW the line which joins

point C and point P, and the line which joins point H and point V i.s 
2longer than the line which joins point C and point P, arc HV is 

2greater than the arc similar to arc CP from its circle. Yet arc

HV is similar to arc LM, and arc CP is similar to arc MN. Therefore
3 3arc LM is greater than the arc similar to arc MN from its circle , 

and they are from the same circle. Therefore arc LM is greater than 

arc MN. /That is what we wanted to prove./

vii

If, on a sphere, there is a great circle touching one of the 

parallel circles, and there is another great circle inclined to the 

parallel circles and touching two circles greater than the two circles 

which the first circle touched, and the points of tangency are also 

on the first great circle, and from the inclined circle there are 

cut off equal arcs connected in succession on the same side of the 

greatest of the parallel circles, and parallel circles are described 

passing through the produced points, they will cut between them from

1 :W

o

1*

1. adds "in them straight lines, in SHO the line from H to V”.

2. "arc HV is greater than similar to arc CP”.

3. “similar to arc MN"
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the first great circle unequal arcs, and. the arc near the greatest of 

the parallel circles will he greater than the arc which is further

from it.
2 2On a sphere, let great circle ABG touch one of the parallel

5 circles Con the sphere], circle AD, at point A. Let another great 

circle, inclined on the parallel circles, circle EZH, touch two

circles greater than the two circles which circle ABG touched. Let

the points of tangency also he on circle ABG at points E H.. Let the

greatest of the parallel circles he circle BZG. Let there he cut off

10 from the circlets] inclined to the parallel circles, circle EZH, two 
3

equal arcs, the two arcs LK KT, in succession on one side of the 

greatest of the parallel circles^. Let parallel circles he described 

passing through the points T K L, the circles MTN SKO PLQ-. I say 

that arc P3 is greater than arc MS. ■

15 Let a great circle he described passing through point K and

touching circle AD, circle HKD, such that 

the semi-circle drawn from point A in the

direction A B will not meet the sem-circle

drawn from point D in the direction D R.

20 Let us mark the pole of the parallel circles

and let it he point U. Let a great circle

he described passing through the two points U K, circle UKV.

Great circle UKV which is on a sphere cuts (some circle on the

sphere) circle PLQ and passes through its two poles. Therefore it

1 :U

O :U \

V :U

1. adds ’’always".

2. "a great circle, circle ABG".

3. "the same".

4. add "circle BZG"
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■bisects it and at right angles. Therefore circle UKV is set up (a-t

right angles) to circle PLQ. There has been constructed on the

diameter of circle FLQ;, which is drawn from point V, a segment of a

circle set up at right angles, segment UV, with the segment which is

5 connected to it, and it has been cut into two unequal parts at point 
2 2K, and arc KV is the smaller of the two segments • Therefore the

straight line which joins point K and point V is the shortest of all
3 .

the straight lines which are drawn from point K to .the circumference 

of circle^ FLQ, and the line near it is always smaller than that which

10 is further. Therefore the line rwhich joins point K and point H is 

shorter than the line which joins point K and point L.^ The two 

circles DR ELH are equal, for they are great. Therefore arc KL is

■ greater than arc KR. We might similarly prove that arc TK is also 

greater than arc KP, and ^likewise^ equal to arc KL. /Each/ one of

15 the two arcs TK KL is greater than each one of the two arcs KR KP.

Since circle BZG is parallel to circle MTN, and circle BZG meets the 
z

common section of the two circles TKL PKR outside the surface of the
7 8 . _sphere , circle MTN meets the common section of the two circles TKL

to :U

o :U

1 :n

1. "a. diameter of some circle, circle FLQ".

2. ’’smaller than half".

3. "arc".

4. add: "so that the line joining K to L is greater than the line 

joining K to R".

5. "and TK is". ■

6. "inside". .

7. adds "as at the centre of the sphere".

9. add: "being produced"
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11PKR outside the surface of the sphere in the direction of point K, b 
2(Since) the two great circles on a sphere TKL PKR cut at point K'; 

and there have been cut off from one of them^ two equal arcs, the two 

arcs TK KL, connected in succession on each of the two sides of the

5 points at which they cut; and two parallel planes have passed through 

the two points T L, the two planes PLQ MTN; and of them plane MTN 

meets the common section of the two planes TKL PKR outside the surface 

of the sphere ^in the direction of^ point K; and /each/ one of the two 

arcs TK KL is greater than each one of the two arcs RK KP, arc RK is i’H

10 greater than arc KP. But arc RK is equal to arc (PS, and arc KP is

equal to arc) MS. Therefore arc PS is greater than arc MS. /That is 

what we wanted to prove./

viii )
5

If on a. sphere there is a great circle touching one of the para-

15 llel circles^, and there is /on it/ another great circle inclined to 

the parallel circles and touching two circles greater than those 

which the first circle touched, and the place(s) of tangency are also 

on the first great circle^ and from the inclined circle there are cut & :V* 

off equal, arcs connected in succession oh the same side of the great-

20 est of the parallel circles, and great circles are described passing
g

through the points so made , and they cut off from the parallel

1. ”as at”.

2. The Arabic text has “but".

3. adds Vcircle TKL”.

4. ”as at”•

5. ’’some circle on the sphere”.

6. adds ’’touching that which the first circle touched”
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5

10

15

. 1 
circles between then similar arcs, they will cut off between them

from the greatest of the parallel circles unequal arcs, and the arc 
2

which is near the first great circle is greater than that which is

distant from it.
7 7

On a sphere, let there be great circle ABG . Let it touch one of V

.the parallel circles on the sphere, circle AB, at point A. Let there 

be another great circle, circle EZG, inclined to the parallel circles 

and touching two circles greater than the two parallel circles which 

/the first great/ circle ABG touched. Let the places of tangency also 

be on circle ABG at the two points E G. Let the greatest of the .

parallel circles be circle BZ. Let there be cut off from inclined

circle E2G two equal arcs, the two arcs HT TK, connected in succession :V*
on one side of circle BZG, the greatest of the parallel circles. Let

us describe great circles, the circles BHL MTN SKO, passing through 

the points H T K and meeting circle AD at the points D M S. Let

them cut off from the parallel circles between them similar arcs. I 

say that arc LN is greater than arc NO.

Let there be described parallel circles passing through the points 

H T K, the circles PHQ RT XUK. Arc RX is greater than arc RP, but

1. adds "making the semi—circles drawn from the points of contact 
to the points through which they are drawn asymptotic with the semi
circle of the first great circle on which was the point of contact 
of the inclined circle which (point) is between the visible pole and 
the greatest of the parallel circles,"; one of the Greek mss., A, 

adds these words in the marginj cf. Heiberg, p. 140, note for line 14*

2. add "always".

3. "a great circle, circle ABG".
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5

10

15

20

arc RX is equal to arc TU, and arc RP is equal to arc TQ, and arc UT

is greater than arc TQ. Let arc TV he’’' equal to arc TQ, and arc HT

equal to arc TK. Therefore the straight line which joins point (H

and point Q is equal to the straight line which joins point) V and

point IC. Let a circle he described parallel to any one of the circles 
3

FHQ RT XUK and passing through point V, circle CVP. Let us mark the

pole of the parallel circles, and let it he point V/. Let a great

circle he described passing through the two points W 0, circle WO.
4 5 5On a sphere, great circle WO cuts some circle on the sphere, 

circle BZ, and passes through its two poles,
g

and so it bisects it and at right angles.

Therefore circle SO is inclined to circle BZ

in the direction of A E B. Therefore circle

BZ is inclined to circle SO in the direction 

of x7. Circle BZ is parallel to circle CVP.

Therefore circle CVP is inclined to circle SO in the direction of S.

Since the two parallel planes BZ CVP have been cut (by some inclined 

plane, plane SO, their two common sections are parallel.) Therefore 

the common section of the two planes SO CVP is parallel to the 

common section of the two planes.BZ SO. The common section of the

&

1. “be assumed”.

2. "is equal".

3. add: "BZ".

4. "Since on...".

5. "a great circle, circle WO".

6. add: "then circle WO is perpendicular on circle BZ".

7. "AE B"
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two planes BZ SO is a diameter of circle SO which is drawn from 

point 0. Therefore the common section of the two planes SO CVP1 

divides the circle into two unequal parts, for it is parallel to the 

diameter of circle SO* There has been constructed on it a segment

5 of a circle, GP, with whatever is connected to it, inclined on the 1 :W

.segment which is not greater than a semi-circle; and the arc of the

set up segment has been divided into two unequal parts at point V; and

arc VP is less than half of the constructed segment; and the straight 
2 2line which joins point V and point P is the shortest of all the

10 straight lines which are drawn from V to the arc which is not less o

than a sem-circle. Therefore the line which joins point. V and point 

P is shorter than the line which joins point V and point K. There-

■ fore the line which joins point V and point K/, we have proven that 

it/ is equal to the line which joins point H and point Q. /The line

15 which joins point V and point P is shorter than the line which joins

point H and point Q./ Therefore the line which joins point H and b

point Q is greater than the line which joins point V and point P.

Since circle CVP is nearer to the centre of the sphere than circle 

PHQ, circle GVP is greater than circle PHQ. Since the two circles

20 CVP PHQ are unequal, and circle PHQ is the smaller of them, and there 

has been drawn in circle PHQ of them the line which joins point (H 

and point Q, and in circle CVP another line which joins point) V and

1. adds "which is drawn from point P, is parallel to a diameter of 
circle SKO drawn from point 0. Some straight line has been drawn in 
a circle, circle SKO, which is the common section of SKO CVP, and".

2. "shorter than"
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point P, and the line which was drawn in the smallest^ circle was 

2longer than the line which was drawn in the greatest circle,

because^ the line between point H and point Q is longer than the line :VT

4between point V and point P, arc HQ is greater than the arc similar

5 to arc VP from its circle^. Yet arc HQ is similar to arc LN, and 1 : VT

5
acr VP is similar to arc NO. Therefore arc LN is greater than the 

5
arc similar to arc NO from its circle , and they are from the same 

circle. Therefore arc LN is greater than arc NO. /That is what we 

wanted to prove./

10 - ix

If the pole of the parallel circles is on the circumference of © : VV

a 'great circle, and two great circles cut this circle at right 

angles, one of them from the parallel circles and the other inclined 

to the parallel circles, and from the inclined circle there are cut

15 off two equal arcs not connected in succession on the same side of 

the greatest of the parallel circles, and then great circles are 

described passing through the points so made and through the pole, 

they will cut off from the greatest of the parallel circles between 

them unequal arcs, and the arc near the first great circle will V

20 always be greater than that which is further from it.

1. ’’smaller”.,

2. "greater”.

3. "i.e.".

4. "similar to arc PV”.

5. "similar to arc NO”
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greater than arc NS.

two arcs ZH TK or it

1 1/On a sphere,/ let there he on the circumference of circle ABG

the pole of the parallel circles, point A. Let two great circles,

the two circles BEG BE, cut circle ABG at right angles. Let circle

BE he from the parallel circles and circle BEG inclined to the 
2 25 parallel circles. Let there he cut off from circle BEG two equal 

arcs, the two arcs ZH TK, not connected in succession on the same 

side of the greatest of the parallel circles^. Let great circles he 

described passing through the points Z H T K and through pole A, the 

circles AZL AHM ATN AKS. I say that arc LM is

10 For arc HT is either commensurable with the

is not commensurable with them. ,

Firstly/, in the first diagram,/ let arc HT 
4 4the two arcs ZH TIC. Let the two arcs ZH TK 

5
he divided by that magnitude which they 

5
15 share at the points 0 F Q R. Let great cir

cles he described passing through the points 

0 F Q R and through pole A, the circles OX FU

QV RC. ,

Then, since the successively connected arcs ZO OH HF FQ QT TR RK

20 are equal to one another, the successively connected arcs LX XM MU UV

VN NC CS are ^not equal to one another, and the greatest of them is 
z

arc LX and what follows successively from that. Then, since arc LX 

is greater than arc NC, and arc XM is greater than arc CS, whole arc

1

1*

1. "a great circle, circle ABG”. ”2. ’’the

3. adds "circle BE”. 4* "the

5. "into parts”, cf. Greek-Arahic apparatus

6. "sucessively greater than each other, beginning with greatest arc

? ft”J VI «inclined circle, circle Bi

arcs ZH HT TK”.

I, 146.2.

LX”
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5

io

Let arc HR be 4

15

20

LM is greater than whole aro NS,

If arc HT is not commensurable with the two arcs ZH TK, I say 

that arc LM is greater than arc NS.

(if arc LM is not greater than arc NS,) it is 

or equal to it, •

Firstly, if possible, let arc LM be less

than arc NS, as in the second, diagram.
2Let arc LB be equal to arc NO. Let a

great circle be described passing through pole

A and point 0, circle OF. Then, since there
3 3 ’are the three arcs KT TF HT , we mark some arc,

TF, less than arc TK, commensurable with arc HT. 

equal to arc TQ. Let two great circles be described passing through 

the two points R Q and through pole A, the two circles RX QU.

Then, since arc RH is equal to arc TQ, and arc HT is commensurable 

with each one of the two arcs RH TQ, arc MX is greater than arc (NU, e 

and arc LM is greater than arc ZM. Therefore arc ML is much greater 

than arc) NO. It was also equal to it. That is impossible. There- 

arc LM is not less than arc NS. •

I say that it is also not equal to it.

1. “Let...not be”.

2. "be assumed".

3. "three homogenous, unequal arcs, the arcs KT TF HT".

4. "be assumed”
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12

If it is possible, let it be equal to it, as in the third diagram,
A.

Let the two arcs ZH TK be bisected at the two 

points 0 P (and let two great circles be des

cribed passing through the two points 0 P)

5 and through pole A, the two circles OQ PR.

Then, since arc ZO is equal to arc OH , u / \

arc LQ is greater than arc QM. Therefore arc

LM is larger than double arc MQ., Again, since ^arc (TP is equal to 
2arc PK, arc) HR is greater than arc RS. Therefore arc SN is less 

10 than double arc NR< (Then, since arc LM is equal to arc NS) and arc LM

of them is greater than double arc MQ, and arc MS is less than double 

arc NR, arc QM is less than arc NR. We have assumed that the two

. arcs HO TP are equal. That is impossible /with that which was made

clear in the second diagram of this proposition/. Therefore arc LM-ia not

15 equal to arc NS. It is clear that it is not less than it. Therefore 

arc LM is greater than arc NS. /That is what we wanted to prove./

x

If the pole of the parallel circles is on the circumference of a 

great circle, and two great circles cut this circle at right angles,

20 and one of them is from the parallel circles, and the other is

inclined to the parallel circles, and on the inclined circle there o

are marked two points at random on the same side of the greatest of 

the parallel circles, and great circles are described passing through

1. ’’the adjacent arcs ZO OH are equal to each other” and add: "then 
the adjacent arcs LQ QM are greater than each other beginning with 
the greatest, arc LQ”.

2. ’’the adjacent arcs TP PK are equal to each other, the adjacent-*arcs 

NR RS are greater than each other beginning with the greatest, arc NR...
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the points /so made/ and the pole, the ratio of the arc of the

greatest of the parallel circles which falls between the first great
1 . . 

circle and the circle (described through the pole to the arc of;

the great inclined (circle) which falls between these same two circles 
25 is as the ratio of the arc of the greatest of the parallel circles

• which falls between the great circles which pass through the pole V ; VI

/of the parallel circles/ and the points which are -marked to some arc 

less than an arc of the inclined circlets] between the marked points.

On the circumference of great circle ABCp let there be the pole of 

10 parallel circles, pole A. Let two great circles cut circle ABG at

right angles, the two circles LEG BE; and circle BE is from the 

parallel circles, and circle LEG is inclined to the parallel circles.

' On ^circle LEG^ let there be marked two points at random, the two jVl

points Z H, on the same side of circle BE, the greatest of the parallel

15 circles. With the two points Z H and pole A let there be described 

two great circles, the two circles AZT AHK. I say that the ratio 

of arc BT to arc LZ is as the ratio of arc TK to some arc less than arc

ZH. '

For arc ZH is either commensurable with arc ZL or it is not so. : VY

20 Firstly/, in the first diagram,/ let it be commensurable with it.
5 2Let the two arcs ZL ZH be divided by that quantity at the points

and adds “Therefore arc NR is greater than arc RS".

1. adds ’’adjacent”.

2. adds ’’adjacent".

3. ’’some great circle, circle ABG”.

4. "the inclined circle, circle LEG".

5. "into parts"; but AE read "measures", cf. Greek—Arabic apparatus I, 

150:9.
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5

10

15

L M N. Let there he described, great circles passing through points o :VY

LMH and pole A, the circles LS MO NF. ■

Then, since the successively connected arcs 

DL LM MZ ZN NH are equal to one another, some

of the arcs BS SO OT TF FK are successively

greater than others if we commence with the

greatest arc BS. Then, since some of the

successive arcs BS SO OT TF FK are greater than others, and the

successive arcs DL LM MZ ZN NH are equal to one another (and the : VY

quantity of the arcs BS BO OT is equal to the quantity of the arcs

DL LM MZ) and the quantity of the two arcs TF FK is equal to the

quantity of the two arcs ZN NH, the ratio of arc BT to arc DZ is

greater than the ratio of arc TK to arc ZH. /For, since arc BS is

greater than arc TF, and arc DL is equal to arc ZL, and if the

measures are unequal, the ratio of their greatest measure to the same

measure is greater than the ratio of the smallest measure to it, (and)

the ratio of the measure of all the preceeding to all the following

is greater than all the preceeding to all the reamining./ If we make

the proportion of arc BT to arc DZ as the proportion of arc TK to 
rg20 some arc , that arc is

^Then arc HZ is not

ratio of arc BT to arc

than arc ZH.

1. ’’some other”.

2. adds ’’Therefore the ratio of arc BT to arc DZ is as TK to some 
arc less than ZH".

3. "Let arc HZ not he commensurable with arc DZ”
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If that is not so, ^then either its ratio to it is as the ratio

of arc TK to an arc greater than arc ZH or it is as its ratio, to
1arc ZH.

Firstly, if possible, let be /as the ratio of TK/ to an arc greater

5 than arc ZH, arc ZL, as in the second diagram

Since the three arcs LZ ZH ZH (are not equal) 
2we cut off another arc less than arc LZ,

greater than arc ZH, and commensurable with

arc ZH, arc ZM. Let us describe a great
I

10 circle passing through point M and pole A, X. .s

circle MN.

Then, since arc ZM is commensurable with arc HZ, the ratio of arc

BT to arc HZ is as the ratio of arc TN to some arc less than arc ZM.

The ratio of arc BT to arc HZ is as the ratio of arc TK to arc ZL.

15 Therefore the ratio of arc TK to arc LZ is as the ratio of arc TN to b O 

some arc less than arc ZM25. <Arc NT is greater than arc TK. There

fore the arc which is less than arc ZM is greater than arc TK.

Therefore the arc which is less than arc ZM is (greater) than it.

That is impossible. Therefore the ratio of arc BT to arc ZB is not

20 as the ratio of arc TK to some arc greater than arc ZL; but it is less 

than it.4 That is impossible. Therefore the ratio of arc BT to arc 

ZH is not as the ratio of arc TK to some arc greater than arc ZH.

1. "then either it will be as to some arc greater than ZH or to it".

2. "some".

3. add: "and conversely, as TK is to TN, ZL is to an arc less than ZM”.

4. "Therefore TK is less than TN. Therefore LZ is less than the arc 
less than ZM. But it is also greater”.
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I say that ^its ratio to it is not as the ratio of TK to ZH 1

Xf possible, let the ratio or arc ET to arc ZB he as the ratio of 

arc TK to arc ZH, as in the third diagram. Let each of the two arcs

BZ ZH he bisected at the two points L M. Let two great circles he 
2described passing through each of the two points L M , the two circles

LN MS.
____ A

SinceSince ^arc DL is equal to arc LZ, arc BN is □ 

'3greater than arc NT , and arc BT is greater

than twice arc TN. We might similarly also

10 prove that arc KT is less than twice arc TS.^ 

5
Arc KT is less than twice arc TS. Therefore

the ratio of arc NT to arc TS is less than the ratio of arc BT to

arc TK. The ratio of arc BT to arc TK is as the ratio of arc BZ to o

arc ZH. Therefore the ratio of arc NT to TS is less that the ratio

15 of arc BZ to arc ZH. The ratio of arc BZ to arc ZH. is as the ratio

of arc LZ to arc ZM. Therefore the ratio of arc NT to arc TS is

less than the ratio of arc LZ to arc ZM. If we exchange, the ratio

of arc NT to arc LZ is less than the ratio of arc TS to arc ZM.

If we make the ratio of arc NT to arc LZ as the ratio of arc TS to b

20 some arc, that arc is greater than arc ZM. It is clear /in the third

1. "neither is it the same ratio".

2. add: "and through pole A".

3. "The adjacent arcs BL LZ are equal to each other, the successive 
arcs BN NT are greater than each other beginning with the greatest, 
arc BN".

4. add: "Then, since arc BT is greater than double arc TN".

5. "The ratio of BT to TN is greater than KT to TS; conversely the 
ratio of BT to TK is greater than NT to TS".
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diagram/ that that is impossible. Therefore the ratio of arc BT to 

arc BZ is not as the ratio of arc TK to arc ZH. It is clear that

its ratio to it is not as the ratio of TK to some arc greater than

arc ZH. Therefore it is as its ratio to some arc less than it.

5 Therefore the ratio of arc BT to arc DZ is as the ratio of arc TK 

to some arc less than arc ZH. /That is what we wanted to prove./

xi ;v

If the pole of the parallel circles is on the circumference of a 

great circle, and two great circles cut this circle at right angles, )

10 and of them one is from the parallel circles, and the other is 

inclined to the parallel circles, and another great circle /is 

assumed/ passing through the pole of the parallel circles, and it 

cuts the inclined circle between the greatest of the parallel circles . 

and the circle which the inclined circle /of the parallel circles/

15 touches, the ratio of the diameter of the sphere to the diameter of

the circle which the inclined circle touches is greater than the o

(ratio of the) arc of the greatest of the parallel circles, which 

falls between the first great circle and the^ circle /which meets it 

and passes/ through the two poles /of the parallel circles/, to the

20 arc of the inclined circle which falls between those same circles.

On the circumference of great circle ABG let there be the pole of

the parallel circles, point A. Let two great circles cut circle ABG 

at right angles, the two circles BEG DEZ. Let circle BEG be the V :H

1. ’’neither is it toward a greater arc”.

2. add: ’’adjacent”
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1
greatest of the parallel circles. Let there he another great circle) 

a circle which cuts circle DEZ and passes

through the two poles of the parallel circles

hetween circle BEG and the circle which

5 circle DEZ touches, circle DLM. I say that

the ratio of the diameter of the sphere to th

diameter of the circle LM is greater than the

ratio of arc BT to arc DH.

Let one of the parallel circles be described passing through pole :!)•
210 H, circle THIS. Let the common sections of these planes be lines

AK DZ BG NS DM TO HP HQ3...then line QX4...and angle QXH is equal to 
5

angle TOB ...line OQ to line QF is greater than the ratio of angle

BOT to angle QOH. But the ratio of line QO to line QP is as the 1

ratio of line OD to line DR, ^and it is^ the ratio of line DE to

15 line DM. The ratio of angle BOT to angle QOH is as- the ratio of arc

BT to arc DH, Therefore the ratio of line ZD also to line DM is 

greater than the ratio of arc BT to arc DH. Line DZ is the diameter 

of the sphere, and line DM is the diameter of circle DLM. Therefore 

the ratio of the diameter of the sphere to the diameter of circle DL

1. adds "circle DEZ is inclined to the parallel circles".

2. "the".

3. The Arabic is missing nearly one page of Greek. This ommission 
may result from the scribe turning one too many pages in his exemplar.

4* Here is further omission of some seven lines of Greek text; an 
omission probably of scribal error, as there is no indica/tion that he 
noticed the text being broken, cf. p. U* , notes i ,o ,1 , for references.

5. This omission has no discernable cause, as the previous one.

6. "i.e."
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is greater than the ratio of arc BT to arc DH. /That is what we o :1b

wanted to prove./

xii

If, on a sphere, two great circles touch the same circle of

5 parallel circles, and they cut off "between them from the parallel 

circles similar arcs, and another great circle inclined to the 

parallel circles touches two circles greater than the two circles 

which the first two circles touched, and it cuts the two circles 1* :1b
^which one of the parallel circles touched^" between the greatest of

10 the parallel circles and the circle which the first two circles

touched, the ratio of double the diameter of the sphere to the dia-

• meter of the circle which the inclined circle touched Is greater than 

the ratio of the arc of the greatest of the parallel circles, which 

falls between the two circles which the same circle touched, to the arc

15 of the inclined circle which falls between those same circle. 1o :1b
2 2 .On a sphere, let the two great circles AB GD touch the same circle

of the parallel circles, circle AG, at the two points A G. Let them

cut off from the parallel circles between them similar arcs. Let

another great circle, circle EZ, inclined to the parallel circles, e> :11T

20 touch two circles (greater than the two circles) which the two circles 

AB GD touched. Let circle EZ cut the two circles AB GD between the 

greatest of the parallel circles and circle AG which the two circles 

AB GD touch. Let the greatest of the parallel circles be circle MBZ.

1. "touching the same circle”.

2. ’’great circles,circles AB GD".
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Let the parallel circle which circle BZ touches he circle EH. I say

that the ratio of double the diameter of

the sphere to the diameter of circle EH

is greater than the ratio of arc BD to

5 arc TK

Let the pole of the parallel circles

b :W

he point L. Let great circles he des-
M

crihed passing through point L and each one of the points E T K, 

circles EMIIL LTN LKS. Let one of the parallel circles he described

10 passing through point K, circle OK. Let great circle OTP he des

. crihed passing through point T and touching circle Eli at point P.

Since the two circles OK EPH are parallel, and two great circles,

the two circles ETKZ OTP, have been described touching circle EPH at , 

the two points E P, and a great circle has been described passing

15 through Ipole t\ great circle LTQ, arc OQ is equal to arc QK, and

arc RQ is less than arc QIC, and arc RK is smaller than double arc KQ. } : JVT

But arc RK is similar to arc BD, and arc. KQ is similar to arc NS.

Therefore arc BD is smaller than double arc NS. Since the ratio of

the diameter of the sphere to the diameter of circle EH is greater 

20 than the ratio of arc MN to arc ET, and the ratio of arc MN to arc

ET is also greater than the ratio of arc NS to arc TK, and the ratio o : 

of the diameter of the sphere also to the diameter of circle EPH is 

greater than the ratio of arc NS to arc TK, if doubles of the previous 

are made, the ration of double the diameter of the sphere to the

25 diameter of circle EPH is greater than the ratio of /the arc which is/

!♦ ’’point T and pole L”
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double arc MS to arc TK, The ratio of double arc NS to arc TK is

greater than the ratio of arc BD to arc TK, for the arc which is 
1

double arc NS is greater than arc BD. Therefore the ratio- of the 
1

diameter of the sphere to double the diameter of circle EPH is much 

5 greater than the ratio of arc BD to arc TK. /That is what we wanted

to prove./ ' V : UT

xiii

If, on a sphere, parallel circles cut off from some great circle 

equal arcs near the greatest of the parallel circles, and great

10 circles are described passing through the produced points, and they

either pass through the poles of the parallel circles or touch the 
2

same circle of the parallel circles, they cut off from the parallel : UT

circles between them equal arcs.

1

arc ZE is equal to arc EH.

For, since on a sphere there are two parallel circles’, the two 

circles AB GD, which cut off from a great circle, circle AED, two

1. ’’double the diameter of the sphere to the diameter of circle EPH”.

2. add: "greatest of the"
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equal arcs, -the two arcs AE ED, near circle ZII, the greatest of the

parallel circles, circle AB is equal to circle GD. Since the two
1 1parallel, equal circles AB GD cut off from great circle KT the two P

arcs TE EK near circle ZI1, the grea-test of the parallel circles, arc

5 TE is equal to arc EK, and arc AE is equal to arc ED, and the straight 

line which joins point A and point T is equal to the straight line 

which joins point K and point D. Therefore the /chord of/ arc AT is 

equal to the /chord of/ arc KD, and the circles are equal. Therefore 

arc AT is similar to arc KD. /For they are Between two circles which

10 either touch one of the parallel circles or which pass through their 

poles./ But arc AT is similar to arc ZE, and arc KD is similar to 

arc EH. Therefore arc ZE is similar to arc EH, and they are from the 

same circle. Therefore arc ZE is equal to arc EH. /That is what we 

wanted to prove./

15 xiv )

If, on a sphere, a great circle touches one of the /parallel/ circles

on the sphere, and another great circle inclined to the parallel 

circles touches a circle greater than the circlets] which the first 

circleEs] touches, the two great circles cut off from the parallel

20 circles "between them dissimilar arcs, and whichever of these arcs is o

2 3 4near one of the two poles is greater than the arc of its circle
Asimilar to whichever is distant from it.

1. "some great circle, circle KT".

2. "nearer than whichever is distant".

3. add; "always".

4. "similar"
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5

10

15

20

On a sphere, let there he a great circle, circle ABG, touching one 

of the /parallel/ circles on the sphere, circle ADS, at point A. Let 

another great circle, circle BEG, inclined, on the parallel circles, 

touch circles greater than the circles which /the first/ circle, ABG, 

touched. I say that the two circles ABG BEG cut off from the parallel 

.circles Between them dissimilar arcs, and ^whichever of them is near 

one of the two poles is greater than the arc of its circle similar

t o whi oheve r i s di st ant •

Let there he marked on inclined cirdle BG two points at random,

E K. With the two points E K let there he

crihed two circles parallel to circle ADS,

two circles ZEH TKL. I say that arc EH is 

greater than /the arc of its circle/ simil 

to arc KL, and that arc TK is greater than 

/the arc of its circle/ similar to arc ZE.

Let there he described two great circles passing through the two 

points E K, the two circles DEM SNK, and touching circle ADS. There

fore the semi-circle which is drawn from point D in the direction of

M does not meet the semi-circle which is drawn from point A in the 

direction.of /z/ T, and the semi-circle which is drawn from point S in 

the direction of K does not meet the semi-circle which is drawn from

point A in the direction of L.

Then, since the two semi—circles AL SK do not meet, and between 

them are the two arcs NH KL from the parallel circles, arc NH is

Io :Uo

1 :iu

o :nn

1. "those nearer either of the poles will always he greater than 
similar to those more dists,nt".

2. "so that"
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similar to arc KL. For these reasons also, arc ZE is similar to arc 

TM, /and arc HNEZ is near one of the two poles, and arc LKMT is near 

the other pole/* Since arc NH is similar to arc’KL, arc EH is 

greater than /the arc of its circle/ similar to arc KL. ^Also,

5 previously, arc TK is greater than the arc of its circle similar to 

arc ZE. /That is what we wanted to prove./

**«***#****#***##-

^he third chapter from the hook of Theodosius on the spheres ends.

It is fourteen propositions. With its end, the hook is complete.

God is all-knowing.

1. ’’Because of these things, arc TK is also greater than similar to 
arc ZE”.

2. Cf. Greek—Arabic Apparatus I, 164.19
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This is the proposition, which we mentioned, at the end of the hook 1 1 :UY

10

15

Triangle ABG with angle B right and line GB drawn at random. I

say that the ratio of AB to BB is greater than the ratio of angle

BBG to angle BAG.

Proof: Therefore the ratio of AB to BB, on the common section, 

is greater than the ratio of angle BGA to angle BAG. We describe

on triangle ABG circle AG. We draw BH to H parallel to BG and

produce it in a straight line to K. We join GK KA. I say that the

ratio of AH to HG is greater than the ratio of arc AB to BG. Vie ‘

describe with point K and distance GK arc GZT. 

from what (?) that the ratio of AH to HG is 

greater than the ratio of sector TZK to sector 

SGK. Thus, it is as we shall designate it.

That is, we join GZ and produce it in a 

straight line to M. Therefore, the ratio of

sector TZK to sector GZK is as the ratio of

angle ZKT to angle GKZ. That is as the ratio of angle BGA to angle 

BAG. The ratio of triangle KZM to triangle KGZ is greater than the

o :UY

b :UY

ratio of the sector to the sector. Therefore, the ratio of MZ to ZG

20 is greater than the ratio of the sector to the sector. Vie draw ZL

parallel to AK. Therefore the ratio of AL is greater than the ratio 
of the sector. The ratio of AHG to HG is greater than the ratio of 
AL to BG. Therefore the ratio of AH to HG is greater than the sector :UY 
to the sector. We might put together the proof if we construct what

25 we have constructed. Therefore, we make it such that the ratio of the 
sector to the sector is less than the ratio of AH to AHG. The 
ratio of AH to HG is as the ratio of AB to BB, and the ratio of the

1. Cf. pp. xvii-xix for a discussion of what follows
2. The Arabic here is obscure.
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sector to the sector is as the ratio of angle ZKT to angle GKZ, 

that is angle BAG. Therefore, the ratio of AD to DB is greater than 

the ratio of angle GA to angle DAG. We have designated that the

ratio of AB to BD is greater than the ratio of angle BDG to angle

5 BAG. That is what we wanted to prove. e> • UA
These things are clear if, from the circumference of a circle, there 

is cut off an arc less than half, and DG is drawn as its chord, and

from one of the ends of the chord the diameter of the circle is

drawn, and from the other end of the diameter line AG cuts the chord

10 at random and terminates at arc DGK which has been mentioned. There

fore, the ratio of the portion of the chord near the diameter to the 

other portion ADB, is greater than the ratio(of the arc) near the 

diameter of the two portions of the assumed arc to the other arc. V : UA
15 Success is through God.

Triangle ABG with angle B right and line GD drawn at random. I 

say that the ratio of line AB to BD is greater than the ratio of 

angle BDG to BAG.

Proofs We draw from point D line DE parallel to line AG. It is 

20 clear that line DE is greater than line DB and less than line DG. If

we make point D a centre and describe with distance DE a circle, it

may cut outside the triangle. We draw HA from it. Let it be like : HA
ZEH. .

Since ED is parallel to GA, the ratio of AD to DB is as the ratio 

25 of GE to EB. The ratio of GE to EB is as the ratio of triangle DEG

to triangle BDE. Therefore, the ratio of line AD to DB is as the 

ratio of triangle DEG to triangle DBE. The ratio of triangle DGE to 

triangle DBE is greater than the ratio of triangle DGE itself to 

sector DZE, because it is greater than triangle BDE. Therefore, ©
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the ratio of line AB to BB is greater than the ratio of triangle BEG 

to sector BEH. Therefore, the ratio of AB to

BB is much greater than the ratio of sector

DEH to sector BZE. If we exchange, the ratio 

5 of AB to BB is greater than the ratio of sec

tor ZBH to sector BZE. The ratio of sector

BZH to sector BZE is as the ratio of angle

BBG to angle BBE. Therefore, angle BBE is equal to angle BAG.

Therefore, the ratio of AB to BB is greater than the ratio of angle

10 BBG to angle BAG. That is what we wanted to prove. V

' Triangle ABG with angle B right and line GB drawn at random. I 

say that the ratio of line AB to BB is greater than the ratio of 

• angle BBG to angle BAG. In particular, the ratio of AB to BB is , 

greater than the ratio of angle BGA to angle BAG.

15 Proofs We describe on triangle ABG a circle. We draw BHK paral-

lei to BG, and we join AK KG. We describe

with distance KG arc GZT. We join GZ and

produce it to M. We draw LZ parallel to AM.

Since sector KTZ is less than triangle GZK,

20 and triangle KZG is less than sector KZG, the 
triangleratio of^KZG, i.e., the ratio of MZ to ZG,

i.e., the ratio of AL to GL, is greater than the ratio of sector TZK 

to sector KZG. But the ratio of AG to HG is greater than the ratio 

of line AL to AG. Therefore, the ratio of AG to HG, i.e., the ratio 

25 of AB to BB, is much greater than the ratio of sector TZK to sector 

KZG, i.e., the ratio of angle TKZ to angle ZKG , i.e., the ratio of 

AD t,o arc DG, i.e., the ratio of angle AGD to angle BGA. By the 

construction, the ratio of AD to DB is greater than the ratio of o
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angle TKG to angle KZG, i.e., the ratio of angle BDG to angle DAG.

That is what we wanted, to prove.

If DE is drawn parallel to GA, and a circle is constructed on 

centre D with distance AE cutting BG, it cuts BD if it is produced

5 in a straight line to Z. Let it he ZEH...and so forth A MX
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Greek-Arabio Apparatus I

Sigla:

A = Vat, Gr. 204
B = Vat. Gr. 202
C = Vat. Gr. 203
B = Par. Gr. 2342
E = Par. Gr. 2448
P = Par. Gr. 2390
P - Posited Greek text of the Arabic translation 
H = Text as presented by Heiberg

2.1 A']H; OeoOooCou o<pcupt,%65v 7tp$Tov, AB; 0soSoo£ov ocpcci,ptxflv

OeodooCou o<pct,ipt,%65Vj E; “The first chapter from 

the book of Theodosius on the spheres”, P.

2.6 6td}ieTpoC]ABCP; , BEP.

2.10 £otI]aBCF; A^ystccg, DEP.

2.11 OT)jj,siov]ABCF; BEP.

2.14 xotvlj TopJJjD ; 'TclVC xotvaUC Top-aVC, EP.

2.18 f)]ABGF; B ylyvo|j.6vb in ras. B ; Y^vop.bvB E; "so 

made” P.

6.14 post eTU-xbdco add. aUou E; "of the circle’’^ P.

8.9 BA( alt.) ]ABBEP; corr. ex AB, C ; "AB", P.

8.10-11 Tojjtfjv.. .eftOSuav ]ABCBE; Top-^v 6^ -xoti’ioet £v p.bv 

^TCicpocvsiq, T?jC aqxxCpaC t6v. A1A &v 6b TdJ

. &7Ci7t£6ty Tt)V AZE (EAZ,P) e&OStcLV, EP (om* Top,t]V, P).

8.18 APA(pr.)JaBGBF; AAP EP .

10.8 {xrcoxeCp-evov &KC%&bov ] BCBEE; t6 oc^to b^Crcedov, A;

"to it" P.

12.21 NK]ACBP; HK, BP, e corr.A . KH]CBF;mut. in KN, AB; 

"KN" P.

14.1 NK]CBEP; HK, ABP. KH(pr. ) ]BCBEF; EN, AB2P.

16.20 YpaPP^v ] ABGBEF; mut. in 'xepicpbpeiccv A2; "arc" P.
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18.1 AE]ACDEP ; EA, BA2P.

18.22 ABr]ABCBP; ABT xfixXov, EP; xt5xAou .supra add. A2.

22.3 ante £v ins. Ta E,H,Z apex, A2; "therefore the points E H Z" , P

22.18 HK]BCDE; H-, in ras.A; -K, mut. in ©, ; H©,PP. .

H@]ABCBE; mut. in HK, A2; HK, PP.

22.19 AB]E; PA, ABGBPP.

22.25 T-g ocpafp^jH; TpC oepat paC, ABGDEPP.
28.16-17 6p0oC...xtixAoCjACDEP; om. BP; mg. C2 •

32.6 t!]v St&p-STpov JaBCDEP; mut. in ttJ 6tap-£Tpto to'qv, A2;

"a line equal to the diameter", P.

32.8 t?)V 6ta|xeTpovjABCDEF; mut. in t1J Stap^Tptp Vgt)V, A2;

"a line equal to the diameter", P.

32.12 post r scr. P:"Let us conceive that the lines AG GB 

BA are joined"; post r (32.9) ins. %a,t £7te£eT5x0cooav 

at AB,BP,TA mg. A2.

t 2 232.22 xaf £oTtv.,.xa£ p]del. A , om. P; mg. A , text. P:

(xsfpevov) Stio 6?] TpCycovd £c>Tt Ta A@r,AHZ TaC Suo YO)vfa£ T&.C 

fcfto AP0,r©A TatC 6uot ywvCat^ TdctC wo AZH,ZHA toaC

&X0VTa &xaT6pav &xaTdpq, xcxl pttav %\eup&v p,tq rcAsupcJ 

topv Tpv wcoTsCvoucJav utio jxfav t<Bv tacov YwvteSv t^v AP 

t5J AZ* xat TaC Xot7iaC apa •rcAeupaC Tat£ Aot%atC TtXeupatC 

toaC Sget £%aT6pav &%aT6pq

34.2 tTjv &t&jxsTpov] ABGBEF; mut. in tIJ StapZTpto toriv, A2; '

"a line equal to the diameter",?.

34.3 t^v 6tdpsTpov]ABGBEF; mut. in t^ 6tap,6Tp^> tarp, A2;

."a line equal to the diameter",?.

34.6 t^v 6tap,eTpov ]ABCBEF; mut. in t1J Stap^Tpto topv, A2;

"a line equal to the diameter", P.

34.14 AAB] -A- e corr. A; ABA, EP.
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34.2X BH©]ABCDP; E0H, EP.

40.3- 29 KB\ . .&0Tt,v ] om. P.

40o29 In fine tox5 a, AG ; toA rcptoTou, P; spatium

1. linea BD; "The first chapter from the book of Theodo

______SJ-US 011 J^e spheres ends. It is twenty-two proposi-

. tions," P post 40.2.

42.1 B']H; QsodooCou ccpcupix&v (3t,(3A£ov 3, E; acpaxpix&v (3,

ACL; ocpcupt%u5v Se^Tepov, BP ; ptpAfov 6euTepov mg. 

postea add. B; "The second chapter from the book of

Theodosius on the spheres”, P.

42.12 T] H©...£cjtCv(13) ] om. DP.

44.1 efcOdta, Ypcwp]ABGDEP; del. Ypow^ A2; "line” P.

52.31 ZAEP]aBGDP; ZPEA, EP.

2 252.32 7€4vto)C]D; comp. BP; -C e corr. A ; TCdvTWVjCP , t63v G ;

to, Z,H,E t65v, E.

60.5 KH]ADEj HK, BCPA2P.

66.1 AEKHrT] BEEF; AEHPT, C ; AEKHr, AP sed mut. in AEKHT$ A.

70.3- 4 ouo o .rerapTripopLou] om. EP.

70.25 Ar©]ABDEP; ABr@, CP.

70.26-28 f} dp. ..^Xccttcov ]E; om. ABCDPP.

72.12 AME, ABP, AHH]E; AE, Ar, AH ABCDPP.
♦
74.28-30 f] Br.. .xaTccoxeudoavTsClE; q;tC \£yog t?]v &7to\a,p,(3a,vo~ 

p6vT)v tc?T)v T'Pj Toft TeTpa-Y^vou 7c\eup^ et£ tov

p.^Yi'O'rov xtixAov GYYPO'ToP'SVou stvai tI]V BT, ABCDPP.

76.10-17 £a.v.. .6T|Aa6-/j]E; Om. ABCDPP.

80.13 BArA]E; ABTA, ABCDPP. .

80.16 APA]E; ABrA, ABCDPP.

80.18 BAA]E; ABrA, ABCDPP. .

* 74.13-19 6|j.oC(uC...ei0efq,]E, om. ABCDPP.
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80.25-26 coaC. 0 .&<pat,poftotv ]ABCBF; Vocov xept, cpepeiffiv

pepTixaovv, EP.

84.21 IIPO]ABCBF; OPII, EP.

8602 ARAIK; ABPA,ABCBFP.

90.10-11 %al..oGrilletov]S; om. ABCDPP.

90.15 6i,a Yccp]E; soto) y&p 6 cpavspd£ xoAoC t65v xapakkriAwv 

ard H arjli^vov xat 6t,&, ABCBFP.

92.21 apa]EA ; apa afru&v, ACBFB^P ; a&T<Bv, B.

96.10 EH©]ABGBEF; mut. in EZH© A2; "EZHT” P.

98.29-31 xoppdkepov.. .0IIP(pr. ) ]E; goto) <b£ Stvxs, ABCBF;

’’and the distance of the point of tangency of 

circle RX from point R he further than the point 

of tangency with it of the two circles MNS OFQ 

with it. Let that he as it may,” P.

104.1 ql>]BF; 'foq, EP; <jA, C ; qf, B, in ras. A2.

106.15 t65v ext,x£6wv ] ABCBEI) mut. inTotf £x£xg6ou rot! ABP 

xtixAov, A ; ’’the plane of circle ABG”, P.

110.27 xexAip^vot ] ABCBE$ xexAt,|±6vo(, * oxsp e6et, 6£l£at,, EP.

In fine: tcC (3, AB; Toft SeuT^pov, BF ;

to5 deunr^pou \<5you, G ; "The second chapter

from the hook of Theodosius on the spheres ends. It 

is twenty-two propositions,” P.

112.1 P']H; &pxb Tofl y, A; oepatpix&v tpCtov, B^; &px?l toU 

'tpC'rov, C ; 0<patpx65v y» » + OeoSoaCov acpatpx&v 

TpfTov, E, mg. xe; 5-px^l to5 tpCtou (3i(3XCou t65v 

oepat,pcx65v, F; ’’The third chapter from the hook of 

Theodosius on the spheres”, P.

114.10 BPA] ABCBF; BrK, EP.

114.15 ZA]ABCBF; AZ, EP.
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114.23 kaJabckf; BKA, ep.

116.33 &X<iaou>v]D; ^XSoooov' 8%ep S6et SeCgat, Ej feXaxfOTr),

2 'BCE, in ras, A ; ’’the least of them. That is what 

we wanted to prove,” P.

120.2 ©Z]ACDE; Z®, BEP.

120.3 EZ,Z©]AGDEE; EZ,®Z B;’’TZ,ZE"P; mut. in ®Z,ZE A2.

120.4 E©] ABODE; ©E, EP.

120.6-8 f) apa.. .e£0sid5v ] ABODE; om. EP.

122.17 £p%eaeto] ABODES -oOcomut. in £px£o0co xol ecmo 6 ArBA
o

xtixAoC, A ; "let this circle he made; it is circle 

AOBD," P.

124.9 post oripdlov supra add. toA AHB© xtixAov, A2; in P post 

k6\oC 124.8: "of circle AHBT".
p

126.1 xa/rajADE; &C xo/tA, BCFA ; "in the direction of" P. 

128.12 post pr. xat supra add. £xet A ; "and since" P.

130.23 P©]ABODE; ©P, EP.
134.11 £XST2]BCEE; XST2,ADP, corr. A2. ,

134.12 SX’FSjBCE; X?2,ADEP, corr. A2.

134.14 ^XY2]BCEP; X¥2 , ADP, corr. A .

134.17 ^X^2]BGEP; XT2 , ADP, .2corr. A .

134.18 £™2]bcEE; X¥2, ADP, .2corr. A •

150.9 p,6p-r]]BQDE, e corr. A; p.6Tpa, AEP.

154.5 xspicpepeCccC] ABODE; xepicpspeCcc£* Sxsp &6et, Sd'cga.i, EP.
158.9 HOP]ABODEE; "QOH",P; mut. in POH, A2.

2
164.19 In fine toD TpCnrovadd. P ; "The third chapter from

the hook of Theodosius on the spheres ends. It is 

fourteen propositions," P.
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Greek-Arabic Apparatus II

It was found while compiling apparatus I that frequently 

the Arabic ms. differs from all the the Greek mss. over the 

letters used to represent points. Most frequently this 

takes the form of transposition, whereas sometimes different 

points on the same line are used. Examples of this type 

of difference are listed in this apparatus because they 

would seem to be peculiar to the Arabic rather than the 

Greek tradition. All sigla remain as for apparatus I, 

excepting P becomes a (as representing the Arabic tradition). 

The letters are given in their Greek equivalent to save 

the reader the necessity of constant reference to the 

transliteration table in appendix one.

6.21 Ar,Br] Ar,PB a. .

6.22 Ar,Br] AT,rB a.

6.24 AAB] AABr a,; cf. appendix four, FIGURE I-iii.

6.28 AAB] AABr cc; cf. appendix four, FIGURE I-iii.

8.26 BA] AB a.

10.24 K,@] ©,K cl. ..

10.26 ©A,HM,KN] ©A,KN,HM a.

12.10 AH] HA a„

12.19 AH(pr.)] HA a. AH(alt.)]HA a.

12.32 ©H] H© a.

14.2 NK] KN a,o'

14.4 NK] KN a.

14.17 BE] EB d.

14.18 BZ] ZB d.
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14.20 EA] AE a.

16.18 rZ] ZP do

18.9 AE,EA] AE,EA a.

20.1 ZE] AE do EA] EZ d.

20.3 EA] AE d.

20.4 HE]CEP; EH, ABD ; AE d. EAjBCEP; HA, AD; EH, d.

20.5 HA] AH do

20.6 EBH] BEH d.

20.9 BA] AB d.

20.12 EZ] EHZ d.

20.21 EZ] EHZ do

22.5 EZ] EHZ do

22.7 EZ] EHZ d.

24.14 ©a] r© do

24.16 EBZA] EBZ. d.

30.1 BA,ZA] ZA,AB d. -

30.7 BE] EB d. PE] EA d, AE] Er do

30.8 BE(pr.)] EB d. BE( alt.)] EA d. EA(alt.)]E, EB, d;

EZ, ABGDP.

30.9 AE] EA d.

32.1 AE] AEBr d.

34.6 BPA] ABP d.

34.10 ZE] EZ d.

34.15 AA,AB,BA,AK] AB,BA,AA,AK d.

34.22 H©E] ©HE d.

36.10 TAE] ErA d.

36.11 PAE] EPA d.

36.14 ZEH(pr.)] EZH d. ZEH(alt EZH d.

38.1 A] A do
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38.2 AE] AZE a.

38.10 ABB] AA a.

38.13 ZA] ZHA a.

38.18 AZ]ADE; ABZ,BGF ; AAZ, a.

38.25 ZA©] Z© a.

38.26 ZA©] Z© a.

38.31 ZA©]ADEF; ZA, BG; A©Z, a.

40.1 ZA] ZHA a.

42.14 ABB(pr.)] ABFA a.

44.11 BAE] AEB a.

46.17 B©K] BK© cc.

48.29 BB] BEB a.

52.4 AEBH] AEH a.

52.5 AE] EA a. .

52.12 BH] HB a.

52.22 Z.,E] E,Z a.

52.30 AEBZ] ZAEB a, sed Z ins. a. m.

56.11 EKH] EH a. EH] HE a.

56.23 Z@] ©Z. a.

58.30 BM] MB a. EN] HE a.

60.14 HE] EH a.

62.13 KH] HK a.

62.16 HE]bcdP; in ras. A; -E e corr. E;

64.5 AEKHB^T] AEKHBT a. BZAOAY] BZA0AT

64.6 KA] AK a. K,A] A,K a.

64.29 K,A] A,K a.

64.31 AEKHBT]BE; AE- in ras. P; pro -E-

ras., D; AEKHB3? , A, -P$ e corr, seq^.

a.

• 1 iitt., G; 

ras. 2 litt.;

-BT in

AEHB, a.
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66.17 AEKHr] AEKr cl.

66.18 AEKHr] AEKr cl.

66.21 ABr] AHBT a.

66.22 ArB] AEB cl.

66.23 BnA] BA cl.

68.1 NB] BN cl.

68.6 NBrn] Nn cl.

68.9 EHZ] EZ CL.

68.17 KN] MKN cl.

70.30 B@] ©B cl.

74.3 TA] Ar cl.

74.22 M] T cl.

76.3 EM] ME cl.

76.6 TH] Hr a.

82.3 ErMAZ] ETMZA a.

82.16 A©KMS]-©~ del.(?) b2, corr. ex A©KM,C2; AN©E cl.

84.2 AM] MA cl. BAA] B~ e corr. in scrib. P -mut. inAAB, A2

BfA, ~T~ in ras.,E; AAB cl.

84.22 OZ] ZO cl.

86.2 BZ] ZB. cl.

86.3 BZ] ZB cl.

86.5 BZ] ZB a.

86.30 HE@(pr.)] ©EH a

88.4 ©EMHNZK] ©EHNZK

88.5 ©BTK] ©BABK cl.

88.7 ©BEK] ©BABK a.

88.10 ©BTK] ©ABK a.
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88*26 AA] AMNA a.

88.30 AA] AMA a.

88.31 Br] BAP a.

90.1 BP] BAr a.

90.2 AA] AMNA a. Br (pr.)] BAP (X.

90.9 APBA]E; ABPA, ABCBP; ABAT, A2; AEZB, a.

92.12 Z©] Z0© a.

92*25 BE] BA oc*

96*21 MK] KM a. AN] NA cc.

96.26 AE] EA oc*

102.28 Y@] ©Y a.

102.30 zn] nz a.

102.31 zn] nz a.

104.1 p'ftj ACDEJ £-in ras.,P; £T, A^G^, in ras. B;^ a.

104*2 £4K] ABEP, cc; £T, BA2.

104*4 C^] ACBEE, 1Xq, cc; qT, BA2. X®] OX cc*

104.5 XO] OX a.

104.9 XO] OX a.

108.10 ©AAKZY] ©AAZY cc*

110.1 ©AAKZY (pr. )] ©AKZY a. ©AAKZY] ©AKZY a.

110.3 MEYPjkBCEP ; MYSP, D; MEY©P, A2; ME, a.

110.6 M2] ME2 a.

110*20 YES] 2EY cc.

110.22 nz] zn cc*

112.20 ABP] ABTA cc.

112*25 BTA] BArA a.
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114.2 BZ( pr.)] ZB cl. BZ(alt.)] ZB a.

114*5 EZ,ZB] EZ,ZA a. m. in marg. a. EZ,ZA] AZ, ZE cc.

114*6 BE] EB ao AE] EA a.

114.17 TZ,ZE] EZ,ZB a.

114.26 rz] zr cc.

114.32 KA] BKA a. ,

116.22 AZ] ZA a.

116.23 Zr(pr.)] BZ cl. .

118.23 ABr(pr.)] Br a.

120.5 AB] A©B a.

120.25 Zr,ZK] ZK,Zr a.

122.24 AZ,ZI\ZB,ZA] ZA, ZB,ZT,ZA ex.

122.25 AZ,ZB] ZA,ZB a. AZ,ZB] ZB,ZA a.

124.12 PK( alt.) ] KF a, ’

124.14 BZ] ZB a.

124.15 TK] KT a.

126.22 AHBZ] AHB a.

126.29 AEB] AB a. .

126.30 AHBZ] AB a. •

128.1 AHBZ] AHB a.

130.19 OKn] OPII cl. .

130.20 OKn] OPII cl.

130.21 OKn] opn cl.

130.25 OKn] OPn CL.

132.7 2@P] ©P cl.

132.10 OKn] OPH a.

134.9 ^XJ2] XW cl, cf. Greek-Arabic Apparatus I, 134.11,12,

14,17,18
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1156.4 X¥2,SH0] SH0,XI2. a.

156.32 SM] MS a.

136.34 AKS] SKA a

138.8 $KY] Y$ a.

140.5 SM] MS a.

140.26 BZ] BZB a.

142.10 SKO] SO a.

142.11 A,E,B] T a.

142.13 SKO] SO a.

142.16 SKO ] SO a.

142.17 SKO,BZ(pr.)] BZ,SO a. SKO,BZ( alt.) ] BZ,SO a.

142.22 SKO] SO a.

146.20 SH] HS a.

146.23 TM] MT a.

148.11 SK] NS a.

148.12 OH] HO a.

160.3 AEM] EMHA a

160.4 ©n] <o@n a.



GLOSSARY

The Glossary is in two parts: Greek to Arabic and Arabic to Greek,

The words have been given, in their lexical form in the first instance, 

and under this are given other instances where either different terms

translate the same word or particular uses of the word require separate

entry. Up to five occurrences are recorded. More than five occurrences 

are indicated by the plus sign. In the Arabic section, references are
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from the right but with line first, page second



157 a-YO) - &7toXa,p0d,vto

A

ayw 2.14; 4.10; 6.8; 10.22; 16.6 + .. . ♦

4.23; 16.3; 20.15; 44.29; 60.5 + .. .

&Stfva,Tov 6.10; 50.22; 78.6,19; 80.4 + ..

46.20 ............................................................

6.29; 10.10 •• •• •• •• *.

114.11; 130.9; 132.24; 138.12; 144.23 +

ftxpov, to 44.29

.. ..

.. .. Iu_,t

&\\<x 12.19; 32.19; 34.18; 104.3; 110.11 +.......................... jO
6.28; 46.20; 50.7,19; 68.19 +.....................................

18.8; 32.21; 52.13; 60.7; 78.3 +.....................................j

2.4,12; 4.2; 16.20; 20.24 + .. ..
14.23,26; 20.25,27; 22.9 +..........................La jlJ

28.27; 46.19,25; 52.9; 56.7 + •• •• vi form of verb

ccXXoC, a<, ov 136.15,24; 140o8,22; 154.9 +

10.15; 14.7 .....................................

98.14 ................................................

fi.ppX'SC, 15 128.9,17 .......................... ..

&jjlcp6t8po0, cc, ov 22.2; 42.3; 46.4,5 ..

24.10.26; 26.24; 42.17

126.17 .. .. .. ..

ScvtaoC, ov 86.14,23; 112.3,5,13 + .. .,

138.9; 142.25 .. .........................

• • • • •

............. A
.. ..

............................. gA

* • dual + V*^*->*
.. .. ys

, •• dual + JS

. • • • jj l. *«!■■>.

. . . . uJiILpx.

&vfoTTipt 6.3,15; 8.31; 10.9; 22.17 +..............................................

8.31; 20.19; 22.20 ............................................................

6.3; 10.9 •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••

<5cv6poioCj ov 162.25,32 •• •• .. •• • • • • • • Aj Liz.

a£0)V, ovo£, 6 2.9 .......................... • • .............................................. jyn.

cwteCpcov, ov 36.7 •• •• •• .. ..................................... *Lx»j?

&xeva,VT£oC, ov 128.7 .. .. .. .................................................JA
10.15,18; 12.16,27,30 + .. •• •• •• d~*~;

&xo6etxvupt 74.30 ............................................................................................JL.

i,7CoXccp{3 ccvw 38.2; 48.19; 52.19,23; 54.23 + • • .• . • J*^



.158 CC7CTO[XOCtr - Y&p

a/KTopat 6.17,19$ 8.1,4,7 + ...................................................................
12.2,3$ 16.15$ 18.4,5 + • • •• •• ajjb

118.30,31$ 128.3,4 .. .. .....................................

^WTepoC, a, ov 90.8,13$ 114.11$ 116.12 •• •• •• •• •*■*■3

114o20$ 120.9 •• •• •• •• •• U

apa, 4.15,18$ 6<>9,10,ll + •• •• • • • • • • •• • ••

8.17,20,26$ 10.7$ 12.6 + •• •• •• cond. sent.
12.17,18$ 48.4,23$ 58.6 + .. •• eJ^introd. by jU?
4.20$ 24.18$ 36.18,19; 38.18 + ................................................... j

&£ &PX-PK 58.16,17,23$ 84.8; 98.19 ..............................................

a,pxo|xocc 150.13 .. .................................................................................. IdiJ

clodjjLTVTrtOTroC, ov 64.1,8,9,20$ 68.11 + •• •• •• ••

' 64.18,19$ 136.34 ..................................... Jl
0/6t6C, a, ov 8.26$ 12.9; 16.26,27,29 + .. .. suffixed pronoun

6 aftaroC 2.15$ 10.8(bis )$ 12.30$ 42 • 5 *F*

10.21$ 24.8$ 26.13 ..............................................

56.26$ 70.9$ 72.3$ 74.8$ 162.21'+ .. ..

42.25 ................................................. ....................... ip vd/UU

&<patp£a) 76.19,23$ 80.9,13$ 84.19 +..............................................

18.10...................................................................................................

80.26  
(S/pavif]?, eC 88.12 •• •• ......................................................... .. ••

M, fj 8.30$ 10.6$ 48.22$ 64.33$ 100.8 + .. ..
46.26 •• •• •• •• •• *• •• •• UxJ1 £*=>«

8.5 •• . . • « •« •• .. •• • . •• <L*» VvJ 1

' B

pdavC, ew£, T) 14.19,20$ 16.18(bis)$ 18.18(bis) + •• .. Sae-U

. r

Y<xp 2.20$ 6.7,19$ 8.7$ 10.1 + .. .. •• •• .. ... J
4.1$ 8.10$ 10.21$ 12.16$ 14.20 ................................. .. JleUJ,



159 yCYVopxu - 6Cxa,

yCyvoktcct 

yi yvcSoxw 

Ypocktp.fi, fl

58.16; 60.25; 124.22; 128.27; 132.22 + 

64.9................................................................................

2.21; 4.1; 18.13,19; 34.11 + .. ..

..

.. Ji-

Ypacpto 36.3,5,7,10,14 +

34.5

yoovfcc, 2.16; 12.3; 14o2l(bis),23 + .. .. .. .. Ljlj
fj wo ____ 30ol0(t)is); 32o 18,19(his) + *• •• •• £,jlj

‘ A

4.25; 32.7; 34.3; 36.5,28 + •• •• •• •• ..

6eCxvvktt 18.21; 68.19; 148.13; 154.2,3 ...................................

90.21 •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••

detiTepoC, cc, ov 78.12; 146.15; 152.2 ..................................... Ljb

6fj , 6.1; 18.15; 20.13; 22.15; 24.21 + .............................................. j
6.22; 8.14; 20.16; 28.8; 30.23 + .....................................

8.10; 14.18; 18.39 ..................................... of cond. sent.
58.27 •• .. •• •• •• ... •. •• f

dice 2.23; 4.7; 6.21; 8.10,25 + .. .. .. .. ..

6td. t6 12.8; 94.10; 118.19,23; 126.5..........................

36.21 •• •• •• •• •• •• •• C>*

66.10; 164.18 •• •• •• •• • • eJJ J JJ (q4 j

164.15 •• .......................... ...................i.'Uu'SH 4 JLfJ

didyo) 14.16; 18.1,32; 112.8,13 + •• •• •• •• •• &>■

16.12; 112.3; 118.2,9 .. •.................................................

6tat,p£oo 112.5,16; 118.4,12; 134.23 + .. ...................................

OtdcptsTpoC, 22.5,7,14; 26.10; 28.26 + •• .. .. ..

xcctcc diccpceTpov 48.29; 82.20 . • .. •• •• ..

xa/u& 6tdp,STpov 38.21 •• •• .. •• ........................J-to

dtctOTrnkta,, cctoC, t<5 34.5; 36.9,13,20; 46.15 + ........................

6w\ccaCtov, ov 158.21,33; 160.18,19,23 .......................... ..

SctcXoM, f|, <5uv 66.17,18; 84.1,3; 110.8 + .. .. ..

152.21,22 .............................................. Ji.

6Cxa 6.5; 20.24; 22.9,11,12 + .. .. ...................................

Ypocktp.fi


160 6 ixoTop-fcc £xtC Qript,

6t,XOTop/a,, f) 98.13,14,15,16 •• . • •• •• •• ••
98.26,27; 100.15( bis) ..........................

98.29; 110.25(bis).....................................uudl IUj
#

.......................... •• ................................................ •*

4.25.26: 32.6.7: 34.2 +...............................................JL_

6t,X<5K 76.9

SoQetaa, ev 

Stivccp-ccL 90.21 .. .......................... • * • • • • '■^ J
Svvcctov 6.7,19; 50.14; 78.14,25 + .. .. .. .. .. j£.t

34.6 .............................................................................................. j£.

6i5o 6.27; 8.24; 14.18,19,26 + ..............................................dual form
124.15,16 .................... ................... .. dual + L^>>

E

kav 2.18; 6.13; 8.4,30; 14.10+ .. ..

• 92.19; 112<>8..................................... .. ••

gyyCwv, ov 84.23; 90.7,13; 98.17; 128.29 + 

114.11,20; 116.12; 120.9,32 + 
136.21; 138.12; 144.23 ’.. ..

’ vj-

^YYpo-^ 28.22,24; 30.2,14,17 +................................................ ..

^YX^p^co 70.3.......................... ................................................ .. ..

efc 2.23; 6.19; 78.14,25; 86.5 + ..........................................................O1

etc, pXa, Sv 24.14; 26.19; 28.15; 34.22; 46.26 .. .. jl>4

SxclotoC, ' T), ov 16.16; 30.6; 88.6; 102.3,11 ..

132.22; 160.2 ................................... 5 u^-lj 2

SxoLTepoC, a, ov 2.15; 14.23,24; 18.5,6 + .. ..

2.7; 24.23; 26.14 ..................................... W

Sxa/uepci exa/cspa, 14.19; 20.1; 30.9 .. .. jj>J. J5
‘ 32.17,22 + "

SxpdXXco 16.3; 24.9,23,26; 26.14 +

6.21; 8.10; 16.9,31; 30.22 + ........................

132.10 ...................................................................... .

&XTC0r|}±t, 32.6; 34.3..................................... •• •• •• ••

32.8; 34.2,6 .......................................................................
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6.29; 124.24,33; 126.14,18 + ..............................................

^Xclgccov, ovoC

(xvxXo^) 10.16; 12.28; 14.5,8 + .. •• •• ••

(7tepG<p£peGcc) 58.15,22;60.23;64.12 .. ........................

(%epi,cp£pei,a,) 66O7;86.8,9,10; 94.22 + .. •• ••

(Tpfjpa,) 86.18,27; 88.10,13; 90.2 + 

(TeTpccycovov) 14.2; 114.2,4,6,14 +

I

(e{>6eta,)

(e-fcO^la,)

(X6yoC)

112.9,18; 114.2,7,9 +..............................................

14.3; 118.6.....................................................................-

152.27,29,30

fcX&xiOToC, -q, ov (e^O^ict) 112.6; 138.11 ...................................

128.10.......................... .............................................. .. ..

IvaXX&g 80.24; 86.19,27; 88.15; 90.3 + .......................... JjU.

152.30 ..............................................................................................J a.

£vt6C 2.3; 6.28; 128.7; 132.4 ................................................

122.6,11; 124.21,31; 128.26 .. .. ohJUL

136.18; 138.27; 140.11,27; 144.19 + .. *ypi jJL

130.5; 132.30; 136.29; 150.13 .. ... .. ..•v J*

132.9 ..................................... ................................................ JiyJ’ J*

132.21 ................................................. .......................
146.5,6 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

150.14.15 .......................... ..........................................................
154.15 ................................................................................... L&yr JU1

Ircef 4.14; 6.25; 8.17,18,24 +..................................... .. (J) j

12.16,17; 26.23; 58.5; 64.11 + ..................................... U
24.22; 30.4; 68.15 .. .. .. .. .. .. q! eJJ 3

^TEevSifaep 8.21; 112.22 .. .. ..................................... ...... ..

exefxep 38.21 .. .. .......................... .. .. .. ..

£TC(,£e6YVupt

6%£7ce6oC, ov 

fextcpaveia, q

4.12; 6.21; 10.4,26; 14.11 + 

8.20; 10.6 .....................................

2.13(bis), 14,15,18 + ..

2.18,20,21; 6.4,22 + ..

2.2,7,10; 12.9; 38.6 + ..

• jhdciAM

etpopcu 124.24 b/3



162 gpxopxn - Uavnixt

£pxop,at

£px6c0u) (%6xXoC) 36.21; 38.21 •• .. .. .. ..

48.1 •• •• •• •• •• ••

88 • 1 •• • • • • .. •• ••

122.17,30 ......................... • • • •

&TepoC, a, ov 2ol3,14; 8.14; 16.28,33 + •• .......................

•Stc 56.31; 98.9,17; 106.29; 136.16 + ..................................... UJ

ev0£*ta, f] 2.4,6,8,11,15 + .. .. .......................... .. .. J=t5-

evpioxco 4.25,26; 36.27,29 .....................................................................

£(pa%Topat 8.17,18(-bis ) ; 42.2,3 + ,. ..............................................

140.29 ................................................. ....................... .. .. JU

£cpe^f]£ 14.22.......................... •• .....................................

£<pfoTT]i-ii 58.14,20; 60.22; 66.5; 84.6 + .....................................

SooC 88.2 .......................... ...................................................................................

H ■

rj 58.15,22; 60.23; 66.7; 90.7 + .. .. '...................................

fiyeopat 160.18 .. .. .. ................................................ oLja-JI

'flp.txwcXtov, to 22.6,8; 24.19; 26.10; 30.28

fjpiiO'DC, eta, u 58.15,22; 60.23; 66.7,22 + .. .. .. ujUu

'qp.tocpatptov, to 86.16,25; 40.7,12....................... .. ••

f)p&v 90.19 ..................................... •• .. .. .. .. ..

fycep 12.28; 84.24; 100.2; 102.29; 104.28 + •• •• ••

^Tot...fj 38.4; 76.25,27; 78.11; 82.7 ............................

76.20 ...................................................................................jt ...crH
146.12.....................................................................................J ...Cl

I

taoC, T), ov 2.4,12,15; 4.2,14 + .. .. e. .. ..

62.5 ............................................................................................

Vavniit 14.22

jLuh.

Jl*

.15
f



163 xdOeToC ~ XocteoC

K

xdOeToC, T] 4.10; 8.5,20,23(1)18) + .. .. .. .. ..

xcg0T)XO) 108.2,5 ................................................. .....................................

xcuC 6.28; 8.17; 10.7; 12.5; 14.25 + ............................................U,t
xa/t'd, 126.1 ..................................................................... .. ........................

xaTOLYpcGcpr), fi 78.13,22; 146,5; 148.1; 152.2 + .. .. 5^

xaTaoxevd^to 12.30; 96.7 •• •• •• ...................................

xg'ijiai 64.17; 134.4...................................................................................

142.2; 146.16,19 .. ,. ., ., .. ,#

xdvTpov, 2.5,6,23; 4.2,8 + .. ................................................

xXfvco 2.13; 90.26,27; 92.5; 94.30 + ..............................................

92.2; 98.11,31; 102.27; 106.27 + .. .. .. IbU

xXfotC, swC, f) 92.29; 94.1,25,27,28 + .....................................

xotvoC, ii, ov 14.18; 16.17; 18.10,17,34 + •• .. •• eJytl.

xopixp^, ■
xa/va. xopuqrfiv 104.4 •• •• •• •• .. •• •• ItU.

xuxXo^, 6 2.10,11,19,22; 4.1 + .. •• .......................... 5/lj

A

XajJLpdvto
s £ XTjcpQto 6.2,20; 8.8; 16 • 5; 26.12 + • • • • • • • • c&-b

6.26; 20.28; 32.9; 34.4; 64.28 + .. .. JLjJ
38.1; 48.17; 52.2; 108.8..................................... iclb*

- I n,
. 10.21 .. .. •• • . •• •• . • ••

■ 24.7 ...................................................... ..
42.8 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Xdyw 2.21; 6.5; 8.9; 10.3; 12.15 + .. .. .. .. .. JU

XoyoC, 6 150.18; 152.27,29,30; 154.13 + ..........................

XotxdC, ov

Xotxdv. . oXotxto 12.22; 14.2; 18.11; 60.11;
62.15 4- „. ** ** .. .» .,
20.6,7; 32.22( bis) 34.24(bis) + ..
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\oltcov .. .Xol%co 58.2; 58.8; 60.15(bis );
62.29 + •• • • . • •• •• ••

Xo£6C, fl, <5v 50.26,29; 52.1; 78.21; 128.25 + .. .. iL’t.

M

jiaXXov 90.25; 92.5; 94.30

100.2 ..........................

{xavQdvto 98.2 .

lieyiOToC , 71, OV 10*15,19;

20.24,25;

48.13; 50
(evQeta.) 114.13,31

comparative

3.13,25; 24.2 + .. ..

48.13; 50.11,13,14,16 + ..........................

L16.17,30,31 + .. .. ..

• • • •

|ief£o)V, ov 

(ydovta) 

(sfcO^ta,) 

(xtixkoC)

(6 taOTTji-Ld)

(Tp.'npa)

(x<5,Qsto£)

(X<5yo£)

(TSTpaycovov)

(%ept,cpep£t,a,)

12.6 .. •• .. •• •• •. .. •• •.

12.7,31; 114.26,29 + •• • • .* •• ••
12.12; 84o23,25,30; 86.7 + •• •• •• ..^Jac-1

12.27; 14.8 .. .. .....................................

12.30 ................................................ ‘..............................

14.1; 114.26,28; 116.22,25 + .. ..

64.16; 80.11; 84.17,19; 90.7 + .. ..
88.29(bis ),50,31 .......................... .. .. ^

90.12..................................... .................................
148.6 .. ............................................................

86.16,26; 88.8,9; 90.2 + ..

98.13,26 .....................................

• • • • • •

94.15; 104.20,22; 106.3,20 + .. .. ..

150.18; 154.13,24;, 158.6,10 + • • • •

p,e££cov ¥\ o|iotoC 90.7,12,14,18,19 +

|i£vco 2.8 •• •• .. •• ......................... ..........................

|±6poC, eo£, to 2.7; 24.10,24,26; 26.14 + 

132.9,21,31; 138.l( bis) +

p.eTagtf 54.28,29; 56.2,5; 58.1 + ..
. • • •

• • • • • • • •

{leTeoopdTepoC, a, ov 90.25; 92.4; 94.5; 104.24,26 + ..

106.4,6 .. .. .. ..

|i^ (neg. of sbjv.) 6.7; 10.4; 36.8; 48.1; 78.1 +

&
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(neg. of sbjv») 46.14; 86.14,22; 90.6,10 4- ••

(leg. of attr. ptpl) 56.26; 112O4,16; 118.2,3 +

26.3,6; 38.5 •• •• . •

(peg. of gen. abs.) 6.17,19; 8.1,4,7 + •• ••

144.19 .. ....................... .. .

p/voC, tj, ov 90.21 •• •• •• •• •• ..

..

..

o' sf o*
•• J's?

• • Jal?

N

vo^w 34.3,13 .. .. •• •• ....................................................... ..

0

8Xo£, T), ov 38.9(bis); 82.2,3; 94.21 + ..........................

48.28(bis); 68.l(bis); 82.18 + .......................

8p,<5'voC, a, ov 54.28; 56.3; 58.2; 64.2,8 + .. .. ..

56.3,29,31; 68.8,9 + .....................................

68.3...................................................................................

f>(j.oCwG 90.27; 94.5; 106.16,17,28 + '..................................... _,Ul.

98.15; 100.1; 102.28; 108.3 •• •• •• • •

98.2(pr.) .. ....................................................................... 4_,U.
98.2 (all. ) .. *. .. .. .. .. .. ..

dpofcoC 6?) SsCgopev 4.19; 8.23; 10.11; w *
• 12.4,12 + •• . • qI o^* vJJ & $

" "M&IV " 124.4 ................................... Jf UJt GL U?

£ia, u 128.8,11 (bis )., 17 5 J b>-

foep 6.10,29; 10.10; 46.20; 50.22 + .......................... .. dJ J

^TtoTspoC, a, ov 90.25; 142.5 •• .. .. .. .. ..

' - 98.15,29; 110.24; 162.27; .
164.2 + .................................................gen. dual +

dpOoC, fj, ov 

TCp&C 6pQ&£ 

8p0oC 70p<5<£ 

6p0?l ytovta

2.14; 6.3; 8.31; 16.18; 18.17 + .. J*

8.9,27; 10.7(bis); 12.1 + ..................... J*
12.4,5(bis); 16.16(bis) + .. .. UU

dpOdTepoC, cc, ov 104.29,30 O*

dpOoTccToC, T1, ov 98.12,32; 102.27; 104.31;
106.27

UUSjl (gen )y_5l
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SC, o 68.16; 82.4; 86.16,26 ..................................... pronoun +

60.10,12.......................... •• . - .. .. noun +

86.18 .. ................................................................................ ....

Stccv 2.14; 14.22; 42.2; 98.3 •• .. ......................................... ljl

on 6.25(bis).........................................................................................................
86.5,10 ............................................................ ..................................... (J

146.26; 148.13; 152.14; 154.3 ..................................... • •
ofoc o,pa 6.10,17; 8.1; 10.10; 46.20 + .. .. ••
0^6*aAXo 6.11; 78.7 .. .. q! jSLn u u .«««««»XkJ. J. J. . . • • . •

ovv (igitur ) 2.23; 6.26; 8.18,24; 10.5 .. .. •• ...J
oStcoC 64.10 .. ........................... •• •• •• •• . • L»74• 30 .. .. •• •• •• •• •• 1^_>JI a la

n
%d,Xtv 8.14; 12.5,27; 22.7; 36.12 ............................................. .. LaJ

tug«pccXXt]XoC, ov 42.14; 44.5; 46.15; 48.12,15 + •• ••

42.5,6,25,27; 50.10 + .......................... . Sjlyu

tcSC, tcScjcl, k&v 2.3; 12.2; 16.14; 18.3,12 + ..........................

22.3 ...................................................................................<J

TcepaXvo) 2.7 .. .. .. ......................... ........ ..........................

%£pa,C, a/uoC, t;<5 2.9; 58.15,18,21; 60.23 + ..........................

TCeptrSxu) 2.2,16; 56.26; 62.25; 98.5 + ..................................... J=>b>4

Tcepvcp^peta, f] 2.12,19,22; 4.1; 6.27 + •• •• +

38.2,8( bis) , 17( bis ) + •• •• •• ••

ttCft'rco 6.28; 16.4,27,28; 24.7 + ............................................................&

■ 118.20 .. .......................... •• •• .........................

rcXeCoov, tc\£1ov 8.1 .......................... .. .. ..........................

TtXevpd, T] 20.7; 28.22,24; 30.2,13 + .. .. .. •• *JU>
12.7...................................................... .. .. «&-

TtXfjOoC, eoC, t<5 150.17(bis) •• •• •• •• •• •• Jute-
TCOiStt 2.20; 6.l(bis) ,22,23 + ......................... •• ••

14.23; 150.19; 152.31 ................................................. ••
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TtoXtfC, tcoXXti, TtoXu

%o\X<5 146 . 24; 160. S3..................................... •• .. .. jCS

%6XoC, & 2.9,10; 16.4,10,21 + .. .......................... .. •• uJ=J
TCOpparrdpto 98.16,29; 128.30; 130.10; 132.25 + .. ..

ocpo
%p6 afretfu 90.22 .......................... •• ..........................IJut> JJ

-rcpoSeCxvvpx6i& Ttpodsixekv 0e(5p-ripa 134.3 .. .. _ J&; LJ iLL US'j- - -.

■rcpoep&o%posiprj|~ievoC 50.27; 108.3; 112.9 .. .. l&jS'j Jdl7tp<5C + dal. 58.14,18,21; 60.22; 124.26 .. .. .. 1*.

4* acc. 80ol0,13; 84.29; 86.2; 160.28 .. .. ..^L
TtpocavcvrcXTipotQ 86.31; 88.2; 90.21; 100.11,16 + .......................

7Cpoc{3&XXa> 58.17 .. .. .. «. ... .....................................

58.24; 112.25; 118.27 .. .. .. .. .. qAJjftpooex(3(x\Xu) 10.25 .. .. ...................................................................j
16 o 28 .. . . .. .. .. . • •. •.

TCpdoxet (loti 68.1 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

114.3,15,27; 116.5,23 + .....................................

120.27 ........................................................... .. ..

tcPOGtcCtctco 2.4,11; 4.2,11; 12.9 .. •• •• •• .. ••

‘rcpo'vepov 10.18; 38.5; 76.28; 78.12; 80.13 •• ........................

2

GryiSlov, t<5 2.3,5,10,11,15 + .. .. ..creeps6£, d,, 6v 2.2 .. .. .. .. ..
OTpdcpco 2.8 .......................... .....................................

O'Cp.p.eTpoC, ov 144.33; 146.2,10,19,22 +

Ovp.%C'TCTto 24.17,24; 26.14,25; 42.18 + • •

44.4 •• .. •. .. • • ••

ODvapcp^TSpot, ax, a 82.2 .. .. .. •

... .. .. aJaaJ

• • . • . I’*""?**

•• •• •• jij!I U.l. J t
• • . • . •

•• .. JfcJI

.. .. dual+
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82.4(bis) • • •. . . •• • • . • . • • • £

88.20(1)18) •• •• •• •• ..........................

avvacp'rj, fj 46.9,23; 98.16 .. •• •• •• * . • • Lb.
' 98.12,13 ................................................... • . • • l ^A.,«-WI 1..

avppd-XXco 4.10; 6.4,8; 10.23; 16.7 + •• ...................................

otfvdecpoC, 6 108.2 .................................................... •• ••

108.5 .. .. .. •• •• •• .• .. <aa£.

ouvexto 66.6; 84.6; 104.6; 108.19; 130.22 + •• .. ..

awCoTTijiG 32.10; 34.8................................................................................... J**ocpcTtpa, 2.2,5,6,8(bis ) + •• •• .................................................o<patptx6C, rj, 6v 2.18,20; 38.6................................................ ..

36.2,4,24 ............................................................ 3/

GX^pa,, a/uoC, t6 2.2 .......................... .. .. ..........................

T

Tcwtet, v<5tccto£, tj, ov 98.13; 100.1; 102.28; ' .. 1 <x / <t106.1
106.27 ..................................... • • • •

tcvtcsl voTepoC, a, ov 106.8,10 ........................................ ..
T^pvto 2.18,20,23; 4.8; 6.1 ......................................................... ..

TeooapeC, cc 56.6; 58.5,7,8; 64.26 + .. .. .. .. ..

'ueTa;prC7>6pcoC, ov 38.19; 70.3,4 .....................................

TSTpaycovov, t<5 28.22,24; 30.1,13,17 + •• ..........................

&7CO _____ 4.14 (bis ), 15 (ter ) + .. .. &

TtC, Tt 2.6,18,20; 6.1; 8.7 + •• •• ..................................... U

14.11; 30.23; 50.28; 52.7; 54.17 + •• indef. noun
16.27,29; 20.14 ..........................................................gen.+ jls-I

24.2,4; 38.26,30; 44.17 + ..............................................

86.13,21; 90.5,9 .. • • .. . • • • . •

Tpfjpa, cctoC, t<5 52.19,24; 54.23; 58.13,20 + .. .. Jud=J

Top/), 6.1,22; 30.23; 34.14 .. ...............................................

xotv^i Top/fj 8.25; 22.3,22,23; 24.7 4- .. .. eJytl.
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TOirc^oTt, 20.11; 50.29; 52.24; 56.3,6 + .. .. ..

58.27 ..............................................................................................

64.18,19; 114.28,29; 158.8.......................... •• yt j

116.6.7.24.25.27 + ........................................... Jl. jjl

Tpe’tC, rcpCct 32.10; 34.6; 50.21; 72.12; 146.17 + ..

Tpfvcovov, T<5 20.6(his); 32.10,22( schol.) ; 34.8 + .. .. eJLu

•TpCToC 78.22; 148.1; 152.16 .. .. .. .. .. .. eJllJt

TUYxdva)

TDXOV 6.27; 32.9; 34.4; 38.1; 96.18 + .. ... t,

Y

vTCapxco 112.9 •• •• ............................................................ LfJL>-

force pTCC-rcTco 122.29,30; 126.5 •• •• •• •• •• •• &

forcoxeipcu 70.4 ...................................................................................

108.2 .• •• •• •• •• •• •• • • t» jjLt
116.5.......................... ...................................IfJU- ...OK

. 118 • 23; 148 o 12 •. •• •• . • . • •• •. £7*6?

forcoTeCvoo 20.7; 32.22( schol.); 34.23; 70.1,28 + •• ..

$

(pavepdC, dL, ov 86.17,26,29; 90.8,13 •• .. •• ••

<pavep6v 4.1; 6.13; 36.6............................................................

8.21 •• •• •• •• .. •• •• •• O*

X

'XwpCQ 86.14 .......................... •• . ................................................

86.24 .............................................................................................. U

2

<S)C 38.21; 46.14;48.1; 74.5; 88.2 .........................................................JU
&C Sxet 78.12,21; 146.14; 148.1; 152.1 + .. .. U
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, cbC xaTa 124.24; 126.15,19; 132.6,12 + .. ..

d)£.. .odtcoC 148.21; 150.6,20,24; . _ ~
• 156.2+ •• •• «j I <—« I I

&OTe 34.8; 44026; 68o 18; 84.25; 92.18 + .. •• •• ...J
32.10 .. .. .. .. .. •• •• •. •. ••
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vo&io................................................................................. .. AY:11/AY:Y
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APPENDIX POUR 
DRAWINGS

.On the following pages are presented photographic reproductions of the 

drawings as presented by Heiberg and as found in the Arabio manuscript.

The drawings in the Arabic manuscript are made in a red ink with lettering 

in the same ink as that of the text. They appear to have been executed 

by an instrument similar to a modern drawing-compass? however, a Small 

circular scuff surrounding the centre-point hole suggests that the pointed 

foot had a stop to prevent the foot from penetrating too far. Many of the 

drawings have technical errors - circles and lines not meeting when they 

should, and some arcs and lines extending beyond their termini - which 

suggests lack of expertise, or inattentiveness due to unfamiliarity with 

the text. In some instances, the drawing intrudes into the text, e.g., 

I-xxi and II-xvi, which may be indicative of the drawings having been 

added to spaces left while copying the text. In one instance, Ill-iv, 

the drawing must have been added later. Here, the ink is a dark brown and 

has soaked through the paper more than any other of the inks in the manu

script. Likewise, part of the drawing intrudes into the line of text 

above it. Drawing III-xiiiis given in two forms, the second form 

seemingly arising from the first’s inaccurate representation of the 

conditions in the proposition.

Heiberg does not make clear whether the orientation of the drawings 

he presents is the orientation of the drawings in the manuscripts he 

followed. However, assuming the orientations are the same, the 

following table indicates the differences found in the Arabic manuscript:
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ORIENTATION: TOTAL:

SAME:

90° RIGHT:

90° LEFT:

MIRROR IMAGE:

I- iii,iv,v,vi,xii,xiii,xix(a),xix(b);
II- iv,x,xi(a) ,xi(b) ,xv(a ) ,xv(b),xv(c),
xvi,xvii; Ill-i,ii,iii(b),iv,v,vi,vii,
vii.i,x(a) ,x(b) ,x(c) ,xi, xiii, xiv J1

I- i,vii,viii,x,xiv,xv,xvi,xvii,xviii,xx(a),
II- vii,xii,xiii,xx(a),xx(b); Ill-iii(a) 16

I-ii,xi; Il-i,ii,iii,vi,viii,xxi,xxii;
III-xii 10

I-xxii; II-v,ix,xviii,xix; III-ix(a),
ix(b) ,ix(c) 8

INVERTED: ' I-xxi; II-xiv 2

INVERTED MIRROR IMAGE: I-xx(b) 1

The reason for these differences in orientation is unclear. However, it 

seems most probable that it is a result of positioning a drawing to fit 

a space left in the text.

For eight propositions (l-xix,xx; II-xi,xv,xx; III-iii,ix,x) there is 

more than one drawing. In all but one instance (il-xi) the order is 

from right to left following the usual pattern of the language. Multiple 

as well as single drawings are put at the end of each proposition in the 

Arabic manuscript, whereas Heiberg notes this happening only once in the 

Greek manuscripts (prop. II-xv; of. Heiberg 76.29n).

Two drawings, II-xiv and Il-xi, add lines missing from the Greek 

manuscripts. Likewise, two drawings, I-ii and I-vii, omit unnecessary 

lines represented in Heiberg’s drawings. On the other hand, two drawings, 

I-viii and I-xvi, add unnecessary lines. Three drawings do not follow the 

drawings as presented by Heiberg, Il-xv(b), II-xv(c), II-xix, although
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they do follow the text of their respective Arabic proposition. On the 

whole, the Arabic drawings give a fair representation of the Greek 

drawings, despite their frequent inexactitude.
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FIGURE I-i

Heiberg presents two versions. The first is not found in A or E. The

and in E:

The Arabic seems to follow E, omitting the line from A meeting line 

AE at an unspecified point.

FIGURE I-ii

Line A© is not required in the proof, nor does Heiberg mention it in the 

apparatus. The Arabic has altered the lettering by identifying the 

circle with only two points and shifting the remaining points so that 

one less, in total, is used. Such an alteration, though possibly 

through scribal error, is most probably the result either of the 

Greek exemplar displaying such economy or the translator adopting it.
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FIGURE I-iii

»—•----
/■

Heiberg notes (6:21n): Pig. om. E; A om, B. Pig, hab, etiam P, 

litteris bis positisj in E /sic/ litt. B infra A ooll,, pro E re- 

petitur r .,.(8:2n) Pig. om. E, arcura interiorem in ang. mut. C 

deletis Ar, FB j pro rectis AF,rB duos arcus hab. P, qui omnes litt. bis 

praebet. ad fig. toU 6*C, The use of in the Arabic text is 

confusing. Twice it has been included with j . The addition of 

may help explain this, if we conclude a mis-copying ( ^for ^>) in 

both instances. However, the reason for the addition of is itself 

confusing. Perhaps it was added by a scribe who found j in the 

text and decided to add ^in the drawing rather than delete from 

the text.

FIGURE I-iv

Second Arabic First Arabic

Heiberg gives no note for this 

and lettering exactly, but has

drawing. The Arabic follows the form 

made the figure twice. Probably the

scribe realized his error with the first drawing and re-drew it
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FIGURE I-v

Heiberg notes (l0:11n): Fig. hat, B et e corr. C; in ABE haec est:

B
/F

ABE, if we

(in AB add. e' )$ nullam fig. F. The Arabic appears to follow
and that are

assume A is read A in the translator’s exemplar,^transposed, Line

£-1 appears to be drawn free-hand and then re-drawn with a straight-edge.

Here the Arabic exactly reproduces the Greek.

Heiberg gives no note for this figure, and it is unclear why the lines 

AE,EF are drawn. The proposition does not require them, nor are they

found in the Arabic
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Here the Arabic text and drawing include unnecessary lines. The lines 

J, aie included among those to be drawn in the setting forth

of the proposition, but they are not used in the proof. Nor is there any 

mention of them by Heiberg in his apparatus. In addition, the four outer

most lines, Joj jl , are drawn in black rather than the usual red ink

end may therefore have been added. The orientation compared to the Greek 

is as if the circle were rotated through 90° to the right. Finally, the 

letter j is misplaced and el is added to the drawing but not the text.

FIGURE I- x

As in the previous drawing, the Arabic drawing is oriented asjthe Greek 

were rotated through 90° to the right, Heiberg notes (l8:22n) that in

F the drawing is referred to the following ennunciation
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In this instance, the orientation is reversed; the Arabic is rotated 

90U to the left* Heiberg notes that P again refers this figure to 

the following ennunciation and that (20:14n): recta Ar puncta sectionis 

iungit in E.

Here, as can be seen, the Arabic is oriented as the Greek drawing.

FIGURE I-xiii

as if the lines were at first drawn to the circumference, then later

shortened with the original lines and signs being scraped off. It can
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2be seen from Heiberg’s apparatus that A and F correspond to the Arabic 

text, although there is no indication that in any of the manuscripts used 

by Heiberg the points are transposed in the drawing.

FIGURE I-xiv

In this figure, the Arabic is rotated to the right, but here some few

degrees less than 90 so that the figure appears tilted. Heiberg has

produced here, and in the following two drawings, an elliptical circle.

He notes for this figure (24:15n): In fig. circulus EBZA per centrum

circuliABFA transit, H in AF superius ponitur. In C (add. toU ® ex 
o '

K corr., Z add. C , praeterea alius circulus BEZAcum centro © postea 

delinatus, ubi est in nostram fig. From this it is difficult to decide 

if in all the manuscripts an elliptical circle was employed. Certainly 

the Arabic scribe positioned the circles correctly in relation to each 

other, even though he did not produce the elliptical circle.

FIGURE I-xv

This figure is the same as the preceding, however, the Arabic drawing 

is here closer to being 90° to the right. As for the previous drawing, 

Heiberg notes that circleEBZA is through the centre of circle ABrA •
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However, Heiberg does not note that C adds another circle in the proper 

place, so all the manuscripts used by him must reflect circle EBZA as 

being through the middle of circle ABFA,

FIGURE I-xvi

scribe has drawn line , as in the previous two drawings, Heiberg 

notes (28:11n) that F repeats figure I-xv after the ennunciation of the next 

proposition and refers this figure to the following proposition. He 

also notes that E represents arc BA outside of the circumference of 

circle AT • This seems to be the only example in the last three drawings 

of the Greek and Arabic being executed in the same manner.

A

Here, the Arabic drawing is oriented as if it were a mirror image 

of the Greek rotated 90° to the right. In addition, if triangle AEZ is 

conceived of as being ’’hinged” slong line AE , it has been turned 

through 180° so that line EZ intersects arc AB and line AB rather

than arc AA. Heiberg notes only that F again refers the drawing to the
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ennunciation of the succeeding proposition. If the Arabic scribe began 

his lettering from the right, that would explain the orientation of | ; 

however, he continued lettering in a clockwise direction, which he has 

done in no previous drawings. No simple explanation is possible here, 

and the drawing presented by the Arabic scribe may reflect his exemplar.

Again, the Arabic drawing is rotated to the right, here more than 90°.

In addition, the two circles are much closer to being concentric than in 

the Greek drawing. Heiberg notes (32:4n) that C adds a second line BT 

above the first. .

Here, the Arabic is exactly as the Greek, except that the two figures 

are transposed. This may reflect the normal initial position for 

each language.
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FIGURE I-xx

K 9
o

In this drawing, the Arabic circles are rotated 90 to the right, and

the figure is closer to a diamond than a kite shape, as line jj>. is
closer to the centre of line Jo_& , In addition, the figure 

represents an inverted mirror image. As previously, F refers the

preceding drawing to this proposition. The letter e) appears to be a

correction.

The Arabic drawing here is an inversion, but not a mirror image, of 

the Greek. The intrusion of part of the drawing into the text may be 

evidence of the drawings having been added after the text was written. 

Point 0 appears to be corrected from J which has been located between 

and j rather than between 1 and 4 • In addition to F misplacing the 

figure, Heiberg notes (36:24n) that E omits F and II.
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The Arabic drawing here is oriented as a mirror image of the Greek, 

and the scribe has given the points confusingly. Points and ^are 

not differentiated, while the points a and j appear to have been written 

by another pen. In addition, while the Greek makes circle ABT smaller 

than circle A© , the Arabic makes them the same size. Heiberg notes 

(38:29n) that in C points have been deleted (H), renewed (©), added 

(T ) 'and repeated (E between A and H ), while in E, © and r have been 

changed.
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FIGURE II~i

The Arabic drawing is the same as the Greek, hut it is rotated 90° to 

the left#

Again, the Arabic drawing is the same, but it is rotated to the left#

FIGURE II-iii

The Arabic scribe, besides completing circle <u»-1 , has the drawing 

rotated 90° to the left. Also, points J and are transposed.
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FIGURE Il-iv

The Arabic drawing is oriented in the same manner as the Greek, but 

circle is the same size as circle .» <.. and circle j has been 

completed to pass through point J?•

FIGURE II-v

The Arabic drawing here is oriented as a mirror image of the Greek, but 

circle 4j is the same size as rather than smaller than circle 

Also, line is too long, point being inside circle 4 j rather than 

on its surface. Nor do the two circles actually touch.

Here, the Arabic drawing is oriented asjthe Greek were rotated through
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90°to the left. It appears as if in drawing circle ^the compass slipped 

giving a shadow arc from point u~- to just beyond point

The Arabic drawing is as if the Greek were rotated through 90° to the 

right. In addition, circles ju»- are transposed and though touching 

each other, they do not touch circle <,1.

FIGURE II-viii

The Arabic drawing is oriented as if the Greek were rotated through 90°

to the left. Circle jl is equal to rather than less than circle j_J.

Also, point £ seems to have first been placed in the centre of circle 

then rubbed out and placed on its circumference.

-7L
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FIGURE II-ix

The Arabic drawing is oriented as if it were a mirror image of the Greek. 

CircleuaA 1j is equal to rather than smaller than circle jj. Also, 

circle is as if equal to circleu-jt Ij and^a jj rather than greater, 

and the lines meant to end at points j 1 extend beyond.

The Arabic drawing is oriented as the Greek, excepting a slight list to 

the left in the Arabic and to the right in the Greek. In the Arabic, 

lines ju and are as if diameters of circle ju»sJ rather than lesser 

chords. Point has been written twice in the Arabic, once seemingly 

by another hand. Also, some lines extend beyond the proper point,
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FIGURE Il-xi

The Arabic drawings are oriented as the Greek, but arcs Jj are less 

curved in the Arabic. Curiously, the first drawing is on the left 

rather than the right.

The Arabic drawing is oriented as if the Greek were rotated through 90°

to the right, but it otherwise is as the Greek, with points > and. o 
transposed.

~o
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The Arabic drawing is oriented as if the Greek were rotated through 90°

to the right. There is some confusion in the Arabic drawing over the 
convention

lettering. In appendix one we find that ajseems to have been followed 

in transliterating the letters used in drawings. In this drawing, we 

find some exceptions: II=i±., =\_j. Also, point P in the Greek, between

K and A , is missing from the Arabic. This pointp is used only twice 

in the text, and in both instances the Arabic omits the point. Although 

the letters e, end <Jmay have been transposed in the drawing, the con

sistent use of them in this proposition in this transposed position 

indicates either the translator intended transliterating the letters 

in this manner or that some later copyist or owner found an inconsis

tency between drawing and text and resolved it leaving the text and 

drawing in the present form. Also, between point j and pointy has 

been written a letter which may be it, obscured by correction to . 

Finally, there is confusion between and • In the text, the dots 

ofare sometimes placed below the letter ( ) sometimes above.

In the drawing, the wrong letter is dotted.

r-
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Heiberg notes for this drawing (72:12n): rectam KTom, codd. The Arabic 

drawing is oriented as if the Greek were inverted. There is an extra 

circle parallel to and between circles i_l and , circle Oj. This

circle is not used in the proposition and its origin is unclear. Also, 

an extra letter, u- , has been located on arc apparently at the

point where that arc cuts the unused circleoj. As in many drawings, 

the lines do not always fall where they should, e.g., <d=>. However, the 

Arabic does represent line unlike the Greek mss.

5
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FIGURE II-xv

Heiberg notes for all three drawings (76:29): Omnes figg, in fine propos.

codd. ad nostram adscr. a/l xaTa/YpopG A, totf is C corr. in toD i

C2,a5 E, cc' F2...ad fig. (3* ABEF2, p0, xaTCCYpaxpT) A2...(80:6) ad 

2 2fig. adsor, Y* A corr. iny^ xaTO-YP0, A , y* BEF . In the Arabic 

examples, drawing one is oriented as the Greek, however arc is moved

so that I is lower and is higher. Drawing two does not represent 

the Greek. AE= ZF = *, A©ZB= JJ—-• Also, arc ol touches

circleJxpjjb on the right rather than the left side, and arc does 

not cut circle . However, the text of the proposition follows

the diagram. Drawing three likewise does not follow the Greek, A= dJ t 

Arc is produced to meet circle at 5 and the two arcs

are misplaced. Finally, j is corrected from • Again, however, the 

Arabic text follows the drawing There is no clear reason for the 

changing of the last two drawings.

p
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Heiberg notes for this drawing (82i21n): In fig. codd. EZ non per centrum 

duota est, sed superius. The Arabic drawing is oriented as the Greek, 

but arc is curved in the opposite direction. The lines are not 

parallel, nor in a horizontal attitude. The letters and are 

transposed. As in the Greek mss., linejj& is above the centre. Finally, 

the position of arc suggests the drawing was made after the text

was written.

The Arabic drawing is oriented as the 

not appear parallel. There isjshadow

Greek, however, the circles do 

arc along part of arcjj^ •
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FIGURE II-xviii

The Arabic drawing is oriented as a mirro^image of the Greek. The letter

J has been added between v— and The curvature of the two arcs Ja^jf

and is not the same, and the ends of the latter are beyond the

two points Jo d • Finally, above can be seen an imperfect joining of 

circle . a**. 1«

FIGURE II-xix

The Arabic drawing is essentially the same as the drawing, although 

lettered ss a mirror image of the Greek drawing here with these exceptions

©=J , K=s and d) Jo are located as in the previous drawing. The Arabic 

text follows the Arabic drawing.
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FIGURE II-xx

The Arabic example transposes the two drawings so that the first one is 

on the right. Each drawing is as if the Greek were rotated through JO0 

to the right. The positions of j and are transposed.

FIGURE II-xxi

This is perhaps the most complicated of the drawings in the text. The 

Arabic drawing is very close to the Greek, except it is oriented as if 

the Greek were rotated through 90° to the left. Arc jJLU is curved in 

the wrong direction, making point j closer to point than to point •

As a result, arc is wrongly placed. Also, arc Happears to be 

two straight lines. Many of the lines do not actually touch. The worst 

problem seems to have been the lettering. Many of the infrequently used 

letters are obscured in the text by correcting hands. This is especially 

true of j and , which the correcting hand has changed in the text and
t

j

1
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drawing. Further, the letters and ^appear to he in a different hand.

Figure II-xxii

The Arabic drawing is again oriented as if the Greek were rotated through 

90° to the left. The arcs t-.U Jx>- sre curved in the wrong direction, 

and arc cJp does not terminate in the proper place hut touches arc jit-.

As in many drawings is not dotted, and here j is written <_ ♦
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FIGURE IH-i

The Arabic drawing is orientedas the Greek and follows its lettering; 

however, points are spread over a wider part of arc and

line jjt> is not perpendicular to line ju • •

FIGURE Ill-ii

The Arabic drawing is oriented and lettered as the Greek with the 

exception of which is on line rather than • Also, line is 

much further above the centre of the circle and point j is located on 

it. This causes lines jl and to fall on line • Finally, points

are further distant along arc U=u»- from point than the respective 

points of the Greek drawing.
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FIGURE III~iii

A

The Arabic drawings are together at the end of the proposition with the 

first drawing on the right. In the first drawing, the orientation is 

as if the Greek were rotated through 90° to the righ^nd points r,A 

were transposed. Further, the arcs cut in the quadrant on

angle rather than the quadrant on angle . In the second drawing, 

the Arabic is as the Greek, except that points are mis-labeled: r= 

K=->- • Although there are several errors in the Arabic text naming 

points on this drawing (cf. p.AA , notes>/l /Y , p. A1 » note$ /t /0 
they do not appear to arise from the drawing.

The Arabic drawing appears to have been added later (cf. supra, p. 192) • 

It is labeled as the Greek drawing, but lines u_J, do not cut one

another at the middle of the circle, nor is the latter line horizontal. 

Arc is on the right, rather than the left side of line , and arc 

Js>jl cuts line uJ •

i•J
iII1
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FIGURE III-v

• S t

' •»■ t

The Arabic drawing is oriented as the Greek, but arc has greater

curvature and arc^Uj seems to have been drawn with one curvature from 

J to and then another curvature from J? to • Letter , elsewhere 

used to represent , is used for 2 (usually transliterated as). 

Point 4 is misplaced as is point • It appears as if may have been 

originally written in the proper place and then rubbed and moved to the 

wrong place. Finally, in this and the next two drawings, some one has 

written words possibly as if viewing the drawings as maps. In the 

margin to the left of this drawing is written ,._yU • At the top

of the circle is written ;, below to the left is J j, * below to

the right is .1 and near the bottom is written , Above

and is written a q , and below^jJ 1 uijJp in the margin are written 

the letters j /twice) and j with below it.
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FIGURE Ill-vi

c
2
B

The Arabic drawing is oriented'as the Greek, but the three arcs at the 

bottom are more widely spaced. The lettering of the Arabic is as the 

Greek except the letters are omitted, j is obscured and appears

ssu >uiis dotted above and below, and is undotted. The Arabic 

text omitsbut includes e-. In the left margin is written j aUn , 

near the top of the circle is , below to the left is Lj I (?),

below to the right is J Lit , below 2L^ aJSL, I (?) is , and to its 

right isi^yh*- below which is In the margin, below aJU* j jjla Up=> are

written with below the final letter. Further below this is

with q directly above it. Likewise, in the circle is directly above

1 ( ?) a nd L* .
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FIGURE III~vii

The Arabic drawing is oriented as the Greek, but circle jl is to the 

right and cuts circle J. Arc is drawn as a straight line, and the 

parallel arcs are differently spaced. Also, two parallel lines are drawn 

from tt, to the arc below. The letterings somewhat confused: and

appear the same, at the place of & are wrltten_>- and (which are also 

written in their proper positions) while j is written next to . In

the left margin is written J Ux with a— (?) below it and (q directly

above) further below. In circle jt , haa been written. In circle

£—J, at the top is down the left side are obj5 » *79* >

and fLi . Next to is , and below that is^aXJlcu-^ with

above it. Down the right side are , ^jb", (?) and • In

this and the two preceding drawings, the q may be understood as a means 

of omitting something, that letter above word in the drawing referring 

to in the margin.
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FIGURE III-viii

The Arabic drawing is oriented as the Greek, except circle J is poorly- 

joined, The lettering follows the Greek, but J (?) is omitted. Some 

letters are confusing: and J appear the same as do and and o

ct- , Letter j is written and is twice written, neither time with

its dot.

FIGURE Ill-ix

Heiberg notes for these drawings (l4^:18n): Ad fig, la BE, a* F.,,ad 

fig, II j3 BCEF,..(148:14N) Ad fig. y BCEF, The Arabic drawings are 

together at the end of the theorem, with the order from right to left.

In all three, the orientation is as a mirror image. In the first drawing,

the lettering is as the Greek excepting which is at the opposite end of
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its arc. The letters and o ar^iot dotted. In the second drawing, 

there is some error. The arcs from 1 are completed in the same sequence 

as for the first drawing, which they are not in the Greek. Further, 

numbering the arcs in the Greek as ZA= 1, ST=2 , etc., the corresponding 

Arabic arcs are in the sequence 1,3,6,2,4,5,7« The lettering otherwise 

corresponds, but the letter is at the opposite end of its arc, as in 

drawing one. In drawing three, the Arabic and Greek correspond, although 

the arcs poorly meet at I • Again, point is at the opposite end of 

its arc.

FIGURE III-x

All three Arabic drawings here are as the Greek drawings except they are 

tilted a few degrees to the left. In drawing two, arc u-J has been 

drawn and Heiberg notes (l52:7n): in fig. arcumAS add, E inter MN 

et E. Otherwise the lettering is the same.
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FIGURE Ill-xi

Heiberg notes for this drawing*(156:15n): rectam HO om codd, punctum A 

arous AM medium esse debebat, The Arabic drawing is as the Greek, 

except line ell is closer to the centre and askew, and line £» is drawn. 

Although point a is misplaced, the lettering corresponds excepting that 

Heiberg has omitted point 2(j) from his drawing, possibly because in 

the Greek mss, A was given in its place.

FIGURE III-xii

Heiberg notes for this drawing (l6O:4n): Z in circulo MBNAH positum 

est in codd. The Arabic drawing is oriented as the Greek were rotated 

through 90° to the left. Arcis curved the other direction from 

the corresponding Greek arc, and arc u...a;:- terminates on the other 

side of and closer to point j than in the Greek, Therefore it is not 

clear whether j is on the same arc as is Z in the Greek mss.
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FIGURE III-xiii

Here the Arabic presents two drawings. The one on the right is a much 

changed version of the Greek, It is lettered as if the Greek drawing 

were rotated through 180^ about an axis from A to A . However, the arcs 

are not parallel and the drawing does not fulfill the conditions of the 

proposition. The second drawing may result from the first drawing’s 

confusion. The arcs are closer to being parallel, but arc jl&I is here 

a straight line.

FIGURE III-xiv

The printed Greek drawing has mis-printed S as 2 • The Arabic drawing is 

as the Greek with the two arcs and JaJ more widely spaced. Circle J 

does not touch circle ^^1 , and arc eJ-L* is curved in the opposite 

direction, being more distant from j. Finally, it appears as if

when drawing arc Jj*- the pen slipped
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APPENDIX FIVE

GRAMMATICAL INCONSISTENCIES

The manuscript displays a number of grammatical inconsistencies. 

There is no basis for judging whether they are peculiar to the 

translator or to the copyist of Ahmet III 3464 or some copyist 

between them. Therefore, no attempt has been ma.de to alter the 

grammatical usage to fit the norms of Classical Arabic. Provided

below are lists of these inconsistencies along with examples of

each giving their location in the edition herein and a suggested 

reading which conforms to the norms set out by Wright^:

Non-agreement of gender:

reading location suggested reading

A :T
c»-tJ Y :T

* :Y

1 :A
<x>4 A lubl JLs-1

A :1*
n :V> tt

H :U
okPy* 1 :TA

n :TA Vu** Lma

ir :rr
oA 10 :rr

1 :rc
i :ro

I# W. Wright? A Grammar of the Arabic Language? Third Edition

(Cambridge, 1967)

ma.de
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iLJ IS b :b>

U :YY

U :VY

VueMkJ t U :YA

0^-^Uju b :n

J-j/I| LmuI«J 1 A :!• V*«-**J $

^M4bX4) 1Y :b

o»-1j b :U

1 1Y :U

^JHL.. ..»1 VJ 1 r :tt
X :V> cJLai

yh vr :b> </>

oA :V> cy£

V :U <L^j Lum

JL>-1^ b :£A 5JL>4j
t ' X1

VTlr~xtJ b**"^ o oAdb^'

r :o\ cAA*

O<xj1yuJ1 1 :*r
qLj^LmiJX* 1 :o&

Cr^A**^ ^0 *c>&

i_£ JL>-I 1 :<>Y JL>-t

A :*Y Jj^lj

o :*A ia^lj

J-X n :!• CrH

M^LmuU iy nr jtxu

n nt
-kj,Cx* b :IY »k*5c™
Jb* A :1A <jb*
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1 m ,/JI

1 :Yo en^b^

OU15 5 jYo V>

i JAY V*«x»

A JAY • *^jjXx^hX* Lmj-a*

U-A JL>-1 1* :AA l*_A 1 «A>*t

LmuL* H J AT

cMi r :T- d*55

A :V

2 a=-lj U :V ^b

(J>i—t U :U Q<LfjL«X«J 1

c&b b :To C^b

Oirtdb-**^ n :u Olr-db1*^’

CnAjb-**^ U :V1 cnr-jb-**^

crtr-sj^* U :VT

KjU* V :Vo tf,U,

C?J A J VI

ihu^JI n :VT 1

J* i :nr o*

Non-agreement of number:

reading location suggested, reading

LeJl Y :V> t^jl

Y :oY

A :oY l|j«

d3- o :VT

ir J IT

jj=u. Y JYi yxk—

jyu o jYC byij

T :Yt VLj LmX«
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</)' H :Yi oklll

aKsJ t :Y* . '

a :Y1 • Lut«

tip’ A :Ai

1 :M u£>.

jylj b m

SlaiJL. U itt jjukxX

b :bl

^cU-«J U :V1

n :b1

u^uJapI A :bi
w •

n :bA o’>

1 • • • ^51 u 1 :m 1 J j

U*y A :1U Olr-y

cry b :m u~y

C. Non-agreement of cases

reading location suggested reading

jVuh* 1 :r LjLutA

LJsuL* Y :n

tj!r 11 :*>a j!r

jltu4 It :*IA L^Luw*

1t :YO

d/X. i :A1 . Kyx.

d/x« 1 :AT fcfj-kX*

o :b©

I Jj*p n :Y jya

crtr*^ U :io □till

1 JL*-» t :Yt JL*^

V^Lx*» n :Yi 4U Lwvua ukf"*
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D. Omission of article:

reading location suggested reading

Y :Y q//! aJl

Y c«r*-cr^

<L5l5 1Y :W i^lSJl

Aja 1 a v :rr 5/1 aJ!

O^r j vr :Vt Qb/1aJl

bis 1 :*>(. 1

syl j 1 :V 5/iaJi

CTJ^ 1 :n o-y-u

cry) r nn e>»jiU

5/1 aJ U :Yi 5/1 aJU

5/ia n :YA 5/1 aJl
, * «k

A :Y1 fcy'J

5/1 J T :AT jyljJl
w w

5 :At tv*JI

5/1 a U :AY 5/1 aJ 1

5/1 j 5 :n 5/1 aJl

5/»a bis 1* :V 5/1 aJl

cry 6 :VV cry) )

cry V :Vt u-yJ’

<*.}b 1Y :Vt e-5U1

eob o :VA e-Mill

cry U :1U u-y"

5/1 a alt. Y : W ij!\ jJI

cry 5 :m u-yj'
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E, Inclusion of articles

reading location suggested reading

:*n 5^31
t o :YT

Y :YT 5yi j

5 :A»

eJUstJI r :VT UJUaJ

alt. H :HT

The dual relative pronoun (of . supra, p. xv). In

the more usual form is used in the text.

reading of ms. location reading adopted

O.JJI ir sb all!
H :U

o* 1 :VT □.alll
Y :V> . o4><
U :Vo OiJj’

C* U :V alll

O-uJI A :A© 0.11)1
O1JJI 1Y :A* O1 Jill

1 :A1 aLl
oy-H t :AY o~I)i

Improper form of the numbers

reading location suggested reading

1Y :ri CsA1

r :rA CsA’
hist :VA CS^1

bis^ ey^l
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H. Most frequently, letters representing points on the drawings 

are treated as substantives, usually in the construct state. In a 

number of instances, however, these signs seem to stand in apposition 

rather than construct, and the preceding nouns (usually in the dual 

form) retain their final nun, e.g.:

oA

IY ;1Y

Y :ir

«> jU

Y :H

H :U

U :)©

H

U :Yr

Y jY* 4
1 :YA

IY :rt

r jO

A :O

Y jYY

o JAY

oA Y :AY

1 JAY

n JAY *

V JY1

vr jYC

i



APPENDIX SIX 

PARALLEL PASSAGES

HEIBERG R 128:23-30

s'

’E&v p-EYCcrvou xtixXou xepLQepecuC 
& t;(j3v TCapaXVjXwv, xal toU'Vov

'vbp.vwat, 615o p.^YGO'Toi xuxXot 7tpdC dpOaC, 
wv 6 pbv elc TrfJv 7ca.pa.X\T)\wv, 6 6b exepoC 
Xo£dC xpd£ touC xapaXXIlXouC, 6b 'toO
Xogotf xCxXou toai xepicpbpetat, &xoXr|cp- 
9<S5oiv £xt tS. alrrfi. pApr) 'totS peYtonrou
t;53v xapaXX^Xwv, 6t& 6b 'T<53v Yevopbvwv 
OTipeCtov xa.pd.XX 13X01 xCxXot Ypa-cpflotv, 
&vfoouC ixoX^^ovTat xeptpepebaC Toft 
bE, &px?K m.eyCo'Vou xtixXou t&S perci^u 
a{)Td5v xat pef£ova iel t^jv SyYIOv toU 
iieYfo'tou to5v xapaXXfjXwv Tfj£ xoppcS'tepov.

jOliRC R3

AL-TUSI: Nasir al-Lin ai-TusI; kajmuc 
al-Rasa’il; Hayderabad, 1939.

AL-luAGHRIBI: "Notice sur deux manuscrits 
Arabes"; Carra de Vaux; 
Journal Asiatique; luar- 
Apr, 1891; PP. 287-322.

PRESENT EDITION R 92: 7-13

Ja__AJ I ^yic- atj (jO I <Lj,yuJ I jJ I u ,-A> q IS I j I

' I Ju) I .3. ft i"*-. *at \ Ift^z J t *L.. *>vS

j .I uJ I <9* L-ft I t a. ■ lj L I j j OI *** *-^*^* 9 L^ '

j i -* i ' _p S "L ’ 11* L ' j

0 ft' I t*j -1 t*j Lu> --.-i 0.^9 rt 1.< IaJ ^9— IjJI

9. jJauJI 5/' j*3 I I d 1^ ^5

J L I 1^ bX) I 04 1^ «J < <4 < py ^*Z I

i L~J I J J I ip I jJ I 04 Lp Li il j L»J I

»t ' a Uj 04 O tS* L< 14b. ^nu^uj Laub^ ^*Z Lub-b4

x) I Ip**) I j* *x) I I d^u

Of--4 u-«-J ,jJ l

AL-MAGHRIBI R 292 n.1

d ,., „,_<. Ag djJ I j Au^v. <Lj lyuJ I ji 3 jJ 11—Aj 9 C IJI

A ...... —4 » Li L Ijjj CZ-"*4^ I Z d*y bXA

<i ■ * 1 * * 4 ■■' <^LZ>" I?'**4 ' ’ O"* La.^ JL>-1

^1 —P 0 jo-1J 4-J LlLa U-L* <1-L' LaJ I ^4

■ ■ * »j L>J . i"x*L«J Lu *• *■ **■•»* * ■»j

m t Li dxJ-»->v4 1 oZ* <3"*^"' L^»u Li

1 1€ i< L. AJ L-icJ! Jl

AL-TUSI P. 38.2-6

<1 1 ■■<■» .^3^ dp I □ 6l^-b4 □ I— r3 (2r !^ Z I

d '«p*a 1 I ^4 la-fii I JL>-1 <XaJ Li L IjJ <jA^ O' *■*!*■ ,^,g' L-^-*-dXS

■ mat dJL5 LaJ I ^4 dJ-»i-i ^pLaJ ’ >

it c bX^" UZ** <1 ■*<.„ >4 I.**^b4

- -* --1 Lu <t-'y I kZ* z-* * ’**'«*z

1____ -y-J S I la.»b-*J I ip I jJ I ^J4 L^J Li dZ J 1>J I

duj ^paJ I rt4u» I O—*p-* Le L^ua 1 ■ LauZ xLt.l." ^4

PARIS ms. f.5W8-22
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d—aJ^ipl J O*<Z~y yil^bXlIuyki I Jl

l_aJ2b J-2-1 iaili Ujjj L^J LukL Q^pl J C-J tf j

i----ujlpJ! ^plj jJI diiU J ijl^aJI ^plj jjl 04

f kjf^ L~.«4 du^ l.««*.b4 ^_j***^ dJu LaJ I d^P I «jJ I 0a

--------- b-J±l lULiJI jU^UJI z SpIpJI ^pl^aJI

4 .i. .a* I d^u I bX) I 0a ^p£wXu L-^-z Li d^j Iz^4 z^ ^z 1

aJ I flU I LyU I qj^u j d^jUxa U-9 Jz^

L^bU4 j-x-39 Q* fLs.1 LjIyuJt
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APPENDIX SEVEN

INTERLINEAR SIGLA

In the text of the ms. "between folio 20v and 2Jr inclusive there have 

been written interlinear sigla in a faint red ink with a very fine pen. 

The purpose of these sigla is not clear. As with the letters in the text 

which represent points on drawings, these interlinear sigla have lines 

across their tops, but as can be seen from the list below, it does not 

appear as if they are intended to correct such letters in the text. The 

list contains all these sigla with the readings above and below them,

altough since the first occurence on f. 22v is above the first line, they

probably refer to what is written below them.

below above sigla below above sigla

oSb L j d..«jb*.i> L L

Ja>J 1 UJ J V ..A d «J u-

T j 22r d^51 o T

U=v>> La j u* & d^51 o otf ol» o* C1

c JyU 5^515 ^bun L V-«U»

d^S 1 wJ L L dJkL* 2*515 U*

K T L

V'jy T

O* o' cr T d iZ £

22v c O*

(ib>- U* J* djjl di JjSJI T

o’KJl Usu>- d U* t £

du^ Lww* u* C o* u* £?“'
L J 2^r A b «*

j Jjfll T d/l J T

5 jutlSJ icl5 ’ J 1I <> er L £

J La Jsu>- tr r S


